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QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE 
MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES

KHNL 4th Quarter 2019
October 1, 2019 — December 31, 2019

Licensee: KHNL/KGMB License Subsidiary, LLC

* Covers satellites KHBC-TV (Hilo) and KOGG (Wailuku), which rebroadcast parent station signal. 
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I.

OVERVIEW OF ISSUE-RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING 

Program Day Time

Local News 
 
Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 5:00 Monday to Friday  5:00-6:00 AM 

Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 6:00 Monday to Friday 6:00-7:00 AM 

Hawaii News Now at 5:00 Monday to Sunday 5:00-5:30 PM 

Hawaii News Now at 5:30 Monday to Friday 5:30-6:00 PM

Hawaii News Now at 6:30 Monday to Friday 6:30-7:00PM

Hawaii News Now at 9:00 Monday to Sunday 9:00-9:35PM

Hawaii News Now at 10:00 Monday to Sunday 10:00-10:35 PM 

Hawaii News Now at 10:00 (repeat) Monday to Sunday       1:00-1:30AM

All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix of news, 
weather, sports and issue-responsive feature stories and segments.  Regularly recurring segments 
include:

(1) Eye on the Economy: During the Monday to Friday 5:00 PM newscast, business 
reporter Howard Dicus focuses on a single economic/business topic, including its impact on 
Hawaii.  Typical duration is 1:20 to 1:40.

(2) Wanted Wednesdays: A segment in the 5:00 PM news on Wednesday, profiles one of 
Hawaii's most sought-after fugitives.  Since 2007, tips from viewers have led to more than 70 
arrests of wanted felons that have been profiled.  Typical duration is 1:30 to 1:45.

Editorials- “Local Connections”

General Manager Rick Blangiardi prepares and presents editorials for airing on KHNL.  
During the quarter, one editorial is aired each week, each of which aired between one and three 
times during the week.  The editorials typically last one minute, unless noted otherwise below. 

Monday to Friday In Sunrise and evening newscasts
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Public Service Announcements 
During the fourth quarter of 2019, KHNL aired a total of 2705 PSAs. KHNL aired PSAs on 
various causes and for various organizations ranging from Aloha Medical Mission to Public 
Service Special Olympics Hawaii.
During the third quarter of 2019, KFVE aired a total of 4165 PSAs. KFVE aired PSAs on 
various causes and for various organizations ranging from Friends of the Library to Public 
Service Special Olympics Hawaii.

The Today Show M-F 7:00AM-11:00AM
Sat 5:00AM-7:00AM
Sun 5:00AM-6:00AM

Morning news and talk show

NBC Nightly News M-F 6:00PM-6:30PM
Sat-Sun 5:30PM-6:00PM

A daily report on consumer issues, scams and related issues

Meet the Press Sun 6:00AM-7:00AM
News/interview program specializing in interviewing national leaders on issues of politics, 
economics, foreign policy and public affairs.

 
Hawaii Now Sat 6:00PM-7:00PM
HI Now (pronounced “Hawaii Now”) celebrates the best in Hawaii. We are the ultimate source 
for showcasing the very finest trends in food, home, travel, health, beauty, style and much more. 
HI Now shows viewers what’s happening in the community, striving to help our audience find 
balance in life, work, school and family. Rich content is combined with informative and 
inspiring stories to engage our audience, making our partners the heroes and solution makers to 
the everyday needs of our community. Each story brings together notable guests or experts with 
trusted knowledge and fresh ideas, highlighting all aspects of everyday life including business, 
entertainment, wellness, culture, and community.

Talk Story                            Sun                                                       7:00PM-8:00PM
A new entertainment variety show weaving the stories of Hawaiʻi’s most brilliant personalities 
in music, hula, comedy, fashion and culture. A fresh look into local living, celebrating all things 
Hawaiʻi.
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NBC Specials

The 93rd Annual Macy’s Thanksgiving Parade November 28, 2019 9:00AM-12:00PM & 
7:00PM-10:00PM
The star power along the parade route and in homes across the country will feature performances 
and appearances by Natasha Bedingfield, Black Eyed Peas, Chicago, Ciara, Josh Dela Cruz, 
Celine Dion, Jimmy Fallon and The Roots, Debbie Gibson, former NASA astronauts Kay Hire & 
Janet Kavandi, Chris Janson, Idina Menzel, Lea Michele, Miss America 2019 Nia Franklin, NHL 
legends Dominic Moore and Eddie Olczyk, the cast and Muppets of Sesame Street, NCT 127, 
Ozuna, Billy Porter, Kelly Rowland, That Girl Lay Lay, TLC, Tenille Townes and Chris Young; 
with an extra special appearance by the one-and-only Santa Claus.
Set to enthrall more than 3.5 million spectators lining the streets of Manhattan and more than 50 
million viewers on television, the world-famous Parade is ready to bring families together in 
celebration of the start of the holiday season. The lineup will feature 16 giant character balloons; 
40 novelty balloons, heritage balloons, balloonicles, balloonheads and trycaloons; 26 floats; 
1,200 cheerleaders and dancers; more than 1,000 clowns; and 11 marching bands.
 
Christmas in Rockefeller Center December 4, 2019 6:00PM-7:00PM & 8:00PM-
10:00PM
The tradition of the Rockefeller Christmas tree dates back to 1931 during the Great Depression. 
The first official tree-lighting ceremony occurred two years later in 1933, in front of the then-
eight-month-old RCA Building (the current Comcast Building). The Christmas tree gathering 
was enhanced in 1936 with the opening of the Rockefeller Plaza outdoor ice-skating pond. NBC-
TV televised the tree lighting for the first time in 1951 on The Kate Smith Show and as part of 
the nationwide Howdy Doody television show from 1953 to 1955.
The 87th annual holiday special will celebrate the lighting of a 77-foot-tall, 46-foot-wide 
Norway spruce from the Village of Florida in Orange County, New York. The tree weighs 
approximately 12 tons and is approximately 70 to 75 years old. It will be adorned with more than 
50,000 multi-colored LEDs and will be topped with a stunning Swarovski star.

A Legendary Christmas with John and Chrissy December 12, 2019 9:00PM-10:00PM
John and Chrissy go surprise caroling with their friends Darren Criss, Jane Lynch, Raphael 
Saadiq and Meghan Trainor, and other friends from their neighborhood will stop by their home 
to celebrate the holidays. Special party guests include Awkwafina, Neal Brennan, Zach 
Galifianakis, Derek Hough, Kris Jenner, Yassir Lester, Retta, Sam Richardson, Ben Schwartz 
and Kim Kardashian West. Kenan Thompson and The Fab Five From "Queer Eye" - Antoni 
Porowski, Tan France, Karamo Brown, Bobby Berk and Jonathan Van Ness - also make cameos.
Other special appearances include "The Voice" Coaches Kelly Clarkson, Adam Levine and 
Blake Shelton, as well as Tien Tran.
Legend will perform songs from his upcoming Christmas album, "A Legendary Christmas," 
available October 26. Legend recently won an Emmy Award for NBC's "Jesus Christ Superstar 
Live in Concert" to cement his highly exclusive EGOT status and will serve as a coach on the 
upcoming spring cycle of the four-time Emmy-winning musical competition series "The Voice."
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The 2020 Miss America Competition December 19, 2019 7:00PM-9:00PM
The 2020 Miss America Competition follows 51 compelling candidates as they compete for life-
changing scholarships to be used to continue their efforts toward community service and 
education. The show will continue to highlight a diverse group of young students and 
professionals who are advancing the message of female strength, independence and 
empowerment through their efforts in the areas of scholarship, talent and social impact.
The Miss America Organization has ushered in a new era of progressiveness and inclusiveness, 
led by an all-female leadership team. Over the last two years, the Miss America Organization 
and its state competitions have awarded nearly $6ʻmillion in scholarships.
At the end of the telecast, one candidate will be chosen for the job of Miss America 2020 to build 
upon the work of Miss America 2019, Nia Franklin. Over the past year, Franklin has been 
promoting her social impact initiative, "Advocating for the Arts," through appearances at 
colleges and universities and has taken part in many other events, including making numerous 
visits to Children's Miracle Network Hospitals.

Global Citizen Prize December 20, 2019 7:00PM-8:00PM
Stars perform at London's Royal Albert Hall to honor and celebrate humanitarians and 
changemakers; hosted by John Legend, featuring Chris Martin and H.E.R.; Jennifer Hudson, 
Raphael Saadiq, Sting and Stormzy perform.

Christmas Eve Mass December 24, 2019 11:30PM-1:00AM
Pope Francis leads midnight mass on Christmas Eve for thousands of Catholics from the 
Vatican.

All-American Dream December 28, 2019 12:00PM-1:00PM
The All-American Dream, a special which shares the story of how a high school all-star game 
has become the most watched high school sporting event for 20 consecutive years.

A Toast to 2019! December 31, 2019 12:00PM-1:00PM
Hosted by Today‘s Hoda Kotb and Jenna Bush Hager. The special is set to highlight the year’s 
biggest pop culture moments and trends with the help of a ton of celebs.

http://www.justjared.com/tags/hoda-kotb/
http://www.justjared.com/tags/jenna-bush-hager/
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KHNL Local Specials                                                           Various Times and Lengths

The Nick Rolovich Show August 26 – December 9, 2019 Mondays 6:30PM-7:00PM
Football season has arrived! Hosted by Kanoa Leahey. Weekly wrap up of season games with 
interviews and clips from the coach and players.

Matt Levi Investigates – Youth Vaping: Hawaii’s New Epidemic October 9, 2019 & 
November 14, 2019     6:30PM-7:00PM
An investigation into the crisis of illegal underage vaping by thousands of Hawaii’s teenagers 
and pre-teens...

Hulali October 13, 2019     7:00PM-8:00PM
A red-carpet fashion wrap up from the 2019 Nā Hōkū Hanohano Awards. Catch Hawaiʻiʻs 
brightest stars in music, fashion and our exclusive 
Talk Story sessions with local designers Kini Zamora, Lexbreezy and female vocalists Kimie & 
Anuhea. Hosted by McKenna Maduli.

American Valor November 16, 2019     7:00AM-9:00AM
Join Hollywood celebrities and famed entertainers in a Veterans Day television spectacular as 
they share the stories of America’s military heroes from World War II to the present day. 
American Valor: A Salute to Our Heroes spotlights the men and women from all backgrounds, 
all ages, all eras who share a common bond: when their country needed them, they stepped up to 
the challenge. From the surviving legends who defended Pearl Harbor & stormed the beaches of 
Normandy, to the young wounded warriors of today’s military, it’s a reminder of what we’re 
capable of when we all come together.

Willie K: Life on Stage 4 December 4, 2019     7:00PM-8:00PM
Willie K, an iconic recording artist in Hawaii, is battling an aggressive form of lung cancer, yet 
he continues to perform regularly on stage here at home in Hawaii and on the mainland. 
Throughout it all, Willie K uses his voice as a musician to strive to be a supportive friend to 
others afflicted with cancer. In this touching, one-hour program, Emme follows Willie K as he 
battles this disease and takes this journey with him, his family, his friends and his fans.  
 “Despite serious health issues, Willie K continues to share his music with Hawaii – cheerleading 
his audiences with cancer and praising cancer survivors. He is an inspiration to us all about the 
essence of the human spirit and the power of being in gratitude in all circumstances,” said Island 
Moments producer, Emme Tomimbang. “Emme’s Island Moments is humbled to be able to 
celebrate its 25th anniversary, this year, with a timely gesture paying tribute to this iconic Hawaii 
entertainer.”
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ISSUES AND PROGRAMMING REPORT
CATEGORY DEFINITIONS

A. COMMUNITY ISSUES-including local and state laws and regulations, elections, local events, 
and manners concerning local businesses.

B. ECONOMIC ISSUES-including local issues, labor matters, job opportunities, and the state of 
the economy.

C. EDUCATION ISSUES-including education standards, school safety, budget matters, outside 
of the classroom learning, etc.

D. ENVIRONMENTAL AND WEATHER ISSUES-including conservation, global warming, littering, 
environmental issues particular to Hawaii, environmental education, and political issues, as 
well as tsunamis, typhoons, volcanoes, earthquakes, and other severe weather.

E. HEALTH ISSUES-including health care, public health awareness and public health safety.

F. NEIGHBOR ISLAND ISSUES-including matters of particular concern to residents of and 
visitors to the Hawaiian Islands other than Oahu, including events, park status, tourism, 
politics and local culture.

G. PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES-including health education and awareness, homeland security, 
crime prevention, police conduct, and fire safety.

H. PUBLIC SERVICE-including services provided by non-profit organizations, services which 
benefit the public, and civil service.

I. WEATHER & TRANSPORTATION ISSUES-including traffic, air travel news, travel 
construction, and relevant political issues.
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II. 

PROGRAMMING PROVIDING MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT
OF COMMUNITY ISSUES

A. COMMUNITY ISSUES, including local and state laws and regulations, 
elections, local events, and matters concerning local businesses.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
10/1/2019 9pm HNN 

News K5
DHHL 
MultiFamily 
Housing

DHHL MultiFamily Housing.  The governor today signed 
new administrative rules to allow more offerings for 
kupuna, multi-family homes and rentals. The old Bowl-
O-Drome site, in Moiliili.. will be the first urban high 
rise project to use the new rules for DHHL. Rents are 
expected to be about 80-percent of the area's average.

0:00:17

10/1/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Sherwoods 
Development 
Latest

Sherwoods Development Latest.  First at 9.  The future 
site of a controversial Waimanalo development -- gets 
a second look. Archaeologists visited the area -- after 
an artifact was discovered over the weekend at 
Sherwoods Forest. As our Mahealani Richardson 
reports.. It wasn't iwi or human remains ... but it's 
causing many to take a closer look -- as debate over the 
project -- continues.

0:00:13

10/1/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Michael Gibbs 
Plea

Michael Gibbs Plea.  A man accused of stabbing his 
estranged girlfriend in Mililani - pleaded not guilty 
today to attempted murder. Michael Gibbs is also 
charged with assault stemming from the violent attack 
on September 20th. Police say he struck his teenage 
daughter and slashed her boyfriend when they tried to 
intervene. Bail remains at 1 million dollars.

0:00:46

10/1/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Manoa Falls 
work

Manoa Falls Work.  The Manoa Falls trail will be closed 
on weekdays ... for two to three months. The trail will 
be open on weekends only. This is a 130-thousand 
dollar state rockfall mitigation work. project that was 
originally set to start this past summer..

0:00:43
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10/2/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Sherwoods 
Protest

Sherwoods Protest.  They came to send a message to 
the Mayor at the Waialae Country Club. But his 
campaign shut the blinds at the event blocking 
demonstrators. Many of them say they're upset about 
the city's redevelopment plan for a Waimanalo park. 
Today -- the mayor revealed that the project is 
temporarily on hold due to the discovery of an object 
this weekend. The D-L-N-R said preliminary analysis 
shows the apparent "artifact" may not have any 
historical or cultural significance. and they say no 
ancient bones have been found. But protesters say  the 
development should have never started.

0:00:35

10/2/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Clare Connors 
DACA

Clare Connors DACA.  Hawaii's attorney general is 
joining a group of 16 AGs in asking the Supreme Court 
to protect undocumented immigrants brought to the 
US as children. They're known as Dreamers and they're 
protected by a program called DACA, which former 
President Obama created through executive action. 
President Trump tried to end DACA in 2017...and now 
the case will be heard by the Supreme Court.

0:00:26

10/2/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Howard Hughes 
Tower vote

Howard Hughes Tower vote.  Today, the state entity 
overseeing development in Kakaako ... will make a 
decision on a new proposed high rise. Victoria Place is 
planned for the old Ward Warehouse site. The 350-unit 
tower would be the 7th tower for Howard Hughes in 
Hawaii. Earlier plans called for two towers but the 
developer decided on one, 400-foot high rise. Critics 
say the tower lacks reserve housing ... or units priced 
below market value. State Representative Scott Saiki 
and Sharon Moriwaki wrote a letter to the chair of the 
HCDA board requesting Howard Hughes build more 
affordable housing units than required.

0:00:39
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10/2/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kam Highway 
Erosion

Kam Highway Erosion.  A recent study says 
Kamehameha Highway in Hau`ula is most at risk for 
erosion. It's no surprise if you've ever driven that 
stretch of the highway, which has faced several threats 
from rising sea levels and rough surf in recent years. 
Nearby locations in Kaaawa ... Kahana and Kualoa all 
made the top 10. Most recommendations are to 
"harden" the highway. But some suggest relocating 
portions of it. State crews have made several 
emergency repairs to that stretch ... since 2015. Crews 
have shored up the highway ... by adding boulders 
along the side. Researchers from UH ... prepared the 
study for the state department of transportation.

0:00:32

10/2/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

COUPLE 
GREETS 
STUDENTS 

Couple Greets Students.  Every morning Patti and Fred 
Fisk put on their yellow vests and set up their dry erase 
board for families heading to Aliamanu Elementary 
School.  "If we can help just one child have a better day 
it's well worth it." The art board shows off Patti's 
positive messages and Fred's colorful cartoon drawings. 
"It would break my heart every night to erase it. So 
then we came up with the collage idea." It starts with 
one character on Monday and by Friday the board is 
filled.  "This art board also serves as a countdown clock 
for the kids. It shows how many weeks are left in the 
school year and how many days." The retired couple 
directs traffic and helps the children cross the street. 
They know most of them by name. "It's a such a ray and 
sunshine of hope

 

10/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Hawaii Marine 
Firearms 
Allegations

Hawaii Marine Firearms Allegations.  Today a judge set 
a trial date for a Hawaii Marine accused of trying to 
bring a cache of weapons onto a Nebraska Air Force 
Base. Through his attorneys -- Private First Class -- Ali 
Al-kazahg (AL-KAWZ-AWG) deferred entering a plea. 
The 22 year old's sister says he's being racially targeted. 
Al-kazahg (AL-KAWZ-AWG) reportedly had two semi-
automatic rifles ... a pistol ...a silencer ...a bump stock 
... a vest with body armor -- and a case of ammunition 
... as he tried to drive into "Offutt Air Force Base" back 
in May. His trial is set to begin in January.

0:00:26
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10/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

THEODORE KIM 
ARREST

THEODORE KIM ARREST.  An islandwide manhunt for 
the gunman who allegedly tried to kill his ex-girlfriend 
at a Kalihi bus stop over the weekend... ended 
peacefully in a Manoa Wednesday morning. Officers 
arrested Theodore Kim just before 9 on Kamehameha 
Avenue. The fugitive spent the past three days on the 
run. Records show the 59-year-old was on the radar of 
authorities Sunday when he tracked down his ex near 
Sand Island Access Road. Police say when the woman 
refused to leave with him he fired three blasts from a 
12-gauge shot gun. Law enforcement was warned 
something like this could happen. Three days before 
the shooting Kim's probation officer filed a police 
report -- after getting information Kim was threatening 
to hurt his ex-girlfriend. 

0:01:36

10/3/2019 530pm 
HNN News 
KHNL

THE HOUSTON 
ROCKETS

The Houston Rockets.   held their first practice in 
Honolulu earlier this afternoon at Iolani School--- 
Rockets head coach .  Mike D'Antoni adamant former 
NBA MVP James Harden will play tomorrow against the 
Los Angeles Clippers. "He'll play probably 25 minutes he 
loves to play so... I'll have to try and keep him to 25-30 
minutes but hell play and hell be there for sure... " "The 
people are so welcoming and I'm excited for them to 
get anopportunity to see NBA basketball...i'm excited 
I'm always excited to get away from our comfort zone 
and get away from the states and just to come out in 
Hawaii or other countries so I'm excited were going to 
give the fans a show..." NBA all-star Russell Westbrook 
will not participate in Thursdays game as he continues 
to rehab from surgery-- the star is using his time in ths 
islands to bond with his new teammates "Getting the 
chance to know your teammates off the floor is more 
important to me-- the game will tell you what to do 
whe

0:01:51
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10/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Clippers vs 
Rockets

Clippers vs Rockets.  Fans starting to fill in the arena 
here as tipoff is right around 45 minutes away--take a 
look --former NBA MVP James HArden is out getting 
some jumpers up ahead of what will be a very exciting 
night for Hawaii hoop fans Tonight Harden is expected 
to play between 20-25 minutes in tonights preseason 
game against the Clippers..this is the first of 2 
preseason tuneups for the Los Angeles Clippers as part 
of the start to their training camp...Coaches Doc Rivers 
and Mike D'Antoni said earlier in the week--the 
organizations look forward to bringing the NBA to a fan 
base that doesnt get to see professional basketball 
every year...

0:01:57

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Sherwood 
Latest

Sherwood Latest.  Contractors returned to Waimanalo 
Bay Beach Park today -- but NOT to resume work on 
the controversial redevelopment project. Instead they 
removed a bulldozer that was set on fire back in May. 
No one was ever arrested for the crime. H-P-D says it's 
still investigating the arson case. Construction at the 
park is temporarily on-hold -- while the State evaluates 
a possible artifact that was allegedly discovered last 
weekend.

0:00:29

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MEN AGAINST 
DOMESTIC 
VIIOLENCE 
MARCH

MEN AGAINST DOMESTIC VIIOLENCE MARCH.  Every 
year, the Domestic Violence Action Center says 50-
thousand women between the ages of 18 and 64 are 
victims of domestic violence. The men who helped 
organize this event say domestic violence is not just a 
women's issue ... it's a significant community concern. 
most of the perpetrators are guys, so as guys we need 
to raise our voice against domestic violence a day 
doesn't go by that we don't hear about some sort of 
terrible story, tragedy, related to domestic violence The 
annual Men's March Against Violence began with a 
remembrance ceremony... honoring nine victims of 
domestic violence who lost their lives in Hawaii this 
year. we got to do the right thing. its t

0:02:21
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10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

St. Louis 
Heights Brothel

St. Louis Heights Brothel.  Prosecutors are investigating 
allegations of a brothel being run out of a duplex in 
Saint Louis Heights. Neighbor's complaints about 
alleged prostitution -- out of the home on Kalaepohaku 
Street -- triggered the investigation. Authorities 
executed a search warrant on the home yesterday. 
Evidence indicated the suspected brothel is linked to a 
massage parlor that was recently shut down in 
Kakaako. No arrests were made yesterday. The 
investigation is ongoing.

0:00:23

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

TIFFANY AT 
BLUE NOTE

Tiffany at Blue Note.  Finally tonight -- 80's pop star -- 
"Tiffany" -- is in Hawaii! Remember her hit song -- "I 
think we're alone now!" She gave us a sneak peak of 
her *new version! "....I think we're alone now.. there's 
doesn't seem to be anyone around.. I think we're alone 
now.. the beating of my heart is the only sound.. 
yeah!!!" Tiffany -- rehearsed at the Blue Note Hawaii 
this morning. She's performing two shows there -- 
tomorrow and Saturday! and you can bet she'll sing her 
other hit -- Could've Been! While she shot into stardom 
as a teen -- The 47-year-old -- is now a busy mom -- 
who's still keeping her music streak alive -- with tours 
across the country. Tickets are still on sale for her 
shows here. and she's also stopping by the studio 
tomorrow morning for an interview with the Sunrise 
crew! SO tu

0:04:06

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kealohas Want 
Jury Waived

Kealohas Want Jury Waived.  Louis and Katherine 
Kealoha want a judge to decide if they're guilty or not 
guilty of bank fraud and other financial crimes. The ex-
police chief and ex deputy prosecutor filed a motion 
today, waiving their right to a jury trial which is 
scheduled for January. It's an unusual move. The 
disgraced couple were convicted of conspiracy and 
obstruction in June, the jury took less than 9 hours to 
decide.

0:00:01
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10/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

DWIGHT 
NADAMOTO 
TESTIMONY

Dwight Nadamoto Testimony.  September 24th, Acting 
Honolulu Prosecuting Attorney Dwight Nadamoto 
testified before the committee on executive matters 
and legal affairs regarding a resolution for reform 
(Dwight Nadamoto) "first of all i would like to clarify 
some things in the resolution" Those 'clarifications' 
have raised concern. Committee chair, Ron Menor, sent 
this letter to Nadamoto... reminding him state rulse of 
professional conduct prevent lawyers engaging in 
conduct involving dishonesty, deceit, or 
misrepresentations (Ron Menor) "the abuses of power 
and corruption that's took place within the office of the 
prosecuting attorney i think has had the effect of 
eroding public confidence and trust in our law 
enforcement

0:02:21

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HART 
Construction 
Traffic

HART Construction Traffic.  "this is all so delicate in 
terms of the traffic and transit service being maintained 
that any other party that wants to do work at the same 
time could be very disruptive." "we need to work in 
concert with all these other projects making sure we 
dont' step on each other." Officials say the intense 
schedule is needed so guideway construction toward 
Downtown from Middle Street can begin next summer 
...and be completed by 20-25. They say the acceleration 
won't cost more money -- because of the reduced time 
it takes.

0:00:30

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HART Rail 
Traffic

HART Rail Traffic.  Rail officials say construction on 
Dillingham Boulevard is about to accelerate 
dramatically -- with hundreds of workers on the strip 
up to 20 hours day and night. Beginning in mid-
November, the contractor will widen the road and 
relocate overhead wires to clear the way for 
construction of the guideway. HART is promising to 
keep the busy road open continuously -- and not 
disrupt bus schedules or pedestrian access.

0:00:01
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10/3/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

 PACIFIC PULSE 
INTERISLAND 
SURF SHOP

PACIFIC PULSE INTER-ISLAND SURF SHOP BARRY 
MORRISON OWNER Aloha and welcome to Pacific 
Pulse.. Today we want to introduce you to the inter-
island surf shop... it's the coolest shop kinda like a 
museum.. the owner is Barry Morrison.. Barry howzit.. 
thanks for allowing us into your shop... for the people 
that haven't been here.. tell us what your vision of the 
shop is.. the experience they get here.. the shop started 
in 1959. the old Aloha tower Kakaako street.. and for us 
in high school daze this was it.. what we got here is a 
tribute to our heroes of our youth.. and they live on.. 
we're here to offer that... people haven't experienced 
it.. they went through shortboard and lot of people 
coming back to longboard.. so in addition to being a 
traditional shop you got shorts t-shirts wax leashes.. 
you got boards that are incredible.. historic boards of 
guys that are no longer here.. but are legends in the 
sport... so we have something to admire take home as 
art.. I've sold a

 

10/3/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE 
MARCH

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE MARCH.  Every year, the 
Domestic Violence Action Center says 50-thousand 
women between the ages of 18 and 64 are victims of 
domestic violence. The men who helped organize this 
event say domestic violence is not just a women's issue 
... it's a significant community concern. most of the 
perpetrators are guys, so as guys we need to raise our 
voice against domestic violence a day doesn't go by 
that we don't hear about some sort of terrible story, 
tragedy, related to domestic violence The annual Men's 
March Against Violence began with a remembrance 
ceremony... honoring nine victims of domestic violence 
who lost their lives in Hawaii this year. we got to do the 
right thing. its t

0:01:54

10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am 
KGMB K5

Bernard Brown 
Hearing

Bernard Brown Hearing. The suspected killer of a 
missing woman last seen in 2014  faced a judge on 
Maui for the first time. Bernard Brown  pleaded NOT 
GUILTY to the murder of his ex-girlfriend Moreira "Mo" 
Monsalve (mon-sahl-vay). She was last seen alive at 
Brown's home in Wailuku  five years ago. Her daughter 
says seeing Brown for the first time since then  has her 
overcome with emotions.

0:00:28
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10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

BI Child Death 
Mental Exam 
Ordered

BI Child Death Mental Exam Ordered. One of two 
women charged in the death of a Big Island child will 
undergo a mental evaluation. She is Kuuipo Nihipali. 
She and her co-defendant, Ashley Nihipali, are accused 
of abusing the 6-year-old boy for months. He died a 
year ago following an incident at an apartment complex 
in Keala-kehe. His death was ruled a homicide. The 
women are being tried together. West Hawaii Today 
reports that because of the mental evaluation, trial is 
being suspended until early December. The two have 
pleaded not guilty to all chargesand are being held at 
H-triple-C.

0:00:21

10/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

 Ohio BI Drunk 
Driving 
Evidence

 Ohio BI Drunk Driving Evidence. A judge has thrown 
out key evidence against a Big Island man accused of a 
deadly crash in Ohio. what am i being detained for 
Officers and State troopers tased Joshua Kalili back in 
April after pulling him over for a suspected DUI. After 
being tased  he broke away  got in the car and fled  
eventually crashing and killing the passenger. A blood 
sample from Kalili was taken 5 hours later at the 
hospital  2 hours *after Ohio law permits. Prosecutors 
hoped to use the sample to prove he had been drinking  
or had taken drugs  and then pursue an aggravated 
vehicular homicide charge. His trial begins next 
Tuesday.

0:01:13

10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Bellator 
Returning to 
Hawaii

Bellator Returning to Hawaii. Get excited  Bellator 
fans! A Hawaii World Champion is set to return home 
this December!! Ilima-Lei Macfarlane  confirmed with 
our Kainoa Carlson today that Bellator is coming back 
to the Blaisdell. And Macfarlane herself  will headline 
Bellator Hawaii  on December 21st. The Punahou 
graduate  who specializes in jiu-jitsu, boxing and 
wrestling  will defend her Flyweight World Title against 
Kate Jackson. Tickets go on sale next Friday - October 
11th.

0:00:29
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10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

PACIFIC PULSE 
INTERISLAND 
SURF SHOP

PACIFIC PULSE INTERISLAND SURF SHOP. Aloha and 
welcome to Pacific Pulse Today we want to introduce 
you to the inter-island surf shop it's the coolest shop 
kinda like a museum the owner is Barry Morrison Barry 
howzit thanks for allowing us into your shop for the 
people that haven't been here tell us what your vision 
of the shop is the experience they get here the shop 
started in 1959. the old Aloha tower Kakaako street and 
for us in high school daze this was it what we got here 
is a tribute to our heroes of our youth and they live on 
we're here to offer that people haven't experienced it 
they went through shortboard and lot of people 
coming back to longboard so in addition to being a 
traditional shop you got shorts t-shirts wax leashes. 

0:03:26

10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Sam 
Campiformio 
Plea Deal

Sam Campiformio Plea Deal. A property owner 
charged with the murder of his tenant pleaded no 
contest to manslaughter. Samuel Campiformio 
accepted a plea deal in court yesterday. He was 
charged in the stabbing death of 23-year-old Kenneth 
Ratzlaff in November last year. Ratzlaff's body was 
found in a shipping container on Campiformio's 
property in Kahaluu. He faces 20 years in prison when 
he's sentenced in December. .

0:00:52

10/4/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

St. Louis 
Heights Brothel

St. Louis Heights Brothel. Prosecutors are investigating 
allegations of a brothel being run out of a duplex in 
Saint Louis Heights. Neighbor's complaints about 
alleged prostitution  out of the home on Kalaepohaku 
Street  triggered the investigation. Authorities executed 
a search warrant on the home yesterday. Evidence 
indicated the suspected brothel is linked to a massage 
parlor that was recently shut down in Kakaako. No 
arrests were made yesterday. The investigation is 
ongoing.

0:00:23
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10/4/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

TIFFANY AT 
BLUE NOTE

TIFFANY AT BLUE NOTE. Finally tonight  80's pop star  
"Tiffany"  is in Hawaii! Remember her hit song  "I think 
we're alone now!" She gave us a sneak peak of her 
*new version! "I think we're alone now there's doesn't 
seem to be anyone around I think we're alone now the 
beating of my heart is the only sound yeah!!!" Tiffany  
rehearsed at the Blue Note Hawaii this morning. She's 
performing two shows there  tomorrow and Saturday! 
and you can bet she'll sing her other hit  Could've Been! 
While she shot into stardom as a teen  The 47-year-old  
is now a busy mom  who's still keeping her music streak 
alive  with tours across the country.  

0:04:06

10/4/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Humane 
Society 
Adoptions 
Needed

Humane Society Adoptions Needed. The Hawaiian 
Humane Society has so many animals right now  it's 
waiving adoption fees. The shelter says there are over 
50 dogs  and more than a hundred cats  looking for a 
loving home. You can take home a pet for free  except 
for puppies under 6 months old.

0:00:15

10/7/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

BULKY ITEM 
DONATIONS

BULKY ITEM DONATIONS. The head of Big Brothers Big 
Sisters says ever since the city changed its bulky item 
pick-up policy their donation centers have experienced 
an increase in illegal dumping. The problem's gotten so 
bad they're now paying employees overtime to monitor 
the grounds after hours. "Car" Of its seven dropoff 
centers across Oahu This Big Brothers Big Sisters 
donation site at the corner of Young Street and 
Pensacola is the busiest. "Thank you. Thank you." The 
non-profit collects clothing and small housewares 
"Shoes, sandals hangers." Then sells them  wholesale  
to Savers Thift Store. The money helps to fund it's 
youth mentorship program.

0:02:08

10/8/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Kolten Wong 
Cardinals

Kolten Wong Cardinals.  Hawaii Boy Kolten Wong hit it 
big today. "wong ready to run, he tags here he comes, 
duvals throw no chance- and the cardInals have won 
game four." His fast feet beat out a throw from the left 
field giving Saint Louis a crucial win today in the MLB 
playoffs. The Big Island boy and Cards knocked off the 
Braves- tying up the Division series at 2 and 2. Wong 
helped lift the Cardinals with a double in the bottom of 
the 10th. The Cards take on the Braves for game 5 on 
Wednesday.

0:00:35
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10/8/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

BI Man Ohio 
Deadly Crash 
Trial

BI Man Ohio Deadly Crash Trial.  Trial is scheduled to 
begin today for a Big Island man accused of causing a 
deadly crash in Ohio. Back in April, 27-year-old Joshua 
Kalili was pulled over for a suspected DUI. But 
authorities say he broke away, got back in his car and 
fled....eventually crashing and killing his passenger. A 
judge recently ruled that his blood sample cannot be 
used as evidence. Under Ohio law, authorities had 3 
hours to take his sample following his initial traffic stop. 
But Kalili's sample was taken more than 5 hours later.

0:01:11

10/8/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

BI Man Ohio 
Deadly Crash 
Trial

BI Man Ohio Deadly Crash Trial Court hearing today for 
a Big Island man accused of causing a deadly crash in 
Ohio. Back in April, 27-year-old Joshua Kalili was pulled 
over for a suspected DUI. But authorities say he broke 
away, got back in his car and fled....eventually crashing 
and killing his passenger. A judge recently ruled that his 
blood sample cannot be used as evidence. Under Ohio 
law, authorities had 3 hours to take his sample 
following his initial traffic stop. But Kalili's sample was 
taken more than 5 hours later.

0:00:34

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kailua Water 
Main Break

Kailua Water Main Break.   A water main break 
threatening a road collapse in Kailua is still being 
repaired. The 12 inch line busted this morning under 
Keolu Drive cutting off water service for 93 customers. 
The mauka-bound lane is sunken in at the area of the 
break. 7 fire Hydrants are also impacted. Water wagons 
are now roving the area. Road crews are routing traffic 
into the center lane of Keolu Drive. One lane in each 
direction is open ...but drivers are asked to avoid the 
area if possible.

0:00:27

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

UH FOOTBALL UH Football.  "We've taken the mindset it's not about 
anyone else its about us... I think every football team 
should think that way.. "We're seeing a lot of faceless 
opponents so ya know I dont think there's a guy out 
here that really cares so much about the name thats on 
the jersey that were playing more so about controlling 
what we can control...." Kickoff between the Warriors 
and Broncos is set for 4:15 Hawaii time on ESPN 2

0:00:30
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10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

McCoy Arrested 
Again

McCoy arrested again.  Only Hawaii News Now was 
there as Isaiah McCoy, the notorious death row 
exoneree, was taken to Oh-Triple-C this morning. 
McCoy was arrested at the Daniel K. Inouye 
International Airport yesterday for allegedly violating 
conditions of his release. He was trying to board a flight 
to the mainland while out on bail awaiting trial for 
robbery. Tonight at six what McCoy said to our news 
crew as he was taken into custody.

0:00:25

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

FILIPINO ARMY 
BRIGADIER

FILIPINO ARMY BRIGADIER.  "I am truly humbled by 
this remarkable opportunity. I am aware of the 
immense responsibility and expectations that comes 
with being a general officer. Macaraeg -- a graduate of 
Farrington High School -- thanked his family -- who he 
says -- instilled important values and helped shape his 
character.

0:00:12

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Coast Guard 
Diver Rescue 
Maui

Coast Guard Diver Rescue Maui.   Now to a dramatic 
ocean rescue off Maui.  Caught on camera Coast Guard 
video shows the moments 3 lost divers waved their fins 
to flag down emergency responders. The Dolphin 
helicopter crew spotted the trio ..who lost contact with 
their boat yesterday afternoon. They were found 
floating about 30 miles northeast of Kahului. 
Emergency responders brought the divers back to their 
boat... and escorted them to shore. The Coast Guard 
says the divers were "seasoned"... but became lost 
after diving for an extended amount of time. 
Fortunately, no one was hurt.

0:00:30

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Filipino Army 
Brigadier

Filipino Army Brigadier.  The Hawaii Army National 
Guard's newest brigadier general is the first known 
Filipino solider to attain that rank -- in the 
organization's history. Today at Washington Place, 
Governor David Ige administered the oath of office to 
Colonel Roy Macaraeg -- who was promoted to 
brigadier general. The Kalihi native enlisted in the Army 
National Guard in 1990 -- and during his 29 years of 
service... he held various positions... including posts at 
the Pentagon and deployments to Iraq, Kuwait, and 
Kosovo.

0:00:30
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10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SINGING 
FLIGHT 
ATTENDANT

SINGING FLIGHT ATTENDANT.  Finally tonight -- New 
meaning -- to "in-flight" entertainment. .."we're flying 
on up .. to these skies.. we sure do hope you enjoy the 
fligh-ghh-ghh- t applause That's singing flight attendant 
-- "Scooby"! She surprised everyone on a South West 
Airlines flight -- this morning -- with her rendition of the 
theme song for the 70's t-v show -- The Jefferson's! We 
don't know if "Scooby" serenades passengers on every 
flight -- but customers on this Maui to Honolulu trip say 
-- it was simply a delight -- hearing her hit all the high 
notes!

 

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

PET BLESSING PET BLESSING.  "bring god's blessing upon you.. From 
dogs, cats, birds and rabbits -- all kinds of animals 
participated in the annual Pet Blessing. The St. 
Andrew's Schools event ..commemorates the feast of 
Francis of Assisi -- the patron saint of all creatures.

12:00:6AM

10/8/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

ILIMA LEI 
MACFARLANE

ILIMA LEI MACFARLANE.  Yah guys the opportunity to 
bring Bellator back to Hawaii for a second time was one 
Macfarlane was extremely passionate about following 
the success of last year's show. December 21st will 
offer the Punahou grad another chance to defend her 
world title here at home "We had to Hana Hou bellator 
Hawaii... I mean even everybody even people who had 
been in the business since the beginning who have 
been in MMA since the beginning who had witnessed 
some of the most spectacular moments in sports 
history they came up to me and were like that was one 
of the most amazing moments in any sports... " It was a 
moment Hawaii sports fans will never forget from the 
walkout to the finish Bellator Hawaii was one of the 
premiere sporting events of 2018... The success of the 
show due in part to the result....Macfarlane retaining 
her world title over Valerie Letoruneau due to 
submission from strikes... 2019's oppnent ho

0:02:02

10/8/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

ISAIAH MCCOY 
ARRESTED 
AGAIN 

ISAIAH MCCOY ARRESTED AGAIN . He was booked for 
allegedly violating conditions of his bail  while awaiting 
trial for robbery. Lynn Kawano has more.

0:00:03
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10/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

North Shore 
Road Closures

North Shore Road Closures. Kamehameha Highway will 
be closed in both directions starting here at Laniakea 
Beach down to Sunset Beach so state crews can 
transport large equipment for a Kahuku wind farm 
project. The complete closure of the highway begins at 
midnight and is scheduled to run until 2 A-M between 
Laniakea and Sunset Beaches. However  there are 
roving right lane closures that will begin at 11 P-M til 3 
A-M  which includes: The H-1 Freeway eastbound 
between Kalae-loa Boulevard and the Kamehameha 
Highway off-ramp  EXIT 8-C; Kamehameha Highway 
northbound between H-1 eastbound and Ka Uka 
Boulevard to the H-2 Freeway; The H-2 Freeway 
northbound from Ka Uka Boulevard to Wili-kina Drive; 

0:01:26

10/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Pet blessing Pet blessing. "bring god's blessing upon you From dogs, 
cats, birds and rabbits  all kinds of animals participated 
in the annual Pet Blessing. The St. Andrew's Schools 
event commemorates the feast of Francis of Assisi  the 
patron saint of all creatures.

0:00:06

10/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

 Ewa Deadly 
Crash New 
Details

 Ewa Deadly Crash New Details. Police now say a driver 
in a deadly Ewa crash intentionally veered into a rail 
column The driver was killed along with the front seat 
passenger. It happened one week ago along Farrington 
Highway. Police say the pickup truck erupted into 
flames burning the bodies so badly that they could not 
be immediately identified. The medical examiner says 
their IDs are still pending. Police have now classified 
the crash as a murder in the second degree. The motive 
is still under investigation.

0:00:28

10/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

O'o Hawaii O'o Hawaii. O'o Hawaii is a Haleiwa-based skincare and 
beauty line is part of the Month of Trending Beauty at 
Neiman Marcus. Amy Tomita and Holly Harding join us.

0:03:24

10/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

 Hawaii Cookie 
Con and Sweet 
Expo

 Hawaii Cookie Con and Sweet Expo. The Hawaii 
Cookie Con and Sweet Expo is coming up this weekend. 
It's part of the Fall and New Product Show at the 
Blaisdell. Joining us are Joyce Lee from Moms on a 
Misson Hawaii, and Danton Doss of Sugarlina  one of 
the participating vendors.

0:03:46
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10/9/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

CHEAP EATS 
RAINBOW 
DRIVEIN 

CHEAP EATS RAINBOW DRIVEIN . Guy: Aloha, welcome 
to cheap eats. Augie's out making people laugh 
somewhereâ€¦ instead we got Hawaii News Now's Ben 
Gutierrez. Ben: And joining us for the very first time for 
cheap eats is, from the Honolulu Star Advertiser- Jason 
Genegabus. Jason: Long time viewer, first time grinder 
with Guy- so excited. Guy: And we're in Kalihi, we're 
eating at Rainbows Drive In second location- let's check 
it out! Guy: Oh Boy, I'm looking forward to the spread 
here at Rainbows Drive In! Ben: And her in Kalihi you 
get pretty much the same menu. They don't have the 
daily specials, they don't have a couple of minor stuff 
like the desserts- but all the favorites, they're here. 

0:02:38

10/9/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Filipino Army 
Brigadier

Filipino Army Brigadier. The Hawaii Army National 
Guard's newest brigadier general is the first known 
Filipino solider to attain that rank  in the organization's 
history. Today at Washington Place, Governor David Ige 
administered the oath of office to Colonel Roy 
Macaraeg  who was promoted to brigadier general. The 
Kalihi native enlisted in the Army National Guard in 
1990  and during his 29 years of service he held various 
positions including posts at the Pentagon and 
deployments to Iraq, Kuwait, and Kosovo.

0:00:20

10/9/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SHERWOODS 
BURIAL 
COUNCIL

SHERWOODS BURIAL COUNCIL. From the information 
that you have presented to us today we do not have 
any serious cause for alarm. That was the call from the 
chair of the Oahu Island Burial Council  Hinaleimoana 
Wong-Kalu. Despite multiple arrests concerns about 
Hawaiian burials a lawsuit and protesters who vow to 
block the city's heavy equipment  she said the conflict is 
between Hawaiian residents of Waimanalo. Iwi kupuna 
should not be used as a scapegoat and a means to the 
end if they are not the reason why if they are not the 
actual reason that something should not happen.  

0:02:05

10/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Surf4Hugs This 
Weekend

Surf4Hugs This Weekend. For the 16th straight year  
the Thomas Family  will be putting on the event  "Surf 4 
Hugs"  this Saturday at Kuhio Beach. It's a way to bring 
smiles and joy to keiki suffering from serious illnesses. 
About 80 children and their siblings are expected to 
participate  along with some 60 volunteers. For some 
keiki  it'll be their very first time on a surfboard  riding 
waves.
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10/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

 HPD Homeless 
Training

 HPD Homeless Training. As calls for mental health 
emergencies continue to rise in Honolulu  HPD has 
launched a new 'Crisis Intervention Team'. It's made up 
of 58 officers All with specific training on how to defuse 
those potentially dangerous situations. The team was 
made possible through a partnership with the Hawaii 
chapter of the National Alliance on Mental Illness. The 
group trains officers for free  with the goal of keeping 
people who are suffering from mental illness out of jail  
and into treatment.

0:00:27

10/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

GRENADES IN 
CAR

GRENADES IN CAR. "Several of the bomb squad they're 
just kind of going back and forth down the drive way 
and doing whatever it is that they're doing I'm 
assuming what they're doing is removing the grenades 
from their vehicle and containing it." The owner of the 
towing company tells us the stolen vehicle was towed 
from their Pearl City lot to their Ewa Beach location 
yesterday at the request of HPD. When police and the 
car owners came to retrieve the vehicle around 5-30 
last night they found the grenades and immediately 
evacuated the property. The grenades were then safely 
removed. Workers were allowed to return at about 9 
last night.

0:00:46

10/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Sherwood Sherwood. It's unclear what impact the state panel's 
stance will have on plans for the park redevelopment 
project here at Waimanalo Bay Beach Park  but for now 
a spokesperson for the city says they're checking with 
their contracted archaeologists to see if more analysis 
needs to be done. Construction came to a halt after the 
discovery of a potential artifact at the end of 
September in an area known as Hunananiho or 
Sherwood Forest where opponents of the park project 
have raised concerns about the presence of iwi kupuna  
or human remains. The O'ahu Burial Council is one of 
several agencies that gets involved when iwi kupuna 
have been discovered at project sites but yesterday the 
chair said there's no alarm.  

0:01:48
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10/10/2019 New 
Sunrise 
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Sherwood Sherwood. It's unclear what impact the state panel's 
stance will have on plans for the park redevelopment 
project here at Waimanalo Bay Beach Park  but for now 
a spokesperson for the city says they're checking with 
their contracted archaeologists to see if more analysis 
needs to be done. Construction came to a halt after the 
discovery of a potential artifact at the end of 
September in an area known as Hunananiho or 
Sherwood Forest where opponents of the park project 
have raised concerns about the presence of iwi kupuna  
or human remains. The O'ahu Burial Council is one of 
several agencies that gets involved when iwi kupuna 
have been discovered at project sites but yesterday the 
chair said there's no alarm.  

0:03:37

10/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Adjutant 
General Hara

Adjutant General Hara. Today Governor Ige appointed 
Kenneth Hara  as the new state Adjutant General. The 
Bridgadier General has served as the deputy adjutant 
general since January  and led the Joint Task force 
overseeing the Hawaii National Guard *and active 
military personnel during the KiIauea volcanic eruption. 
Hara will replace Major General Arthur Logan  who is 
retiring. Pending Senate confirmation Hara will start his 
new position  December 6th.

0:00:24

10/10/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 ISAIAH MCCOY 
HEARING 

 ISAIAH MCCOY HEARING . Always animated and happy 
to see a camera, Isaiah McCoy smiled when he walked 
into the courtroom. Still shackled, McCoy was 
representing himself. "state of hawaii's motion to 
increase mccoy's bail" He was arrested earlier this week 
at Honolulu's airport trying to board a United flight to 
los angeles. He's out on bail awaiting trial for second 
degree robbery. "you indicated to TSA that it was up to 
them to let me pass correct." McCoy got several rounds 
of scoldings from Circuit Court Judge Todd Eddins, first, 
during cross exmaination of the deputy sheriff from the 
arrest.

0:01:42

10/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kaimuki Bank 
Robbery

Kaimuki Bank Robbery.  H-P-D is searching for a man 
who robbed the Kaimuki branch of Hawaii National 
Bank. It happened on Waialae Avenue around 8 
yesterday morning. . Investigators say he passed a note 
to a teller -- and ran off with an undisclosed amount of 
cash.

0:00:08
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10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Hiker ID'd Hiker ID'd.  Family members have confirmed that a 
body found on a Windward Oahu hiking trail -- is 
Nicholas Tachino. Search crews and volunteers had 
been looking for the 51-year-old for nearly 2 weeks. 
They found Tachino's body Sunday morning -- below 
Olomana's second peak.

0:00:41

10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am 
KGMB K5

Michelle Wie 
Turns 30

Michelle Wie Turns 30.  And happy birthday to 
Michelle Wie! The Hawaii golfer turns 30 today.

0:00:08

10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am 
KGMB K5

Isaiah McCoy 
Bail Hearing

Isaiah McCoy Bail Hearing.  Fiery outbursts in court.. as 
a judge revoked bail for death row exoneree Isaiah 
McCoy. McCoy is charged with second degree robbery 
after two people were held up in Waikiki this summer. 
He was out on bail and said he notified the bail 
bondsman ahead of time that he was leaving the state 
for 10 days -- but the law requires you notify the court. 
Yesterday, the circuit court judge was going to give 
McCoy more time to argue his case -- when he had one 
final outburst and had to be pulled out by a sheriffs 
deputy.  "i'm just going to show you" "remove mr. 
mcoy is removed from this court... you're going to 
lose... power to the people." McCoy has beaten a 
murder conviction on the mainland -- and nine counts 
of human trafficking here in Hawaii. His robbery trial is 
set for next month.

0:00:36

10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Jazmine 
Zamora

Jazmine Zamora.  Whether its a club or a bat Jazmine 
Zamoras ability to swing has been one of her greatest 
blessings -- After graduating high school Zamora 
accepted a softball scholarship to attend the University 
of Hawaii where she starred for the Rainbow Wahine 
and had aspirations for a career in professional sports.. 
--until a normal afternoon with her best friend last year 
gave birth to a new passion... "We went to the golf 
range together and I took his club and I crushed it--it 
was just really natural for me it was like hitting a ball 
low and outside and like I said I just naturally hit it 
far..." Zamora was hooked-- here at the Kapolei Golf 
Course featuring the longest driving range on the island 
-- the 27 year old-- comes for daily practices--- its one 
of the few ranges shes allowed too... "I can't hit at 
Newton I cant hit at the Ala Wai because I'll actually 
either into the bushes and I cant see the rules or I'll 
actually hit the fence or hit onto one of the tee boxes 
so

0:01:00
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10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Pacific Pulse 
Heimana 
Reynolds

PACIFIC PULSE HEIMANA REYNOLDS 2020 OLYMPICS 
CONTENDER Aloha and welcome to Pacific Pulse.. today 
I want to introduce to you the future Olympic gold 
medalist Heimana Reynolds.. thanks for coming on.. 
how you doing.. I'm doing well man.. you are on a 
journey to compete in the 2020 Tokyo olympics in 
skateboarding.. what's that like.. is that getting to your 
head yet? Oh my god it's giving me goosebumps just 
thinking about it.. it's crazy I've been working towards 
this my entire life.. and being this close is just an 
incredible feeling.. you're not there yet you still gotta 
make the team... you say they still gotta name the guys 
on the team.. but you're leading the list right now.. I'm 
leading right now and I made the national team that's 
not the olympic team.. but I made the national team 
for 2020.. we still got 4-5 events to hold my lead and 
try to make it.

0:03:03

10/11/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Ironman 
Adaptive Team

Ironman Adaptive Team.  The brothers who made 
history at last year's IRONMAN race are back in Kona -- 
as race ambassadors Kyle and Brent Pease are the first 
push-assisted team of brothers to ever finish the 140-
mile IRONMAN World Championship. Despite Kyle's 
cerebral palsy the brothers have run 80 races since they 
started competing together in 2011. Their non-profit 
foundation raises awareness for assisted athletics and 
helps disabled athletes compete.

0:00:33
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Centennial Park Centennial Park.  A plot of land in Waikiki that once sat 
vacant for nearly two decades ...is getting a final 
cleanup before crews start turning the area into a 
public park. Back in July the city held a ground breaking 
in anticipation of creating the highly anticipated 
Centennial Park. But since then the lot at Seaside 
Avenue, and Aloha Drive has become littered with 
bulky items and trash. Tomorrow a cleanup will be held 
ahead of construction. Community members remain 
excited about what the completed park could mean for 
the neighborhood.  "We've all been so excited and 
looking forward to this park -- being able to utilize it as 
a park. And I think it'll just bring the tourists around and 
it'll be so nice and something to look forward to for the 
keiki as well." Plans for the park -- include vast, open 
areas with plenty of trees for shade -- as well as an 
elevated area for community events. Tomorrow's event 
is open to the public... and runs from 9 to 11 in the 
morning.

0:00:29
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KAWAIAHAO 
IWI 
CONTROVERSY 

Kawaihao Iwi Conterversy.  Kawaiahao Church first 
unearthed the burials in 2009 during construction of it's 
multi-purpose center. Since then more than 600 iwi 
kupuna were discovered... and sit in the church's 
downtown basement. The project is on hold. The 
families and the church want the iwi kupuna reburied 
as close as possible to where they were found... but 
there's debate over the details and future 
development. The controversy mirred in legal limbo 
and years of conflict between the families and the 
church. To say that this is a Hawaiian church and there 
are Hawaiian things over there. That's bull. We don't 
dig up our kupuna. Who would imaging that any project 
would be caught between two laws. Historic and 
department of health. No one has had to navigate that 
before. There's 60 individual claimants to the iwi 
kupuna and more are coming forward. This family h
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CARISSA 
MOORE SURF 
TITLE

Carissa Moore Surf Title.  Finally tonight -- Carissa 
Moore -- wins the Roxy Pro France! It's her 23rd victory 
on the WSL Championship Tour! Moore held her lead -- 
throughout the all USA final this morning -- at Hossegor 
beach in South West France -- scoring high -- in two 
epic rides -- mastering barrells and powerful waves -- to 
defeat Caroline Marks of Florida. With today's victory -- 
the three-time WSL World Champion -- extends her 
lead over Lakey Peterson. Next week -- Moore 
competes in Portugal ... and then in Hawaii for the final 
championship event -- in December. 

 

10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
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Michelle Wie 
Turns 30

Michelle Wie Turns 30.  And happy birthday to 
Michelle Wie! The Hawaii golfer turns 30 today.
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Isaiah McCoy 
Bail Hearing

Isaiah McCoy Bail Hearing.  Fiery outbursts in court.. as 
a judge revoked bail for death row exoneree Isaiah 
McCoy. McCoy is charged with second degree robbery 
after two people were held up in Waikiki this summer. 
He was out on bail and said he notified the bail 
bondsman ahead of time that he was leaving the state 
for 10 days -- but the law requires you notify the court. 
Yesterday, the circuit court judge was going to give 
McCoy more time to argue his case -- when he had one 
final outburst and had to be pulled out by a sheriffs 
deputy.  "i'm just going to show you" "remove mr. 
mcoy is removed from this court... you're going to 
lose... power to the people." McCoy has beaten a 
murder conviction on the mainland -- and nine counts 
of human trafficking here in Hawaii. His robbery trial is 
set for next month.

0:00:36
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Jazmine 
Zamora

Jazmine Zamora.  Whether its a club or a bat Jazmine 
Zamoras ability to swing has been one of her greatest 
blessings -- After graduating high school Zamora 
accepted a softball scholarship to attend the University 
of Hawaii where she starred for the Rainbow Wahine 
and had aspirations for a career in professional sports.. 
--until a normal afternoon with her best friend last year 
gave birth to a new passion... "We went to the golf 
range together and I took his club and I crushed it--it 
was just really natural for me it was like hitting a ball 
low and outside and like I said I just naturally hit it 
far..." Zamora was hooked-- here at the Kapolei Golf 
Course featuring the longest driving range on the island 
-- the 27 year old-- comes for daily practices--- its one 
of the few ranges shes allowed too... "I can't hit at 
Newton I cant hit at the Ala Wai because I'll actually 
either into the bushes and I cant see the rules or I'll 
actually hit the fence or hit onto one of the tee boxes 
so

0:01:00
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Pacific Pulse 
Heimana 
Reynolds

PACIFIC PULSE HEIMANA REYNOLDS 2020 OLYMPICS 
CONTENDER Aloha and welcome to Pacific Pulse.. today 
I want to introduce to you the future Olympic gold 
medalist Heimana Reynolds.. thanks for coming on.. 
how you doing.. I'm doing well man.. you are on a 
journey to compete in the 2020 Tokyo olympics in 
skateboarding.. what's that like.. is that getting to your 
head yet? Oh my god it's giving me goosebumps just 
thinking about it.. it's crazy I've been working towards 
this my entire life.. and being this close is just an 
incredible feeling.. you're not there yet you still gotta 
make the team... you say they still gotta name the guys 
on the team.. but you're leading the list right now.. I'm 
leading right now and I made the national team that's 
not the olympic team.. but I made the national team 
for 2020.. we still got 4-5 events to hold my lead and 
try to make it.
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LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
RURAL SCHOOL 
STRUGGLE

LOCAL CONNECTION RURAL SCHOOL STRUGGLE.  Last 
week...the department of education released results 
from the annual uniform statewide test that measures 
both student learning and the performance of 
individual schools. Overall the system did not 
improveâ€¦but what was really alarming was the 
downward movement of rural high schools â€“ 
especially when it comes to math. At 
Waianae...Nanakuli and Ka'u high schools not even one 
in ten juniors measured proficient in math. The 
statewide proficiency rate was just over 40 percent. 
This state has got to find a way to close that gap. In an 
increasingly high-tech worldâ€¦young people who can't 
do math face a limited future. You can't blame the 
schools entirely for thisâ€¦but it's no coincidence that 
these schools have the hardest time recruiting and 
keeping enough good teachers. That is something that 
DOE can change. Like in businessâ€¦resources, 
innovation and personnel must flow to
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Kalihi Valley 
Murder Arrest

Kalihi Valley Murder Arrest. All new at nine tonight  
Honolulu police have identified the suspect accused of 
a deadly shooting overnight at Kalihi Valley Homes. 
They took "Leri Robert" into custody  after he turned 
himself in for murder  late this afternoon. Robert is 
accused of shooting a man on Kalau-nu Street  just 
after one  this morning. The victim was pronounced 
dead  at the Queen's medical center. Police say another 
man also suffered a minor gunshot wound. We're told 
all three men knew each other. Robert remains in 
custody for murder, attempted murder and an 
unrelated warrant. He has not been charged.

0:00:25
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Laie Hit and 
Run Arrest

Laie Hit and Run Arrest. Now to the latest 
developments on a crash that critically injured a 6-year-
old girl. A Hau-ula woman arrested in connection with 
the crash  has been released pending investigation. 
Police say 64-year-old Si-le-i-loga Tanuvasa turned 
herself in to the Kahuku Police Station yesterday 
morning. Investigators also recovered a Mitsubishi S-U-
V. On Friday afternoon, Tanuvasa allegedly struck Olivia 
Numanga as she was riding her bike and then left the 
scene. She was booked for "Accidents Involving Serious 
Injury."

0:00:33
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Kalihi Valley 
Shooting Arrest

Kalihi Valley Shooting Arrest. The suspect in a deadly 
shooting at Kalihi Valley Homes has turned himself in to 
Honolulu Police. "Leri Robert" was booked for 2nd 
degree murder and attempted murder. He's accused of 
shooting two men on Kalau-nu Street  just after one  
yesterday morning. One man died, the other suffered a 
minor wound. No word on the motive, but we're told 
all three men knew each other.

0:00:22
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Kalaeloa 
Update

Kalaeloa Update. Monday marked night number two of 
blockades against a controversial wind energy farm in 
Kahuku. From Kalaeloa to the North Shore, protesters 
staked out overnight, prepared to block the movement 
of any equipment to the site. They were willing and 
ready to be arrested, but things did not escalate to that 
point. The project was cleared for construction after 
completing the legal steps. The company behind the 
project, AES, hoped to begin moving wind turbine parts 
Sunday night, but opponents prevented that from 
happening. In the meantime, HPD released a statement 
saying:
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 Red Hill  Red Hill. A public meeting is scheduled at 6 p-m at the 
Oahu Veterans Center. The military is required to 
address issues at the facility  following the release of 27 
thousand gallons of fuel in 2014. The fuel didn't reach 
the aquifer underneath the 20 tanks. But state officials 
worry it could  in the event of a catastrophic event like 
an earthquake. The State Department of Health wants 
the tanks moved to another location  and away from a 
major source of drinking water. The Navy says that 
could be part of its long-term plans  but for now - it's 
installing advanced leak detection technology.
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Kalaeloa 
Update

Kalaeloa Update. Monday marked night number two of 
blockades against a controversial wind energy farm in 
Kahuku. From Kalaeloa to the North Shore, protesters 
staked out overnight, prepared to block the movement 
of any equipment to the site. They were willing and 
ready to be arrested, but things did not escalate to that 
point. The project was cleared for construction after 
completing the legal steps. The company behind the 
project, AES, hoped to begin moving wind turbine parts 
Sunday night, but opponents prevented that from 
happening. In the meantime, HPD released a statement 
saying:

0:01:33
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Kahookahi 
Kanuha 

Kahookahi Kanuha is one the main leaders of the 
ongoing protest at Mauna Kea. So far, they've been 
able to block the thirty meter telescope from being 
built on the summit, which they consider sacred. 
They've been up there since July 15th. Good morning.

0:10:26
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Cheap Eats Young's Kapolei.  Aloha and welcome to 
Cheap Eats. Augie is gone. Instead we have two culinary 
experts. From Sunrise, Hawaiian food expert Lacy 
Deniz. I cannot wait to indulge in this Hawaiian food. 
And of course our go-to food consultant, chef Will 
Chen. Good afternoon, aloha. Are you ready for some 
Hawaiian food? I'm ready, and I hear there's some 
really special unique eats today. Should we tell him? 
No, it should be a surprise because its going to come 
from his. Naau. Na-awesome! Youngs Fish Market out 
here in Kapolei, let's check it out. Alright crew, check 
out the spread from the Youngs Fish Market out here in 
Kapolei. My mouth is watering. If I wasn't hungry 
before, I'm starving now. But you know, we are out of 
luck today, because they don't have naau, so we got to 
come back. Then he can be truly na-awesome. Yes, he 
can. The spread includes poke bowls, plate lunches, the 
traditional favorites they're known for. This is a third 
generation restaurant. That's incredible. Let's check out 
this

0:03:08
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Flatbed Cart 
Theft

Flatbed Cart Theft.  Today Honolulu Crimestoppers 
released surveillance video of a man wanted for a theft 
near the Iwilei Costco. The suspect is seen taking a flat 
bed cart with two boxes of equipment. This happened 
back on September 25 around 9-30 a-m. The man fled 
in an unknown direction. If you have information call 
police.

0:00:18
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Hanauma Bay 
Critical

Hanauma Bay Critical.  An apparent near-drowning at 
Hanauma Bay sent a man to the hospital in critical 
condition. E-M-S says lifeguards pulled the 35-year-old 
visitor from Korea -- out of the water around 9 this 
morning. He eventually died at the hospital  It's not 
known if he was swimming or snorkeling.

0:00:16
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CAKE WORKS 
BURGLARY

CAKE WORKS BURGLARY.  We had a very similar break-
in last year about the same time. And one of the guys 
look very much like the last person who broke in. In 
addition to the cakes - an ipad and laptop were also 
stolen. Miki says the men tried to break into the shops 
safe for two hours but were unsuccessful. Damage and 
losses are estimated at 15-hundred dollars. If you have 
any information call Honolulu Crimestoppers at 955-
8300

0:00:31
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HAWAII MEN'S 
SHED

Hawaii's Men's Shed.  A warehouse on the downtown 
waterfront is home base for the Honolulu Men's Shed a 
gathering spot for guys who've retired from their jobs 
or who've lost a loved one.  "The idea is to attract men 
that are at risk of loneliness, isolation, and bring them 
to something that they can enjoy." Here men 65 and 
older make new friends while they build and repair 
things. (Glenn Sears/ Honolulu Men's Shed) "I think 
most guys are just happier. They love coming in here 
and spending time with other guys and tinkering. The 
Men's Shed movement started in Australia as small 
community workshops to improve men's health by 
giving them a place to work with their hands. (Jim 
Mendoza/ Honolulu) "There are about a thousand 
Men's Sheds in Australia and 2,000 worldwide. There 
are now 17 in United States. This one was the first." 
The Honolulu chapter opened in 2016 with just four 
men. Membership is now closing in on
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Kaneohe Bay 
Diver Apparent 
Drowning

Kaneohe Bay Diver Apparent Drowning.  An elderly 
man is dead after an apparent drowning this afternoon 
at Kaneohe Bay. The 83-year-old was diving when he 
became distressed shortly before 12-30. Emergency 
personnel gave the man CPR, but could not revive him. 
Medics pronounced him dead at the scene.
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Kalihi Shooter 
Charged

Kalihi Shooter Charged.  The man accused of a deadly 
shooting at Kalihi Valley Homes -- is charged tonight 
with murder. Leri Robert -- allegedly shot and killed a 
man early Monday morning. Another man also suffered 
a gunshot wound. Robert is also charged with attmpted 
murder. Bail is set at 1 million dollars. Robert is 
expected back in court tomorrow

0:00:17
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Kealoha Plea 
Deal Update

Kealoha Plea Deal Update.  The Kealohas are close to 
making a plea deal with federal prosecutors. Attorneys 
for Louis and Katherine Kealoha spent the day 
negotiating with the government. Katherine Kealoha is 
reportedly "sleeping on it" so to speak and a decision 
could come down before the end of the week. The 
former deputy prosecutor and ex police chief... will 
have to plead guilty to financial crimes... to avoid trial 
in January. Katherine would also have to plead to 
alleged drug crimes to avoid her third trial in May. The 
benefit for the Kealohas -- credit -- when it comes to 
sentencing. What the government gets out of it... 
according to one of the attorneys ..would be -- what 
they know about other public corruption.

0:00:39
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BOR Mauna 
Kea Resolution

BOR Mauna Kea Resolution.  I just got off the phone 
with Mayor Kim and he says the public ... including the 
activists... would be told when equipment would go 
back up the mountain and people would have to move. 
He says he made that promise weeks ago after rumors 
of law enforcement sparked many fears. Winter is 
setting in and multiple sources say the numbers have 
dwindled to 100 to 150 because of the harsher weather 
conditions where temperatures range between 80's to 
high 30's. That's left people wondering if that would be 
an opportunity for law enforcement to move in to clear 
the road. Mayor Kim said there would be no sneaking 
in equipment at Mauna Kea and TMT opposition 
leaders said that's what they were assured.

0:00:22
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MARIOTA 
BENCHED FOLO

Mariota Benched Folo.  Following the announcement 
of former Miami Dolphins quarterback Ryan Tannehill 
as the starter for this weekends Titans game against 
the Chargers.. The organization addressed the media 
after Wednesday's practice where Hawaii's Marcus 
Mariota took full responability of his play through the 
first 6 games of the season he recently struggled this 
past weekend will now carry over toin a 16-0 loss 
against the Denver Broncos  prompting a quarterback 
change late in the third quarter a change that "I had an 
opportunity to play and I didn't make the most of it.. 
and I'm going to learn and grow from it--this is 
anopportunity for me grow as a person and as a player 
and I'm going to do everything I can to help Ryan and 
the team win..." NATS Mariota recently struggled this 
past weekend in a 16-0 loss against the Denver Broncos 
-- a game that Titans head coach Mike Vrabel referred 
to as he addressed the media on Wednesday.... "We're 
trying to get alittle spark.. trying to

0:01:47
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KANEOHE 
UNSAFE 
PLAYGROUND 

KANEOHE UNSAFE PLAYGROUND .  Realtors highlight 
this kids-friendly playground as a key feature of the 
upscale Waikalua Bayside project along Kaneohe Bay. 
But neighbors say they were shocked that the 
developer placed this propane tank .... and this 
transformer right next to the playground. "I don't think 
it's safe for the kids." "I think there should be fencing 
around that or removal of the gas tank would be 
better. I would think they would move the gas tank." 
The playground's proximity to the gas tank and 
transformer doesn't appear to violate any city 
permitting rules. But neighbors say it violates common 
sense. "I think that's way too close. If you're a kid you 
don't know what's going on. It looks like another piec
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Marcus Mariota 
Benched

Marcus Mariota Benched.  Now to a major 
development in the N-F-L -- Hawaii's Marcus Mariota's 
time with the Tennesssee Titans could be coming to an 
end. NFL Network insider Ian Rapoport tweeted this 
afternoon ... that the Titans were officially making a 
quarterback change -- electing to start former Miami 
Dolphins quarterback Ryan Tannehill in Mariota's place. 
Mariota was ineffective this past Sunday ... completing 
just 7-of-18 passes for 63 yards and two interceptions 
in a 16-0 loss to Denver. It dropped the Titans' record 
to 2-4 this season. Kainoa Carlson will have more on 
this story ... coming up at 6 on KGMB
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Tulsi and Kai 
Kahele 
Fundraising

Tulsi and Kai Kahele Fundraising.  Congresswoman 
Gabbard -- meantime -- has so far raised NINE million 
dollars for her presidential run... and she's spent about 
7. That's according to the Federal Election Commission. 
Gabbard gets to keep all the money she's raised... for 
future campaigns, including her re-election bid for 
Congress. Her democratic opponent in that race -- State 
senator Kai Kahele -- has raised more than half-a-
million dollars since his congressional campaign 
launched in January. About a fifth of that amount came 
in the past 3 months.
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Kakaako Ped Ax 
A&P

Kakaako Ped Ax A&P.  The trolley driver accused of 
running over a man -- is scheduled to enter a plea in 
court today. David Kmetz is indicted for negligent 
homicide in the death of 76-year-old Ernest Urata. 
Urata was in a Kakaako crosswalk last November when 
he was struck. Police say Kmetz failed a field sobriety 
test after the crash. He remains in custody.
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Leri Robert 
Charge

Leri Robert Charge.  Murder suspect Leri Robert is 
scheduled to appear in court today. He's charged with 
killing a man -- and injuring another -- at the Kalihi 
Valley Homes early Monday morning. Robert is also 
charged with attempted murder. His bail is set at 1 
million dollars.

0:00:34
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DELA CRUZ

PACIFIC PULSE DONOVAN DELA CRUZ Aloha and 
welcome to Pacific Pulse. A bill just passed the 
legislative bodies and is going to introduce the state 
commission on surfing the author of the bill is here 
state senator Donovan Dela Cruz. Thanks for coming in. 
How did this state commission on surfing come about? 
Surfing has been a topic especially for the department 
of education trying to make it an official high school 
sport and in addition to that the olympics in 2020 in 
Japan is gonna have surfing. I feel like we've let surfing 
get away from Hawaii when we're the basis of it all... so 
what's the commission gonna do? What are the 
primary objectives of the commission? The commission 
really needs to promote that Hawaii owns surfing that 
surfing originated in Hawaii the cultural aspects it's 
gotten too commercialized without the origins being 
more promoted. So who's gonna be on the commision 
and how many people are you thinking? There's about 
16 members there's quite a bit of ex

0:01:00
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Kahuku 
Windmill

Kahuku Windmill.  Approximately 200 opponents of 
the wind farm project gathered at Kahuku Park around 
6 p.m. Sunday and marched along Kamehameha 
Highway to the Na Pua Makani site hours before the 
scheduled midnight transport. Some were sitting in 
chairs that had been taped and chained together on a 
side road leading up to the site where AES Corporation 
plans to build eight new wind turbines. Opponents 
were also seen gathering at the AES yard in Kalaeloa, 
where Honolulu police were also on site. Organizers 
report opponents staged at the AES yard in Kalaeloa 
left the area around 1:45 a.m. Monday, following the 
departure of HPD crews â€” who were then spotted in 
Kahuku, where about half a dozen opponents remain. 
No arrests were reported at either location. The 
company had planned to move massive parts for the 
turbines, which will each be 568 feet tall, Sunday 
through Thursday nights between 11 p.m. and 5 a.m. 
The wind farm's chief operating officer says the proje
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Turbines 
Transport

Turbines Transport.  Now, those turbines are on the 
way to the construction site in Kahuku. But there's 
another obstacle. Police say it appears someone 
intentionally cut a utility pole to block Kamehameha 
Highway on the North Shore.... and prevent the convoy 
from getting to its destination. And once it does arrive, 
there's a large crowd gathered there.... to try to block it 
again.
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Makua deadly 
stabbing

Makua deadly stabbing.  Happening now -- Honolulu 
Police are searching for the person who stabbed and 
killed a 73-year-old man near Makua. He was found 
inside a car along Farrington Highway near "Our Lady of 
Keaau" -- with multiple stab wounds around 11 
yesterday morning. The man's identity has not been 
released.
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Kahuku Windmill Arrests.  Approximately 200 
opponents of the wind farm project gathered at 
Kahuku Park around 6 p.m. Sunday and marched along 
Kamehameha Highway to the Na Pua Makani site hours 
before the scheduled midnight transport. Some were 
sitting in chairs that had been taped and chained 
together on a side road leading up to the site where 
AES Corporation plans to build eight new wind turbines. 
Opponents were also seen gathering at the AES yard in 
Kalaeloa, where Honolulu police were also on site. 
Organizers report opponents staged at the AES yard in 
Kalaeloa left the area around 1:45 a.m. Monday, 
following the departure of HPD crews â€” who were 
then spotted in Kahuku, where about half a dozen 
opponents remain. No arrests were reported at either 
location. The company had planned to move massive 
parts for the turbines, which will each be 568 feet tall, 
Sunday through Thursday nights between 11 p.m. and 
5 a.m. The wind farm's chief operating officer says the 
proje
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MICHAEL 
ELETISE

Michael Eletise.  After graduating from Kaiser High 
School -- Michael Eletise attended the Universtiy of 
Arizona-- appearing in 23 games with the Wildcats --in 
two seasons... The former nationally ranked prep 
porspect said his time in Arizona was special but-- the 
offensive--line man -- felt a longing to be closer to 
family... "I talk to my parents and my parents are very 
religious so we both prayed on it and came to the 
decision that its in my best intrest to come home At the 
beginning of this year Eletise put in a transfer request 
to come home and play for the Wariiros usually 
transfers have to sit out a season before they are 
eligible to play... after applying for an exemption that 
would allow him to suit up in 2019 the waiting game 
started... "It was not fun I can tell you that... everyday 
I'd come up to Jason and be like do you know anything 
yet.. and he said 'No' and then he gave me a time-
frame... ya know I was like obviously its just not my 
time yet... " But h
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Kalihi Shooting 
Latest

Kalihi Shooting Latest.  A man accused of shooting a 
woman in Kalihi ... is scheduled to go to court today. 
Police say 24-year-old Jeremy Carranza shot a 32-year-
old woman in the elbow on Elua Street over the 
weekend. Carranza is charged with attempted murder.
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Maili Stabbing 
Latest

Maili Stabbing Latest.  A 21-year-old man arrested in 
connection with a stabbing in Maili has been released 
pending investigation. Fabian Watanabe is accused of 
using a knife to stab a 19-year-old man in the back 
causing serious injuries. Police say the crime in Maili 
happened around 4 p-m on Saturday.
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Kealoha Signs 
Plea Deal

Kealoha Signs Plea Deal.  Katherine Kealoha's attorney 
says she signed a plea deal at the Federal Detention 
Center yesterday -- for her bank fraud and drug cases. If 
the judge approves the agreement during a court 
appearance set for tomorrow  she would avoid two 
trials. Specific details haven't been released but it's 
expected to mean fewer years in jail than if she were 
convicted of other charges at trial and possible 
repayment of money she stole from her grandmother 
and uncle. Kealoha and her husband have already been 
convicted of conspiracy and obstruction for framing a 
relative for the theft of their mailbox.

0:00:37
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Kapahulu 
Stabbing Latest

Kapahulu Stabbing Latest.  A man who allegedly 
stabbed another man behind the Waikiki-Kapahulu 
Library remains behind bars this morning. Police say 
"Matai-chy Angken" used a knife to attack the 45-year-
old victim Saturday afternoon. The victim was 
hospitalized in critical condition. Angken has not been 
charged.

0:00:16
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Kapolei 
Commons 
Armed Robbery

Kapolei Commons Armed Robbery.  Police say a man 
tried to stab Kapolei Target employees.... when they 
tried to stop him from stealing. 29-year-old Ikona 
Zulueta Asato was arrested Friday night.... Investigators 
say he took some merchandise.... and walked out of the 
store. When employees tried to stop him, he allegedly 
pulled out a knife and lashed out at them... But it does 
not appear that anyone was hurt. Asato was arrested 
on suspicion of robbery.

0:00:25

10/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Wind Farm 
Protest

Wind Farm Protest.  Convoy carrying wind mill blades 
brought into construction site. 39 people arrested 
overnight, including 26 in kalaeloa. All in Kalaeloa 
arrested for disobedience to police officer, except for 
one who was arrested for trespassing. That was the 
man who chained himself to the gate. Bail at $100. If 
repeat offenders, bail is $500. 13 arrested in Kahuku, 5 
women and 8 men. 8 turbines planned for AES Hawaii 
project in Kahuku.

0:02:03

10/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Surveillance 
Robbery Video

Surveillance Robbery Video.  Honolulu police need 
your help finding a robbery suspect. Police say on 
October 10th, this man entered the Hawaii National 
Bank on Waialae Avenue around 8:20 A-M. Police say 
he showed the teller a note, then left with an 
undisclosed amount of money. If you have any 
information, call police.

0:00:42
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Ala Wai 
Watershed 
Hearings

Ala Wai Watershed Hearings.  Happening today,  a 
judge will hear a motion for a preliminary injunction on 
the Ala Wai Flood Project. The 350 million dollar 
project includes a 4 foot wall along the Ala Wai Canal 
and large basins upstream. The community group 
Protect Our Ala Wai Watersheds filed a lawsuit against 
the project, claiming the environmental impact 
statement is not sufficient. The group says that no state 
or city agency has accepted an E-I-S for this project and 
the federally accepted E-I-S is outdated.

0:00:18
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Mobile 
Homeless 
Center

Mobile Homeless Center.  A temporary homeless 
center will debut in Waipahu later this year. It's based 
on HPD's idea to use military-grade tents for the 
homeless when shelters are not open and can't take 
them in. It'll be pet friendly, and open to individuals 
and families.  we don't expect to have more than 20, 25 
people there at any given time. folks can come get a 
hot shower, get a hot meal and the next morning we'll 
network them with the appropriate shelter space. we 
expect this to be a 48 to 72 hour turn around. Because 
of the partnership with HPD and the state sheriffs, 
we're addressing the public safety component while 
offering a linkage to services to people who may not 
otherwise be able to access shelter. The mobile 
homeless center has been named HONU -- for 
Homeless Outreach and Navigation for Unsheltered 
Persons. The first one launches at the Waipahu Cultural 
Garden Park in December... A second site will open in 
six months.

0:01:01
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Wind Farm 
Protest

Wind Farm Protest.  Convoy carrying wind mill blades 
brought into construction site. 39 people arrested 
overnight, including 26 in kalaeloa. All in Kalaeloa 
arrested for disobedience to police officer, except for 
one who was arrested for trespassing. That was the 
man who chained himself to the gate. Bail at $100. If 
repeat offenders, bail is $500. 13 arrested in Kahuku, 5 
women and 8 men. 8 turbines planned for AES Hawaii 
project in Kahuku.

0:03:16

10/21/2019 New 
Sunrise 
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Kealoha Signs 
Plea Deal

Kealoha Signs Plea Deal.  Katherine Kealoha's attorney 
says she signed a plea deal at the Federal Detention 
Center yesterday for her bank fraud and drug cases. If 
the judge approves the agreement during a court 
appearance set for tomorrow she would avoid two 
trials. Specific details haven't been released but it's 
expected to mean fewer years in jail than if she were 
convicted of other charges at trial and possible 
repayment of money she stole from her grandmother 
and uncle. Kealoha and her husband have already been 
convicted of conspiracy and obstruction for framing a 
relative for the theft of their mailbox.

0:00:37
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KAHOOKAHI 
ON SUNRISE

KAHOOKAHI ON SUNRISE.  The Governor assured me 
and that we would not try to sneak equipment and 
manpower up to the summit and I gave them my word 
that I trust the Governor. He gave me his word that we 
will not do that. We've been given by governmental 
leaders that they would not be for lack of a better term 
sneak attacking us on Maunakea. We've expressed to 
them that this is a place where families gather. Also 
today.. a committee of the U-H Board of Regents is 
proposing resolution that mentions the the 
decommissioning of five telescopes, establishing a new 
telescope facility for UH Hilo on land that's already 
been developed... and working with Native Hawaiians 
to restart commercial tours

0:00:56
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News 
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WIND FARM 
FIGHT ARRESTS

WIND FARM FIGHT ARRESTS.  "In all, 55 people were 
arrested in Kalaeloa and Kahuku for disobeying police 
officers. All have already bailed out of jail â€” and are 
committed to a long fight ahead." "When the young 
people needed help, and started to really organize 
themselves, we kupuna needed to stand with them." 
Margaret Primacio was among 33 people arrested in 
Kahuku as Honolulu police officers cleared path for the 
convoy carrying parts of the 568-foot wind turbines. 
Critics of the AES Na Pua Makani wind farm say they 
don't want to see any more wind turbines on the North 
Shore. The arrests started around 11 o'clock last night 
in Kalaeloa, where hundreds gathered to try to stop the 
equipment from leaving a base yard. 22 were arrested 
there. 

0:02:04

10/21/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

WIND FARM 
AES COO TALKS

WIND FARM AES COO TALKS.  26:58 i don't think we 
were taken by suprise.. i think it is... with every project 
there is an evolution of dialogue and understanding 
specifically what peoples needs and what peoples 
concerns are.. and being able to respond accordingly.. i 
think it's important. ( BUTT ) 27:26 but we're confident 
were gonna get through that.. i think either through 
dialogue and relying on state agences to support us 
through this process i think we're gonna get there... i 
am very confident we are gonna get there. Those large 
trucks carrying equipment for the turbines... did finally 
reach their destination this morning. But there are 
many more transports to come..

0:00:37
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TULSI HILLARY 
FIGHT 

TULSI HILLARY FIGHT.  "I'm not making any predictions, 
but I think they've got their eye on somebody who's 
currently in the Democratic primary and they're 
grooming her to be the third-party candidate." On the 
podcast -- Campaign H-Q with David Plouffe -- former 
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton never 
mentions Tulsi Gabbard by name. But there are just five 
women in the presidential race... and Gabbard is the 
only one who's had Russian rumors... dog her. "She's 
the favorite of the Russians. They have a bunch of s

0:02:14
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Korean War 
Remains 
Disinterment

Korean War Remains Disinterment.  Continuing the 
mission to identify remains of unknown service 
members from Korean War a disinterment ceremony 
was held at the National Memorial Cemetery of the 
Pacific at Punchbowl today. The ceremony was 
conducted by U.S. service members from the Defense 
POW/MIA Accounting Agency. Their mission is to 
provide the fullest possible accounting of missing 
personnel to their families ... and the nation. DPAA 
conducts disinterment of Korean War unknowns, 
October 21, 2019 HONOLULU, HI, UNITED STATES 
10.21.2019 Photo by Staff Sgt. Leah Ferrante Defense 
POW/MIA Accounting Agency U.S. service members 
assigned to the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency 
(DPAA) participate in a disinterment ceremony held at 
the National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific, 
Honolulu, Hawaii, Oct. 21, 2019. This ceremony was 
DPAA's second disinterment of the fiscal year, 
continuing the mission to

0:00:22
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Diamond Head 
Burglary

Diamond Head Burglary.  HPD today released footage 
of a man caught on camera breaking into a Diamond 
Head home. Police say he took several items during a 
burglary back on September 2nd. The home is located 
on Diamond Head Road. If you have any information 
..call Honolulu crime stoppers at 955-8300.

0:00:15
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Melquise 
Stovall Kicked 
Off Team

Melquise Stovall Kicked Off Team.  A UH wide receiver 
benched over the weekend is now off the team... Head 
coach Nick Rolovich announced -- Melquise Stovall's 
dismissal from Warrior football program today. Rolo 
took the fourth-year junior out of the game on 
Saturday after he taunted an opposing player during a 
punt return. In a statement Rolovich said  "We hold all 
of our student-athletes to these standards and expect 
them to represent our football program to the highest 
degree." This Season Stovall recorded 18 receptions for 
248 yards and four touchdowns.

0:00:29
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No More Beef 
At Minit Stop

No More Beef At Minit Stop.  Local convenience store 
chain -- "Minit Stop" -- is eliminating beef from its 
menu -- and replacing it entirely with a vegetarian 
patty. The company says -- the decision shows that 
restaurants can make more sustainable choices... 
without any compromise on taste. The popular plant-
based burger will be available at 16 Minit Stops across 
Hawaii. Some menu items being considered are: 
Impossible teri burgers, hamburger steak, meatloaf, 
and flying saucers.

0:00:26
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Midway Cast 
Visits USS 
Halsey

Midway Cast Visits USS Halsey.  The cast of the new 
movie "Midway" visited the USS Halsey -- Sunday. They 
took pictures with sailors and airmen and thanked 
them for their service -- just before a special screening 
of the movie. Most of the scenes were filmed at Joint 
base Pearl Harbor Hickam. The war film directed by 
Roland Emmerich -- stars Woody Harrelson ...Luke 
Evans ...Mandy Moore ...Dennis Quaid ... and Nick 
Jonas. It hits theaters on November 8th -- Veterans Day 
weekend.

0:00:23
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Lassner Threat Lassner Threat.  The Attorney General and HPD are 
looking into a violent threat against UH President David 
Lassner. In an obscenity laced video posted online --- a 
man threatens the life of Lassner. It's unclear if the man 
has been identified. A terroristic threatening 
investigation has been opened.

0:00:10
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MEDICAL 
EXAMINER 
RESIGNS 

MEDICAL EXAMINER RESIGNS.  Dr. Christopher Happy 
was vocal about the problems at Honolulu's morgue... 
"Families come here to identify loved ones, pick up 
property or conduct business with us don't want to be 
walking around a place that leaks." Leaking rooms, lack 
of space, broken equipment... were some of the 
concerns. But it's not clear why Dr. Happy is leaving at 
the end of the month. He submitted this letter of 
resignation last week... saying he's leaving due to a 
family member's illness. But council chair Ikaika 
anderson said the Mayor was already considering firing 
him. (Ikaika Anderson) "i dont know the history and 
until we have a public hearing.  

0:01:34

10/21/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Wind Farm 
vandals flee

Wind Farm vandals flee.  Police say sometime before 
8am yesterday... a male suspect took a blow torch to 
two large bolts in the turbine's foundation. Security 
used a drone to track him as he fled into the brush near 
Kahuku High School... but they lost him. Meanwhile... 
the protestors who were arrested in Kalaeloa and 
Kahuku.. were booked for disobeying police officers. In 
Kalaeloa... one protester was attached by the neck to a 
cattle gate with a thick chain. Police say they cut the 
chain away from his neck with a rebar cutter and he 
wasn't hurt. After the arrests... more turbine parts 
were transported from Kalaeloa to Kahuku... including a 
blade that's more than 200 feet long. Another convoy is 
planned tonight... and arrestees say they're willing to 
be arrested again to stop the project.

0:00:47
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Diamond Head 
Burglary

Diamond Head Burglary. HPD has released video of a 
man caught on camera breaking into a Diamond Head 
home. Police say he took several items during a 
burglary back on September 2nd. The home is located 
on Diamond Head Road. Call crimestoppers with 
information.

0:00:27
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Korean War 
Remains 
Disinterment

Korean War Remains Disinterment. Continuing the 
mission to identify remains of unknown service 
members from Korean War  a disinterment ceremony 
was held at the National Memorial Cemetery of the 
Pacific at Punchbowl today. The ceremony was 
conducted by U.S. service members from the Defense 
POW/MIA Accounting Agency. Their mission is to 
provide the fullest possible accounting of missing 
personnel to their families  and the nation. DPAA 
conducts disinterment of Korean War unknowns, 
October 21, 2019 

0:00:22
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SURPRISE 
HOMECOMING

SURPRISE HOMECOMING. Finally tonight A surprise on 
a school test is normally not a good sign. but for one 
student this one has a happy ending im sure one day ill 
visit you and see you in ____ __ but wait actually nah i 
dont wanna wait turn around That's Kamaka Dias of the 
Big Island surprising his baby sister Kanoe in the middle 
of Class at Azusa Pacific University in California. Dias 
has been overseas with the Peace Corps for 3 years. 
Unbeknownst to his sister - he wrapped up his service 
and planned a surprise homecoming thanks to the help 
of her professor. Dias had to travel over 54 hours from 
Madagascar  and made it in the nick of time after a mix 
up at the airport.

0:00:30

10/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
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Beretania 
Times Shooting

Beretania Times Shooting. Happening now. Honolulu 
police are searching for an attempted murder suspect. 
Authorities say around 9-40 last night, the adult male 
suspect shot a man outside the Times supermarket on 
Beretania Street. We're told that both men knew each 
other and got into some sort of an argument before 
shots were fired. HPD says the victim then drove to a 
police station in Chinatown to report the incident. His 
injuries were not life-threatening, and he has since 
been treated and released.

0:00:40
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Micronesia 
Politcian 
Memorial

Micronesia Politcian Memorial. Memorial services 
were held today in Micronesia for  American 
prosecutor  Rachelle Bergeron. The 33-year-old acting 
attorney general of Yap  was shot and killed outside her 
home last week Monday. Honolulu's FBI division is 
assisting in the investigation  and several persons of 
interest  have reportedly been identified.

0:00:19
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Laie Crash Girl 
Discharged 
from Hospital

Laie Crash Girl Doscharged from Hospital.   A 6-year-
old girl who was struck while riding her bike in Laie 
earlier this month  is out of the hospital. Doctors at 
Kapiolani Medical Center discharged Olivia Numanga 
today. Her dad says  she suffered leg injuries and will 
probably need another 2 to 3 months to fully recover.

0:00:20
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TULSI BASHES 
HILLARY AGAIN

TULSI BASHES HILLARY AGAIN. Hawaii Congresswoman 
Tulsi Gabbard  once again ripped into Hillary Clinton 
today after Clinton alluded that Gabbard was a a 
favorite of the Russians. Hillary, your foreign policy was 
a disaster for our country and the world  resulting in 
the deaths and injuries of so many of my brothers and 
sisters in uniform, devastating entire countries, millions 
of lives lost. The Hawaii congresswoman posted the 
video on her twitter page. Gabbard says she's open to 
having a face to face with Clinton. And says Clinton's 
claims stem from anger over Gabbard stepping down as 
chairwoman of the Democratic National Committee to 
support Bernie Sanders in 20-16.  

0:00:01
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LAIE CRASH 
GIRL 
RECOVERING

LAIE CRASH GIRL RECOVERING. There's probably some 
therapy because she needs to make some adjustments 
in the walking "i've maintained forgiveness. since day of 
accident and now that hasn't changed. she has actually 
visited olivia at the hospital." Sile-iloga Tanuvasa is the 
driver accused of hitting Olivia. She turned herself into 
police  days after the crash and was later released, 
pending investigation.

0:00:31
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ALA MOANA 
BEACH PARK 
PROJECT 

ALA MOANA BEACH PARK PROJECT . Supporters of the 
project want it to be built in this area behind the 
Diamond Head L&L concession stand and this restroom, 
but critics are determined to preserve this open space. 
The plan calls for a one-acre "inclusive" playground  for 
children of all abilities. But opponents object to the loss 
of green space and worry about the future impacts of 
sea level rise. ala moana park is a special park. it is the 
lungs of the city. it was designed with open space in 
mind many decades ago. A council committee today 
voted to advance a resolution  asking the city 
administration to provide alternate sites for a 
playground serving the Kakaako area.  

0:01:50
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KEALOHA 
CHANGE OF 
PLEA HEARING

CHANGE OF PLEA HEARING. The matching outfits and 
displays of affection now gone, Louis Kealoha says he 
too was a victim of his wife's lies. (Russ Barbee) "louis 
kealoha's come to slowly realize the extent of the 
deception and theft perpetrated by his then beloved 
spouse and lifetime partner who had assured him of 
her innocence. Lynn- Louis can we hear it from you? 
Louis- what? Lynn- were you tricked? were you 
deceived in all of this? ecplain to us that Louis ok so 
anyway i'm not even thinking about my self right now 
i'm thnking about the negative impact all of this had, 
the community the police department family and 
friends." The ex police chief choked up when asked 
about the thousands of HPD officers he once led  

0:02:21
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Nadamoto 
Council

Nadamoto Council. Honolulu councilmembers today 
grilled acting prosecutor Dwight Nadamoto today  after 
he said  he has not personally reviewed the ways 
Katherine Kealoha abused the power of her office. The 
federal investigation found that Kealoha got a DUI and 
speeding ticket dropped for friendsand tried to get her 
uncle convicted of a felony. Nadamoto today said he 
still hasn't verified if any allegations are true.

0:00:48
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Maunalua Bay 
Death

Maunalua Bay Death. Now to East Oahu where a man 
out on a trip with a water sports tour company  died 
today at Maunalua Bay. The fire department says the 
36 year old became unresponsive while out in the 
water with H2O Sports Hawaii. Around noon  two off-
duty firefighters spotted the man - and brought him to 
shore and started CPR. EMS says he could not be 
revived. His identity has not yet been released. H2O 
Sports Hawaii told us its owner is not available for 
comment.

0:00:25
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NADAMOTO 
COUNCIL

Nadamoto Council.  As the acting prosecuting attorney 
who is charged with the responsibility with maintaining 
the integrity in your office you don't feel it was 
incumbent on you to follow up to do an investigation to 
determine whether all of the allegations of misconduct 
that were committed by Katherine Kealoha were true 
or not true? Again I don't think this is the proper venue 
Nadamoto said -- the FBI was the right agency to 
investigate - and said he was glad it was done. The 
council committee approved a resolution calling for an 
audit of the office and the police department to ensure 
such a scandal is not repeated.

0:00:39
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KEALOHA PLEA 
CHANGE 

Kealoha Plea Change.  But first -- A major turning point 
in the Honolulu corruption scandal. Today, Louis and 
Katherine Kealoha admitted -- they broke the law 
repeatedly -- over the years. Our Chief Investigative 
Reporter Lynn Kawano has the latest.

0:00:10
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TULSI BASHES 
HILLARY AGAIN

TULSI BASHES HILLARY AGAIN.  Hawaii 
Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard -- once again ripped 
into Hillary Clinton today after Clinton alluded that 
Gabbard was a a favorite of the Russians. Hillary, your 
foreign policy was a disaster for our country and the 
world -- resulting in the deaths and injuries of so many 
of my brothers and sisters in uniform, devastating 
entire countries, millions of lives lost. The Hawaii 
congresswoman posted the video on her twitter page. 
Gabbard says she's open to having a face to face with 
Clinton. And says Clinton's claims stem from anger over 
Gabbard stepping down as chairwoman of the 
Democratic National Committee to support Bernie 
Sanders in 20-16. Despite the increased media 
coverage - Gabbard continues to poll at 2 percent -- or 
less -- in most DNC sanctioned polls.

0:01:01
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Ige 
Enthronement

Ige Enthronement.  A second day of festivities in Japan 
-- drew crowds outside Tokyo's Imperial Palace. It's all 
to officially mark Emperor Naruhito's ascension to the 
Chrysanthemum Throne. The 59-year-old was named 
"emperor" in May -- after the abdication of his father -- 
Akihito. Naruhito visited three Shinto shrines at the 
Imperial Palace then hosted a banquet with his wife 
Masako. Hawaii Governor David Ige is one of 7-
Japanese-Americans invited to the ceremony. He's 
expected to return to Oahu this Friday.

0:00:29
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BETHS FINAL 
HUNT

Beth's Final Hunt.  "I HAVE NO BREATH, GET THE 
MOTHER F.... I HAVE NO AIR AND NO TIME" From a 
thrilling bounty hunt on the road -- to heart-breaking 
moments at the Queen's Medical Center -- tonight 
WGN America is giving viewers of "Dog's Most Wanted" 
a look at Beth and Dog Chapman's last moments 
together. It's the first of three shows -- documenting 
the final moments of Beth's life -- as she battled throat 
and lung cancer. The eipsode airs tonight at 6 Hawaii 
time on WGN America.

0:00:23
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Waipahu Pixar 
Disney Portrait

Waipahu Pixar Disney Portrait.  A masterpiece is taking 
shape at the Hawaii Plantation Village in Waipahu... 
with the help of a Disney and Pixar artist. Levi Ponce 
(PAWN-SAY) has worked on Disney's Star War's, 
Guardians of the Galaxy and Frozen. But he's here on 
Oahu -- to team up with the Hawaii Technology 
Academy. Together, they're creating a new mural that 
celebrates Hawaii's diversity and plantation era.

0:00:23
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MOMOA 
MIRREN

Momoa Mirren.  Finally tonight... It seems like no one 
can resist that Hawaii Boy charm of Jason Momoa Yeah, 
not even one of the most revered actresses in all of 
Hollywood i had secretly done something sort of uncool 
on an airplane jason was on same i dinnt know him at 
all my heart i was with my husvband but went oh my 
god he is just the most beutiful man ive ever seen its 
terrible i secretly got out my camera and took a phto of 
him Yes you heard it actress Hellen Mirren googly eyed 
over Aquaman. The Oscar-winning actress revealed her 
secret crush today on the "The Talk". Mirren's secret 
photo snapping happened long before she was paired 
with Momoa to present an award at this years Oscars. 
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Waipahu 
Kidnapping

Waipahu Kidnapping.  Take a good look at this Red 
Ford Explorer.  Honolulu police believe it's the vehicle 
driven by suspects in a kidnapping in Waipahu. Police 
say several men wearing blue bandanas assaulted the 
victim at a townhouse at around noon yesterday. The 
victim has not been seen or heard form since. The 
license plate of the suspect vehicle is "TFB 979" If 
you've seen the SUV or have any information, call 
police.
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LOUIS KEALOHA 
PENSION 

LOUIS KEALOHA PENSION .  It was not a popular plan a 
golden parachute of 250-thousand dollars for the police 
chief suspected of public corruption. (max sword) "we 
believe that the police department needs to move on." 
the Honolulu police commission, seemingly weak and 
fearing a lawsuit, paid him to retire in the middle of his 
term. Only one commissioner Loretta Sheehan 
disagreed. (loretta) "i believe it's expensive, 
unnecessary, and very likely undeserved" And she was 
right. More than two years later... (Louis Kealoha) "all i 
know is i'm going to do my best to redeem 
myself...and... i'm sorry." Kealoha is now a co
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HAWAII FILM 
FEST 
HONOREES

HAWAII FILM FEST HONOREES.  i want you guys to 
work im rooting for you but the chances are its not 
gunna work just so you but you guys will work just most 
likely it wont work Comedian Randall Park is being 
honored in Hawaii. Coming up next month the star of 
the sitcom Fresh of the boat will receive an award at 
the Hawaii International Film Festival Park will receive 
the Halekulani Maverick Award - bestowed to an actor 
who's career is on the rise. Actress Elisabeth Moss -- 
the star of Hulu's -- "The Handmaid's Tale" -- will also 
be honored - she's receiving the Halekulani Career 
Achievement Award. The Film festival runs from 
November 7th to the 17th.

0:00:35
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CONFESSION 
FALLOUT

Confession fallout.  Katherine Kealoha's admission in 
federal court Tuesday, that she shielded her brother -- 
medical doctor Rudy Puana -- and his alleged role in a 
drug distribution ring from prosecution -- could be the 
deciding factor in the ongoing case of a suspected drug 
dealer. Kealoha was the head of the career criminal 
unit in the honolulu prosecuting attorney's office when 
this Mccully home got raided in August of 2015. Then 
Honolulu Police Officer Alan Ahn and Tiffany Masunaga 
were arrested, and charged after large quantities of 
fentanyl patches and cocaine were recovered. 

0:01:20

10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Perrie Mason 
Homicide

Perrie Mason Homicide.  In Conneticut -- a former 
Hawaii woman's death has been ruled a a homicide. In 
August, Perrie Mason's ex-fiance Jason Watson 
reported her missing. Days later, police found her 
remains at a recycling center where Watson worked as 
a driver. Mason's family says the single mother of two 
teenage boys -- moved from Hawaii to get a fresh start .

0:00:20
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Hawaii Olympic 
Hopeful 
Windsurfer

Hawaii Olympic Hopeful Windsurfer.  A Kailua man is 
trying to qualify for next year's Olympic Games in Tokyo 
-- as a windsurfer. If he makes it Sammy Perez Hults will 
compete for his native country -- the Dominican 
Republic. The U-S already has selected its windsurfing 
athlete. Perez Hults is a world-class windsurfer. If he 
qualifies for the games he'll be the first windsurfer from 
the Dominican Republic to compete in that Olympic 
sport.

0:00:24

10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Waipahu 
Kidnapping 
Update

Waipahu Kidnapping Update.  Now to an update on a 
kidnapping case in Waipahu. The victim is safe tonight 
after police found the man in Honolulu around 9 this 
morning. Investigators could not say where exactly the 
victim was discovered. Officers also recovered the 
suspect vehicle this afternoon in Ewa. The suspects -- 
described as wearing blue bandanas -- are still on the 
run. If you have any information call police.

0:00:15

10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Arizona Crash 
ID

Arizona Crash ID.  Authorities today identified "Alika 
Lyau-Goodwin" -- as the Hawaii man killed in a chain-
reaction crash in Arizona. Investigators say the 18-year-
old was helping a friend secure tow straps to a truck 
that broke down on the side of a road -- when a car 
slammed into them yesterday. Sheriff deputies say 
speed is a factor in the crash. It's unclear if the driver of 
the car -- will faces any charges. According to Lyau-
Goodwin's Facebook page -- he is from Waianae... and 
was attending Arizona's "Universal Technical Institute".

0:01:10

10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

PEPPA PIG 
ADOPTED

PEPPA PIG ADOPTED.  nats of oinking You could call 
that -- "oinks" of joy from a cute little pig that WAS up 
for adoption. We're happy to report -- Peppa The Pig -- 
now has a new home -- and a new name! You can now 
call her -- Priya! The Hawaiian Humane Society says -- 
the sweet piglet will be living on a fruit and vegetable 
farm with her vegetarian family! That includes a trio of 
cows and more! Priya is small now ... but she's 
expected to grow up to 250 pounds.

0:00:12
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10/24/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

IHS NIGHT 
OUTREACH 

IHS Night Outreach.  "Blowing conch shell" As the sun 
dips below the horizonâ€¦ "Hawaiian music" And night 
falls on Waikiki. Faces change. "My mother told me to 
be honest, be polite. Don't steal. Don't cheat." "some 
nat sequence that makes sense" "I've broken that rule a 
few times." Every night -- Crowds of drifters are drawn 
to the state's top tourist destination-- Many lured by 
booze.... and the hustle. "They're all scattered around 
Waikiki." "Trolley bell?" "You survive in the city."

0:03:29

10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KAHUKU 
CHAINED 
PROTESTOR

Kahuku Chained Protestor.  HPD shows video of 
officers cutting a wind farm protester free from chains -
- after he claims he was mistreated before he was 
arrested.  For me doing that I get people saying that oh 
you inspired me to get arrested too. Stetson Duke 
Morales ... nicknamed "Mana" says he was protecting 
the land... when he claims police mistreated him 
Sunday night... after he attached himself to a cattle 
gate in Kalaeloa as part of the wind farm protests. 
While still chained he says ... a younger police officer 
punched and tased him. Our view of the alleged 
incident was blocked by a police truck so it's Morales's 
words versus HPD. Can you show us where you were 
tased? It was right here. He kinda just held it up against 
me pulled the trigger. I don't know it makes your body 
tight and tense. Did you feel a prong? No. Was there 
any mark. Can you show us the mark on your skin? 
There was two little dots and then I did have bruises 
but they are fading away. C

0:02:26

10/24/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

WIND FARM 
PROTESTER 

WIND FARM PROTESTER.  For me doing that I get 
people saying that oh you inspired me to get arrested 
too. Stetson Duke Morales ... nicknamed "Mana" says 
he was protecting the land... when he claims police 
mistreated him Sunday night... after he attached 
himself to a cattle gate in Kalaeloa as part of the wind 
farm protests. While still chained he says ... a younger 
police officer punched and tased him. Our view of the 
alleged incident was blocked by a police truck so it's 
Morales's words versus HPD. Can you show us where 
you were tased? It was right here. He kinda just held it 
up against me pulled the trigger. I don't know it makes 
your body tight and tense. Did you feel a prong? No. 
Was there any mark. Can you show us the mark on your 
skin? There was two little dots and then I did have 
bruises but they are fading away.

0:02:10
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 Hocus Pocus 
Sequel

 Hocus Pocus Sequel. Disney Plus says a sequel to the 
90s film "Hocus Pocus" is in the works. It's unknown of 
actress and singer Bette Midler  who's from Hawaii  will 
reprise her role as Winifred. The original centered on 3 
witch sisters  including Middler and Sarah Jessica Parker  
who were after eternal youth. The new streaming 
service already has writers working on a script.

0:00:20

10/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Perrie Mason 
Homicide

Perrie Mason Homicide. A former Hawaii woman's 
death in Connecticut has been ruled a homicide. In 
August, Perrie Mason's ex-fiance Jason Watson 
reported her missing. Days later, police found her 
remains at a recycling center where Watson worked as 
a driver. Mason's family says the single mother of two 
teenage boys  moved from Hawaii to get a fresh start.

0:00:23

10/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Hawaii Resident 
Arizona Crash

Hawaii Resident Arizona Crash. A Hawaii man is dead 
after a four-car crash in Arizona. It happened before 1 
A-M in Avondale near Phoenix. As you can see  a truck 
involved in the crash had Hawaii's flag attached to it. 
Police have not yet identified the victim but sources tell 
us he is from Oahu. Sheriffs say two people were 
underneath one of the vehicles  securing tow straps  
when a car hit them. The two people were taken to a 
hospital where one of them was later pronounced 
dead.

0:00:24

10/25/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

UH VS. NEW 
MEXICO STATE 

UH VS. NEW MEXICO STATE . Aloha from Albuquerque, 
with back to back conference loses, the Warriors hope 
to get back on track against New Mexico. Despite the 
lobos, Rolo and the Warriors though it won't be easy 
tomorrow. This matchup could prove to be special for 
the Warrior offense. With a passing attack, midway into 
the season that ranks third nationally. Facing a local 
defense at the bottom of the country. But Warriors we 
talked aren't letting stats distract them from their 
preparations ahead of Saturday. Jason Matthew 
Sharsh/Warriors Receiver "No matter what the stats 
are we always gotta play our best no matter what 
that's how it should be. High standards. Coaches always 
say we have high standards." 

0:00:50
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Arizona Crash 
ID

Arizona Crash ID. Authorities today identified "Alika 
Lyau-Goodwin"  as the Hawaii man killed in a chain-
reaction crash in Arizona. Investigators say the 18-year-
old was helping a friend secure tow straps to a truck 
that broke down on the side of a road  when a car 
slammed into them yesterday. Sheriff deputies say 
speed is a factor in the crash. It's unclear if the driver of 
the car  will faces any charges. According to Lyau-
Goodwin's Facebook page  he is from Waianae and was 
attending Arizona's "Universal Technical Institute".

0:01:10

10/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KAHUKU 
PROTESTER 
TASER CLAIM

KAHUKU PROTESTER TASER CLAIM. For me doing that I 
get people saying that oh you inspired me to get 
arrested too. Stetson Duke Morales  nicknamed 
"Mana" says he was protecting the land when he claims 
police mistreated him Sunday night after he attached 
himself to a cattle gate in Kalaeloa as part of the wind 
farm protests. While still chained he says  a younger 
police officer punched and tased him. Our view of the 
alleged incident was blocked by a police truck so it's 
Morales's words versus HPD. Can you show us where 
you were tased? It was right here. He kinda just held it 
up against me pulled the trigger. I don't know it makes 
your body tight and tense. Did you feel a prong? 

0:02:26

10/25/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

KEOLU HILLS 
SINKHOLE 

KEOLU HILLS SINKHOLE . This is what the sinkhole 
along Kanapuu Drive in the Keolu Hills subdivision 
looked like a year ago. This is what the area looks like 
today  as construction crews drive pilings into the 
ground to keep the ground from shifting even more. 
"It's been miserable for the neighborhood" "When the 
sink hole first opened it was 12-feet by 15 feet wide. 
Some say it's grown since then and is now affecting the 
structures of four homes." "Doors won't open, the 
sidewalk has slid in front of the house and the one that 
has had major work is they had to do repair work to the 
rock wall."  

0:01:37
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KEALOHA 
CONFESSION 
FALLOUT 

KEALOHA CONFESSION FALLOUT . Katherine Kealoha 
said she mis-directed a major drug investigation  in an 
effort to protect her brother, a physician suspected of 
supplying opioids to sell on the streets. That confession 
is now triggering court challenges. Katherine Kealoha's 
admission in federal court Tuesday, that she shielded 
her brother  medical doctor Rudy Puana  and his 
alleged role in a drug distribution ring from prosecution  
could be the deciding factor in the ongoing case of a 
suspected drug dealer. Kealoha was the head of the 
career criminal unit in the honolulu prosecuting 
attorney's office when this Mccully home got raided in 
August of 2015. 

0:02:15

10/25/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Ken Jeong 
Show

Ken Jeong Show. Finally tonight  By popular demand  
Ken Jeong is getting a second show at the Blaisdell 
Concert Hall. "take a look at her shes american really 
skinny you wanna look like that no then eat your 
nuggets." In addition to his show at 7 p-m on January 
18th  the comedian and actor will be back for more 
standup at 9 p-m the same night. Tickets for both 
shows are now on sale.

0:00:12

10/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Tulsi No 
Reelection Folo

Tulsi No Reelection Folo. A day after Tulsi Gabbard 
announced she won't be seeking re-election -  today 
the congresswoman paid her respects to the late 
Congressman Elijah Cummings at his funeral in 
Baltimore. Gabbard is now focusing on her bid for 
president. Tomorrow, she will be campaigning in 
Columbia, South Carolina. We reached out to her 
campaign for comment on her decision to not seek re-
election  but have not heard back.

0:00:13

10/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

KANEOHE 
HOMELESS 
SERVICE

KANEOHE HOMELESS SERVICE. "The Kaneohe Joint 
Outreach Center has been open just two months and 
already they've provided medical care and social 
services to more than 80 people. Today they teamed up 
with the library next door to offer a new amenity: hot 
showers." "Bryan. Last name Wells." It's something 
most people take for granted. "A razor, yea." "Bag , 
Thank you so much" But for Bryan Wells who's used to 
cold showers at the park Hot water and 15 minutes of 
privacy is a luxury. 

0:01:48
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Boo at the Zoo Boo at the Zoo.  It was a packed house at the Honolulu 
Zoo for Boo at the Zoo! This year featured an 
"Invaders" haunted house full of Hawaii's invasive 
species. A Mad Scientist taught kids some pretty wild 
science experiments. We took a look at the menu  and 
we're not sure if we like what they're serving. We think 
our edible insects are perfet for a night like tonight. We 
always think of creepy crawlers, so it would be a great 
opportunitty to have locals and visitors actually try a 
cricket! A what?! Yes, crickets are a great source of 
protein -- there's Jennifer Robbins giving one a taste.

0:01:15

10/26/2019 10pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Trunk or Treat Trunk or Treat.  Finally tonight -- the Halloween 
festivities are in full swing this weekend. Hundreds of 
costumed kids were able to safely gather candy and 
more at the Waiolani Judd Nazarene Church's "Trunk or 
Treat" in Nuuanu. Church members and parents 
decorated the trunks of their cars to welcome kids.  Our 
middle school stduents are doing a pie in the face, 
where they're being pied in the face for $3 and all of 
the money collected will go towards outreach 
ministries that help those in need and feed the 
homeless and different work around the community. 
This is their fourth year hosting "trunk or treat" -- 
organizers estimate nearly 400 people came out 
tonight.

0:00:18

10/26/2019 5pm 
SATURDAY 
KHNL

H-1 Motorcycle 
Fatal

H-1 Motorcycle Fatal.  The Medical Examiner's office 
identified the motorcyclist killed in an H-1 freeway 
crash -- as "Francisco Perez." Police said the 25-year-old 
Kapolei man was speeding when he lost control and 
struck a concrete pillar near the Vineyard exit.. just 
after midnight yesterday. This was Oahu's 40th traffic 
death of the year.

0:00:28

10/28/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kaneohe 
Library Showers

Kaneohe Library Showers.  A Windward Oahu library is 
offering up hot showers for the homeless. On Friday, 
Kaneohe Regional library invited "Revive and Refresh" 
to set up in their parking lot. After getting cleaned up... 
many stopped by the new homeless outreach center 
and urgent care clinic next door. Over the past five 
years the number of people living on the street in 
Windward Oahu has doubled.

0:00:23
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H2 Crash Latest H2 Crash Latest.  New footage tonight shows flames 
engulf the wreckage of a crash that left one person 
dead in Wahiawa. The SUV burst into flames *AFTER* 
all the occupants were ejected onto the roadway early 
yesterday morning. Police say the SUV flipped multiple 
times after going off the road and hit the center guard 
rail of the H-2 near the Leilehua off ramp Today the 
medical examiner identified 21-year-old Keith Mays 
Junior as the passenger who died. He lived at Schofield. 
The other two men suffered serious injuries. Police 
believe speed and alcohol were factors.

0:00:31

10/28/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kealoha Letters Kealoha Letters.  Despite pleading guilty to bank fraud 
and convictions for obstruction and conspiracy, some 
of Louis Kealoha's closest friends and colleagues are 
asking the judge to be lenient in sentencing. In letters 
made public today -- 15 people -- which includes 
former HPD officers -- say Louis's Wife, Katherine was 
the mastermind of the public corruption schemes. The 
supporters ask judge J. Michael Seabright to consider 
Kealoha's three decades of service with HPD when 
deciding his sentence. Retired police Major Andrew 
Lum said in his letter -- "I know as the Chief he was not 
corrupt. I would have seen it,"

0:00:44

10/29/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

ROYNES DURAL 
CASE

Roynes Dural Case.  A man who was wrongfully 
convicted of sex assault -- may face trial again. That's 
because the Honolulu Prosecutor's Office is not willing 
to accept that the navy veteran is innocent. Our Lynn 
Kawano has more on the new trial.

0:00:06
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PROTESTS AND 
ARRESTS 
COMPARISON

PROTESTS AND ARRESTS COMPARISON.  As the TMT 
blockade on Mauna Kea stretches into day 106 
supporters of the telescope project are watching the 
wind farm blockades unfold on Oahu. So far... police 
have made 127 arrests to clear the roads for trucks 
carrying heavy equipment to Kahuku. "Clearly it's 
possible to move people out of the way." The leader of 
Imua TMT believes Honolulu police are handling crowd 
control and mass arrests... the right way. ...and Hawaii 
County police should take note. "I think the Honolulu 
police department has a lot of experience with this. 
We've seen that they've videotaped all of their actions. 
They've been very careful and very patient, which is 
excellent. I think the police department of Honolulu has 
done an absolutely amazing job." T-M-T opponents 
have made it clear... there is no compromise.

0:01:57

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Popeyes Popeyes.  Hawaii News Now was able to independently 
confirm that - indeed - the Popeyes chicken sandwich, 
is coming back to Hawaii. One of our producers 
stopped by the fast food place yesterday. She did some 
investigating... and learned that the local Popeyes staff 
is preparing for the arrival of the insanely popular meal. 
They think it will come back sometime next month... . 
but *not this Sunday.... which is when it's scheduled to 
return for everyone else across the country.

0:00:32

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Suzuki on game 
6

Suzuki on game 6.  The Washington Nationals still 
haven't decided if Maui boy Kurt Suzuki will play today 
in Game 6 of the World Series. Remember...Suzuki 
injured his hip flexor in game 3...and didn't play the last 
2 games.

0:00:11

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Michael Dat 
Cheng 
Sentencing

Michael Dat Cheng Sentencing.  The owner of Ohana 
Style Snacks is set to be sentenced in state court today. 
Michael Dat Cheng pleaded no contest to molesting a 
family friend's child over several years. Cheng will likely 
NOT spend any time behind bars after reaching a plea 
deal with prosecutors. The 45-year-old must register as 
a sex offender and will be on probation for 5 years.

0:00:15

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Tua Update Tua Update.  Hawaii boy Tua Tagovailoa is expected to 
return to practice tomorrow...which has a lot of 
Alabama faithful...and his fans here in Hawaii excited. 
Bama has a bye this week...but many are hoping Tua 
can return to form in time for NEXT week's matchup 
with #1 LSU. Coach Saban says...whoa! Hold on there.

0:00:00
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Sunrise 
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Kolohe Andino Kolohe Andino is the first American surfer... to secure a 
spot in the Olympics. The 25-year-old is from California. 
He'll take part in the first ever Olympic surfing 
competition. Hawaii's John John Florence is hoping his 
kneee heals in time to compete. Seth Moniz also has a 
chance to qualify... but that depends on Florence.... and 
he has to place higher than the GOAT, Kelly Slater... by 
the end of the WSL season.

0:00:15

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Wahine Soccer Wahine Soccer.  The Rainbow Wahine soccer team lost 
their last home match... on senior night. They were 
gouged by the Gauchos.... 4-to-1. UH could not stop 
Shaelan Murison (shay-lynn muh-ih-son), who earned a 
hat trick.... and assisted the other goal. Six seniors said 
goodbye to the home fans... including star goalie, Alexis 
Mata. They have two more matches this season... The 
outcomes will determine whether they qualify for the 
Big West Tournament.

0:00:34

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Theft 
Sentencing

Theft Sentencing.  In federal court,  a former Hawaii 
USA Federal Credit Union worker who stole more than 
75-thousand dollars ... will be sentenced today. Court 
documents say Bradley Hampton made "unauthorized 
withdrawals" and forged signatures from several 
accounts. This happened for more than a year ... 
beginning in 2017. The credit union fired Hampton a 
year ago ... after finding out about the transactions. He 
reportedly stole the money ... to pay for his rent. 
Hampton pleaded guilty to identity theft in July. He 
faces up to 30 years in prison.

0:00:22

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kauai Seattle 
Flight Lasers

Kauai Seattle Flight Lasers  Investigators are trying to 
find those who allegedly pointed a laser at 3 separate 
flights heading to Seattle, including one from Hawaii. 
They say around 8-30 Friday night -- a green and white 
laser beamed into a Boeing 7-37 that was heading from 
Kauai to Seattle. The same thing happened to two 
other aircraft approaching the Sea-Tac Airport. All 
flights landed safely.

0:00:25
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Halloween Surf 
Party

Haloween Surf Party.  Finally tonight... a surf contest 
that doubles as a birthday party.. ...with a Halloween 
twist. The ringleader of it all... Aunty Puka Panty. Also 
known as North Shore charger, Gavin Sutherland... 
throwing his annual birthday bash - slash costume party 
- at Chuns Reef this weekend. Dave Wassel dressed as 
Mad Max.. to win the best costume award. Scotty 
McNally won short board division. They also handed 
out prizes for groms and singlefin riders, along with 
best spirit.

0:00:20

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kymberly Pine 
Mayoral Run

Kymberly Pine Mayoral Run.  Ewa councilwoman 
Kymberly Pine officially announced her campaign for 
Honolulu Mayor today. Pine cited neglected parks in 
lower-income areas... the bulldozing of trees at 
Sherwoods and ignored complaints about north shore 
windmills ... as proof that the city has lost touch with 
the public.  I believe i am the best candidate to shift the 
direction from a government that no longer listens to 
people but a government that finally cares about the 
people The former state legislator and council zoning 
chair ... has more than half a million dollars in her 
campaign fund. The other declared candidate...Keith 
Amemiya ...isn't required to report on his funds yet.

0:00:18

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HEALTHCARE 
HEROES MERV 
LUM

Healthcare Heroes Merv Lum.  This isn't your normal 
pharmacist/patient relationship. Candi Phillips met 
Merv Lum while he was working just a few years 
ago...and at that time she was desperate for help. "I 
truly went to every single pharmacy on oahu, there 
must have been 45. 1849 He had no idea that he was 
my last hope. And he had this beautiful smile and he 
was compassionate. 1900 "It wasn't used very much, it 
hasn't been used very much recently. so a lot of the 
pharmacies they don't carry it." The drug that Candi 
needed isn't common. When Merv checked with his 
wholesaler, there wasn't any of the life saving 
medication on island...but somehow he managed to get 
it stocked anyway. Candi 10:19:34 within 10 days it was 
as if a black curtain had been lifted in my life. 1938 and 
i had the most miraculous healing that none of my 
mental care providers who saw me after that could 
believe it. 19:47 Over his 40 year career,

0:02:09
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Isaiah Mccoy 
Hearing

Isaiah Mccoy Hearing.  That same judge today 
reinstated bail for death row exoneree Isaiah McCoy. 
But it's set at 100-thousand dollars. McCoy is charged 
with second degree robbery after two people were 
held up in Waikiki this summer. His bail was revoked 3 
weeks ago -- after an outburst in court. If McCoy is able 
to come up with the 100-grand for his release... he'll 
also be *banned from entering Waikiki... and must 
wear a GPS tracker. He's due back in court next month.

0:00:26

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Michael Dat 
Cheng 
Sentencing

Michael Dat Cheng Sentencing.  The owner of a Hawaii 
snack company -- who pleaded no contest to molesting 
the child of a family friend -- will serve no jail time. 
Under a plea deal -- a judge today -- sentenced Michael 
Dat Cheng to 5 years probation and 500 hours of 
community service. He must also register as a sex 
offender. Cheng owns Ohana Style Snack company.

0:00:20

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Hawaii Red 
Cross to Cali 
Wildfires

Hawaii Red Cross to Cali Wildfires.  Three Hawaii Red 
Cross volunteers are being sent to northern California 
to help with relief efforts as a deadly wildfire there 
burns out of control. The Kincade wildfire has burned 
over 74,000 acres so far. Two nurses from the Big Island 
will be working in Disaster Health Services ...and a 
volunteer from Oahu will manage a shelter. Wildfires 
are burning out of control in both northern and 
southern California ... forcing hundreds of thousands of 
people to evacuate. 

0:00:26

10/29/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

PROFESSIONAL 
AIRSOFT TEAM 

Professional Airsoft Team.  (Adam Nickelsen/ Team 
Ambush) "It's a lot of quick thinking and stategy." In 
competition level Airsoft matches like other sports, the 
goal is to outplay your opponent. In Hawaii Team 
Ambush has done that a lot, dominating local 
competitions. (Adam Nickelsen/ Team Ambush) "You 
gotta just strategially think righf off the bat. What are 
we going to do? How are we going to react in situations 
on the field?" The eleven-member squad is the state's 
only professional level Airsoft team. And they're 
training for their first national tournament early next 
year in California. (Tevin Agena/ Team Ambush Leader) 
"We're confident. We're not going to go down there 
and spend money just to go there to lose." Prize money 
for sanctioned Airsoft events runs into the tens of 
thousands of dollars. That's motivation.

0:01:34
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Keith 
Matsumoto 
Conviction 
Reversed

Keith Matsumoto Conviction Reversed.  New at 6. The 
State Supreme Court has overturned the sex assault 
conviction of a former high school wrestling coach.. But 
he could still face another trial. Keith Matsumoto spent 
6 months behind bars.. for touching a 14-year-old 
wrestler on her rear-end.. at a tournament in 2012. He 
described it as a "congratulatory pat on the butt." The 
prosecutor called him a "wolf in sheep's clothing." 
Today, the high court ruled that Matsumoto was 
deceived by detectives into changing his story -- and 
the judge failed to tell the jury that the touching had to 
intended sexually.. to qualify for the charge. 
Prosecutors must now decide if they want to retry the 
case.

0:00:37

10/30/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KGMB 
KHNL

NCAA ATHLETE 
DECISION

NCAA ATHLETE DECISION.  "The game has become so 
big money wise -- I think that something like this was 
bound to happen-- I just want to make sure we have all 
the try our best to look ahead at some of the unforseen 
consequences that may come from a decision like 
this..." In a statement released by UH athletics director 
David Maitlin.... he said quote...." ""It's important to 
note that the new rule regarding allowing student-
athletes to be paid for the use of their name, image and 
likeness has not yet taken effect. There is much that 
still needs to be determined and as the legislation 
develops, we will plan accordingly." "There is more that 
we need to do and hopefully this initiative will improve 
the collegiate experience. We, however, need to be 
careful of unintended consequences. It is imperative 
that we look after the interests of all of our student-
athletes and not just a select few." --- Speaking of those 
student Athletes ....

0:00:58
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UH Fresno 
Preview

UH Fresno Preview The Warrior football team returned 
to the gridiron today ahead of their matchup against 
Fresno State.. Saturday's game will be the 52nd 
meeting between the schools. As the Bulldogs is UH's 
longest standing rival... The teams have met every 
season since 1992 when both were members of the 
Western Athletic Conference. They have produced 
memorable moments throughout their history-- 
coaches and players we talk to after todays practices 
say this matchup is always special..."It's extremly 
exciting for myself, Stuts, Rolo, where the years where 
we were playing -- those were a lot of really big games 
and what was at stakes with those games was really 
exciting... .. "They're not a team to be taken lightly for 
sure -- they lost a lot of vets but they still have some 
key guys and some really key players so for us its just 
about executing what we are suppose to do..." The 
magic number Saturday is 31-- Hawai'i has scored at 
least 31 points in all five of its wins this season. Kick-off 
is 6:00 p.m. Now Fresno St and UH enter Saturday's 
game just one loss out of first place in the West 
Division standings.

0:00:15

10/30/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Obama 
Presidential 
Library 

Obama Presidential Library.  Former President and 
First Lady Barack and Michelle Obama are in Chicago 
for the third annual Obama Foundation Summit. This 
year's event will feature a 3-D version of the Obama 
Presidential Center, a project many were hoping would 
be built here in Hawaii, and Mrs. Obama explained why 
they selected their hometown for the site. "Barack's 
Presidential Library could have been anywhere - over 
the world so New York wanted it, Hawaii wants it 
because it is also an economical engine." The Obama 
Foundation released new renderings of the upcoming 
Obama Presidential Center. The 20 acre, 500-million 
dollar campus will be located in Jackson Park in 
Chicago's South Side. It will include an outdoor plaza... 
an athletic center... a public library branch... and the 
centerpiece... a stone-clad museum building standing 
235 feet tall. Michelle: "What better place to put it than 
our backyard. ." The decision to built the center in 
Chicago

0:02:36
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MILEKA 
HEALTHCARE 
HERO WALTER

MILEKA HEALTHCARE HERO WALTER.  Dr. Walter 
Igawa-Silva/ VA Physician: "Hero means somebody who 
gives of themselves selflessly in service of others." And 
thatâ€™s exactly how Dr. Walter Igawa-Silvaâ€™s 
patients describe him â€” especially retired Air Force Lt. 
Col. â€œLenâ€� Kacher and his wife Phyllis. Lt. Col 
Leonard â€œLenâ€� Kacher, USAF (ret.): "Do I think 
heâ€™s a hero? Absolutely. You ought to speak to my 
wife. She thinks heâ€™s a god. I thought I was the one, 
but he replaced me ." Phyllis Kacher / Lenâ€™s wife: 
"We can never repay him for what he did for Len and 
weâ€™ll always be so grateful for the rest of our lives." 
When Dr. Igawa-Silva first met the Kacher's he was a 
hospitalist at Straub and Col. Kacher was on his fourth 
trip to the E-R for uncontrollable blood sugar levels. Dr. 
W

0:02:35
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News 
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KAKAAKO 
PARKS CLOSING

KAKAAKO PARKS CLOSING.  "After three years of back 
and forth -- the Hawaii Community Development 
Authority agreed to pay the city more than two million 
dollars -- to take ownership of 16 parcels of land near 
the Children's Discovery Center. The area's home to a 
roving homeless camp-- that has a long history of 
refusing shelter." "Garbage truck" For years 
government's played an ongoing game of cat and 
mouse with this Kakaako encampment. Despite regular 
sweeps -- campers never go far. Bouncing between city 
and state land to avoid enforcement. "Weed trimmer" 
Today a long row of tents lined Ilalo Street. It's 
estimated more than 50 people call this sidewalk 
home. Earlier this year-- many of the same folks were 
across the street living in Gateway Park.

0:01:35
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RANSEN TAITO 
TALKS 

Ransen Taito Talks.  April 21st, 2016, Ransen Taito and 
his sister went to the federal courthouse to testify 
before the grand jury investigating public corruption. 
They were met at the stairs by attorney Jake Delaplane 
-- who was picked by Katherine Kealoha. (Ransen Taito) 
"she said she couldn't represent me, that someone 
would be there, that he was a super cool guy" That day, 
changed his life forever... he went in and lied to the 
grand jury about the money his deceased father left 
him when he was 12 years old. more than 83-thousand 
dollars for him and the same amount for his younger 
sister, money that was put in a trust accounts, 
managed by Kealoha. "the first time i met her, we were 
going through some rough times...and she met with me 
and my sister and she told us who she was and that she 
was in charge of our accounts.

0:03:25

10/30/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

CHEAP EATS 
GOTZ GRINDS 

CHEAP EATS GOTZ GRINDS .  Hello and welcome to 
cheap eats. Augie's not here. Instead we have the 
musubi expert from Sunrise, Billy V. Arigato. We're in 
Kaneohe, I actually used to rent a house down here 
way back in the day. That's right. The police station is 
over there, the Toyota dealership is up here, we're right 
in between. This is a busy area, you can just grab and 
go for a lot of people. This is a grab and go place, it's 
called Gotz Grindz, but it's actually the Goto sisters that 
own this place. G-O-T-O, they took out the O and added 
the Z. Great musubi, let's check them out. Definitely 
not my grandma's musubi. All these speciality ones, you 
can buy a speciality pack like this so you can flavor all 
the specialty ones. The good thing is the price on the 
pack like this is less than nine dollars for the whole 
thing. And this will definitely fill you up. on a cold day, 
they have a couple of dishes that will warm your soul. 
Especially in Kaneohe, it rains, you get cold a lot, 
coming over to windward

0:02:48
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Hula Bowl CBS Hula Bowl CBS. The Hula Bowl got some major 
momentum ahead of the game next year. Kainoa 
Carlson joins us with details. The Hula Bowl makes its 
long awaited return to Aloha Stadium after a 12 year 
hiatus on Jan 26. Earlier this morning it was announced 
that the Hula Bowl and CBS Sports Network agreed to 
an exclusive television partnership deal to air the game. 
The two teams will be split into "Aina and Kai" teams, 
the Hawaiian words for Land and Ocean. This years 
game wil also incldue international players from Japan 
and australia

0:00:28

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Xerox 20 Years 
Later

Xerox 20 Years Later. This building was once the Xerox 
Engineering Systems office  where Byran Uyesugi  a 
service technician  walked into the company 
wharehouse at 8 A-M and opened fired on eight people  
killing six co-workers and his supervisor. Uyesugi 
reportedly greeted several colleagues before entering a 
second-floor office and shooting a man in the back of 
the head while he was working at his desk. A second 
co-worker put up a struggle before also being shot 
Witnesses say Uyesugi then sneaked into a conference 
room and shot five people dead at close range. Four 
were Xerox co-workers, the fifth a visiting executive 
from IBM. 

0:02:52

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

GREEN AUTO 
RECYCLING 
FIRE

GREEN AUTO RECYCLING FIRE. "We tried to get our 
stuff out the way, the heat was too much. Say I'm right 
here. the fire was somewhere over there, and the heat 
was so strong like you're right next to it." We reached 
out to Green Auto Recycling  but the company said they 
could not comment on the incident.

0:00:20

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Inmate Death Inmate Death. An 81-year-old inmate died at the 
Halawa Correction Facility. Police say he was found 
uconscious. Foul play is not suspected. His identity 
hasn't been released.

0:00:11

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am  K5

Kakaako Land 
Transfer

Kakaako Land Transfer.  Today is the day that the city 
officially takes over land in Kakaako. The Hawaii 
Community Development Authority is transferring 16 
parcels to Honolulu. That's about 41 acres Kakaako 
Gateway park, Kakaako Waterfront Park, and Kewalo 
Basin Park are part of the deal. The city is better 
equipped to handle park maintenance and issues with 
the homeless in the area.

0:00:15
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Green Auto 
Recycling Fire

Green Auto Recycling Fire. HFD is investigating a fire at 
Campbell Industrial Park that left 2 men in critical 
condition. Just before 3 p-m yesterday  thick smoke 
started billowing from the Green Recycling auto scrap 
yard. We reached out to the company, but it said it 
could not comment.

0:00:15

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Kurt Suzuki Kurt Suzuki. Maui boy Kurt Suzuki is a World Series 
champ! He joins us now by phone. - 36 years old13 
years in the leaguenow a titleHow's it feel? - How 
frustrating was itto have to sit and watch. - Sports 
Illustrated had an article after you homered in game 
2talking about how you had been down on yourself for 
not getting more hits during the playoffs this year. How 
difficult was it? - Your teammates said in that 
articleeven if you were hitting 0 they want you in the 
gamesbecause of the other things you contribute. 
What are your responsibilities as a catcher and how 
important is that relationship with your stud pitchers?  

0:04:19

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

PACIFIC PULSE 
POSITIVE 
WARRIOR 
FOUNDATION

PACIFIC PULSE POSITIVE WARRIOR FOUNDATION. 
Time now for Pacific Pulse with Guy. Aloha and 
welcome to Pacific pulse I want to introduce you to the 
Gudauskas brothers well known for their 
accomplishments in the surf but they're also doing 
something more important charity work we've got 
Patrick Dane and Tanner thanks for coming in thanks 
for having us you guys have been coming to Hawaii for 
years and we all know you from your accomplishments 
in the surf but you guys are doing some charity work 
that's very interesting how did that start? 

0:03:07

11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

KALAELOA 
HOMELESS 
VILLAGE 

KALAELOA HOMELESS VILLAGE . "The Lt Gov said he 
had a great meeting yesterday with public housing 
officials and hopes to have final approval on this 
project in the next 10 days. After that the goal is to 
have the first homes here being built around 
Thanksgiving." "Birds" Right now it doesn't look like 
much Just an old rickety building in the middle of an 
overgrown lot. But over the next few months the idea 
is to use what's here to create a master-planned 
community for the homeless.

0:02:15
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UH VS. FRESNO 
STATE 

UH VS. FRESNO STATE . This matchup needs little 
introduction Hawaii and Fresno St clash for the 52nd 
time tomorrow night in a pivotal Mountain West 
Matchup both teams  just one loss out of first place in 
the West Division A win would give UH its first home 
victory over the Bulldogs since 2007. Halawa has 
recently has been a place where Fresno St has found 
success theyve won the last five games at Aloha 
Stadium. And the Bows know they need a victory in 
order to keep their dream of playing in a Mountain 
west conference title game alive  

0:01:00

11/1/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

MYISHA 
ARMITAGE 
SENTENCED 

MYISHA ARMITAGE SENTENCED . The Werner family 
pleaded with the judge to sentence Myisha Armitage to 
the maximum penalty and to have her prison terms run 
consecutively." Armitage didn't look at the family of 
Kaulana Werner as they vented their sadness, 
frustration and anger. (Paula Werner/ Kaulana's 
Mother) "How could you. You never looked at us in 
court. You never gave us a look to say, I'm sorry." 
Armitage killed Werner in a violent hit-and-run collision 
in Nanakuli in 2016. (Hoku Werner-Celes/ Kaulana's 
Sister) "I've waited for it feels like an eternity for this 
day to come, 1,286 days to be exact since she killed my 
brother." Police say she was driving drunk when she 
ran Werner down as he crossed Farrington Highway. He 
died in his father's arms. 

0:02:15

11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Jim Nabors 
Home

Jim Nabors Home. Finally tonight  nearly a year after 
Jim Nabors' Diamond Head home sold for 12-million 
dollars his Maui estate is now up for sale. NATS of Jim 
Nabors saying "Golleeeee" That's how the actor got his 
start years before settling down in Hawaii. His second 
home in Hana is on 170-acres with sweeping ocean 
views. There's a two-bedroom main house, two-
bedroom guesthouse and a three-car garage. a total of 
5-thousand square feet of living area. The asking price? 
Nearly $4-point-5 million dollars!
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Pali Highway 
New Schedule

Pali Highway New Schedule. The Nuuanu Pali Lookout 
will reopen today and Pali Highway will become 
accessible to drivers 7 days a week. It will be open 
between 5 A-M and 8 P-M from Monday through Friday  
And continuously from Saturday morning through 
Sunday night. When it is closed overnight, crews will 
finish construction of a new rock shed as well as road 
paving. The remaining work on the highway is expected 
to be finished by December.

0:00:06

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

TULSI TRUMP 
CABINET

TULSI TRUMP CABINET. Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard 
says she met with President Trump before his 
inauguration. But she says it was *not about a White 
House job. She was also asked about whether she may 
potentially accept a Cabinet position *if President 
Trump were to get re-elected. GABBARD: First of all, I 
was not there to interview for a job. I went there to 
share my foreign policy views and positions with them 
with president elect Trump and took the opportunity to 
do so in hopes that maybe I could help influence him 
away from the neo-con war hawks like John Bolton. 

0:00:59

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Hakimo Road 
Crash

Hakimo Road Crash. Police say an overnight crash 
killed a man and critically injured a baby in Waianae. 
Police say a pickup truck was speeding, spun out and 
slammed into a utility pole. It happened at about 11 
last night on Hakimo Road. Authorities say a 22-year-
old man was killed. He was apparently driving. EMS 
says he was not wearing a seatbelt. We're told a 7-
month-year old girl and a woman were in the front seat 
at the time of the crash. Both were taken to the 
hospital in critical condition. Police say the 22-year-old 
woman has since been upgraded to serious condition.

0:00:49

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

BACKSTREET 
BOYS

BACKSTREET BOYS.  If you weren't at UH Football, you 
might have been at the Backstret Boys concert! LOTS of 
people got themselves decked out and sang at the top 
of their lungs They are in the middle of their Backstreet 
Boys DNA World Tour They started out in 1993 and the 
group rose to fame with their debut international 
album, Backstreet Boys. They have sold over 130 
million records worldwide, making them the best-
selling boy band of all time

0:00:42
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Nimitz Hwy 
Closure

Nimitz Hwy Closure. A heads up for drivers  Starting 
today - the right turn lane from Nimitz Highway onto 
Sand Island Access Road will be closed. Crews will be 
installing a raised sidewalk and concrete pedestrian 
path. The State Department of Transportation says the 
project is meant to help people walking to and from 
Puuhale Elementary School. The closure is scheduled to 
last through this week  from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

0:00:15

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Army Training Army Training. A news alert for those who live near 
Schofield Barracks. The Army is training with blank 
ammunition and explosives on base this week. 
Authorities say you should not be alarmed  and there is 
no immediate danger. 

0:00:06

11/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

 Maui Double 
Fatal

 Maui Double Fatal. A crash on Maui - that claimed the 
lives of two best friends - remains under investigation 
this morning. Yesterday, crews pulled wreckage from 
the ocean. Authorities two women were inside a toyota 
pickup that careened off a 200 foot cliff. It happened 
Saturday night on Hana Highway in Haiku. 23-year-old 
Breeze Kalalau from Hana and 21-year-old Rhe-Zhene 
(rih-jeen) PUA-ILI-HAU from Kahului were kiled.

0:00:28

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Rail Land 
Dispute

Rail Land Dispute. A land dispute between the 
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands and the City  has 
officials looking to the federal government. The state 
agency and the city  reportedly agreed to swap two 
West Oahu properties. The City is giving DHHL more 
than 50 acres in Kapolei. DHHL already gave the OK for 
the City to build on its Waipahu site for rail. But that 
property is assessed at 21 million dollars. The Kapolei 
parcel is only valued at 5 million. Part of the problem is 
that the parcel is zoned as ag land, which lowers its 
value. That's according to The Star Advertiser. Now - 
the Deparment of the Interior - which oversees any 
DHHL land deal - will help with the appraisal process. 

0:01:51
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Hakimo Road 
Crash

Hakimo Road Crash. Police say an overnight crash 
killed a man and critically injured a baby in Nanakuli. A 
pickup truck was speeding, spun out and slammed into 
a utility pole, according to HPD. It happened at about 
11 last night on Hakimo Road. Authorities say a 22-
year-old man was killed. He was apparently driving. 
EMS says he was not wearing a seatbelt. We're told a 7-
month-old girl and a woman were in the front seat at 
the time of the crash. Both were taken to the hospital 
in critical condition. Police say the 22-year-old woman 
has since been upgraded to serious condition.

0:00:39

11/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Pali Highway 
New Schedule

Pali Highway New Schedule. The Nuuanu Pali Lookout 
will reopen today and Pali Highway will become 
accessible to drivers 7 days a week. It will be open 
between 5 A-M and 8 P-M from Monday through Friday  
And continuously from Saturday morning through 
Sunday night. When it is closed overnight, crews will 
finish construction of a new rock shed as well as road 
paving. The remaining work on the highway is expected 
to be finished by December.

0:00:27

11/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Trafficking Trafficking. Law enforcement officials describe it as a 
heinous crime hiding in plain sight that targets Hawai'i's 
most vulnerable population: our keiki. It's a relatively 
unknown crisis that has hit our island paradise, but 
officials say more awareness about the issue of child 
sex trafficking is the first step to ending its vicious cycle. 
It's important to understand that child sex trafficking  
also referred to as the commercial sexual exploitation 
of children  does not involve transporting victims across 
boundaries or borders. Trafficking can occur within one 
state, one island, one community, one neighborhood.  

0:02:49

11/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Ala Moana 
Burglary

Ala Moana Burglary. Happening now. Honolulu police 
are searching for suspects following an overnight 
burglary at the Ala Moana Macy's. Police say 3 suspects 
rammed their vehicle into the store around 2 this 
morning and took off with stolen property. Then in the 
Makiki area, a vehicle possibly used in the crime was 
found abandoned and set on fire. No one has been 
arrested yet. No injuries were reported. The case is 
being classified as burglary and arson.

0:00:28
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Habilitat Yard 
Work

Habilitat Yard Work. If you need some landscaping 
work for the rainy season  Habilitat is here to help. One 
of the services they offer is landscaping and fencing. 
And every job helps those recovering from addiction. 
Jeff Nash and Donny Swart are here to tell us more

0:03:26

11/4/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

Kalaeloa 
Homeless 
Village

Kalaeloa Homeless Village. Oahu's first village-style 
homeless project could start to rise in Kalaeloa before 
the end of the month. Right now the property doesn't 
look like much But the idea is to use what's there to 
create a master-planned community for the homeless. 
It's called a Kauhale  it's permanent housing made up of 
tiny homes, common areas and shared facilities. The Lt. 
Governor has been working closely with the Hawaii 
Public Housing Authority to secure the land and hopes 
to have final approval on this project in the next 10 
days.

0:01:20
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Sunrise 
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JANET JACKSON 
SINGS HAWAII 
SONG

JANET JACKSON SINGS HAWAII SONG.  Janet Jackson's 
getting ready for her Hawaii concerts... by brushing up 
on some local favorites. "H-A-W-A AH AH I like that 
song" The 53-year-old pop star posted this message on 
instagram -- giving a shout out to Ana Vee's song 
"HAWAI'I." The song dropped earlier this year ... and if 
you haven't heard it yet.. here's a preview.

0:00:24

11/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

ERAN GANOT 
MEDICAL

Eran Ganot Medical.  It was unexpected news. UH 
Men's basketball coach Eran Ganot going to take a 
temporary leave of absence from the team to deal with 
a medical issue. UH men's Assistant coach Chris 
Gerlufsen -- will take over as acting head coach while 
Ganot is away. "Obviously, our allegiance lies with 
Coach Ganot and helping him get through this tough 
matter that he's going through but we need to focus on 
the guys in our locker room and prepare them for 3 
hard games that we have coming up this weekend, so 
it's just all hands on deck attitude. We're super 
confident with our staff and our players to turn a 
negative into a positive and start the season on the 
right foot this weekend." "Coach Ganot always talks 
about next man, every man up.. when it comes to like a 
player getting hurt or something and that applies in this 
situation, too. Next man, every man. Everyone has to 
increase their role, leadership wise. Everybody's gotta 
take a step up and I think we're all ready for that 
challenge a

0:01:18
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Ala Moana 
Pedestrian 
Bridge Funding

Ala Moana Pedestrian Bridge Funding.  The state's 
receiving 20 million dollars in federal funds -- to build a 
new pedestrian bridge over Ala Moana Boulevard. 
Senator Brian Schatz -- who announced the funding 
award -- says the bridge will connect Ala Moana Beach 
Park and Kewalo Harbor... to Ward Village, Ala Moana 
Center, and the future Ward rail station. The 
department of transportation has not said when or 
where construction will begin.

0:00:14

11/6/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

TULSI ON THE 
VIEW

Tulsi on the View.  Presidential candidate Tulsi 
Gabbard went on The View today... to talk about her 
feud with Hillary Clinton... who claimed she was a 
Russian asset. Tulsi: It's offensive to me as a soldier, as 
an American, as a member of Congress, as a veteran, 
and frankly as a woman, to be so demeaned in that 
way... Joy: But you called her the personification of rot. 
She's an American too. Tulsi: ... it's so demeaning. Well, 
I am pointing to the fact that she has continued this 
legacy of being the world's police around the world. 
That has waged wars costing the lives of thousands of 
my brothers and sisters in uniform. I'm speaking out 
against that and to change... Joy: What's your evidence 
of that? Tulsi: (rolls her eyes) Are you serious? Are you 
serious? Joy: Let's hear it... Tulsi: I served in the war 
that she... Joy: Not her, you. Tulsi: Exactly. I served in 
the war.

0:01:04
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GANOT 
MEDICAL 
LEAVE 

Ganot Medical Leave.  It was unexpected news. UH 
Men's basketball coach Eran Ganot going to take a 
temporary leave of absence from the team to deal with 
a medical issue. UH men's Assistant coach Chris 
Gerlufsen -- will take over as acting head coach while 
Ganot is away. "Obviously, our allegiance lies with 
Coach Ganot and helping him get through this tough 
matter that he's going through but we need to focus on 
the guys in our locker room and prepare them for 3 
hard games that we have coming up this weekend, so 
it's just all hands on deck attitude. We're super 
confident with our staff and our players to turn a 
negative into a positive and start the season on the 
right foot this weekend." "Coach Ganot always talks 
about next man, every man up.. when it comes to like a 
player getting hurt or something and that applies in this 
situation, too. Next man, every man. Everyone has to 
increase their role, leadership wise. Everybody's gotta 
take a step up and I think we're all ready for that 
challen

0:01:15

11/9/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Kalihi Shooting 
VO Setup

Kalihi Shooting VO Setup. First at nine Police tape 
covers the gate of a Kalihi Valley home where a man is 
accused of killing a 16-year old boy late last night. Turns 
out the homeowner may have a strong defense.

0:00:13
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KIAI SUNDAY 
CONVOY 
PROTEST

KIAI SUNDAY CONVOY PROTEST.  Organizer Jamie 
Rodrigues says she is expecting more than 300 vehicles 
to make the trek from Kapolei to Kualoa on Sunday. She 
says it's to show solidarity for Mauna Kea and other 
Aloha Aina issues. In September, she received a special 
event permit from the city for up to 70 vehicles to 
travel from Hawaii Kai to Maili. But she says the road 
closures made for really unhappy commuters.  

0:01:41

11/9/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kakaako Crash 
Video

Kakaako Crash Video. The attorney for three victims of 
a deadly Kakaako crash last January says surveillance 
videos show an officer was improperly pursuing the 
suspect  just before the crash. One video from Kona 
Street shows the speeding pickup truck followed closely 
by a police SUV with flashing lights. Moments later  a 
camera on a city bus shows the chase on Ala Moana 
Boulevard. A few moments later the pickup plowed 
into a group of pedestrians at Kamakee Street  killing 
three of them.

0:00:31
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11/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KATHERINE 
KEALOHA 
SENTENCING

KATHERINE KEALOHA SENTENCING. (ali silvert) "every 
case is different and every judge is different. in some 
cases having the future support and love of your family 
so when you get out you jail you have a good support 
systems and stability at home in some cases it does 
matter, case by case situation." Attorneys say letters of 
remorse from the defendant seem to have more 
weight if Katherine or her husband, Louis Kealoha 
wrote one, it has not been unsealed. Louis  the ex 
police chief had 15 people write in on his behalf, mostly 
officers who used to work for him. (:20)

0:00:37

11/10/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Pixar's Float 
Film

Pixar's Float Film. Finally tonight  For the first time  a 
new Pixar short will feature Filipino-American animated 
characters! The short is called "Float" It's about a father 
and son who can float. The creator  Bobby Rubio  says it 
celebrates children with unique gifts and was inspired 
by his relationship with his son. "Float" is one of six, 
new shorts which will debut on Disney Plus next 
Tuesday.

0:00:15

11/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Ala Moana 
Assault

Ala Moana Assault. Only on Hawaii News Now, Francis 
Aona the Second  and Paige Nobriga were arrested 
today in connection with the robbery of an elderly man, 
now in a coma. Investigators with the Honolulu 
Prosecutors Office picked up the couple when they 
showed up at circuit court for another case. Both were 
indicted for the September 24th robbery at the Ala 
Moana Center Parking Garage. 67-year old Steven 
Tomo-sada remains hospitalized. Bail for Aona is 50-
thousand dollars, it's 5-thousand for Nobriga. (:30)

0:00:31

11/10/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

KOLOA DOG 
RESCUED

KOLOA DOG RESCUED. Botanist Adam Williams spends 
a lot of time climbing  either up trees or down cliffs. 
Today, appropriately dressed in a this shirt  Adam is 
looking for orange. normally wear orange in field for 
safety Loaded up with all his rappelling gear, he thinks 
he can find Orange at the bottom of this dark shaft in 
the Koloa section of the Lihue-Koloa Forest reserve. "It 
gets narrower": This cavern, believed to be part of an 
old irrigation system, was too deep for the Kauai fire 
department's ladders. "pretty uh, straight shaft" 
"Orange?" For Adam, 81 feet down was a piece of cake. 
"I see him already" Over radio 

0:01:56
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11/12/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Queens Surfer 
Proposal

Queens Surfer Proposal. Those who RIDE a wave 
together STAY together! A big congrats to Chris and 
Lauren! This weekend, they caught a wave at Queen's 
that'll go down in their family history. Chris knelt down, 
pulled out a ring, and popped the question. Lauren said 
yes! Then OH-NO Chris lost the ring. But not to worry. 
He thought that might happen, so it was a spare. The 
real ring, designed by artisan Jason Dow, was waiting 
on shore. 

0:00:18

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kapolei Hale 
Tree Harvest

Kapolei Hale Tree Harvest. Finally  it was harvest day 
for the giant Christmas tree that will light up *Kapolei* 
Hale this holiday season. "NATS OF CHAINSAW" City 
crews harvested the Cook pine tree from Aiea. It was 
donated by Ronald Sugihara who believes it was 
planted 40-years ago. The tree was cut to 45-feet. It will 
be decorated and officially unveiled during the Kapolei 
City Lights celebration and parade on Saturday, 
November 30th. The Honolulu City Lights tree lighting 
ceremony will take

0:00:20

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Magnum 
Benched Five 0 
Moved

Magnum Benched Five 0 Moved. Heads up  Hawaii 
Five-O and Magnum P-I fans. Come February CBS has 
announced Hawaii Five-O will be pushed back to 9 p.m. 
Friday nights to make room for season four of 
MacGyver. And that move means Magnum P-I will be 
benched until MacGyver's full season ends in the 
spring.

0:00:15

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Flag Citations Flag Citations. HPD is cracking down on what they call 
"distracting" vehicle decorations. Today the 
department released the latest figures on their effort to 
curb the use of items that can obstruct a driver's vision. 
On Sunday alone the day TMT opponents held another 
rolling convoy  officers issued nearly 100 citations for 
flag equipment and reconstruction violations. Last 
week  HPD put out a notice they'd be citing drivers with 
large banners or flags which they view as traffic 
hazards.

0:00:15
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11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Obrero in Court Obrero in Court. Bail is set at a million dollars for the 
Kalihi man accused of fatally shooting a 16-year-old. 
Richard Obrero is charged with murder and attempted 
murder. The shooting happened late Thursday night on 
Kula Kolea Drive after Obrero says a group of teens 
burglarized his home then later returned. According to 
court documents  an HPD officer reported that several 
people were firing BB guns at the home when he 
arrived. They stopped after the officer drew his firearm. 
The of

0:00:41

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

ARMORED CAR 
ROBBERY

ARMORED CAR ROBBERY. "Police say after the suspect 
took the money  the guard went after him “ chasing 
him across Nimitz Highway. The guard lost him when he 
hopped this fence into military housing." "I just seen 
him appear out of the corner of my eye while I was 
drinking my coffee and eating my hash brown." From 
his seat on the patio outside McDonalds "He looked like 
he was high. On dope or something." William Michael 
Bell says he saw everything. "He came across the street 
y

0:01:44

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

Matayoshi 
Retiring

Matayoshi Retiring. After nearly 17 years of service the 
head of the American Red Cross of Hawaii is stepping 
down. Over the course of her tenure as CEO - Coralie 
Chun Matayoshi  helped oversee response to disaster 
events like the Kilauea Eruption  Hurricane Iselle  and 
the historic 2018 flooding event on Kauai. Matayoshi 
says her husband retired 2 years ago  and she's looking 
forward to spending more time with him and her 3 
children. A search is underway for a new CEO.

0:00:42

11/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

BI Lost Ring BI Lost Ring. New at 6 Hawaii County Police are asking 
for help finding this engagement ring lost by a 
California couple visiting Hilo in September. They lost it 
in a parking lot near the Starbucks at Prince Kuhio 
Plaza. There's a serial number on it. The last four digits 
are 7481. Call police with any tips.

0:00:25

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 KOREAN WAR 
VET REMAINS 
RETURNED

 KOREAN WAR VET REMAINS RETURNED. i feel good i 
feel good my brother is ok i will see him someday i will 
see him very soon we received letters from military 
that he was mia for longest time so this is bittersweet 
home coming for her that her brother will be back with 
fmaily again Mendoza will be buried in a military 
ceremony on November 15th  in Dixon, New Mexico.

0:00:24
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11/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Triple Crown 
Opening

Triple Crown Opening. 3:18 Pu blowing + :26 kids 
chanting The Vans Triple Crown of Surfing held its 
opening ceremony today at Alii Beach Park, in Haleiwa. 
Surfers presented lei and prayers for a safe event this 
winter. The series includes three contests starting with 
the Hawaiian Pro, in Haleiwa. The waves were too small 
to run today But a new swell is filling in tomorrow with 
even bigger waves expected over the weekend.

0:00:20

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HFD 
Commendation 
Ceremony

HFD Commendation Ceremony.  "your vigilance and 
quick response was critical in this life-threatening 
emergency." Honoring real-life heroes. Today H-F-D 
awarded "Certificates of Commendation" to firefighters 
*and* civilians for their remarkable acts of bravery. The 
honorees included an off-duty firefighter who helped a 
pedestrian accident victim by using a surfboard leash as 
an improvised tourniquet. And also two men who kept 
an injured surfer afloat off Waikiki and then brought 
him safely to shore.

0:00:33

11/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Ultimate Surfer 
Casting

Ultimate Surfer Casting. Finally tonight  A new surfing 
competition reality show is looking for up-and-coming 
surfers! The new 8-episode series is called "Ultimate 
Surfer." The show will be headlined by pro surfer Kelly 
Slater. Surfers will battle it out at World Surf League's 
state-of-the-art Surf Ranch in Lemoore, California. 
Finalists are vying for a spot to compete on the WSL 
World Tour. Production is slated to begin in 2020. 
Interested? You can apply online at "ultimatesurfer-dot

0:00:15

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

H2 Ka Uka 
Crash

H2 Ka Uka Crash. Honolulu police say speed may have 
been a factor in a deadly multi-car crash on the H-2 
freeway. At around 9:30 this morning police say a man 
lost control of his vehiclewhile trying to avoid another 
car merging into his lane near the Ka Uka Boulevard on-
ramp The driver then collided into two other vehicles. 
His passenger  a 26-year-old man  died at the hospital. 
A 65 and 41-year-old man suffered serious injuries. The 
crash closed the northbound lanes of the H-2  snarlin

0:00:32

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Setup Officer 
Involved 
Shooting

Setup Officer Involved Shooting. One fugitive is dead. 
Another is behind bars  after a deadly police shooting 
late last night in Kapolei. HPD confirms both men were 
wanted in connection with a string of armed robberies. 
And sources say they may have also been involved in a 
series of Oahu carjackings.

0:00:40
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11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 Local Makers 
Contestant

 Local Makers Contestant. Finally  Tonight A local 
craftsman is going head to head with the nations best - 
and youll be able to watch from your living rooms 
Today NBC announced Matt Kawika Ortiz of Honolulu 
will be among the 10 competitors battling it out on the 
upcoming season of NBC's "Making It" Participants are 
challenged in each episode to build handmade projects. 
And there's a 100-thousand dollar grand prize on the 
line. Ortiz is muralist - creating masterpieces out of his 
stu

0:00:22

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KAPOLEI 
OFFICER 
INVOLVED 
SHOOTING

KAPOLEI OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING. "I seen the 
car go in. One guy got out. And I looked down to grab 
something. Next thing I know I just heard gunshots." 
This witness  says he was sitting on the sidewalk 
outside the Shell gas station Tuesday night when the 
shooting started about 10-30. "The two persons who 
was with me. They stand up and ran." "tat, tat, tat, tat. 
It was that sound." H-P-D confirms five officers fired an 
estimated 20 rounds at Michael Kahalehoe. Police Chief 
Susan Ballard describes th

0:01:53

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kalihi Shooting 
Obrero Update

Kalihi Shooting Obrero Update. Honolulu police are 
investigating a burglary AND attempted arson at the 
home of the Kalihi man accused of fatally shooting a 
16-year-old last week. While officers were at the home 
today near the Kamehameha the fourth housing 
complex for a burglary case they found a molotov 
cocktail in the yard. Sources say the plastic bottle had a 
flammable liquid inside and it had been set on fire but 
never burst into flames.

0:00:23

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KOREAN WAR 
VET REMAINS 
RETURNED

KOREAN WAR VET REMAINS RETURNED. The remains 
of a soldier who was killed in the Korean War  and had 
been reported missing for decades  were returned to 
his family today and will finally be laid to rest. MAYORS 
HALT AMAZING GRACE PLAYS IN BACKGROUND Military 
pallbearers carried the casket of Army Sgt. 1st Class  
Phillip Mendoza  from an airplane to a hearse at San 
Francisco International Airport.  

0:00:48
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11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 ADOPT A 
FAMILY  1

 ADOPT A FAMILY  1. When Robert Hao was in the fifth 
grade  bad things started happening with his body. For 
no reason he'd suddenly fall or trip. It got worse as he 
got older. He's now 42 and a single father. (Robert Hao/ 
Adopt a Family) "Just tiredness mostly. Not being able 
to do certain things for my kids and for myself." Hao 
suffers from muscular dystrophy. He can't stand upright 
for very long. (Robert Hao/ Adopt a Family) "If I fall I 
could get hurt, can't take care of my kids." His daug

0:02:02

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Obrero Prelim 
Hearing

Obrero Prelim Hearing. Only on Hawaii News Now  a 
packed courtroom today  for the man accused of fatally 
shooting a teen in Kalihi last week. Several teenagers 
took the stand to testify at the preliminary hearing for 
50-year old Richard Obrero  who allegedly shot and 
killed 16-year old  Starsky Willy. Obrero says the 
shooting was in self defense, because the teens were 
firing BB and airsoft guns after Obrero claims they 
burglarized his home. Tonight at six, what friends of the 
teen  said on the 

0:00:26

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 HAWAII 
FAMILY ON 
FAMILY FEUD

 HAWAII FAMILY ON FAMILY FEUD. Finally tonight 
Family feud got a little taste of aloha today HOW MANY 
PAIRS OF SHOES DOES THE AVERAGE MAN OWN YOU 
SAID 5 SURVEY SAID DING YEAHHHHHHH CELEBRATION 
The Heyd family from Kailua is now 20-thousand dollars 
richer. Clad in Aloha wear the Heyd's easly won their 
fast money round - not even needing to finish out the 
remaining three questions. Before making it to the 
stage with Steve Harvey the Heyds had to beat out 
thousands of other families that applied f

0:00:20

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Critical Moped 
Crash 
Witnesses 
Wanted

Critical Moped Crash Witnesses Wanted. Police are 
looking for witnesses to a fatal moped crash in 
Kaneohe. The accident happened last week friday. HPD 
says a black, two-door, 2003 Porsche Boxster turned 
left off Kamehameha Highway in front of a woman 
riding a white moped. The porsche was headed into the 
Kaneohe Bay Shopping Center The moped driver died 
at the hospital. Anyone with information is asked to call 
Crimestoppers.

0:00:22
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11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Mazie Takai 
Walk for Hope

Mazie Takai Walk for Hope. On Capitol Hill Hawaii 
Senator Mazie Hirono led a walk around Washington 
today in honor of the late Congressman Mark Takai. 
Hirono says it's because she was unable to attend the 
Mark Takai Walk of Hope  which took place last 
weekend here on Oahu with hundreds of participants 
raising money for pancreatic cancer research. Joining 
Hirono on the walk were several of Takai's friends and 
colleagues  including McKinley grad and U.S. Senator 
Tammy Duckworth.

0:00:28

11/15/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am  K5

Critical 
Kaneohe Crash 
Witnesses

Critical Kaneohe Crash Witnesses. HPD is looking for 
witnesses to a fatal moped crash in Kaneohe. The 
accident happened one week ago. HPD says a black, 
two-door, 2003 Porsche Boxster turned left off 
Kamehameha Highway  in front of a woman riding a 
white moped. The porsche was headed into the 
Kaneohe Bay Shopping Center The moped driver died 
at the hospital. Anyone with information is asked to call 
Crimestoppers.

0:00:24

11/15/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

CNS Esmeralda CNS Esmeralda. Today, a ship from the Chilean Navy 
will be making a port visit to Joint Base Pearl Harbor 
Hickam. It's happening around 8-30 this morning and 
there's going to be a traditional gun salute. Officials say 
visitors to Pearl Harbor, along with residents and 
personnel on Ford Island may hear gunfire.

0:00:19

11/15/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Armored Car 
Suspect Court

Armored Car Suspect Court. We're getting our first 
look at the man accused of robbing an armored truck 
off Nimitz Highway. This morning  a judge confirmed 
Jacob Mariano's bail at 40-thousand dollars. The 25 
year old is charged with robbery, burglary and stealing 
a vehicle. Investigators say Mariano grabbed a money 
bag out of a guard's hands on Tuesday morning in a 
Mcdonald's parking lot near the airport but dropped it 
as he fled. Sources say police arrested Mariano after he 
came back looking for the cash an hour later. Mariano 
is due back in court next week Tuesday.

0:00:15
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11/15/2019 6pm HNN 
News  K5

Kalaeloa Arrest 
Violence

Kalaeloa Arrest Violence. 23 were arrested for blocking 
the roadwayand three for harrassment of officers as 
activists tried to block wind turbine pieces from leaving 
Kalealoa overnight. Hundreds of opponents of the 
controversial Kahuku wind farm  for perhaps the 
biggest turn out yet. There are accusations that police 
were rough. You can see at one point officers take 
someone to the ground. But the department says 
officers continue to show great restraint against crowds 
that are growing more unruly.

0:00:46

11/15/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

UH VS UNLV 
PREVIEW 

UH VS UNLV PREVIEW . Aloha from the ninth island 
were in downtown Las Vegas at the California Hotel 
take a look behind me hordes of UH football fans are 
out in full force checking out some gear checking out 
some merchandise a ton of Hawaii football fans in town 
this week for the big game UH vs UNLV  while much of 
the attention an much of the eys are on the 
merchandise tomorrow all eyes will be on the UH 
backfield as we await a decision of will start at 
quarterback tomorrow against the running Rebels Nic 
Rolovich Hawaii Head Football Coach 

0:01:22

11/16/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

KALAELOA 
ARREST 
VIOLENCE

KALAELOA ARREST VIOLENCE. Police arrested 26 
people in perhaps the most turbulent confrontation to 
date between wind farm protesters and police. Our 
Chelsea Davis joins us with both sides tonight.

0:00:11

11/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Carjacking Carjacking. This 7-Eleven off of Kalihi Street and Nimitz 
Highway is one of three locations were drivers were 
approached by men with guns who ordered them out 
of their vehicles before stealing them. Sources say the 
first car-jacking happened just after 11 Sunday morning 
in Honolulu. According to police, the victim was 
approached by two men in a truck when one of them 
pulled a gun  and fired at least one shot. Then the other 
man stole the victim's vehicle. Later  another car-
jacking. This time, in Niu Valley. Sources tell us it 
happened on Hawaii Loa and Pia Streets. Finally 
sources say the third incident was reported at the 7-
Eleven in Kalihi.  

0:01:09
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11/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Triple Crown 
Opening

Triple Crown Opening. 3:18 Pu blowing + :26 kids 
chanting The Vans Triple Crown of Surfing held its 
opening ceremony today at Alii Beach Park, in Haleiwa. 
Surfers presented lei and prayers for a safe event this 
winter. The series includes three contests starting with 
the Hawaiian Pro, in Haleiwa. The waves were too small 
to run today But a new swell is filling in tomorrow with 
even bigger waves expected over the weekend.

0:00:20

11/16/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kamanaopono 
Crabbe New 
Position

Kamanaopono Crabbe New Position. Former Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs CEO  Kamanao-pono Crabbe  has a 
new gig. Crabbe was named CEO of the Kohala Institute 
at 'Iole  a nonprofit that runs educational and 
preservation programs on 24-hundred acres of land in 
the Ê»Iole ahupuaÊ»a on the Big Island. He left his post 
at OHA back in June after guiding the agency through a 
string of controversies including allegations of public 
corruption and misuse of public funds.

0:00:25

11/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

5 KALAELOA 
ARRESTS

Kalaeloa Arrests.   "The first turbine is up at Na Pua 
Makani in Kahuku. Critics of the project say the blades 
look much longer than what they thought it would be... 
and they feel like time is working against them."  "Call 
an ambulance! I need an ambulance!" Hundreds of 
opponents of the controversial Kahuku wind farm 
gathered in Kalaeloa last night â€” for perhaps the 
biggest turn out yet. Dep. Chief JOhn 
McCarthy/Honolulu Police Department: "We had rocks 
thrown at some of our solo bike officers one of our 
officers was punched in the side of his head -- we don't 
know by who did it the crowd there did not obey police 
officer orders to move back when they were told to." 
(Video of HPD slamming guy in red down â€” first video 
I sent back - spot shadow) You can see at one point... 
officers take someone to the ground.  Ewa Beach 
Senator Kurt Fevella... who's wife had been a protestor 
on the line...

0:01:45
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11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

GEORGE HURD 
RETIRING

George Hurd Retiring.  "I think what you say to George 
is... Man! First of all, enjoy the years ahead of you and 
thank you for being who you have been. It's been 
wonderful to have him" "George passes himself very 
well. And I know he's got things planned that he wants 
to do. I just wish him the best of everything in this next 
chapter of his life" Hawaii News Now held a party for 
George today where he received a proclamation from 
the Mayor and City Council. The station also re-named 
our photgrapher's lounge after him.

0:00:30

11/18/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Salt Lake 
Barricade 
Suspect 
Charged

Salt Lake Barricade Suspect Charged.  The man 
accused of a 7-hour standoff in Salt Lake ... is set to 
appear in court today. Allen Taga-tac-nakamoto 
allegedly barricaded himself inside his "Likini Street" 
home with his girlfriend on Friday. Police charged the 
46-year-old with first degree terroristic threatening. He 
was also booked for an auto theft offense, but was 
released, pending further investigation on that charge.

0:00:17

11/18/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Carvalho 
Endorses 
Kahele

Carvalho Endorses Kahele.  Former Kauai Mayor 
Bernard Carvalho has endorsed Kai Kahele. Kahele is 
running for congress. The state senator recieved a big 
boost a couple weeks ago, when representative Tulsi 
Gabbard announced that she would not be seeking 
reelection in order to focus on her run for president.

0:00:20

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Stadium Mall 
Armed Robbery

Stadium Mall Armed Robbery.  On Oahu ... police are 
looking into an armed robbery in Halawa. Sources say a 
suspect held a man and woman at gunpoint at Stadium 
Mall this morning around 2 a-m. Sources say the 
gunman struck the man in the head before taking the 
woman's purse -- and fleeing with a second suspect. 
The suspects were driving a black Lexus according to 
sources. The man was treated for injuries at Pali Momi 
Medical Center.

0:00:09

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KAMAMALU 
PARK

Kamamalu Park.  "Over the years there's been some 
good times and there's definitely been some struggle 
being able to balance those who are without a home 
and also the personal safety of our kids everyday." The 
150 parking stalls will be metered -- to generate 
revenue and to prevent the parking lots from being 
taken over by downtown workers. New uses will be 
found for the existing restroom ... which is an historic 
structure -- so it can't be demolished.

0:00:28
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11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MONSTER 
HOMES AUDIT

Monster Homes Audit.  i think they took their eye off 
the ball, they didn't follow their internal procedures 
and it wasn't simply a case of a handful of projects 
slipping through the cracks this was a systemaic failure 
city officials declined an interview but in their official 
response concede there is chronic turn-over in the 
building department but expressed hope that new 
software will improve enforcement and review of new 
permits.

0:00:57

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Honolulu Hale 
Tree Harvest

Honolulu Hale Tree Harvest.  What would Christmas on 
Oahu be without a massive tree at Honolulu Hale? 
Today an 80 footer was harvested from Lunalilo Home 
Road in Hawaii Kai. The tree weighs nearly 8-thousand 
pounds and is believed to be about 50 years old. It'll be 
the star of the "City Lights" event... which kicks off with 
a parade on Saturday, December 7th.

0:00:18

11/18/2019 530pm 
HNN News 
KHNL

Royal Hawaiian 
Center Pics 
Wanted

Royal Hawaiian Center Pics Wanted.  An iconic Hawaii 
shopping destination wants to use your memories to 
celebrate a landmark anniversary. The Royal Hawaiian 
Center is getting ready to ring in it's 40th anniversary. 
To help honor the momentous occasion -- the shopping 
center is asking locals and visitors so send in their 
pictures from over the years at the location. The snap 
shots will be used at celebration events and on social 
media. For a link on where to send in photos head to 
Hawaii news now dot com.

0:00:26

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am khnl

Red Hill Red Hill. The Honolulu board of water supply is urging 
residents to speak out today against the Navy's plan to 
address the Red Hill storage tanks. BWS officials say it's 
not sufficient to protect the water aquifer below the 
tanks which can hold millions of gallons of jet or marine 
fuel. They added that a 2nd tank should be added to 
contain the current ones OR if that's not feasible, they 
should be relocated altogether. They're trying to 
protect a major source of drinking water. They sent out 
a letter to residents explaining their reasoning. It was 
mailed ahead of today's public meeting on the issue. 
It's being hosted by the hawaii department of health 
and the US environmental protection agency.  

0:00:53
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11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
New KHNL

ARMY CHANGE 
OF COMMAND

ARMY CHANGE OF COMMAND. Just like our current 
fight, our next one will be joint, interagency, and 
coalition. Our alliance and partnerships are necessary 
and provide us the access, presence and influence 
required to win in competition and conflict." LaCamera 
has been with the Army for nearly 35 years  serving in 
multiple infantry divisions and a special operations 
command. He replaces General Robert Brown who 
retired in September after 38 years of service.

0:00:18

11/19/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Hawaiian Duck 
Study

Hawaiian Duck Study. A new study says the 
endangered Hawaiian duck, Koloa, is making a 
comeback partly because of its strong genes. 
Conservationists working to repopulate the islands 
since the 1970s have been worried that the Koloa 
breeds with feral mallards. But the new study found 
this isn't really a problem. Over time the hybrids have 
retained the Koloa's dominant genes. This gives 
scientists hope they can save the species from genetic 
extinction. The findings was published in the journal 
Molecular Ecology. You can read more at Hawaii News 
Now dot com

0:00:33

11/19/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

MOLOKAI 
BOUND FILM 

MOLOKAI BOUND FILM . In Molokai Bound" Hawaii 
filmmaker Alika Maikau tells the story of an ex-con 
who's trying to reconnect with his son. But it takes 
awhile to figure out they're related  that's the hook. 
(Alika Maikau/ Filmmaker) "If you can keep the 
audience guessing, that's sort of the best way to keep 
them engaged, I think." The entire eight-minute scene 
happens in one place and the actors aren't professional 
actors. Last month "Molokai Bound" captured the 
award for best live-action short film at the imagiNATIVE 
film festival in Toronto. That qualifies it for 
consideration in the 2021 Academy Awards.  

0:01:00

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SCHATZ EWA 
BEACH SEA 
WALL

SCHATZ EWA BEACH SEA WALL. a 15-hundred foot wall 
is really a massive project along the shoreline and i 
dont' think this is necessarily the only way to protect 
their resources The Marine corps has told regulators 
that the steel wall is the best alternative  and that 
erosion and other impacts can be mitigated.

0:01:04
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11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Waokanaka 
Stabbing

Waokanaka Stabbing. On Oahu a man is under arrest 
after a stabbing this afternoon in Nuuanu. Police and 
medics rushed to the the Salvation Army on 
Waokanaka Street around 2-30 this afternoon. Sources 
say the suspect stabbed a woman in the face and neck. 
Emergency crews rushed her to the hospital. She is now 
in stable condition.

0:00:17

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Robago Toilet 
Licker Plea Deal

Robago Toilet Licker Plea Deal. Another Honolulu 
Police Officer  accused of forcing a homeless man to 
lick a public urinal  is expected to admit to his alleged 
crimes in court. Officer John Rabago  in the blue shirt  
has a 'change of plea' hearing set for December 16. 
(:14) Former Officer Reginald Ramones  in the black 
shirt  already pleaded guilty for not reporting the 
January 2018 incident. It was a third officer who came 
forward, notifying HPD supervisors. Ramones had 
agreed to testify against Rabago and said he had done 
it before. Rabago is on restricted duty (:30)

0:01:00

11/19/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Iolani Palace 
Tours

Iolani Palace Tours. Finally tonight  A special tour to 
honor the 185th birthday of Queen Kapiolani. The 
Friends of Iolani Palace will offer the evening tours only 
on December 28th through the 30th. Tours begin at 
5:30 p-m and go until 9 p-m. Tickets are $40 dollars for 
adults and $15 dollars for keiki. You can get tickets 
online at IolaniPalace-dot-org.

0:00:15

11/19/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

UH VS SAN 
DIEGO STATE 
PREVIEW 

UH VS SAN DIEGO STATE PREVIEW . "it's what we  
worked for set goals for its what all these longs days of 
hard work and have really come to- pay off this game 
means everything to us to the state to the players and 
just to Hawaii itself just go out there win and show 
them that were back" While getting to the Hawaii bowl 
the last few seasons has served as the benchmark for 
success for the UH football program the 2019 Warriors  
expectations have grown exponentially as they have 
the chance to do something never before done since 
joining the conference - and thats winning the 
conference But Coach Rolo and the Warriors say their 
focused on the game  not the hype. 

0:01:43
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 Details 
Waokanaka 
Stabbing

 Details Waokanaka Stabbing. A man was arrested 
following a stabbing in Nuuanu  around 1-45 yesterday 
afternoon. Sources say the suspect stabbed a woman in 
the face and neck  at the Salvation Army on Waokanaka 
Street. According to police records  the suspect also 
threatened the woman and restrained her against her 
will. Emergency crews rushed her to the hospital. She 
was last listed in stable condition. The suspect  38-year-
old Ike Fowler  was booked on kidnapping, assault and 
terroristic threatening.

0:00:17

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Near Fatal 
Stabbing 
Suspect 
Sentenced

Near Fatal Stabbing Suspect Sentenced. On Hawaii 
Island  A man has been sentenced to 10 years in prison 
for a near-fatal stabbing five years ago. 40-year-old Joel 
White was originally charged with attempted murder 
for the 2014 attack. White pleaded not guilty, saying 
the victim threatened to kill him and claiming self-
defense. A jury found White guilty of attempted 
murder in 2015  but a judge granted a retrial when 
White's lawyers said the jury was not properly 
instructed on emotional disturbance or lesser chargers.  

0:00:38

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Pretrial 
Conference

Pretrial Conference. A court hearing is scheduled today 
on Kauai for a government contractor accused of sex 
assault. Juan Vigil is charged with raping a woman in 
April. Vigil was working at the Pacific Missile Range 
Facility at the time, according to The Garden Island. The 
New Mexico resident's bail was initially set at 100-
thousand dollars, but a judge reduced that to 50-
thousand  and allowed him to return home between 
court appearances. Vigil is pleading not guilty to both 
charges.

0:00:27

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Honolulu City 
Lights

Honolulu City Lights. The city's holiday tree will be 
arriving at 10 this morning at Honolulu Hale. Crews 
harvested the 50-foot Norfolk pine earlier this week 
from Hawaii Kai. They'll spend the next several days 
decorating the tree before the annual lights celebration 
kicks off on December 7th.

0:00:10
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Sunrise 
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Kalaeloa More 
Arrests

Kalaeloa More Arrests. More wind farm protesters 
were arrested overnight in Kalaeloa. We're still waiting 
to hear exactly how many people were taken into 
custody. But our crew did see officers making several 
arrests. 7 SECS NATS Hundreds of wind farm opponents 
came out again last night. After a couple of quiet weeks  
more protesters have been showing their opposition to 
the project recently. Before last night's arrests, a total 
of 179 arrests had been made  since transports from 
Kalaeloa to Kahuku began a month ago. State Senator 
Kurt Favella  who has been at prior protests  was also 
there last night. We're told the convoy left around 12-
30 this morning  and got to the project site about two 
hours later.  

0:00:53

11/20/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

CHEAP EATS 
ALICIAS 
MARKET 

CHEAP EATS ALICIAS MARKET . Aloha and welcome to 
cheap eats Augie's off making people laugh so instead 
we have one of our poke experts from sunrise Lacy 
Deniz I am so excited to eat Guy that's right Alicia's 
market they've been here since before we were born 
but they had a fire but they're still open yes their poke 
express stop they still have a lot of favorites everybody 
loves I can't wait to try it out I'm drooling already let's 
go Alicia's been around since before we were born way 
before their old location burned in last summer's fire 
they're rebuilding they should be open in the new 
location which is the same location sometime next 
summer  

0:02:58

11/20/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Armored Truck 
Jacob Mariano 
Indicted

Armored Truck Jacob Mariano Indicted. An Oahu 
grand jury indicted Jacob Mariano in connection to an 
armored truck robbery last week. The 25-year-old is 
accused of stealing a bag of cash  from the truck at the 
McDonald's off Nimitz Highway. He's charged with 
robbery, burglary and driving a stolen car. His next 
court hearing is next week.

0:00:26
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POLICE 
COMMISSON 
PROTEST

POLICE COMMISSON PROTEST. Chantelle 
Matagi/opposes Na Pua Makani: (DARIQ @ 14:09.37) 
"His handle actually kept hitting me underneath my rib 
cage and was knocking the air out of me every time the 
police officers pushed forward. I was screaming not at 
him but in pain and literally I was begging him to stop 
(14:10.54) they then grabbed my nephew and pulled 
him. Minus any hands, face first into the asphalt." 
Isaiah Walker/opposes Na Pua Makani: (DARIQ @ 
14:25.40) "Her nephew that she talked about that gone 
thrown over is my son. He's probably the most 
innocent young man you'll ever meet. He's 21 years 
old. He's an Eagle Scout, recently returned from a two 
year service mission to the Gilbert Islands."  

0:00:46

11/20/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

City Tree 
Installation

City Tree Installation. Finally tonight  The Honolulu 
Hale Holiday tree  has arrived! and it's another big one! 
Check out this timelapse video! The giant 50-foot-tall 
tree  was donated by Kaimala Marina and harvested in 
Hawaii Kai  and carefully hoisted into place with the 
help of a large crane. It's the first sign of preparation 
for the City's upcoming month-long holiday lights and 
decorations display. We're still waiting for Shaka Santa 
and Tutu Mele and the gang to arrive. Opening night 
festivities are on Saturday, December 7th  complete 
with the tree lightning ceremony and electric light 
parade.

 

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

OPERATION 
ORANGE 
ENVELOPE

OPERATION ORANGE ENVELOPE. Three years after he 
graduated from Castle High School, Wallace Soeda 
joined the Air Force to fight in the Vietnam War. He 
was a Staff Sgt. in charge of supplies. His family says he 
was exposed to Agent Orange and other chemicals. 

0:01:54

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Fatal Ped vs 
Truck Makakilo

Fatal Ped vs Truck Makakilo.  Police are investigating a 
deadly hit and run in Makakilo. We're told a 39-year-
old woman was struck by what witnesses described as 
a dark-colored truck with white lettering and utility 
compartments on the side. Police say the driver fled 
the scene along Makakilo Drive south of Palailai Street. 
It happened around 6:50 last night. The woman was 
reportedly *not in a marked crosswalk. She's the 46th 
traffic fatality on Oahu this year compared to 56 at the 
same time in 2018. Contact police if you have any 
additional information on this case.

0:01:28
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 Serious Moped 
Crash Pupukea

 Serious Moped Crash Pupukea. A 58-year-old man on 
a moped was found unresponsive on the North Shore. 
He was discovered on the side of the road around 10 
last night near the intersection of Kamehameha 
Highway and Pupukea road. He was listed in serious 
condition when he was taken to the hospital for 
treatment.

0:00:11

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Nadamoto GJ 
Today

Nadamoto GJ Today. Acting city prosecutor Dwight 
Nadamoto is expected to testify before a federal grand 
jury today. The FBI served Nadamoto a subpoena on 
Monday. His boss, prosecuting attorney, Keith 
Kaneshiro is the target of a federal investigation. But 
Nadamoto says he doesn't know why he's being called. 
And he's only making his subpoena public because of 
an inquiry from Hawaii News Now on Tuesday. 
Nadamoto says he's done nothing wrong. Kaneshiro 
has been on paid leave since March.

0:01:01

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Yap Murder 
Update

Yap Murder Update. A new report by the Guardian is 
revealing new details about the murder of an American 
prosecutor in Micronesia. Rachelle Bergeron was killed 
on Yap in October after coming back home from a run 
with her dog. Police found that she was shot twice by a 
shotgun  once in the shoulder and the other in her leg. 
Her dog was also killed. Based on the exit wounds, 
doctors say the shooter was probably less than 10 feet 
away from her. Two men have since been charged. 
There have been reports that she was targeted for 
cracking down on human trafficking.  

0:00:24

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

OHA CEO 
Today

OHA CEO Today. The Office of Hawaiian Affairs will 
select its new CEO today. OHA's previous leader, 
Kamana`o-pono Crabbe  stepped down at the end of 
June. Sylvia Hussey has been interim CEO  since Crabbe 
left. She was previously OHA's Chief Operating Officer.

0:01:15
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11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

GABBARD V 
HARRIS

GABBARD V HARRIS. HARRIS: I think that it's 
unfortunate that we have someone on the stage who is 
attempting to be the democratic nominee for the 
president of the United States, who during the Obama 
administration spent four years full time on Fox News 
criticizing President Obama. GABBARD: What Senator 
Harris is doing is unfortunately continuing to traffic in 
lies and smears and innuendos. Gabbard had about 9 
minutes of speaking time. Senator Elizabeth Warren 
had the most with 13 minutes. There's another debate 
happening next month in Los Angeles.  

0:00:43

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Pearl City 
Water Main 
Break

Pearl City Water Main Break. Heads up for drivers in 
Pearl City. There's a water main break on Hoomalu 
Street near to Waiau Park leading to lane closures. One 
Ewa-bound lane of Hoomalu Street is shut down 
between Nanaki Street and Puu Poni Street. Drivers are 
being urged to avoid the area. Seven customers have 
lost water service. A water wagon has been placed 
nearby.

0:00:12

11/22/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Makakilo Hit 
and Run ID

 Makakilo Hit and Run ID. We're learning more about a 
hit-and-run crash that left one woman dead in 
Makakilo. The victim has been identified as 39-year-old 
Puanani Borreta. Witnesses told police that someone 
driving a dark-colored truck hit the victim, then sped 
away. Investigators say Borreta was not in a marked 
crosswalk. The truck is described as having white 
lettering.

0:00:15

11/22/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

NYC Homeless 
Relocation

NYC Homeless Relocation. A woman who took part in 
New York's relocation program is disputing a claim that 
the city is exporting its homeless problem to Hawaii. 
The issue came up from a New York Post article. We've 
learned that the woman and her two kids are the only 
ones who have used the program to come to Hawaii 
since it launched in 2017. She told us she's here 
because her family's here  and that's who she's living 
with. She says she had to have permanent housing  and 
a job lined up before she was approved to come.

0:01:13
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 New OHA CEO  New OHA CEO. The Office of Hawaiian Affairs has 
appointed longtime educator and CPA  Sylvia Hussey as 
its permanent CEO. She has served as OHA's interim 
CEO since July  after former CEO Kamana'o-pono 
Crabbe left the organization under fire. Before coming 
to OHA, she was executive director for the Native 
Hawaiian Education Council. Her CEO term is for five 
years  with a starting salary of 170,000 $.

0:00:27

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Makaha 
Shooting Latest

Makaha Shooting Latest. Honolulu police are looking 
for the suspect who shot and killed a man during a 
large fight in Makaha. Sources tell us 10-to-20 people 
were fighting at Makaha Community Park around 7 last 
night  when the victim was shot several times. The 39-
year-old man died at the scene. Authorities have not 
released his name. A murder investigation has been 
opened.

0:00:20

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

PACIFIC PULSE 
SURF VLOGS

PACIFIC PULSE SURF VLOGS. Aloha, welcome to Pacific 
Pulse. On this episode I'll give you a few things that I'm 
watching on YouTube to keep me updated on all the 
surf action up on the North Shore. A bunch of surfers 
up there have some vlogs and really gives you an 
insight into what's going on for the season. The one I 
check out all the time is Koa Rothman's vlog. It's called 
"This is Livin'" It's one of those days on North Shore 
where the size of the waves are there, but the 
conditions aren't really up to par as we'd like it. It is 
awesome. You can see how a young professional goes 
about his business on a day to d

0:00:20

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

STEVE ALM 
PROSECUTOR 
RACE

STEVE ALM PROSECUTOR RACE. By coincidence  just 
before the grand jury heard from Nadamotoa 
prominent former judge announced his campaign to 
replace him as City prosecutor. this campaign is about 
restoring trust to the prosecutors office 66-year-old 
Steve Almserved as Hawaii's top federal prosecutor 
before being appointed to the circuit court in 2001. 
Today he emphasized both his experience  and the 
scandal in the prosecutors office  that was exposed by 
the federal investigation.

0:00:29
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Wahine 
Volleyball 
Preview

Wahine Volleyball Preview.  guys the Wahine 
volleyball team clinched at least a share of the Big West 
title last night following a sweep over CSUN tonight if 
they a win against Long Beach State would be an out 
right conference title - which woukld be qute the way 
to sendout this years senior class Tonight following the 
match Bailey Choy, Norene Iosia, McKenna Ross, 
Kirsten Sibley and Rika Okino all will be honored as the 
final regular season match is concludedIt';ll be an 
emotional night as many family and friends are 
expected to be here for this evenings festivities  but 
with an outright conferen

0:00:43

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KALELOA 
ARRESTS

KALELOA ARRESTS. It was to show that it was the rules 
that we have provided for ourselves and that a few bad 
apple on the opposite side of us, the police can ruin it 
for everyone there. As the company transports its 
massive turbine parts police have said their role is for 
safety and law enforcement. Meanwhile nearly 2 dozen 
wind farm arrestees made their first appearance in 
Kapolei Court today. Attorneys say some are accepting 
plea deals but others are pleading not guilty to 
obstructing a private road.

0:00:47

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Monster 
Homes Audit

Monster Homes Audit. Oahu's problem with Monster 
Homes got out of control because the city was 
disorganized and unconcerned about growing numbers 
of complaints. That's conclusion is from the city auditor  
whose report says the city failed to prevent an 
explosion of oversized dwellings. The audit says the city 
was dismissive to concerns of communities that it put 
complaints from politicians ahead of the public that the 
way it used fines didn't hold owners accountable and 
that most of those owners didn't live in the homes as 
required.

0:00:20

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Stabbing 
Wahiawa Court 
Appearance

Stabbing Wahiawa Court Appearance. Bail is 
confirmed at half-a-million $ for the man accused of a 
deadly stabbing in Wahiawa. Kai Dela Cruz appeared in 
court today on a murder charge. He's suspected of 
stabbing to death a 45-year-old man Tuesday night  at 
an apartment on Ohai Place Dela Cruz is scheduled to 
return to court on Tuesday.

0:00:19
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NANAKULI 
VIOLINS

NANAKULI VIOLINS. On Wednesday afternoons music 
fills the Boys & Girls Club in Nanakuli These youngsters 
are learning the violin. (Claudia "Lala" Fernandez/ Boys 
& Girls Club of Hawaii Director of Operations) "The 
violin was something that we wanted to bring to the 
West Side. It's not often that our elementary youth 
along our coast line gets to experience orchestra 
music." The Hawaii Youth Symphony partnered with 
the club to hold violln classes, It's HYS's first classical 
music program on the Leeward Coast. 

0:01:36

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Sandbox BMX 
Vandals

Sandbox BMX Vandals. The state's only BMX track is 
shut down until further notice because of vandalis and 
thieves. The owners of Sandbox Hawaii BMX say the 
windows of their offices were broken and their trailer 
was set on fire. Other parts of the facilities were 
doused in gasoline and bikes were taken.

0:00:19

11/22/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Actress Laura 
Mellow

Actress Laura Mellow. A familiar face is back on 
tonight's Hawaii Five-0. Actress and artist Laura Mellow 
reprises her role. She plays Nalani  the wife of Sgt. Duke 
Lukela. And the chemistry is real. Mellow and actor 
Dennis Chun are longtime sweethearts. Mellow has had 
epilepsy most of her life. In 2005 she had two 
operations at Barrow Neurological Institute in Phoenix, 
Arizona. Since then she has not had a single seizure.

0:00:25

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Hawaii Guy 
Sells China 
Secrets

Hawaii Guy Sells China Secrets. An ex-C-I-A officer who 
grew up in Hawaii received a 19 year prison sentence 
today for conspiring with Chinese spies. Jerry Chun 
Shing Lee worked as a case officer in several locations 
overseas, including China, where prosecutors said he 
had firsthand knowledge of some of the agency's most 
sensitive secrets. They say he conspired to provide the 
information in exchange for 840,000 $. The full extent 
of his cooperation has not been made public.

0:00:28

11/23/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 Iolani Palace 
Tours

 Iolani Palace Tours. Finally tonight  A special tour to 
honor the 185th birthday of Queen Kapiolani. The 
Friends of Iolani Palace will offer the evening tours only 
on December 28th through the 30th. Tours begin at 
5:30 p-m and go until 9 p-m. Tickets are $40 dollars for 
adults and $15 dollars for keiki. You can get tickets 
online at IolaniPalace-dot-org.

0:00:20
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Kalaeloa More 
Arrests

Kalaeloa More Arrests. More wind farm protesters 
were arrested overnight in Kalaeloa. We're still waiting 
to hear exactly how many people were taken into 
custody. But our crew did see officers making several 
arrests. 7 SECS NATS Hundreds of wind farm opponents 
came out again last night. After a couple of quiet weeks  
more protesters have been showing their opposition to 
the project recently. Before last night's arrests, a total 
of 179 arrests had been made  since transports from 
Kalaeloa to Kahuku began a month ago. 

0:00:53

11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

ML Salt Lake 
Robbery

ML Salt Lake Robbery. Police are looking for this man 
who was wearing a hockey mask when a group of 
friends say he pointed a gun at them and demanded 
two victims hand over their gold chains. After taking 
the jewelry the suspect got back in his car and sped off. 
During the robbery, the victim said the suspects only 
demanded their chains and nothing else. They say the 
whole ordeal was over in about two minutes.

0:00:20

11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Ranier Ines 
Brandon Lafoga 
Trial

Ranier Ines Brandon Lafoga Trial. Trial for two men 
accused of nearly killing a man in Nanakuli continues 
today. Ranier Ines (ruh-neer eye-Nez) and Brandon 
Lafoga (la -fung-ah) are charged with conspiracy to 
kidnap and trying to killKele Stout in 2015. Stout was 
beaten and shot several times  but managed to survive. 
Prosecutors say it all started when Ines felt Stout 
disrespected him on the job. Ines admits kidnapping 
and beating Stout but says he has nothing to do with 
the shooting. Lafoga claims he was not involved  even 
though he pleaded guilty to the crimes in April. 

0:01:24

11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Samoa Measles 
Outbreak 
Worsens

Samoa Measles Outbreak Worsens. In Samoa  the 
measles outbreak has worsened. The death toll has 
now hit 25  all but one of them - children under the age 
of five. A total of 22-hundred cases have been reported 
since the outbreak began last month. Samoa has 
declared a state of emergency, closing schools and 
banning children from public gatherings. The 
government has also mandated that everybody get 
vaccinated. Officials have also shut down a private 
clinic after hundreds of vaccines were taken and sold 
for a fee.  

0:00:49
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 Kalihi Shooting  Kalihi Shooting. Detectives also opened an attempted 
murder investigation after a 35-year-old man reported 
being kidnapped and shot at by two men. The victim 
was taken from somewhere along Date Street and 
driven to Kalihi. He was eventually able to get away and 
call for help. EMS confirms they treated the man for 
serious injuries from a gunshot wound on La'a Lane in 
Kalihi. Anyone with information on any of these cases is 
asked to call Honolulu CrimeStoppers at 955-8300. All 
tips remain anonymous.

0:00:55

11/26/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

FARRINGTON 
HWY ROAD 
RAGE 
SHOOTING 

FARRINGTON HWY ROAD RAGE SHOOTING.  It all went 
down around 3:30 Saturday afternoon -- on the stretch 
of Farrington highway near the Kahe Power Plant. 
Tonight -- a manhunt is underway for the gunman. Our 
Allyson Blair reports.

0:01:20

11/26/2019 10pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Caldwell in 
Nagasaki

Caldwell in Nagasaki. New at 10 -- Honolulu Mayor Kirk 
Caldwell is back in Hawaii after traveling to Japan, to 
mark the 60th anniversary of the sister city relationship 
between Honolulu and Hiroshima. He was there at the 
same time as Pope Francis, who presided over a 
ceremony at the Atomic Bomb Memorial. The pair also 
toured Nagasaki for a special memorial service.

0:00:24

11/26/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

CARDIAC 
ARREST 
SURVIVOR 
MEETS 
RESCUERS

CARDIAC ARREST SURVIVOR MEETS RESCUERS This is 
video of Harry "Didi" Robello surfing on August 1st 
during a big South Swell -- minutes before his heart 
suddenly stopped beating. (Harry "Didi" Robello/ Aloha 
Beach Services) I went out Canoes first and was 
paddling in. I sat up on my board and I was telling 
myself, 'This isn't good.' The lifelong Waikiki beach boy 
remembers waving to a lifeguard who pulled his Jetski 
alongside. (Raynold Quinores/ Ocean Safety Rescue 
Operator) "We got towards the inside and I went to 
check on him and he was unconscious." Another 
lifeguard rushed to help. (Lamakani Holt/ Ocean Safety) 
"I'm always thinking what could I have done better. I 
wished I had started paddling over there five seconds 
sooner but everything worked out." This video shows 
Ocean Safety speeding Robello to shore where first 
responders used CPR then a difibrillator to bring him 
back (Harry "Didi" Robello/ Aloha Beach Services) "I 
needed to get zapped. So when
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Charged

Bus Driver Attacker Charged.  Bail is set at 11-thousand 
dollars for the man accused of punching a bus driver 
because he was told he couldn't drink a beer on the 
bus. Sione Tonga -- allegedly attacked the driver 
Saturday afternoon in Waipahu and fled. Officers found 
and arrested the 21-year-old later that day near the 
intersection of Pahu Street -- and Farrington Highway. 
Police charged Sione with interference of the operation 
of a public transit vehicle.

0:00:11
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Hale Mauliola 
Garden 
Unveiling

Hale Mauliola Garden Unveiling.  Today ...the city 
unveiled a new "grey water" garden at Hale Mau-li-
ola... the temporary housing and navigation center for 
homeless at Sand Island. Officials say the garden -- 
made possible by a new wastewater system -- will 
provide valuable job training to homeless individuals ... 
while also allowing them to grow their own food.

0:00:17
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Hawaii Jackpot 
Winner

Hawaii Jackpot Winner.  and now to -- the mysterious 
"lady luck" from Hawaii who struck it rich in Vegas! For 
the second time in less than two months another 
Hawaii resident has hit the jackpot. Over the weekend -
- the woman hiding behind this giant check won 1 
million - 98 thousand dollars. The lucky lady parlayed a 
5 dollar spin on the Wheel of Fortune slot Machine at 
the Fremont Hotel and Casino on Saturday. Back on 
October 7th another visitor from Hawaii hit it big less 
than half a mile away at the Main Street Station Casino 
Brewery Hotel -- winning 930 thousand dollars on the 
Aristocrat's Madonna slot machine.

0:00:55
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ADOPT A FAMILY KEHAULANI ENGLE.  Kehau Engle just 
started a 2-year grad program in social work at UH -- so 
balancing school, her 2 jobs, and four childen is a 
challenge. It's really busy. I work part time. I work 
during the day and I go to school at night so I don't get 
to see my kids as much now. Her oldest.. 16 year old 
Caleb nearly drowned in a pool when he was 3 years 
old. He needs constant care and will have back surgery 
next year. Engle says he needs a collapsible wheelchair 
because in his stroller... it's difficult to get around. In 
this it's really hard. I had a regular wheel chair, but 
because his scoliosis got really bad. It's hard to even 
put him in there now. Engle worries about getting gifts 
for her family... because the bills have been high. Her 
van has a ramp for Caleb... but the car is so old and 
rund

0:01:51

11/26/2019 6pm HNN 
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PUC Wind Farm PUC Wind Farm. The Kahuku wind farm transports are 
over... but Opponents protested in Downtown 
Honolulu today... They also attended a meeting of the 
public utilities commission.. about a request to set 
aside commission's prior approval of the controversial 
North Shore project. Protestors say the project 
endangers their community. Supporters -- like the State 
Consumer Advocate -- say setting aside the approval 
could lead to higher energy prices.

0:00:28
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INNOCENCE 
LOST PREVIEW

Innocence Lost Preview.  Lynn Kawano-- "The evidence 
that got Roness Dural's conviction overturned -- 
includes powerful videos of him and his accuser taking 
lie detector tests. AND... the wtinesses for the 
prosecution recanted their trial testimony. while the 
combination set Dural free years ago... Prosecutors are 
scheduled to try him a second time. J- "why are you 
taking the polygraph test?" S- "because i want to prove 
to everybody who's against me on this" In 2002, the girl 
accused Royness Dural -- her mother's ex-boyfriend of 
assaulting her -- years earlier, beginning in 1998. Dural -
- A navy sailor, was in the persian gulf, post 9-11 when 
the claims were made.
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Triple Crown 
Continues

Triple Crown Continues.  ***STORY AIRED 
11/27/19*** New tonight. A new swell brought Sunset 
back to life for day two of the Vans World Cup. The big 
standout today: Australia's Jack Robinson. He got the 
highest heat total of the contest... with an 8-point-67 
on this wave. This keeps him in contention to make the 
Championship Tour next season. The next swell is due 
in Sunday, along with stiff tradewinds.

0:00:38
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TEAM USA 
KICKBOXERS 

Team USA Kickboxers.  ***STORY AIRED 11/27/19*** 
In a gym in Waianae these young men share a dream to 
revive Hawaii's interest in kickboxing. (Michael 
Talalotu/ Westside Striking) "I guess it just fell behind 
the MMA scene." Unlike mixed martial arts -- there's no 
grappling or ground and pound in this standup sport. 
(Michael Talalotu/ Westside Striking) "There's mostly 
striking. There's only striking with kickboxing with the 
feet and the hands. In MMA there's a lot grappling and 
submission stuff." Michael Talalotu coaches about 30 
fighters in the Westside Striking kickboxing club. Three 
made Team USA and fought at this year's World Games 
in Bosnia. (Brandon Abiva/ Westside Striking Kickboxer) 
"Out here we like to stand and bang, kinda the local 
boys style. But out there they're real fast. They score 
their points and get in and out." Hawaii's fighters won 
one match and lost three, and came back with a lot of 
experience. (Taz K

0:02:42
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IHS 
Thanksgiving

IHS Thanksgiving.  At the Institute for Human Services 
today -- about 400 homeless people enjoyed a 
Thanksgiving meal. Employees from Hilton hotels -- 
served up turkey, stuffing and all the fixings. There was 
even live entertainment . and this morning -- I-H-S also 
raised 25-thousand dollars at the Homeward Bound 5-K 
run. Nearly 500 people took part in the annual event.

0:00:25
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Mililani 
Shooting

Mililani Shooting.  A man shot in the face overnight in 
Mililani is hospitalized in critical condition. Sources tell 
us -- the man's roommate found the 33-year-old in 
their home -- and rushed him to Wahiawa General 
hospital. We're told -- the shooting happened at 
around 12-30 on Holo-lea Street. No word on whether 
there were any arrests.

0:00:19
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Makaha Deadly Shooting Arrests.  On Oahu -- two men 
are behind bars tonight charged for the murder of 
Micaiah McCullah. Police arrested 19 year old Sheysten 
Joseph and 28-year-old Brenon Nash last night in 
Waianae. They are accused of fatally shooting the 39 
year old last week Wednesday during a large fight -- at 
Makaha Community Park. McCullah was just days away 
from his 40th birthday and was awaiting the birth of his 
latest child. bail for the suspects is set at half a million 
dollars each.

0:00:28
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BI 4 Year Old 
Deadly 
Stabbing

BI 4yr old Deadly Stabbing.  On the Big Island -- tonight 
-- police are still investigating *how a four-year-old girl 
sustained a deadly puncture wound in her neck from a 
knife. They say when paramedics arrived yesterday a 
neighbor was performing CPR in the carport of the 
Hawaiian Beaches home. She was later pronounced 
dead at the hospital. Investigators say the girl's parents 
were working and not at home when it happened and 
that she was alone with several children including a 14 
year old boy who was questioned by police and taken 
to child protective services.

0:00:28
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Kinder Thanksgiving HBA.  HAPPY THANKSGIVING.  A 
holiday wish to family and friends from kindergartners 
at Hawaii Baptist Academy. Today keiki put on a show 
for parents attheir annual Pilgrim style celebration. 
Students participated in colonial acitivity stations 
including corn husking, feather pen writing, candle 
making and butter churning.

0:00:20
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Laie Hit and Run Girl Reunion.  A little girl injured in a 
hit and run in Laie in October -- got to thank those who 
came to her rescue. Yesterday Olivia Numanga and her 
family thanked first responders at the Kahuku EMS 
station. The 6 year old was unresponsive and had 
suffered a broken leg in the crash -- just outside her 
home on Pu'u-ahi Street. Paramedics and firefighters 
were able to resuscitate her. The accused driver, "Sile-
iloga Tanu-vasa," left the scene, but later turned herself 
into police. Olivia's parents say she is doing better and 
will be returning to school in January.

0:00:20
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Foster Village Vet Thanksgiving.  About 120 veterans at 
the Oahu Veteran's Center in Foster Village also got 
their fill at the 6th Annual Koa Ohana Thanksgiving 
celebration. With 15 turkeys and about 50 pounds of 
sides and desserts -- volunteers say it was enough to 
feed a small army. They say it's their way of saying 
thank you to the veterans for their sacrifice and service.  
We're so happy we had this opportunity to come and 
take care of our veterans and families, and also our 
single soldiers. And just the whole community. 
volunteers also helped deliver 215 meals to military 
members at other veteran's centers around the island.

0:00:25
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EVENTS

THANKSGIVING EVENTS.  This is the 49th year the 
Salvation Army is providing a free Thanksgiving dinner 
to Honolulu's needy. About 2,000 people showed up 
here at the Neal Blaisdell Center -- and those we spoke 
to say they're not only grateful for meal but also the 
company on this holiday. it's a blessing for people that 
don't have family or friends. its a blessing to be out 
here among other people especially during the 
holidays. instead of being by yourself yeah Gerard 
Kaleohano says this his first year attending the event. 
He says like many in the room.. he's trying to get back 
on his feet... after recently hitting rock bottom. a lot of 
people, theyre struggling. just this meal alone is going 
to last me the whole day so we have to stay thankful.

0:01:00
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TAJIRI TREES Tajiri Trees.  We handpick all our trees and we're pretty 
much the only retailer up in Washington that they 
allow us to handpick it. It's because of richard's 
reputation. We go down the row of trees and we pick 
the nicest trees and everyone gets the rest. They're 
flocking trees once again this year and And if green isn't 
your color -- this year Tajiri's can give your tree a pink, 
blue or lavender -- hue!

0:00:20
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Makiki Sewage Fall ID.  Tonight loved ones are 
mourning the loss of a long time Hokule'a crew 
member -- who was died in a tragic accident yesterday 
in Makiki. Today family identified -- Kealoha Hoe -- as 
the worker who fell about 20 feet down into an 
apartment condo's catchment basin. Investigators say -
- contractors were using a sewage pump in the 
basement of the "Fountains at Makiki" building -- when 
he fell. Hoe sailed with the Hokulea since 1999 working 
as a Cook, Safety Officer, and Watch Captain He was 
aboard the voyaging canoe for multiple legs of it's 
worldwide voyage including it's 2017 homecoming. Hoe 
(HO) was also a father of five. He was 55 years old.

0:00:20
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Cyberstalking 
Folo

Cyberstalking Folo.  Newly unsealed court documents 
say -- the Oahu Man accused of cyber-stalking a Utah 
family -- HAD BEEN in a long distance relationship with 
one of his victims. Loren Okamura allegedly began 
tormenting the woman after she broke off their 
relationship. The two reportedly met in 2017 -- and the 
woman ended the relationship in October of last year. 
The month after -- Okamura allegedly started sending 
unwanted services to her home including drug dealers 
and prostitutes. Okamura will be taken to Utah where 
he will face trial.

0:00;18
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ADOPT A FAMILY COOPER OHANA.  Last November -- 
life changed in an instant -- when Robert Cooper was 
riding his motorcycle home. I was like about two blocks 
away from home and I got hit by a red truck. I had 29 
stitches in my head. A scar from here, all the way back. 
And a broken ankle and then my shoulder, my shoulder 
was messed up. Paramedics took him to the hospital. 
And there was more bad news in store for the family. 
"When they rushed him to Queen's and he had a full 
body scan and from there they found something in his 
kidney." Doctors discovered Robert had stage 2 kidney 
cancer. He had to take

0:01:30
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ROYAL HAWAIIAN TREE LIGHTING.  2...1... LIGHT HOO 
HO MELE KALIKIMAKA MERRY CHRISTMAS 
Accompanied by hula dancers,,, Santa rang in the 
holiday season last night with a tree lighting in Waikiki 
Dozens filled the Royal Hawaiian Center for the annual 
tradition. The 34 foot tall tree stands in the Royal 
Grove. This year the event was hosted by Hawaii's 2018 
Children's Miracle Network Hospital Champion Kayle, 
from Kapiolani Medical Center. Kayle and his family 
rode the Waikiki trolley with Santa and kicked off a 
photo session with jolly ol' Saint Nick.

0:00:20
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5 Tajiri Trees And finally tonight.... families are already on the hunt 
for the perfect christmas tree shoppers filled Richard 
Tajiri's Tree lot -- today -- by the old Varsity theater 
parking lot off University Avenue. This year -- be 
prepared to pay a little bit more. workers there tell us -- 
it's because of an increase in transportation costs. You 
can chose from about 4-thousand trees -- shipped in 
from Washington State.

0:00:17
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Likelike Crash 
New Details

Likelike Crash New Details.  We have new details on a 
crash that claimed the life of a man on Thanksgiving 
night. Honolulu Police say around 8 p.m., a 74-year-old 
man died after his car overturned on Likelike Highway 
near Kamehameha 4 Road in Kalihi. Three women who 
were also in the car, ages 94, 66 and 41, were taken to 
the hospital. They were initially listed in serious 
condition, but officials say they have since improved. 
We're told that their car rolled over after clipping a 
Toyota sedan that had stopped to let a fire truck 
through. That fire truck was responding to a different 
incident at the time. No one in the Toyota sedan was 
injured. Police are still investigating, but they say speed 
does not appear to be a factor. This was the 47th traffic 
related death on Oahu for 2019.

0:00:44
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KANESHIRO 
IMPEACHMENT 
DEADLINE

SOTVO KANESHIRO IMPEACHMENT DEADLINE. (Tracy 
Yoshimura) "the public needs to get the confirdence 
back and it starts by removing the prosecutor." (Keith 
Kiuchi) "the point is the voters should have a right to 
decide who goes into the office given that the allegations 
of what that office has done is very serious. we're going 
through a federal grand jury investigatoin." Kaneshiro 
has been on paid leave, gettting his 170-thousand dollar 
salary since admitting he received a target letter from 
the feds  

0:00:37
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CARISSA MOORE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP. Hawaii's pro 
surfer  Carissa Moore makes history  once again! carissa 
moore is now a 4 time world champion scream Tears of 
joy from Carissa Moore today on Maui  as she learned 
she is the 2019 World Surf League Champion. Moore 
claimed her historic fourth World Title win  after Caroline 
Marks, the only other surfer with a chance to win the 
championship  was eliminated in the quarterfinals of the 
Lululemon Maui Pro at Honolua Bay, the world tour's 
finale.

0:00:33
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DAMIEN TRACK 
STAR 

DAMIEN TRACK STAR . Patrick Brock competes for 
Damien Memorial School. The 17-year-old senior logs a 
lot of miles. He's on the Monarchs' track squad and 
captains the cross-country team. (Patrick Brock/ Damien 
Memorial School Runner) "Running is my main sport. It's 
what I do for fun. It's what I do to clear my head." On 
Sunday, Patrick runs his first Honolulu Marathon. It's 
been on his bucket list of things to do before his 18th 
birthday.  

0:01:32
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Cause

Temple Valley Building Fire Cause. Fire investigators say 
a blaze that caused extensive damage to a windward 
Oahu home was an accident. HFD says flames inside a 
Temple Valley townhouse sparked Saturday from a torch 
being used for vegetation control. The torch then ignited 
nearby combustibles. A man in the home heard crackling  
and was able to alert neighbors There were no injuries 
reported. Damage is estimated at 366-thousand dollars.

0:00:32
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 Yokohama 
Drowning

 Yokohama Drowning. Officials say the body was 
discovered just before 8 this morning at the sea cave 
known as Moi Hole near Kaena Point. At around 5:15pm 
yesterday, ocean safety and fire crews responded to two 
people who were swept off the rocks and were in 
trouble in the water. Lifeguards were able to rescue a 
21-year-old woman and brought her to shore where they 
performed CPR. She was taken to the hospital in critical 
condition. Search efforts for the man were put on hold 
yesterday when it got 
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Filipino Church Sex Assault Case Dismissed. A judge has 
thrown out criminal sex assault charges against a woman 
who claimed she was a victim  of sexual assault by the 
leader of a Filipino mega-church. Kristina Angeles was 
accused of sexually assaulting a teenaged church 
member 5 years ago. She claimed the accusation was 
part of a campaign to punish and discredit her after she 
said she fled from abuse by the church  which is led by 
powerful pastor  Apollo Qui-bi-loy. 

0:00:20
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Men of the 
Year Mamoa

Men of the Year Mamoa. Aquaman is a pretty cool title 
but Jason Momoa just earned a new moniker- GQ 
Australia's  Man of the year. The 40 year old actor beat 
out a fellow super hero for the title - Chris Hemsworth 
who plays Thor. The publication hit store shelves today 
with Momoa gracing the cover. In an instagram post  
Momoa said he was originally shocked and surprised to 
learn he was even in the running  but now that he's 
officially man of the year he's stoked.

0:00:29
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 Vans World 
Cup

 Vans World Cup. "Number 1, it is all about Jack 
Robinson. 9.67, could have been a 10 in my book." 
Australian Jack Robinson won the Vans World Cup at 
Sunset Beach this afternoon. Defending champ Ezekiel 
Lau finished second and so came oh so close to making 
that giant barrel. Lau is now ranked 5th on the Triple 
Crown ratings with one more contest to go at Pipeline. 
Robinson's win today puts him on the Championship 
Tour next season.

0:00:44
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Shaka Santa 
Tutu Mele 
Convoy

Shaka Santa Tutu Mele Convoy. Finally tonight  City 
drivers might get a glimpse of Shaka Santa and Tutu 
Mele during your morning commute. The TWO, 21-foot 
displays will be on the move tomorrow morning. The 
wide load will start the journey in the Aiea area to 
Honolulu Hale  crawling along at 15 miles an hour. Crews 
will be installing the iconic Christmas fixtures  ahead of 
this Saturday's "City Lights" celebration and parade.

0:00:20
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Men of the 
Year Mamoa

Men of the Year Mamoa. Aquaman is a pretty cool title 
but "Jason Momoa" is now- G-Q Australia's  "Man of the 
Year." The 40-year-old actor beat out a fellow Super 
Hero for the title - "Chris Hemsworth" who plays "Thor." 
The publication hit store shelves today with Momoa 
gracing the cover. In an instagram post  Momoa said he 
was originally shocked and surprised to learn he was 
even in the running  but now that he's officially man of 
the year he's stoked.

0:00:29
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RED HILL 
HEARING 

RED HILL HEARING . Under the current agreement 
between the EPA  the state  and the Navy  the Red Hill 
Bulk Fuel Storage Facility tanks must be upgraded by 
2037. The Navy says based on public feedback  it's 
committed to provide secondary containment or defuel 
the tanks in 2045. Now the Hawaii Health Department is 
proposing changes to existing state regulations that 
would align with that deadline. 2045 is too long to allow 
these tanks to continue. They need to be upgraded to 
double wall containment - tank within a tank - much 
sooner or the fuel needs to get removed. 

0:01:46
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Carissa Moore 
Celebration

Carissa Moore Celebration. Hawaii's newest world 
champ is the guest of honor at a party tomorrow in 
Waikiki. " it hasn't sunken in yet i mean i've dreamed of 
this moment for a really long time" Carissa Moore's 
moment has just begun. After winning her FOURTH 
world title yesterday on Maui AND making it onto the 
U.S. Olympic Team the Punahou grad will be honored 
tomorrow at the Duke Kahanamoku Statue at Kuhio 
Beach. It all starts at 11 a.m and the public IS invited. The 
27-year-old will be doing interviews and signing 
autographs.  

2:43:59
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DURAL 
EXONERATION 
HEARING 

DURAL EXONERATION HEARING . Lynn Kawano  "both 
the prosecution and defense wanted the case dismissed. 
the difference, with or without prejudice. the 
prosecution wanted it dismissed without prejudice, and 
asked for an extra 30 days to refile. the defense wanted 
it dismissed with prejudice, meaning it can never be 
brought again." "All rise" Honolulu deputy prosecutor 
Susan Won asked Judge Karen Nakasone for an extra 30-
days  to give the victim more time to decide if she 
wanted to testify in another trial against Roynes Dural. 
She blamed news coverage of the case.  

0:02:48
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Carissa Moore 
Celebration

Carissa Moore Celebration. Hawaii's newest world 
champ is the guest of honor at a party tomorrow in 
Waikiki. " it hasn't sunken in yet i mean i've dreamed of 
this moment for a really long time" Carissa Moore's 
moment has just begun. After winning her FOURTH 
world title yesterday on Maui AND making it onto the 
U.S. Olympic Team the Punahou grad will be honored 
tomorrow at the Duke Kahanamoku Statue at Kuhio 
Beach. It all starts at 11 a.m and the public IS invited. The 
27-year-old will be doing interviews and signing 
autographs.  

0:00:30
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DURAL 
EXONERATION 
HEARING 

DURAL EXONERATION HEARING . Lynn Kawano  "both 
the prosecution and defense wanted the case dismissed. 
the difference, with or without prejudice. the 
prosecution wanted it dismissed without prejudice, and 
asked for an extra 30 days to refile. the defense wanted 
it dismissed with prejudice, meaning it can never be 
brought again." "All rise" Honolulu deputy prosecutor 
Susan Won asked Judge Karen Nakasone for an extra 30-
days  to give the victim more time to decide if she 
wanted to testify in another trial against Roynes Dural. 
She blamed news coverage of the case.  

0:02:48
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Michelle Wie 
Gig

Michelle Wie Gig. New tonight at 6. Pro golfer Michelle 
Wie has a new gig! The five-time LPGA Tour winner is 
joining CBS Sports to serve as a contributor for several 
events next season including the Masters. The 30 year 
old will become the youngest face of CBS's Tour 
coverage. It's unclear if this means she's not playing next 
season. The Punahou grad took off much of last season 
because of a nagging wrist injury. She also got married in 
August.

0:00:20
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Making It 
Contestant

Making It Contestant. Finally tonight  A Hawaii crafter is 
hoping to make the cut in tonight's episode of NBC's 
"Making It." "Matt, I think the concept is great. You got 
paper here, pieces of foam. What about this? Those are 
sesame seeds. Coming from Hawaii, spending a lot of 
time on the beach. There's actually a litte bit of sand 
from the beach I grew up on. You grew on a beach with 
sesame seeds?! laughs" Matt Kawika Ortiz appeared in 
last night's season premiere of the crafty competition 
show hosted by Amy Poehler and Nick Offerman.  

0:00:21
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LAST ARIZONA SURVIVOR ARRIVES. I always come out 
to pay respect for the 2,403 men that were killed that 
day, including 1,177 of my shipmates on the Arizona. 
We're losing that generation so quickly and our younger 
generation needs to embrace the history and realize 
what great men these guys were and women. We have 
so many great stories from that generation. The other 
two USS Arizona survivors  Donald Stratton and Ken 
Potts  have said they're no longer able to travel to 
ceremonies at Pearl Harbor.

0:00:40
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Board of 
Regents 
Lawsuit

Board of Regents Lawsuit. Former UH regent Jeff 
Portnoy blasted state lawmakers today for reducing the 
number of regents from 15 to 11. He's suing the 
Legislature saying the move is unconstitutional because 
it undermines the UH's autonomy  And was done in 
secret during the closing hours of the Legislative session.

0:01:02
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National Park 
Fee Change

National Park Fee Change. Hawaii's National Parks are 
increasing entrance fees starting January 1st . The price 
bump is part of a national effort to offset increases in 
infrastructure and maintenance costs. Hawaii Volcanoes 
national par, Seven-day vehicle passes will cost 30 dollars 
visitor fees 15-dollarsand the Tri-Park-Pass  will increase 
from 50 to 55 dollars. Fees haven't been raised since 
June 2017.

0:00:02

12/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Ahuimanu Ped 
Ax ID

Ahuimanu Ped Ax ID. The Honolulu medical examiner 
has identified the pedestrian struck and killed on Kahekili 
highway  Sunday night  as 27 year old Carlos Contrades. 
Police say  a 39 year old woman driving a van struck 
Contrades. no arrests have been made.

0:00:14

12/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HPD Attempted 
Murder Kapolei

HPD Attempted Murder Kapolei. Honolulu police 
arrested 20 year old  Noah Kiyota Cobb  after they say he 
allegedly tried to hit an officer with a stolen vehicle. He 
was taken into custody Monday morning for attempted 
murder. Investigators say he tried to ram the officer near 
Kai-au Avenue in Kapolei. His passenger was also 
arrested for a lesser charge.

0:00:19

12/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

LA Galaxy 
Soccer Clinic

LA Galaxy Soccer Clinic. Some lucky Hawaii keiki got to 
play soccer and learn skills from the pros yesterday  at 
A'ala park! LA Galaxy staff  along with M-L-S legend Sean 
Franklin  taught the kids dribbling, passing, scoring and 
kicking  at the free soccer clinic hosted by American 
Savings Bank.

0:00:19
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12/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Broken Foot 
Shaka Santa

Broken Foot Shaka Santa. And finally tonight  if Shaka 
Santa could speak  he'd be saying more than "ho ho ho"  
on his way to Honolulu Hale  this morning. He'd say  "Ow 
weee"! Shaka Santa's foot got clipped by a tree and 
broke off while crews were transporting him on a flatbed 
truck. City officials say  it happened just as the truck was 
rounding the turn at South Beretania Street onto 
Punchbowl Street. It wasn't caught on vide. But  Not to 
worry  Santa wasn't "foot-less" for long. We're happy to 
report  the city elves quickly made repairs  and now 
Shaka Santa is as good as new  in his spot at the fountain  
next to Tutu Mele. And tree lighting festivities are still set 
for this Saturday!

0:00:30

12/4/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Broken Foot 
Shaka Santa

Broken Foot Shaka Santa. A bit of a bumpy ride for 
"Shaka Santa" this morning. As the iconic 21-foot display 
was making its way from Aiea to Honolulu today  he lost 
a foot. City officials say  it happened just as the truck was 
rounding the turn at South Beretania Street onto 
Punchbowl Street. But  Not to worry  Santa wasn't "foot-
less" for long. We're happy to report  the city elves 
quickly made repairs  and now Shaka Santa is as good as 
new  in his spot at the fountain  next to Tutu Mele. And 
tree lighting festivities are still set for this Saturday!

0:00:20

12/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

LA Galaxy 
Soccer Clinic

LA Galaxy Soccer Clinic. Some lucky Hawaii keiki got to 
play soccer and learn skills from the pros yesterday  at 
A'ala park! LA Galaxy staff  along with M-L-S legend Sean 
Franklin  taught the kids dribbling, passing, scoring and 
kicking  at the free soccer clinic hosted by American 
Savings Bank.

0:00:19

12/4/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Native 
Hawaiian 
Census

Native Hawaiian Census. For the first time in history the 
US Census will be online. And there's an effort to make 
sure Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders are counted. 
The Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement held a 
kick off event in Kakaako today. There's approximately 
200K Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders in the US but 
advocates say they are under represented in the census. 
That means Hawaii gets 26-hundred dollars less per 
person each year.

0:00:19
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12/4/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Carissa Moore 
Homecoming

Carissa Moore Homecoming. Friends and fans threw a 
homecoming party in Waikiki today for a future 
olympian. and four-time world surfing champ And today 
right here with Duke, we welcome, Carissa Moore who 
will be that person  the Hawaiian  the First Hawaiian  to 
represent Hawaii and surfing in the olympic games! 
(cheers) The 27 year old was honored today right next to 
the statue of Olympic swimmer Duke Kahanahamoku. 
Moore just got back from Maui where she not only 
captured her fourth world title but also qualified for the 
first-ever Olympic surfing competition in Tokyo next 
year. 

0:01:01

12/4/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

CHEAP EATS 
DIAMOND 
HEAD MARKET 

CHEAP EATS DIAMOND HEAD MARKET . Aloha, welcome 
to cheap eats. Augie is not here because we needed a 
more sophisticated pallet for this place. I don't know 
about sophisticated, but Augie is going to miss out 
because there are so many delicious things to eat here. 
That's right, Diamond Head Market and Grill. You believe 
they've been here 18 years? I cannot believe it. And we 
know how good the food is so let's go eat. Diamond 
Head Grill's food starts really early so you can get food as 
early as 7 o'clock. Where else can you get Ahi and Eggs 
for only $13? And if that's too much for you, of course 
you can do french toast or signature pancakes as well. 
and they got these awesome sandwiches everything 
from char siu pork to garlic herb chicken 

0:03:10

12/5/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

PACIFIC PULSE 
BUZZY KERBOX

PACIFIC PULSE BUZZY KERBOX PRO SURFER/COVER 
MODEL BOOK SIGNING PATAGONIA-KAILUA DECEMBER 
14TH 3PM-6PM Aloha and welcome to Pacific Pulse 
today we welcome into the studio former pro surfer and 
high fashion model Buzzy Kerbox Buzzy it's been quite a 
ride for you from the early days of the world tour to high 
fashion model and now you've written a book about the 
journey what was that like? Well you know I took photos 
and kept journals along the way and I always had in the 
back of my mind that someday I should write a book 
finally pulled out the boxes started sifting through 
everything and started to put it all together it took me 3 
years and a lot of work a lot of photos  

0:02:41
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12/5/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Ben Military 
Community

Ben Military Community. Members of the military count 
themselves as a large family who are willing to make 
sacrifices. But those sacrifices, if they have to be made, 
should be overseas in battle. That's why many are in 
disbelief that it happened on base and involved a sailor. 
Service members say a military base is normally a safe 
haven for them. But yesterday's incident happened too 
close to home. That's a reason why Joint Base Pearl 
Harbor Hickam is expanding counseling services for any 
service member who needs it in the wake of the 
shooting:

0:00:31

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Honolulu 
Marathon Top 
Runners

Honolulu Marathon Top Runners. Ready for the race! 
We had the chance today to meet the "elite runners" 
participating in this year's Honolulu Marathon and the 
Kalakaua Merrie Mile. They mingled this afternoon in 
Waikiki but come Sunday it will be all-business on the 
race course. Betsy Saina  of Kenya has crossed the finish 
line in marathons around the world. But this will be her 
Honolulu debut.

0:00:20

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SAMOA 
MEASLES 
OUTREACH

SAMOA MEASLES OUTREACH. "Slippers" "Team 45" 
Friday at day break More than 100 medical teams 
gathered outside the hospital is Samoa's capital city. 
"Any vaccinator here?" Loading up vans with medical 
supplies. "Slippers" Everyone eager to get on the road- 
"Horn honking" And start work. "Van pulling into fale." 
Teams travel door to door. Red flags hang outside 
hundreds of homes across the country. A sign that 
people who live there need the measles vaccines. "They 
have their protocol and they'd like us gowned up for 
infection control."

0:02:13

12/6/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

PEARL HARBOR 
HERO

PEARL HARBOR HERO As bombs exploded on Battleship 
Row  across the way at the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard 
George Walters sat perched in his 50-ton crane. (Lewis 
Walters/ Pearl Harbor Attack Survivor). "He was 
supposed to service the ships in Dry Dock 1. Lewis 
Walters remembers his father's heroics as Japanese 
fighters descended on the dry dock and three U.S. ships. 
He shielded the USS Pennsylvania with the crane and 
used its boom as a weapon.  

0:01:55
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12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

City Tree Light 
Topping

City Tree Light Topping. Finally tonight  It's official! The 
giant Christmas Tree at Honolulu Hale  is *finally 
complete! This morning  Mayor Kirk Caldwell took a ride 
in a cherry picker  and topped the city's 50-foot-tall 
holiday tree  with a bright shining star! It's the finishing 
touch  lighting the way for tomorrow night's 35th annual 
Honolulu City Lights celebration! The tree lightinging 
ceremony starts at 6 p-m. Followed by the city employee 
electric light parade. There'll be food and plenty of fun 
and Jen should we bring our jackets?

0:00:25

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

UH Pedestrian 
Accident

UH Pedestrian Accident. A UH Manoa employee is in 
serious condition tonight after a pedestrian crash on 
Dole Street. Polcie say a female driver slammed into 
slammed into two pedestrians  a man and a woman  who 
were trying to cross the street. The 30 year old man was 
taken to the hospital in serious condition. Investigators 
say the sedan continued on for about 1000 feet before it 
crashed. The exact cause  is under investigation.

0:00:22

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

UH VS IDAHO 
PREVIEW

UH VS IDAHO PREVIEW. Nick Rolovich Hawaii Head 
Football Coach "It's an honor to be in the game it's an 
honor to play against Boise they've been the beaming 
light of success for this conference and the WAC  to be 
able to be here and play in this game and I'm excited for 
our kids and its big for our program big for our state 
With a 9-4 record the Bows have overcome the ups and 
downs of the regular season to put themselves on the 
cusp of history - but their history against the Broncos 
hasn't been good - the last time these two teams met 
the Broncos ran past the Bows for a 59-37 win  but 
Broncos head coach Bryan Harsin believes both teams 
have grown in different ways since October's matchup 
Bryan Harsin Boise St.  

0:01:43

12/6/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

NCAA 
Volleyball 
Tournament

NCAA Volleyball Tournament. This is the 27th straight 
tournament appearance for the U-H women's volleyball 
team. The difference this year is that the Rainbow 
Wahine get to open at home for the first time since 2013  
against Big Sky champions Northern Colorado. The 
Rainbow Wahine are here as the 12th seed after taking 
the Big West championship with a 14 and 2 conference 
record. The Bears have a Big Sky conference record of 14 
and 1  26-7 overall.  

0:00:42
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12/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Memorial 
Outside of 
Building

Memorial Outside of Building. Both Agustin and fellow 
shipyard worker  30-year-old Vincent Kapoi Junior  are 
being remembered by their collegues  with a growing 
memorial of flowers, lei and American flags  outside of 
building 1-67 in the Shipyard. The third victim  who 
survived  remains hospitalized in stable condition.

0:00:16

12/8/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 UH REGENTS 
LAWSUIT 

 UH REGENTS LAWSUIT . Prominent attorney Jeff 
Portnoy has been an outspoken member of the Board of 
Regents for five years. When lawmakers and the 
governor reduced the number of Regents from 15 to 11 
this sessionhe lost his chance for reappointmentand 
decided to sue. He believes lawmakers were out to 
punish the university. " the elimination of several of 
thosse positions in my option was totally retaliatory He 
accuses lawmakers of unconstitutionally amending 
another bill at the last minute and not holding required 
hearings. The new board makeup has fewer regents 
representing oahu. Portnoy says that will hurt Oahu 
students and campuses. 

0:01:34

12/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

CARISSA 
MOORE 
WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHI
P

CARISSA MOORE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP. this fourth 
title is so special i mean everyone has been different- 
this ones been a journey to get here getting to win it in 
front of friends and family with alot of people i love it 
meant so much to me - definitely a battle its feels really 
good tome come out on top And there could be more 
gold in Moore's future. Yesterday  she qualified for a 
spot on the U-S women's Olympic surfing team! She'll be 
joined by Caroline Marks.

0:00:29

12/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Men of the 
Year Mamoa

Men of the Year Mamoa. Aquaman is a pretty cool title 
but Jason Momoa just earned a new moniker- GQ 
Australia's  Man of the year. The 40 year old actor beat 
out a fellow super hero for the title - Chris Hemsworth 
who plays Thor. The publication hit store shelves today 
with Momoa gracing the cover. In an instagram post  
Momoa said he was originally shocked and surprised to 
learn he was even in the running  but now that he's 
officially man of the year he's stoked.

0:00:29
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12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Michael Lee 
Court

Michael Lee Court. A murder suspect arrested at the 
Pahoa Christmas Parade on Hawaii Island  is expected to 
face a judge today. Officers arrested 55-year-old Michael 
Lee on Saturday  after they spotted him in the crowd. 
Artist Shingo Honda was reported missing Wednesday  
and his body was found near his home later that day. An 
autopsy revealed that the 75-year-old died from multiple 
injuries caused by blunt force trauma. Lee is being held 
on $250-thousand dollars bail.

0:00:28

12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

HFD Promotion 
Ceremony

HFD Promotion Ceremony. The Honolulu Fire 
Department is holding a promotion ceremony today. 
Among those recognized will be a newly-promoted 
battalion chief and fire captain, along with a new 
assistant fire chief. The ceremony starts at 5:30 P-M at 
the Word of Life Christian Center on Queen Street.

0:00:35

12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

 PH Ceremony PH Ceremony .The Consulate General of Japan and the 
Navy Region Hawaii will hold a ceremony this morning  
to honor the victims of the 1941 Pearl Harbor attacks. 
This has become an annual event at Joint Base Pearl 
Harbor Hickam. The Deputy Commander of the Pacific 
Fleet are set to attend the ceremony. It begins at 9 a-m 
at Ford Island.

0:00:20

12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Theodore Kim 
Court

Theodore Kim Court. On Oahu  the trial for the man 
accused of firing a shotgun at his ex-girlfriend near Sand 
Island  is expected to start today. 59-year-old Theodore 
Kim has pleaded not guilty to attempted murder and 
firearm charges for the October incident. The woman 
was not hurt. Kim is being held on $1 million dollars bail.

0:00:18

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

HONOLULU 
MARATHON 
WINNER

HONOLULU MARATHON WINNER. The first American to 
cross the finish line was Renee Metivier. The Oregon 
woman's time qualified her for the Olympic trials in 
Atlanta in 2020. The top American man to finish was 
Honolulu resident Humberto Baeza. He serves in the 
Navy. Another 5,900 people participated in the "Start to 
Park"  10K race.

0:00:43

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Foster Kids 
Party

Foster Kids Party. Yesterday, hundreds of keiki in foster 
care got to celebrate Christmas early. "Family Programs 
Hawaii" hosted a holiday party for about 17-hundred 
foster kids and their families. Most of these children 
don't get a regular holiday  so yesterday  they celebrated 
with their siblings, opened presents and took pictures 
with Santa.

0:00:23
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12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Nicole 
Scherzinger X 
Factor

Nicole Scherzinger X Factor. Hawaii girl Nicole 
Scherzinger is back on the X Factor. It's a singing contest 
in the UK. She's teaming up with Simon Cowell to judge 
the competition. A boy and girl band will be created  
then go head-to-head in a live final. The winning group 
gets a record deal.

0:00:19

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Hall and Oates 
at the MACC

Hall and Oates at the MACC. The Number one duo in 
music history heads to Hawaii in 2020 But I can't go for 
that, no (no) no can do No, I can't go for that, no (no) no 
can do I can't go for that, no (no) no can do Daryl Hall 
and John Oates will be here at Blaisdell on the Island of 
O'ahu on March 2 special guest Henry Kapono March 27 
Then they also head to the MACC on March 29th Tickets 
go on sale Wednesday Dec.11 to MACC members, 
General Public Tickets for both events go on sale 
December 14. Local favorite Kalapana song When the 
morning comes is originally done by Hall & Oates They 
were last on Oahu in Oct of 2015,  

0:01:08

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Mele 
Kalikimaka

Mele Kalikimaka. H-C-C's Music and Entertainment 
Learning Experience  known as MELE  is hosting Mele's 
Kalikimaka. The event is a partnership with Helping 
Hands Hawaii to collect canned goods and toys for those 
in need. It's happening Wednesday at Honolulu 
Community College. Joining us now for a preview, here's 
Pakele Mele.

0:00:13

12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Michael Lee 
Court

Michael Lee Court. A murder suspect arrested at the 
Pahoa Christmas Parade on Hawaii Island  is expected to 
face a judge today. Officers arrested 55-year-old Michael 
Lee on Saturday  after they spotted him in the crowd. 
Artist Shingo Honda was reported missing Wednesday  
and his body was found near his home later that day. An 
autopsy revealed that the 75-year-old died from multiple 
injuries caused by blunt force trauma. Lee is being held 
on $250-thousand dollars bail.

0:00:28

12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

HFD Promotion 
Ceremony

HFD Promotion Ceremony. The Honolulu Fire 
Department is holding a promotion ceremony today. 
Among those recognized will be a newly-promoted 
battalion chief and fire captain, along with a new 
assistant fire chief. The ceremony starts at 5:30 P-M at 
the Word of Life Christian Center on Queen Street.

0:00:35
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12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

 PH Ceremony PH Ceremony .The Consulate General of Japan and the 
Navy Region Hawaii will hold a ceremony this morning  
to honor the victims of the 1941 Pearl Harbor attacks. 
This has become an annual event at Joint Base Pearl 
Harbor Hickam. The Deputy Commander of the Pacific 
Fleet are set to attend the ceremony. It begins at 9 a-m 
at Ford Island.

0:00:20

12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Theodore Kim 
Court

Theodore Kim Court. On Oahu  the trial for the man 
accused of firing a shotgun at his ex-girlfriend near Sand 
Island  is expected to start today. 59-year-old Theodore 
Kim has pleaded not guilty to attempted murder and 
firearm charges for the October incident. The woman 
was not hurt. Kim is being held on $1 million dollars bail.

0:00:18

12/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Makaha 
Shooters Plea

Makaha Shooters Plea. New this morning. Two men 
charged with attempted murder  have pleaded not 
guilty. Prosecutors say Sheysten Joseph and Brenon Nash 
opened fire at a large brawl in Makaha last month. 
Micaiah McCullah died after being struck by gunfire. But 
authorities haven't tied Joseph and Nash to McCullah's 
death.

0:00:20

12/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Aloha Stadium Aloha Stadium. The future of Aloha Stadium  will soon 
be in the hands of another state agency. The Star 
Advertiser reports that the Hawaii Community 
Development Authority  is taking the lead on building a 
new stadium. HCDA is in charge of overseeing 
development in Kaka`ako. It's tasked with construction 
of a new stadium  and developing at least some of the 
land around it for housing. State officials hope to have 
the new stadium by 2023  after Governor Ige signed off 
on allocating 350-million dollars for the project.

0:00:28

12/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Big Box Stores 
Closing

Big Box Stores Closing. Traditional brick and mortar 
stores have not been able to fight off the rising 
competition and lower prices online retailers have been 
able to offer over the years and Bed Bath and Beyond 
here in Ward Village is just the latest to fall victim. Signs 
went up on December 3rd to notify customers  and items 
are being heavily discounted as officials try to sell off the 
rest of their inventory. The exact closure date is unclear  
but it's expected to be early 2020. For now, officials say 
the Pearlridge Center location will stay open. Bed Bath 
and Beyond had announced in October that at least 60 
stores would be shut down by the end of the year  

0:01:45
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12/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Tulsi No Dec 
Debate

Tulsi No Dec Debate. Hawaii Congresswoman Tulsi 
Gabbard says she will not take part in the next 
Democratic Presidential Debate  even if she qualifies for 
it. On Twitter - she said there are a number of reasons 
for her decision. Gabbard still needs one more poll to 
qualify for the next debate  that's set for December 19th. 
She says instead - she'll focus on campaigning in New 
Hampshire and South Carolina.

0:00:27

12/10/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Waikele 
Christmas 
Lights

Waikele Christmas Lights. Finally tonight  The Waikele 
Christmas lights are back! 8 SECONDS MUSIC NATS. You 
have until December 30th to check out the light show is 
on Anapau Place near the Waikele Outlet Mall. The 
street is synchoronzed to music every night from 7 to 9-
30 p-m. The shows will alternate daily and last about 40 
minutes.

 

12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Ala Wai Harbor 
Enforcement

Ala Wai Harbor Enforcement. Lawmakers say officers 
with DLNR's Division of Conservation and Resource 
Enforcement  handed out more than 500 citations over 
the three weekends in November. The operation ran 
every Friday through Sunday  as well as one Monday last 
month from 7 to 11pm every night. Violations included 
boats without permits, illegal parking and camping, and 
assaults and thefts.

0:00:24

12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

MAZIE ON 
IMPEACHMENT

MAZIE ON IMPEACHMENT. Senator Mazie Hirono was 
among Hawaii's Congressional delegation who sounded 
off today on the articles of impeachment. shaking down 
the president of another country is nothing to him SO 
WHAT we're here to say this is not so what this is the 
values of our country and democracy of our country We 
reached out to Hawaii's Republican party for comment 
but have not heard back. Coming up tonight on KHNL - 
our political analyst tells us why Democrats kept the 
scope of the articles of impeachment narrow.

0:01:56
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12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Pearl Harbor 
Survivor 
Discharged

Pearl Harbor Survivor Discharged. The surviving victim 
of the Pearl harbor shipyard shooting is out of the 
hospital. 36-year-old Roger Nakamine was released from 
the Queen's medical Center  this afternoon. he was one 
of three civilian workers shot by Sailor Gabriel Romero at 
Dry Dock Two  on Wednesday. Vincent Kapoi Junior and 
Roldan Agustin were killed. Officials have still not 
released Romero's disciplinary information, but say the 
armed position he was assigned to  requires a mental 
health screening  including tests for anxiety, depression 
& suicidal thoughts.

0:00:20

12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Setup 
Moanalua 
Gardens Purse 
Snatching Folo

Setup Moanalua Gardens Purse Snatching Folo. First at 
5  New video  shows why a violent purse snatching last 
week at Moanalua Gardens is now an attempted murder 
investigation.

0:00:04

12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

AT&T Outage AT&T Outage. Service is back online after a statewide 
outage for At&T. The disruption even impacted callers 
ability to get a hold of emergency services through 
calling 911. It's still not clear what caused the outage. 
Service went out around 10 A-M according to At and T - 
service was restored shortly before 1 oclock.

0:00:18

12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Chinatown 
Purse 
Snatching

Chinatown Purse Snatching. and  Honolulu police 
investigating yet another  purse snatching  targeting an 
elderly woman. Police say  two men stole an 80-year-old 
woman's purse  in Chinatown  yesterday morning. The 
woman was waiting near College Walk and Kukui Street  
when the suspects struck up a conversation with her  
and snatched her purse. The woman fell and suffered a 
cut on her chin. HPD is investigating the case as a 2nd 
degree robbery.

0:00:24

12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MOANALUA 
GARDENS 
PURSE 
SNATCHING 
FOLO

MOANALUA GARDENS PURSE SNATCHING FOLO. Police 
say the thief was dark skinned  28 to 35 years old  and 
was wearing a white, long sleeve shirt and dark pants. 
Security camera video recorded Thursday shows the 
suspect getting out of the dark grey Toyota Tacoma  and 
approaching a taxi driver named Jun  "He asked me to 
give him a ride. I said I can't do it now  because I'm 
waiting for a customer." Moments later, the thief 
opened the taxi door and grabbed money from the seat  
and heads toward the waiting truck. on the way he 
snatches the purse from the woman in the middle.

0:01:09
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12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

 School Bus 
Crash Update

 School Bus Crash Update. Here's an update on the 
freeway crash involving a city bus and a school bus on 
Monday. Police say the 56-year-old city bus driver 
appeared to have suffered from a medical condition 
when it rear-ended a utility truck pushing it into a school 
bus. EMS says seven people were hurt on the city bus 
including a 74-year-old woman and a 76-year-old man. 
One 17-year-old girl was hurt on the school bus. They 
were taken to the hospital but none of the injuries were 
described as major. It happened Monday morning on the 
H-1 freeway near the likelike offramp.

0:00:44

12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Waianae Water 
Main Break

Waianae Water Main Break. Crews are working on 
Farrington Highway near Waianae Mall. This as Board of 
Water Supply crews investigate the reported broken 
water main. It was first reported around 3-50 this 
morning. While the westbound lanes are closed  trafffic 
is being routed up Leihoku Street.

0:01:31

12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Gabbard 
Afghan War 
Report

Gabbard Afghan War Report. Congresswoman and 
presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard says she wants an 
investigation into the war in Afghanistan. This comes 
after the Washington Post reported that top American 
officials repeatedly misled the public about the status of 
the war, which has been going on for nearly 2 decades.

0:00:08

12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Gabbard Most 
Provocative

Gabbard Most Provocative. A new report says Tulsi 
Gabbard may be the most provocative candidate among 
the 2020 Democrats. Axios looked at the number of 
social media interactions on stories about the 2020 
candidates. Those interactions include likes, comments 
and shares. Over the past three months, stories about 
Gabbard received an average of 858 interactions. That's 
more than any other Democratic candidate, including the 
frontrunners like Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth 
Warren and Pete Buttigieg.

0:00:32
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12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

 Artifical Turf 
Medians

 Artifical Turf Medians. A pilot project to install artifical 
grass in some parts of Oahu is having mixed results. Back 
in 2016, artificial turf was placed on several traffic 
spaces, like medians and roundabouts. The goal was to 
reduce water use and landscaping needs. But according 
to the Star Advertiser, some of the turf has been 
damaged and others have weeds growing out of them. 
Officials say vegetation growth on Oahu is different than 
other similar sized cities due to the amount of rainfall we 
get and the warm climate.

0:00:22

12/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HPD HOMELESS 
TENTS

HPD HOMELESS TENTS. We're not going to select parks 
that are close to neighbor hoods right abutting the park. 
We'll look for places where there's some buffer. 
Everyone will have to share in this burden and I will have 
to share one in Manoa at some point. Without the 
community's support and without their willingness to 
help us understand this very difficult issue, there's no 
way that HPD could even understand the needs of the 
service providers and the needs of the people that are in 
crisis as well as how do we best fairly enforce the laws 
for people who are experiencing homelessness.  

0:01:20

12/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Maui Peahi 
Jaws

Maui Peahi Jaws. Meanwhile surfers are gearing up for 
mammoth waves tomorrow off Maui's North Shore. The 
Jaws Big Wave Championship has been called ON for. 
Organizers say wave faces at Peahi could reach up to 45 
feet. Our own Guy Hagi will be on the Valley Isle breaking 
down the forecast, rides and all the waves. Coverage 
begins tomorrow morning on Sunrise.

0:01:00

12/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Pearlridge 
Shooting

Pearlridge Shooting. A manhunt is underway tonight for 
the driver who tried to run down a Honolulu police 
officer during a traffic stop this morning in Aiea. It 
happened just before six on Ku-lua-moi Drive  in a 
neighborhood right next to Blaisdell Park.

0:00:11

12/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Arson 
Investigation

BI Arson Investigation. Big Island police want to question 
"Justin Michael Bardwell"  in connection with an arson 
investigation in Volcano. The fire on November 17th 
caused almost $57,000 in damage to a house in the 
Volcano Golf and County Club Subdivision. Fire crews 
found a pile of furniture up in flames  when they arrived. 
Contact police  if you any tips on Bardwell's 
whereabouts.

0:01:10
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12/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

PEARLRIDGE 
SHOOTING

PEARLRIDGE SHOOTING. Chief Susan Ballard says the 
officer had just gotten behind the vehicle  He hadn't 
even activated his lights and sirens  when the suspect 
turned into this neighborhood off Kamehameha Highway 
near Blaisdell Park. "When he saw it was going to come 
to a dead end road the officer then turned on his lights 
to initiate the stop and the car turned toward the officer 
so they were face on." The officer got out  to talk to the 
driver. 14:36:15 Chief Susan Ballard/ Yasunaga's Bin "The 
vehicle then immediately accelerated towards the officer 
narrowly missing him. Fearing for his life the officer 
discharged his firearm." 

 

12/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Colt Brennan 
DUI Arrest

Colt Brennan DUI Arrest.  Former UH quarterback Colt 
Brennan back in trouble with the law. The 36 year old 
was arrested for driving while under the influence in 
Kaneohe, just before 7 last night. HPD says he rear-
ended another driver. This is the latest run in with police 
for the former Washington Redskins draftee, In 20-10 
Brennan was hospitalized after a crash where he 
allegedly filed a false police report. That case was 
dismissed. Then in 2013 Brennan pled guilty to DUI after 
getting stopped for speeding where his blood alcohol 
level was more than twice the legal limit. Brennan 
posted bail -- after last night's arrest.

 

12/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

WCCC 
Christmas

WCCC Christmas.  Incarcerated women and their 
children were reunited at a special Christmas gathering 
at the Women's Community Correctional Center in Kailua 
-- on Saturday. the STAR LIGHT STAR BRIGHT CHRISTMAS 
PROGRAM -- started in 2010 -- put on by the Roman 
Catholic Diocese of Honolulu's Prison Ministry. This year, 
38 children and 21 female inmates joined in the fun. 
Donations also made it possible for loved ones to be 
flown in from the neighbor islands to enjoy the festivites.

0:00:16
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12/12/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Proposed Ala 
Moana 
Playground 
moves to 
Kakaako

Proposed Ala Moana Playground moves to Kakaako.  A 
controversial playground planned for Ala Moana Park is 
exepcted to be moved to Kakaako. The star-advertiser 
reports that the non profit "Paani Kakou" will announce 
its decision Saturday. It comes after some public 
blowback. There are accusations that the group - formed 
by Park Lane residents - had been given favorable 
treatment as the project moved forward. They maintain 
that they're just trying to give back to the community.... 
and Mayor Kirk Caldwell said this is an inclusive 
playground... that's a gift to the city. Caldwell said he 
was encouraged to see signs of a compromise.

0:00:30

12/12/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

PACIFIC PULSE 
WENDELL AOKI

PACIFIC PULSE WENDELL AOKI.  Hagi: Aloha and 
welcome to Pacific Pulse, here on Oahu, high school surf 
meets are running into a bit of a rough conditions out 
there. We've got Wendell Aoki out here from the Hawaii 
Surfing Association. He runs the organization that puts 
on those surf meets. So tell us about the challenges, 
you've only got 7 schools here on Oahu amongst the 
many high schools. why only 7? Aoki: The reason why is 
all the schools doesn't, ILH-OIA doesn't fund them. Even 
if Abercrombie said that high school surfing is a sport, 
they feel it's not a sport. And we still run it as a club. So 
they would have to fundraise their own funding to enter 
the events. So that's a hard thing so we try to look for 
sponsors but they're not really cooperating with the 
Amateur high school thing. Hagi: Right and you had 
sponsorship for the high school kids that aren't really the 
top kids, that are going with their high schools, but 
you're running into problems with that as well. Aoki: I 
mean, we h

0:58:43
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12/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

CRIME SPREE 
SUSPECTS 
CAPTURED

CRIME SPREE SUSPECTS CAPTURED.  More than an hour 
after a mokuleia robbery and more than 20 miles away... 
Police say the group abandoned the stolen car ... two 
women and a man were arrested but they were still 
searching for one more. (walter ozeki) "Plain clothes 
officers flooded the area, they set up a perimeter and 
they were able to do an extensive search" (Auli'i 
mcclellan) "we see 8-10 cop cars right here and they all 
just spaced out this area. going through yards and 
looking in the back calling for whoever the suspect was" 
Surveillance video from a neighbor shows the man 
creeping through a backyard... and jumping a wall to 
hide from officers. Multiple sources identified him as 
Victor Gascon. This is a mugshot of Gascon from 
September, when he was arrested in connection with an 
attempted carjacking at the Honolulu Airport.

0:01:30

12/13/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kaneshiro 
Impeachment 
Setback

Kaneshiro Impeachment Setback.  The effort to impeach 
Honolulu prosecutor Keith Kaneshiro has been dealt a 
setback. The star-advertiser reports that the Hawaii 
Supreme Court rejected a request.. to have a lower court 
reopen the case. Circuit Judge Jeffrey Crabtree had 
dismissed the case. Now local business man Tracy 
Yoshimura.... and his attorney.... will appeal. They had 
hoped to beat a December 31st deadline... The date is 
significant... because Kaneshiro's replacement... will be 
determined by voters in a special election if the deadline 
is met.

0:00:28
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12/13/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

PACIFIC PULSE 
WENDELL AOKI

PACIFIC PULSE WENDELL AOKI.  Hagi: Aloha and 
welcome to Pacific Pulse, here on Oahu, high school surf 
meets are running into a bit of a rough conditions out 
there. We've got Wendell Aoki out here from the Hawaii 
Surfing Association. He runs the organization that puts 
on those surf meets. So tell us about the challenges, 
you've only got 7 schools here on Oahu amongst the 
many high schools. why only 7? Aoki: The reason why is 
all the schools doesn't, ILH-OIA doesn't fund them. Even 
if Abercrombie said that high school surfing is a sport, 
they feel it's not a sport. And we still run it as a club. So 
they would have to fundraise their own funding to enter 
the events. So that's a hard thing so we try to look for 
sponsors but they're not really cooperating with the 
Amateur high school thing. Hagi: Right and you had 
sponsorship for the high school kids that aren't really the 
top kids, that are going with their high schools, but 
you're running into problems with that as well. Aoki: I 
mean, we h

0:04:07

12/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

OHA Plant 
Trees

OHA Plant Trees.  New at 6. The Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs has planted 1-thousand new native trees in 
Wahiawa. We're told agency's staff planted koa, 
lonomea and kou trees near the site of Kukaniloko 
Birthing Stones. The seedlings range from about six to 10 
inches in height. It's all part of OHA's master plan to 
revitalize the 511-acre property.

0:00:20

12/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Bishop Surf 
Exhibit

Bishop Surf Exhibit.  There's a new surfing exhibit at 
Bishop Museum. "Mai Kinohi Mai: Surfing in Hawaii" will 
open TOMORROW. The display includes an 
unprecedented collection of surfboards... including 
modern shapes used by John John Florence and Carissa 
Moore. It chronicles the design changes of the 60s and 
70s. ...the Duke Kahanamoku era... And then it goes way 
back... with traditional Hawaiian boards used by Chief 
Paki... Prince Kuhio and Princess Ka'iulani. One dates to 
the 1700s. Some of these boards have been in storage 
for years.

0:00:30
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12/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Billabong 
Pipeline 
Masters

Billabong Pipeline Masters.  "Here he is.. super deep.. 
that whole section fell in front of him." That's the 
Backdoor drainer that earned Billy Kemper the Pipeline 
Invitational title this afternoon. The victory secured him 
a spot in the Pipe Masters contest.. against all the World 
Tour competitors And today's runner up Imaikalani 
Devault also gets a spot in that event... which is expected 
to run over the next two days. And THEN....a giant swell 
could trigger the Peahi Big Wave Championship on 
Maui... THIS THURSDAY. The three-time Peahi champion 
is READY.

0:00:33

12/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Jersey Boys 
Tickets

Jersey Boys Tickets.  Finally tonight -- Pre-sale tickets for 
"The Jersey Boys" is now on sale! 10 seconds music nats. 
The broadway musical will play from May 5th to the 17th 
at the Blaisdell Concert Hall. It's about Frankie Valli and 
The Four Seasons. Look for ticket details at Hawaii News 
Now-dot-com.

0:00:15

12/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Waikele 
Christmas 
Lights

Waikele Christmas Lights.  Finally tonight -- The Waikele 
Christmas lights are back! 8 SECONDS MUSIC NATS. You 
have until December 30th to check out the light show is 
on Anapau Place near the Waikele Outlet Mall. The 
street is synchoronzed to music every night from 7 to 9-
30 p-m. The shows will alternate daily and last about 40 
minutes.

0:00:16

12/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Honolulu Real 
Property Tax

Honolulu Real Property Tax.  Check your mail for a pre-
holiday message from the city. It's not a Christmas card. 
It's a "real property notice of assessment" for the 2020-
2021 tax year. Nearly 300-thousand notices will be sent 
out... either by mail.... or by email, if you subscribed to 
electronic delivery. The city says the valuation of real 
property on Oahu went up 1-point-7 percent.... from 275 
billion to 280 billion.. But it's much lower than the most 
recent 6-point-8 percent increase. The notice is not a 
bill.... but the information on it is used to determine the 
real property tax. If you want to dispute your 
assessment... you can file an appeal between December 
16th and January 15th. The Tax Bill will be mailed in July.

0:00:51
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12/16/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Troy Salas 
Charged

Troy Salas Charged.  HPD's last officer-involved shooting 
happened last Wednesday -- in Waimalu. Police say 
"Troy Salas" tried to run down an officer during a 
confrontation. The 23-year-old is charged with terroristic 
threatening... and a judge confirmed his bail today at 50-
thousand-dollars.

0:00:10

12/16/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Victor Gascon 
Charged

Victor Gascon Charged.  Also in court -- Victor Gascon 
the Third... the man suspected of a string of crimes on 
Oahu. Sources tell us he was *ALSO* involved in an 
officer-involved shooting in Kapolei last month... where 
another suspect was killed. Police arrested Gascon 
Thursday in Waipahu -- he currently faces a list of felony 
charges, ranging from robbery to stealing cars.

0:00:20

12/16/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Gabriel Romero 
Family 
Statement

Gabriel Romero Family Statement.  The sailor who shot 
three civilians at Pearl Harbor shipyard, was buried today 
in his hometown of San Antonio, Texas. A spokesperson 
for Gabriel Romero's family also released their first 
statement since the shooting. It read, in part...The Family 
(of gabriel romero) is struggling to understand the 
circumstances that led to these heartbreaking events 
and how Gabe could have become capable of acting in 
such a destructive manner. This senseless act was 
entirely outside of Gabe's character as they knew and 
loved him over his lifetime. Romero was on armed 
watched on December 4th... when he shot and killed 2 
civilian workers and injured a third man. He then killed 
himself. Investigators still don't know his motive.

0:00:43

12/17/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

 Troy Salas 
Charged

 Troy Salas Charged. There was another officer-involved 
shooting last Wednesday  in Waimalu. Police say "Troy 
Salas" tried to run down an officer during a 
confrontation. The 23-year-old is charged with terroristic 
threatening. Yesterday, a judge confirmed his bail at 50-
thousand-dollars.

0:00:13

12/17/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

 Hawaiian Air 
Picketing Today

 Hawaiian Air Picketing Today. Today, Hawaiian Airlines 
Flight Attendants will picket at Honolulu's airport. They 
want better pay and benefits. Last month, flight 
attendants overwhelmingly voted to authorize a strike. 
Both sides have been negotiating for more than three 
years.

0:00:12
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12/17/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Victor Gascon 
Charged

Victor Gascon Charged. Sources tell us Victor Gascon the 
Third was the man who was with Kahale-hoe during last 
month's shooting. Gascon appeared before a judge 
yesterday. He was arrested last week in Waipahu. He 
currently faces a list of felony charges  ranging from 
robbery to stealing cars.

0:00:16

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

CAMPBELL 
SHOOTING

CAMPBELL SHOOTING. "PUT THE KNIFE DOWN PUT THE 
KNIFE DOWN" Police body camera footage shows what 
led up to the second, deadly officer involved shooting in 
two days.

0:00:11

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

TULSI ON 
IMPEACHMENT 
VOTE

TULSI ON IMPEACHMENT VOTE. "I have a lot of 
concerns around this process. And I've expressed 
concerns for years now about any partisan driven 
impeachment process because it only further divides an 
already divided country." Republicans deny the president 
committed any crime. They're already looking ahead to a 
Senate trial  where they'll run the show.

0:00:12

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Makiki Shooter 
Ernest Romero 
Court

Makiki Shooter Ernest Romero Court. The man accused 
of killing his neighbor outside their Makiki apartment 
complex appeared in court today. Neighbors say Ernest 
Romero shot Gloria Takaoka several times on Saturday  
before opening fire at another resident who was not 
hurt. Court documents say Romero then drove to H-P-D 
Headquarters and told officers quote  "I just shot 
someone. They are poisoning me." Residents say Romero 
and Takaoka did not get along and that Romero has a 
history of being paranoid. He's charged 

0:00:12

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 POLYNESIAN 
PLAYERS OF 
THE YEAR

 POLYNESIAN PLAYERS OF THE YEAR. That's right - Today 
University of Oregon offensive lineman Penei Sewell and 
former Crusader an Alabama quarterback Tua Tagovailoa 
selected as co-reciepents for the Polynesian College 
Football Player of the year award "I want to take this 
moment  that you have also been selected as the 
Polynesian College Player of the year Congratulations 
brother!!" That Oregon Head Coach Mario Cristobal 
informing Sseweel of the award earlier this morning  the 
honor the latest recognition 

0:00:57
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12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 Pupukea 
Assault

 Pupukea Assault. And tonight HPD is also investigating a 
homicide in Pupukea. It happened just after noon today 
on Pupukea road. The 36-year old man had injuries 
incidcating he may have been beaten. No arrests, but a 
second ambulance was called for another man at the 
scene

0:00:10

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Ewa Suspect 
Arrested

Ewa Suspect Arrested. The search for a wanted man in 
Ewa  sent two schools into brief lockdowns today. HPD 
had Renton Road and Pahika Street blocked off around 2 
this afternoon as officers went door to door looking for 
the man. The search forced Ewa Elementary and a 
nearby preschool into lockdown. HPD's SWAT team later 
found him  hiding in a home on Miula Street.

0:00:21

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

TULSI ON 
IMPEACHMENT 
VOTE

TULSI ON IMPEACHMENT VOTE. "I have a lot of 
concerns around this process. And I've expressed 
concerns for years now about any partisan driven 
impeachment process because it only further divides an 
already divided country." Republicans deny the president 
committed any crime. They're already looking ahead to a 
Senate trial  where they'll run the show.

0:00:12

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Makiki Shooter 
Ernest Romero 
Court

Makiki Shooter Ernest Romero Court. The man accused 
of killing his neighbor outside their Makiki apartment 
complex appeared in court today. Neighbors say Ernest 
Romero shot Gloria Takaoka several times on Saturday  
before opening fire at another resident who was not 
hurt. Court documents say Romero then drove to H-P-D 
Headquarters and told officers quote  "I just shot 
someone. They are poisoning me." Residents say Romero 
and Takaoka did not get along and that Romero has a 
history of being paranoid. He's charged 

0:00:12

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 POLYNESIAN 
PLAYERS OF 
THE YEAR

 POLYNESIAN PLAYERS OF THE YEAR. That's right - Today 
University of Oregon offensive lineman Penei Sewell and 
former Crusader an Alabama quarterback Tua Tagovailoa 
selected as co-reciepents for the Polynesian College 
Football Player of the year award "I want to take this 
moment  that you have also been selected as the 
Polynesian College Player of the year Congratulations 
brother!!" That Oregon Head Coach Mario Cristobal 
informing Sseweel of the award earlier this morning  the 
honor the latest recognition 

0:00:57
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12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 Pupukea 
Assault

 Pupukea Assault. And tonight HPD is also investigating a 
homicide in Pupukea. It happened just after noon today 
on Pupukea road. The 36-year old man had injuries 
incidcating he may have been beaten. No arrests, but a 
second ambulance was called for another man at the 
scene

0:00:10

12/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

First Hawaiian 
Bank Robbery 
Kapahulu

First Hawaiian Bank Robbery Kapahulu.  H-P-D is 
searching for this man -- who robbed the Kapahulu 
branch of First Hawaiian Bank today. It happened around 
1 this afternoon. Investigators say the man had a gun -- 
and handed a bank teller a demand note -- before 
getting away with an undisclosed amount of cash. Call 
Honolulu Crimestoppers if you have any tips on the case.

0:00:18

12/18/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

75TH WWII 
COMMEMORA
TION 

75th WWII Commemoration.  The theme of the 
commemoration in Hawaii is "Salute Their Service, Honor 
Their Hope" to pay tribute to the veterans and civilians 
who played a role in the efforts that led to the end of the 
war. World War II claimed the lives of more than 405,000 
U.S. military personnel. On September 2, 1945 ... 
Imperial Japan formally surrendered ... on the USS 
Missouri in Tokyo Bay. This morning, Governor Ige signed 
a proclamation at the same spot on the battleship... to 
establish the committee that will oversee the planning 
efforts for next year's events on Oahu. "We honor their 
courage and sacrifice during the war, but I think most 
importantly, we remember the foundations of peace 
that was laid that day." At least 14 World War II veterans 
who were aboard the USS Missouri during Japan's 
surrender.... are among those expeced to attend the 
75th commemoration in

0:01:55
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12/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

ADOPT A 
FAMILY CAR 
DONATION

Adopt a Family Car Donation.  i was living in waianae 
and i would have to catch the bus so far and it was hard 
so my daughter she knew it was hard for me Jessica 
Feliciano was handed the keys to her new car -- a 2013 
Nissan Altima. The gift was made through Helping Hands 
Hawaii's Adopt a Family Program. Feliciano's 13-year-old 
daughter submitted a letter describing how they would 
have to take the bus to and from work and school... and 
how much a car of their own would mean to their family. 
it tells the story of a young woman with a young 
daughter trying to be independent, trying to be self 
sustainable, trying to be self sufficient, and is working 
very hard at what they're doing and we want to make 
their dream come true and make sure they get a little 
boost

0:01:56

12/18/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

ALA MOANA 
PLAYGROUND 

ALA MOANA PLAYGROUND .  Over the weekend... there 
was a big annoucement by Mayor Caldwell, and both 
supporters and opponents of an accessible playground of 
a coming together... that it would move from Ala Moana 
Park to Kakaako Waterfront Park. Today.. the city 
gathered input on future planning for Ala Moana Park 
and a special management area permit application that 
still includes a playground at Ala Moana. We are glad but 
it's still in the SMA permit going forward and very scary 
to hear the consultant we want it to stay there and that 
makes you wonder does that mean it would revive itself. 
The proposal would also include a dog park near the 
Kewalo entrance. Currently dogs are not allowed at Ala 
Moana Park and critics say it should stay that way 
because of what dogs leave behind. The concern would 
be number one dogs shouldn't be at the beach because 
they get in the water the sand they are exposing

0:01:31
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12/19/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

ADOPT A 
FAMILY CAR 
DONATION 

ADOPT A FAMILY CAR DONATION .  Jessica Feliciano & 
her daughter lives in waianae and had to catch the bus to 
work & school.  It was so far and hard for us.    But today 
her dream came true.  "No more bussing it!"  She was 
handed the keys to a 2013 Nissan Altima.  The gift was 
made through Helping Hands Hawaii's Adopt a Family 
Program. Feliciano's 13-year-old daughter submitted a 
letter describing how they would have to take the bus to 
and from work and school... and how much a car of their 
own would mean to their family. it tells the story of a 
young woman with a young daughter trying to be 
independent, trying to be self sustainable, trying to be 
self sufficient, and is working very hard at what they're 
doing and we want to make their dream come true and 
make sure they get a little boost.

0:01:20

12/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

ILIMA 
MACFARLANE 
WORKOUT

ILIMA MACFARLANE WORKOUT.  An all out brawl at 
Bellator open worksouts in Waikiki!!! "5 seconds of 
NATS" That's Bellator Heavyweight Contender Josh 
Barnett and his training partner putting on a show for 
local media and MMA fans. Today Bellator held open 
workouts on the beach at the Hilton Hotel and after a 
nearly 4 minute match Barnett was able to finally pin his 
opponent!! Barnett will headline Bellators Friday night 
card against Ronny Markes.. World Champion Ilima Lei 
Macfarlane was also at the open workouts - we'll hear 
from the local girl coming up at 5-30 on KHNL as she 
prepares to defend her title.

0:01:00

12/20/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Ritz 
Gingerbread 
Train

Ritz Gingerbread Train.  Finally tonight -- a life-size Sugar 
Cane Gingerbread Train at a Maui hotel. Check out the 
gingerbread replica of the Maui Sugar Cane train. The 
pastry team at the "Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua" spent more 
than 400 hours creating the masterpiece. The train is 
covered in 21-thousand gingerbread bricks. We're told 
the team used 8 pounds of ginger, 1,440 eggs and 350 
pounds of brown sugar. The gingerbread train is now on 
display in the hotel lobby.

0:00:15

12/26/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Christmas in 
Hawaii

Christmas in Hawaii.  But here at home.. It was not the 
usual bright Hawaiian Christmas Day. Instead, many on 
the Western End of the state spent the holiday cleaning 
up from damaging winds and rains.

0:00:05
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12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Robbery 
Suspect

Robbery Suspect.  Honolulu police need your help 
finding a robbery suspect. Police say around 8:30 P-M on 
November 27th, this man and victim got off a city bus on 
Farrington Highway. Police say the suspect hit the victim 
several times and stabbed him  then took the victim's 
told chain and ran away. If you have any information, call 
police.

0:00:33

12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Hawaii Bowl Hawaii Bowl.  The Rainbow Warriors rallied past BYU to 
capture the Hawaii Bowl... capping a successful season. 
UH started off strong...leading 31 to 24 at intermission. 
But BYU upended UH's momentum in the second 
half...tying the game and eventually taking the lead. But 
deep in the 4th, UH started making its comback...capped 
off by a thrilling 24-yard touchdown pass from Cole 
McDonald to freshman Nick Mardner.  It's just a 
testament to the o line, the coaching staff and the 
receivers around me, just giving me the opportunity to 
make the plays and put themselves in positions for me to 
get the ball to them. You know, it was a complete team 
effort, the coaching staff. I can't be more grateful. The 
final score was 38 to 34. Cole McDonald was named 
MVP.

0:00:46

12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 7a 
K5

OAHU 
DAMAGE

Oahu Damage.  "Immediately we just walked, ran out to 
make sure that it didn't hurt anybody or fall on any cars, 
because from out my window it looked like it was 
covering this whole street." "Everybody puts up with the 
rubbish off of these trees. They're kind of a pain and we 
wish they could get rid of them, but they say it's making 
the neighborhood beautiful. I don't feel beautiful today." 
Several downed trees and branches were also seen in 
Kaneohe, where wind gusts reached almost 50 miles per 
hour. Fire crews were out with chainsaws to clear roads, 
and also responded to reports of blown roofs around the 
island.

0:00:31

12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Obama 
Christmas Wish

Obama Christmas Wish.  Former President Obama sent 
out a simple holiday message yesterday with a Hawaii 
influence. On social media, he wrote: "From the Obama 
family to yours, Merry Christmas!" You can see a 
Christmas tree with a painting of a hula dancer in the 
background.... presumably taken at his vacation home in 
Kailua.

0:00:36
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12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am  K5

Obama at 
MidPac

Obama at MidPac.  On Tuesday, Obama hit the links at 
Mid Pacific Country Club in Lanikai. The Obama family 
arrived on Oahu -- last week Monday. They've made it a 
tradition to spent Christmas here, dating back to his days 
in office.

0:00:11

12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am  K5

Waimanalo 
House Fire

Waimanalo House Fire.  Also in Waimanalo - a house fire 
is under investigation this morning. Flames were first 
reported at about 3 p.m. yesterday. A woman who was 
home at the time  smelled the smoke and escaped 
uninjured.

0:00:21

Public Service Announcements:

KHNL
Aloha Medical Mission and Aloha United Way:  The PSA encourages people to attend the 
benefit musical "Aloha on a Mission II: Believe".  All proceeds got to Aloha Medical Mission and 
Aloha United Way.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in 
length, 26 times.
 
Friends of the Library of Hawaii - Art & Book Sale:  The PSA promotes an art and book sale that 
will benefit all public libraries statewide.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 52 times.
 
Great Aloha Run:  The PSA Promotes participation in the Great Aloha Rn which benefits over 50 
charitable organizations in Hawaii.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 28 times.
 
Hawaii Food and Wine Festival:  The PSA promotes the HFWF whose mission is to reignite a 
love of the land, look back to a time when Hawaii was 100% sustainable. Ticket purchases go 
towards supporting the farmers, ranchers, and fishermen of Hawaii, as well as investing in up 
and coming chef talent at local culinary colleges and agricultural education for children.  During 
the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 21 times.
 
Hawaiian Humane Society:  The PSA promotes an event that celebrates the donations collected 
for the Hawaiian Humane Society.  The annual celebration features food, fun, and 
entertainment for pets and people.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service 
announcement, :15 in length, 102 times.
 
IONA:  The PSA promotes IONA's annual gala to raise funds for the contemporary dance 
theatre. During the quarter KGMB aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 4 
times.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 5 times.
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Keiki in the Kitchen:  The PSA promotes an event where keiki (children) of all ages will have the 
opportunity to be inspired by celebrity chefs, farmers and others who contribute to helping 
Hawaii create sustainable food systems for our islands.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the 
public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 55 times.
 
KGMB 9: Make-A-Wish Jingle Rock Run :30:  The PSA encourages people to sign up and 
participate in the Make A Wish Foundation's Jingle Rock Run and Sign Up for the Race held in 
Honolulu.  Make A Wish Hawaii creates life-changing wishes for children with critical illnesses. 
We seek to bring every eligible child’s wish to life, because a wish is an integral part of a child’s 
treatment journey.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in 
length, 193 times.
 
KHNL-TV: IHS Promo:  IHS: The PSA encourages people to donate to the Institute for Human 
Services which helps the homeless. It also promotes an upcoming benefit concert. During the 
quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 39 times.
 
KHNL-TV: IHS-Hawaii for Hawaii:  IHS: The PSA encourages people to donate to the Institute for 
Human Services which helps the homeless. It also promotes an upcoming benefit concert. 
During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 157 times.

Manoa Valley Theatre:  The PSA encourages people to see Manoa Valley Theatre's production 
of "Once".  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 15 
times.
 
PBS Hawaii:  The PSA promotes a live 2-hour executive forum.  The panel will be made up of 10-
11 executives from the Hawaii community to raise awareness of important topics falling under 
Culture, Development, Housing, etc. emphasizing how we can make Hawaii a better place to 
live.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 23 times.
 
US HUMANE SOCIETY:  The PSA encourages people to adopt shelter pets.  During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 28 times.

K5
Aloha Medical Mission and Aloha United Way:  The PSA encourages people to attend the 
benefit musical "Aloha on a Mission II: Believe".  All proceeds got to Aloha Medical Mission and 
Aloha United Way.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in 
length, 59 times.

Friends of the Library of Hawaii - Art & Book Sale:  The PSA promotes an art and book sale that 
will benefit all public libraries statewide.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 77 times.
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Great Aloha Run:  The PSA Promotes participation in the Great Aloha Run which benefits over 
50 charitable organizations in Hawaii.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 34 times.
 
Hawaii Food and Wine Festival:  The PSA promotes the HFWF whose mission is to reignite a 
love of the land, look back to a time when Hawaii was 100% sustainable. Ticket purchases go 
towards supporting the farmers, ranchers, and fishermen of Hawaii, as well as investing in up 
and coming chef talent at local culinary colleges and agricultural education for children.  During 
the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 20 times.
 
Hawaiian Humane Society:  The PSA promotes an event that celebrates the donations collected 
for the Hawaiian Humane Society.  The annual celebration features food, fun, and 
entertainment for pets and people.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service 
announcement, :15 in length, 94 times.
 
IONA:  The PSA promotes IONA's annual gala to raise funds for the contemporary dance 
theatre. During the quarter KGMB aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 4 
times.  During the quarter, k5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 9 times.
 
Keiki in the Kitchen:  The PSA promotes an event where keiki (children) of all ages will have the 
opportunity to be inspired by celebrity chefs, farmers and others who contribute to helping 
Hawaii create sustainable food systems for our islands.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public 
service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 52 times.
 
KFVE TV: Advertiser : IHS Hawaii for Hawaii:  The PSA encourages people to donate to the 
Institute for Human Services which helps the homeless. It also promotes an upcoming benefit 
concert.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 72 times.
 
KFVE TV: PSA-Bobby Benson Center Q4:  The PSA informs the public of the Bobby Benson Center 
which is a facility dedicated to offering Hawaii's adolescents the assistance they need in 
overcoming substance abuse.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, 
:30 in length, 266 times.
 
KGMB 9: Make-A-Wish Jingle Rock Run :30 (PSA):  The PSA encourages people to sign up and 
participate in the Make A Wish Foundation's Jingle Rock Run and Sign Up for the Race held in 
Honolulu.  Make A Wish Hawaii creates life-changing wishes for children with critical illnesses. 
We seek to bring every eligible child’s wish to life, because a wish is an integral part of a child’s 
treatment journey.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in 
length, 217 times.
 
KHNL-TV: IHS-Hawaii for Hawaii:  IHS: The PSA encourages people to donate to the Institute for 
Human Services which helps the homeless. It also promotes an upcoming benefit concert. 
During the quarter KGMB aired various public service announcements, :15 and :30 in length.  
During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 237 times.
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Manoa Valley Theatre:  The PSA encourages people to see Manoa Valley Theatre's production 
of "Once".  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 46 
times.
 
PBS Hawaii:  The PSA promotes a live 2-hour executive forum.  The panel will be made up of 10-
11 executives from the Hawaii community to raise awareness of important topics falling under 
Culture, Development, Housing, etc. emphasizing how we can make Hawaii a better place to 
live.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 30 times.
 
PBS Hawaii:  The PSA encourages people to donate to PBS Hawaii.  During the quarter, K5 aired 
the public service announcement, :30 in length, 85 times.
 
US HUMANE SOCIETY:  The PSA encourages people to adopt shelter pets.  During the quarter, 
K5 aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 64 times.

B. ECONOMIC ISSUES, including local issues, labor matters, job opportunities, 
and the state of the economy.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
10/1/2019 9pm HNN 

News K5
DHHL 
MultiFamily 
Housing

DHHL MultiFamily Housing.  The governor today 
signed new administrative rules to allow more 
offerings for kupuna, multi-family homes and rentals. 
The old Bowl-O-Drome site, in Moiliili.. will be the first 
urban high rise project to use the new rules for DHHL. 
Rents are expected to be about 80-percent of the 
area's average.

0:00:17
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10/1/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Local 5 healthcare 
workers overwhelmingly ratify a four-year contract 
with Hale Nani Nursing & Rehabilitation Center. It's 
the largest facility of its kind in the state 300 beds, 
2oo workers. First complete arrivals from September 
shows a 2.4% increase from last year. Arrivals topped 
800,000. That's shoulder-season-good, though down 
200,000 from June, July and August. Even October is a 
million-seat month for Hawaii air capacity 1,057,438 
seats, to be precise 44,000 more seats than last year, 
a 4% uptick. Actually it's 8% more seats from the 
mainland, offsetting 6% fewer international seats. 
Most of the new seats almost all, in fact are to Maui. 
The new owners of Maui's Travaasa Hana hotel are 
well-known real estate investors in Los Angeles. The 
Mani brothers, Simon and Danny, bought the Malibu 
Beach Inn from David Geffen four years ago, and last 
year they bought the Embassy Suites Napa Valley. 
They were fined milli

0:01:20

10/2/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! The Senate Appropriations Committee 
advances $4.1 million in further federal funding for 
management and research in the Papa-hanau-
mokuakea Marine National Monument. Big Island-
based MacFarms introduces new single-serve snacks 
for the convenience industry  the company showed 
them at an industry conference this week in Atlanta. 
The East-West Center Board of Governors elects a 
new chairman. Succeeding Dick Turbin will be former 
Punahou President James Scott. First Insurance 
promotes Kevin Kuroso to vice president for 
commercial underwriting. He previously worked for 
American Express. Jill Hoggard-Green is on the job this 
week as new CEO of Queen's. Art Ushijima stays as an 
advisor through the end of January. Hoggard-Green 
was a nurse in oncology and hospice care. Hawaiian 
Airlines partners wi

0:01:31
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10/3/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! SBA has chosen 60 companies from 39 states 
as winners of the SBA Accelerator Growth 
Competition. One of them is Hawaii's Blue Startups. 
There's a $50,000 cash award. Queen's names a new 
director of facilities and biomedical engineering “ 
David Strange comes from Florida's Sacred Heart 
Health System. And Robin Kalohe-lani, who was 
project leader for renovations at Queen's West, 
becomes administrator for clinic services and care 
transition. Hawaii Fashion Week offers an 
international showcase of artists from Hawaii and the 
world, Sunday at the Ritz Carlton in Waikiki. Four 
weeks from tonight, the Hyatt Regency Waikiki hosts 
its annual Halloween costume party "Avenge the 
Night." This Thursday night event won't even start 
until 8 p.m. so take Friday off. Ala Moana Center plans 
Halloween stuff, too â€“

0:01:11

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

TMT DAY 81 
COST OUTRAGE

TMT Day 81 Cost Outrage.  I think the question should 
be posed to the protesters. Why aren't they paying for 
it. I think they are breaking the law. They call it civil 
disobience I understanding that, but there needs to be 
civil responsibility. My initial reaction is aghast that's 
huge that's huge it's crazy why are the people of 
Hawaii having to pay for the TMT and the law 
enforcement. The state's costs included -- 1.5 million 
for the attorney general 985-thousand for the 
national guard 601-thousand for DOCARE and 558-
thousand for public safety.

0:00:39

10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am KGMB 
K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report The newest layoff 
announcement isn't a retailer “ it's a tech giant. 
Howard Dicus has your 1-Minute Economy. HP “ 
Hewlett-Packard “ employs 55,000 worldwide and 
plans to lose 7,000 or more. It could be one employee 
in six. A new CEO calls this "taking bold and decisive 
action" and "disrupting." Sports Illustrated “ under 
new ownership and already a shadow of its former 
self “ lays off more than 40 people, or half of everyone 
who was left. Apple increases iPhone 11 production 
10%. Sales have reportedly picked up significantly  for 
the cheaper models. Costco beats the Street on profit 
despite missing on revenue as it cut prices to keep 
market share. Today's economic indicators - despite a 
slowdown in hiring, the U.S. jobless rate falls two 
tenths more, to 3.5% -

0:01:04
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10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. The newest layoff 
announcement isn't a retailer “ it's a tech giant. 
Howard Dicus has your 1-Minute Economy. HP “ 
Hewlett-Packard “ employs 55,000 worldwide and 
plans to lose 7,000 or more. It could be one employee 
in six. A new CEO calls this "taking bold and decisive 
action" and "disrupting." Sports Illustrated “ under 
new ownership and already a shadow of its former 
self “ lays off more than 40 people, or half of everyone 
who was left. Apple increases iPhone 11 production 
10%. Sales have reportedly picked up significantly  for 
the cheaper models. Costco beats the Street on profit 
despite missing on revenue as it cut prices to keep 
market share.  

0:01:04

10/4/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

MAUNA KEA 
MONEY 

MAUNA KEA MONEY . Breaking down the 8.3 million 
dollar cost Hawaii County has shouldered more than 
half the burden for Mauan Kea law enforcement at 
4.4 million dollars The state has paid 3.6 million while 
Honolulu and Maui PD took up the rest. But I blame 
the protesters. The protesters have a responsiblity. 
They created this situation. They know what they are 
doing. They are practiced at it and they need to take 
responsiblity for it. It's cray cray. This is crazy. Why are 
we doing this? It's an insult to the injury. When you 
look at the tally of the nearly 8.3 million dollar conflict 
divided by the 81 days of the protest it costs more 
than 100,000 dollar per day.

0:01:39

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Target Seasonal 
Hiring

Target Seasonal Hiring.  Looking for a job? This 
weekend Target is hosting the first of two statewide 
hiring events. For 13 bucks an hour ...the big box store 
is looking to bring on more than a thousand seasonal 
team members. Stop by any store from Friday to 
Saturday ...between 10 A.M. and 6 P.M. for 
information . The second hiring event is scheduled the 
weekend of November 2nd.

0:00:20
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10/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. United needs a few good 
pilots. Well, more than a few. Howard Dicus has your 
biz. United Airlines will need 10,000 new pilots in 10 
years because of retirement, attrition and growth. 
Solution: a new program to hire and train them. 
United says it will offer the fastest track of any major 
airline from college to first officer. Hundreds of United 
employees live in Hawaii. Global recession fears led to 
lower oil prices. Hawaiian Airlines has revised its 
expectations for the current quarter UP on the 
expectation of cheaper jet fuel. DOD ordered an 
unusual test of the readiness of private sector cargo 
ships it can call up for transport.  

0:00:55

10/9/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HAWAIIAN 
AIRLINES 
PICKETING

HAWAIIAN AIRLINES PICKETING. "We are really 
focusing on things like the wages, retirement for flight 
attendants ready to retire, and protecting the 
contractual positions that we currently enjoy." 
Hawaiian Airlines says  it remains focused on working 
with negotiators through federal mediation to finalize 
a new contract. Those talks continue  later this month. 
The airline says  it has reached tentative agreements 
on more than half of what is being negotiated.

0:00:21

10/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. The Entrepreneurs 
Sandbox opens today in the Kakaako Innovation Block 
â€“ a hub for tech startups and creative enterprises. 
The coworking startup BoxJelly will run it. The public is 
invited to an open house, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Best Buy is 
hiring. It's having a nationwide job fair, including 
Hawaii, today and tomorrow â€“ noon to 7 at all Best 
Buy locations including the two on Oahu. The IRS 
extends tax relief for Hawaii farmers and ranchers 
forced to sell livestock because of drought, flooding or 
other disasters. All four operating counties are 
covered. Exemptions that were due to expire this year 
are extended another FULL year.  

0:01:30
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10/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Howard has Quick Biz. 
Hawaiian flight attendants take a strike vote next 
month but have contract talks THIS month. The airline 
confirms it. Talks are mediated and no strike can occur 
while they go on. The developer R.D. Olson submits 
plans for a 200-room hotel near Kahului Airport. The 
land, near the Kahului Costco, is now owned by A&B. 
Hawaii is phasing out the use of the bug killer 
chlorpyrifos; now California reaches agreement with 
its maker to do the same â€“ ending sales next 
February.

0:00:32

10/10/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Could MAX jets fly in 
January? Howard Dicus has your 1-Minute Economy. 
In an SEC filing, American Airlines says it expects the 
resume flying its MAX jetliners in mid-January. If 
correct, that's sooner than Southwest pilots said. 
American has the largest MAX fleet after Southwest. 
United also has Max jets. Delta, Alaska and Hawaiian 
don't. On October 30 the CEO of Boeing is scheduled 
to testify to Congress for the first time since the 
March groundings. Trade talks resume in D.C., with 
President Trump reportedly offering to let American 
companies again sell non-sensitive components to 
Huawei. Prudential starts treating vapers as smokers 
â€“ translation: charge the same higher insurance 
rates.  

0:01:35

10/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Morning Howard! The 
SBA has earmarked more than $500,000 in grant 
funding for HI-Step, the Hawaii State Trade Expansion 
Program. Mazie Hirono says it's the seventh year the 
SBA has awarded this funding and hundreds of Hawaii 
companies have benefitted from it, with $80 million in 
exports. A local startup has a 5-year contract to install 
up to 2,400 grid-interactive water heaters on 
Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric systems. Shifted 
Energy says the power savings will be so great, it'll be 
like creating a virtual power plant. Shifted Energy is a 
subcontractor for Minneapolis-based OATI, formerly 
Open Access Technology Internatiomal. JLL â€“ the 
former Jones Lang LaSalle â€“ is the new property 
manager and leasing agent for Maui Mall. The 
contract just started. Maui Mall has 30 shops and 
restaurants â€“ a Whole Foods - and a Regal Theatres 
multiplex. JLL gets more than half

0:01:25
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10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

TMT DAY 89 
Mauna Kea 
Costs Update

TMT DAY 89 Mauna Kea Costs Update.  The cost to 
handle protests on Mauna Kea is now at nearly 10 
million dollars -- according to new figures from the 
state. Governor Ige tells -- Hawaii News Now -- he'll 
continue to approve the expenses to reach a peaceful 
resolution. Of the nearly 10 million dollar figure... the 
state holds more than half of the bill at more than 5 
million dollars. The last available figure from Hawaii 
County was at 4-point-4 million. On Day 89 -- the 
conflict on Mauna Kea comes out to about 111-
thousand dollars a day.

0:00:20

10/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Morning Howard! The 
SBA has earmarked more than $500,000 in grant 
funding for HI-Step, the Hawaii State Trade Expansion 
Program. Mazie Hirono says it's the seventh year the 
SBA has awarded this funding and hundreds of Hawaii 
companies have benefitted from it, with $80 million in 
exports. A local startup has a 5-year contract to install 
up to 2,400 grid-interactive water heaters on 
Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric systems. Shifted 
Energy says the power savings will be so great, it'll be 
like creating a virtual power plant. Shifted Energy is a 
subcontractor for Minneapolis-based OATI, formerly 
Open Access Technology Internatiomal. JLL â€“ the 
former Jones Lang LaSalle â€“ is the new property 
manager and leasing agent for Maui Mall. The 
contract just started. Maui Mall has 30 shops and 
restaurants â€“ a Whole Foods - and a Regal Theatres 
multiplex. JLL gets more than half

0:01:25

10/15/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Samurai Incorporated of 
Honolulu recalls more than 16,000 packages of 
Furikake Popcorn. For most people there's no 
problem, but the product has undeclared fish, and 
might trigger reactions in people with severe allergy 
to fish. The 5-ounce packages have Best By dates of 
October, November and December. No illnesses have 
been reported. There is a roundtable today on 
preventing foreclosure on Hawaiian home lands “ 8:30 
this morning at the State Capitol, office of the 
lieutenant governor. Robin Danner says too often 
home land foreclosures are seen as character issues 
when actually what's happening is economic, r 
triggered by divorce or death.  

0:01:26
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10/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  The Lodge at Koele 
reopens in two weeks for the first time in four years, 
as the Four Seasons Hotel Lanai at Koele. The lodge 
will be a pricy wellness center this time, with 10 
private spas, yoga, ziplines, and, as before, its own 
restaurant. There are 96 guests rooms and suites. 
Hawaiian blessing today at 9 a.m. for a 42-floor condo 
tower that will go up near the corner of Keawe and 
Halekauwila in Kakaako. Ililani Condominiums will 
have a community garden, a co-working place for 
residents working from home, and a cinema club for 
outdoor movie gatherings. Hawaii Life takes another 
local realty firm under its wing. The Big Island's 
Hamakua Coast Realty will be Matt Beall's tenth 
acquisition in three years. For some of his new 
partners it's a way to scale back workload but still 
serve their communities. The Philippine fast food 
chain Jollibee is coming to Maui. No opening date yet 
but the restaurant will be at Maui Marketpla

0:01:02

10/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! The Honolulu Board of Realtors spots a trend  
home sales are up by half in the Pearl City-Aiea 
corridor, despite prices running 11% ahead of last 
year. This is based on median prices in September, 
where 28 houses went to closing there. New listings 
there are up 75%. Four months after Scott Higashi left 
Locations, the Hawaii real estate firm names a new 
CEO. Jason Lazzerini comes from American Savings 
Bank, where he was senior vice president and director 
of home loans. The state Department of Health clears 
Shaka Shaka Tea Express at 2600 King in Mo'ili'ili after 
finding health violations on repeated inspections. 
Maggie Feng was fined $2,000 when an inspector 
found a Conditional Pass yellow card had been 
removed. Islands Hospice makes a $60,000 donation 
to Easterseals Hawaii. As you can see that's so big a 
check it tak

0:01:27
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10/16/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Ililani Condo 
Groundbreaking

Ililani Condo Groundbreaking.  Today... a ground 
breaking for Kakaako's newest high rise. Shooting up 
by SALT on Keawe Street -- the 42 story Ili-lani -- will 
be home to 328 units -- about half will be market price 
- the other will be afforadble. Among the amenities --- 
a recreation deck with a community garden ... co-
working space ... surfboard and bike storage .. and an 
area to wash your car.

0:00:23

10/21/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

G7 SUMMIT 
HAWAII 
POSSIBILITY

G7 SUMMIT HAWAII POSSIBILITY.  "No word yet on a 
specific location the Trump administration may be 
interested in. But local tourism officials say besides 
Oahu “ Maui could have a shot at hosting the event." 
"It's not like the President's unfamiliar with Hawaii. He 
has a presence here." As the search continues for a 
location to hold June's G7 summit... The head of 
Hawaii's Lodging and Tourism Assocation says he 
thinks Hawaii stands a good chance of winning out 
over other destinations. "We have the venues, we 
have the accomodations, we have the lodging."

0:03:56

10/22/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

ARTS at Marks 
Garage

ARTS at Marks Garage. A popular arts center in 
Chinatown may have to close its doors. The ARTS at 
Mark's Garage is 40,000 dollars in debt  most of it 
from unpaid employment taxes. Donna Blanchard 
discovered the problem when she took over as 
consulting director. The non-profit set up a payment 
plan with the I-R-S  but needs to clear the debt so it 
can apply for grants to keep the art center open.

0:00:36

10/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

Waikiki Banyans 
Decision

Waikiki Banyans Decision.  The City is backing off 
enforcing the new vacation rental law on a huge 
Waikiki condo. The Waikiki Banyan has hundreds of 
units that have been doing illegal *daily rentals for 
years -- until the city passed a tougher and easier to 
enforce law ...and began telling owners they were 
illegally advertising. The building is just outside the 
resort district where daily rentals are legal. In court ... 
the City agreed to suspend enforcement of the law on 
the Banyan -- while it fights the law. It's unclear why 
the city decided to stop enforcement on the Banyan -- 
or whether it may do the same thing for other 
buildings.

0:00:37
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10/26/2019 10pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

ALA WAI 
PARCELS 

Ala Wai Parcels.  "Many people consider this bridge 
over the Ala Wai Canal as the gateway to Waikiki. For 
years, this vacant lot has been behind a fence. And it 
looks like it will remain like this for a while longer." 
There were four applicants to develop this parcel and 
three others at the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor, but 
only two proposals were received. One was ruled 
ineligible because it didn't follow the process. That left 
one qualified proposal... which: MEGHAN STATTS 
"unfortunately just didn't meet the crtieria for the 
selection committee." It just wasn't what we were 
looking for." The state wouldn't tell us exactly why it 
flopped. But one of the rejected applicants was 
Kumulipo Studios, led by Sam Monet, who is 
threatening to ask for a contested case hearing. He 
says he was never told why his proposal was rejected: 
SAM MONET "We want a seat at the table. We t

0:02:04

10/28/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Pearl City 
Foodland Farms

Pearl City Foodland Farms.  New at 6. Our first look 
inside the new "Foodland Farms" store opening this 
week at the Pearl City Gateway Center -- where the 
Babies "R" Use used to be. The 45-thousand-square-
foot space on Kuala Street will feature hot and cold 
bars, okazuya, burrito stations and a bar that offers 
craft cocktails and beer.

0:00:22

10/29/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Pearl City 
Foodland Farms

Pearl City Foodland Farms.  A new Foodland Farms is 
getting ready to open on Oahu. It's opening this week 
at the Pearl City Gateway Center -- where the Babies 
"R" Us used to be. The 45-thousand-square-foot space 
on Kuala Street will feature hot and cold bars, 
okazuya, burrito stations and a bar that offers craft 
cocktails and beer.

0:00:21

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

REVERSE JOB 
FAIR

Reserve Job Fair.  (James Montgomery, Navy Supply 
Fleet Logistics Center) "This is the way it's supposed to 
be - so typically we come because we're looking for 
talent and it doesn't matter what the abilities are or 
the challenges. (Skylar Capps, Job Seeker) "It's easy for 
them to, you know, let them come to me and then 
don't stress about coming to them. Skylar told us she 
DID get a job offer today.  Congratulations to her! The 
fair was hosted in honor of National Disability 
Employment Awareness Month.

0:00:20
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10/30/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Matson Crane 
Demolition

Matson Crane Demolition.  Matson says one of its 
cranes came down at a Sand Island terminal this 
morning. People in the area may have heard a loud 
boom shortly after 5 o'clock. But - Matson says it was 
a controlled demolition. It was part of the company's 
60-million dollar terminal modernization project. 
Matson says the demolition went as planned with no 
issues.

0:00:38

11/1/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

Chinese 
Developer 
Lawsuit

Chinese Developer Lawsuit. City councilmembers 
aren't the only ones upset with the Chinese developer 
behind two stalled tower projects near Ala Moana. 
Seventeen investors from China are suing Johnson 
Fang claiming he defrauded each of them of over half 
a million dollars. The lawsuit claims they were 
promised their investment would make them eligible 
to immigrate to the U.S. but so far there's been little 
work on the Makaloa and Sheridan Street projects.

0:00:27

11/1/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Stanley Chang Stanley Chang. State Senator Stanley Chang is seeking 
to establish the Aloha Homes program for low-cost 
homes  following a housing model used in Singapore. 
He's hosting a conference to discuss the proposal. He 
joins us now.

0:03:20

11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

HOTEL ROOMS 
DEMAND 

HOTEL ROOMS DEMAND . Workers applied the 
finishing touches for today's grand opening of the 
183-suite Residence Inn by Marriott in Kapolei. It took 
two years  and about 80 million dollars  to complete . 
It's a huge economic boost to Oahu's second city. The 
company says the project created about 400 
construction jobs and 70 permanent hotel jobs  
mostly for Leeward Coast residents like hotel 
bartender Sheri Goldberg, whose celebrating the end 
of long commutes.  

0:01:38

11/12/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! The Air Force plan for a satellite tech force 
on Kauai is good news for young Hawaii STEM 
students. The plan is 29 full-time jobs and dozens 
more part-time in the Hawaii Air National Guard. 
Current middle school and high school students 
should look into this. Full operation is two years off.  

0:00:15
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11/12/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. New this morning - 
Meadowgold parent Dean Foods files for Chapter 11 “ 
citing consumers buying less dairy. A potential buyer 
is already waiting in the wings. Its the second and final 
day of the 2019 Indigenous Connectivity Summit in 
Hilo. After the conference, some participants will get 
technical training while launching a community 
network in Puuhonua O Waimanalo. Hawaii banks are 
doing more lending. At number four Central Pacific, 
lending is up 10% topping $4 billion. At number thre

0:01:25

11/12/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Amazon plans another 
supermarket chain. Howard Dicus has your 1-Minute 
Economy. Amazon already bought Whole Foods. But 
now it plans a new grocery option, launching next tear 
in the Woodland Hills section of Los Angeles. Pricing, 
according to analysts, would be comparable to 
Walmart and Target, but Amazon hasnt actually said 
so. Burger King is testing more veggie burgers. With 
the Impossible Whopper doing well in 7,000 locations, 
the chain plans to offer other 

0:01:04

11/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Vacation Rental 
Taxes

Vacation Rental Taxes. New at 6. Owners of Hawaii 
few legal residential vacation rentals say a proposed 
tax increase could put them out of business. A council 
committee today approved increasing property taxes 
on short-term rentals up to the same rate as hotels  
almost three times higher than they pay now. Legal 
owners say on top of recently raised fees for their 
licenses that could force them out of the businessor 
underground.

0:00:36

11/13/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

CHEAP EATS 
FOODLAND 
FARMS 

CHEAP EATS FOODLAND FARMS . Aloha and welcome 
to cheap eats Augie off making people laugh instead 
we have the biggest eater from Sunrise Steve Uyehara 
we're gonna eat Guy doesn't realize this there's a wait 
list a year long in our newsroom to be on this segment 
I won the lottery and we're gonna eat a lot of food 
we're at the Pearl City gateway center at the foodland 
farms are we gonna eat? we're gonna eat a lot of food 
and cheap eats let's go check it out like any other 
foodland they got the big superm

0:03:19
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11/14/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Macys Holiday 
Jobs

Macys Holiday Jobs. New at 6. Looking to make extra 
money? Macy's is hiring for the holidays. They're 
hoping to fill several positions like brand ambassador 
and asset protecion security guard. Interested? There 
will be a holiday hiring event this Saturday from 11 a-
m to 7 p-m at all SIX Macy's locations on Oahu. For 
more information  head to our website  Hawaii News 
Now-dot-com.

0:00:15

11/15/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Straub Nurses 
Picket 
Tomorrow

Straub Nurses Picket Tomorrow. Straub Medical 
Center's nurses are planning to picket tomorrow at 
noon. Their union says they've been working without 
a contract since the start of the month. O-P-E-I-U 
Local 50 says their main issue is what they call Hawaii 
Pacific Health's "unreasonably strict and punitive 
attendance policy." They say it creates "an 
atmosphere of fear and intimidation. The next 
negotiations are set for next Wednesday. We've 
contacted Hawaii Pacific Health for comment.

0:00:28

11/15/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

 Local 5 Strike 
Vote

 Local 5 Strike Vote. HMS Host workers have 
overwhelmingly voted to authorize a strike. The union 
- UNITE HERE Local 5 - says 99 percent of its members 
voted yes. It covers 500 workers who staff the 
restaurants, concessions and bars at Daniel K. Inouye 
airport. The union said it has been negotiating for 
months with HMS Host.

0:00:21

11/18/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! The plastic packaging ban still isn't law on 
Oahu. The 3-2 Thursday vote was committee 
approval; the final vote isn't until December 4. Food 
companies still find the bill unworkable for certain 
products that are hard to keep fresh without a plastic 
seal. For example, the bill exempts pre-packaged 
bentos but doesn't appear to address locally-sealed 
chips or popcorn. The Maui Redevelopment Agency 
tables a plan to revise Wailuku zoning rules. One 
reason Wailuku still has an old Hawaii feel is a four-
story height limit. Rumors of a plan for a six-story 
hotel brought dozens of people to a Friday hearing to 
complain. The agency decided to do nothing until it 
can do a clear plan that has community support. A 
Honolulu startup gets $250,000 in funding and 
technical assistance from the Wells Fargo Foundation 
innovation incubator. Shifted Energy

0:01:20
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11/18/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Ford Electric 
SUV

Ford Electric SUV.  Ford has unveiled its first-ever all 
electric SUV. The Mustang Mach E can go 230 miles on 
a full charge. A pricier version will be able to do 300 
miles. Ford says the Mach E will be pretty sporty as 
well with the base version doing zero to 60 in about 6 
seconds. The performance version will do it in about 
3-point-5 seconds. Starting price is just under 44-
thousand dollars, but buyers will be eligible for a 
federal tax credit. The cars are expected to hit the 
showrooms next fall.

0:00:22

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! A Honolulu city auditor's report says the 
Department of Planning & Permitting mismanages 
monster homes. It seems ignorant of violations until 
someone complains. Permits are left active after they 
should have expired. Fines are too small to deter, so 
there is no deterrence. And this is interesting: a 
handful of people submitted most of the plans  28% 
came from one guy. Million-dollar homes are 
becoming less monstrous. Locations measured 
average square footage for million-dollar homes over 
the past five years, and in most Oahu neighborhoods 
the seven-figure price tag is attached to much smaller 
houses 

0:01:48

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

 Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Hawaii unemployment 
held at a seasonally-adjusted 2.7% last month  even as 
the higher mainland rate inched up a tenth  644,000 
working, under 18,000 unemployed. Hawaii state tax 
receipts topped $600,000 in October  and excise 
taxes, a third of the way through the current state 
fiscal year, are up 4% from this point in the last cycle. 
Island Energy, the Hawaii licensee for 56 Texaco 
stations, says it will offset up to 30% of emissions by 
supporting carbon offset projects through local 
environmental nonprofits. The tourism authority's fall 
update continues today at Hilton WAIKOLOA Village 
with reports from its regional marketing contractors. 

0:01:06
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11/20/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Halekulani is looking for 
further expansion. A recent news release cited 
California but gave no details. Chief Operating Officer 
Peter Shaindlin tells HawaiiNewsNow that California is 
a logical expansion locale because most California 
luxury hotel guests are FROM California. But Shaindlin 
also says it would increase variety to have Halekulani 
locales on Maui or the Big Island. Mahi Pono, 
successor to the A&B plantation on Maui, announces 
a water use agreement over Na. Wai Eha water. The 
farms will take about 11 million gallons a day, 28% 
less than the hearing officer proposed, and a fraction 
of what HC&S requested years back. Mahi Pono 
agrees to insall water monitors and allow community 
verification of the readings. 

0:01:00

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 7a 
K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Regulators approve 
another huge banking merger. Howard Dicus has your 
1-Minute Economy. The banks are Charlotte-based 
BB&T and Atlanta-based SunTrust  together worth $66 
billion. The Fed and the FDIC both approve their 
merger into Trust Bank, the nations biggest U.S. bank. 
Critics megabanks are too big to manage and keep 
getting into trouble. U.S. Department of 
Transportation statistics show Honolulu airport is best 
in the nation for fewest flight cancellations. And 
Kahului is second. WORST in the nation are Chicago 
Midway and Chicago OHare, each with roughly 4% of 
all departing flights cancelled. New York, suing Juul, 
says the vaping company engaged in deceptive 
marketing and deliberately targeted teens.  

0:00:54

11/20/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

HAWAIIAN 
AIRLINES STRIKE 

HAWAIIAN AIRLINES STRIKE . Frustrated by three 
years of negotiations  and no deal  the flight attendant 
union today voted for its first-ever strike authorization 
vote. More than 99 percent voted to approve. "We're 
hoping for a significant wage increase that will bring 
us up to a levels that's competitive with the rest of the 
industry." During the past three years, flight attendant 
say their paychecks have stagnated at around 50-
thousand dollar a year. And while the airline IS now 
offering to increase their wages, the union says 
concessions like higher medical and retirement costs 
will wipe out any gains.  

0:02:02
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11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Retirement 
Savings

Retirement Savings. When it comes to retirement, 52-
percent of American workers say they're behind on 
their savings. A new BankRate survey finds that 20-
percent of workers are clueless on the status of their 
retirement plan. Only 16-percent said they were right 
on track. The survey also found that many workers 
had to withdraw money from their retirement 
accounts early due to job loss and medical bills.

0:00:54

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howards 
Business Report

Howards Business Report. Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! An HMO other than Kaiser hopes to make 
inroads in Hawaii. Humana Medicare Advantage, big 
on the mainland, not so big a footprint here, strikes a 
deal with the Hawaii Senior Medical Group. Under an 
alliance on Oahu only, Humana customers will have 
access to the 95 doctors in the Hawaii Senior Medical 
Group network. It's a sign of economic caution: local 
permits for residential construction are down 21%, 
but permits to do additions and alterations are up 
17%. 

0:01:17

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howards 
Business Report

Howards Business Report. Hawaiian Airlines flight 
attendants vote to empower their leadership to call a 
strike. Of 21 hundred attendants, almost 2,000 voted, 
and 99.9% voted for the motion. The U.S. Department 
of Transportation has changed contractors for 
federally subsidized flights to Hana. Starting next 
month the route switches from Mokulele Airlines to 
Makani Kai  sister company to Magnum Helicopters. 
This week's state forecast updates shows a very slight 
decline in visitor spending for the first three quarters 
of the year.  

0:01:10

11/22/2019 530pm 
HNN News 
KHNL

Rons 
Performance 
Center Auction

Rons Performance Center Auction. Everything must 
go at Ron's Performance Center. After 52 years in 
business  the Kailhi shop is closing for good and all of 
its inventory is now up for auction online. It includes  
automotive equipment, shop tools, and vehicles, 
warehouse equipment and office furniture  and even 
framed racing memorabilia signed by Ron. Everything 
starts at a one-dollar! The auction ends tomorrow 
night at 6 p-m. To place your bid  go to oahu-auctions-
dot-com

0:00:30
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11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Howard is off today to 
take care of his wife. The good news is that 
Bernadette is back home following her stroke. We are 
hoping for a quick and full recovery. Meantime, here's 
a look at your business news. Right now, the Dow is at  
Also this morning, the stock brokerage firm Charles 
Schwab announced that it will buy its rival, TD 
Ameritrade, for 26-billion dollars. Together, the two 
companies would have more than 5-trillion dollars in 
client assets.

0:00:32

11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Millenials and 
Home 
Ownership

Millenials and Home Ownership. Many Americans in 
their 20s and 30s may have given up on the dream of 
homeownership. A new survey finds nearly 9-million 
millennials expect to be permanent renters. That's up 
more than a million people from a year ago. Nearly 
half of millennial renters say they have not saved a 
dime for a down payment to buy a home.

 

12/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Rent Prices 
Report

Rent Prices Report. It may not feel like it but 
according to a new report - rent is going down in 
Honolulu. Today  Zumper  a real estate listing site 
released their national rent report. Averaging 16-
hundred dollars a month  Honolulu ranks at number 
13 for most expensive one bedrooms. Its about 21-
hundred for a 2 bedroom. Last year Honolulu was 
number 11 on the list  with rent dipping just over 10 
percent.

0:00:23

12/4/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 Bill 40 Vote  Bill 40 Vote. More than 75 people registered to 
testify, and there were more than 2,000 pages of 
written testimony submitted before the council made 
the decision to approve the bill. As in previous 
hearings, supporters of the bill outnumbered those 
testifying against it. Opponents have included many in 
the restaurant and food service industry, who say the 
ban on plastic forks, spoons, knives, straws or other 
utensils will cause a hardship and increase costs  and 
businesses would also have to navigate different 
regulations in different counties.

0:00:36
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12/5/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Oahu home sales - mixed 
in November“ house sales up, condo sales down“ 15% 
fewer listings“ median price flat: 792. For condos: 
416. Hawaii's Congressional delegation is told the 
Census Bureau undercounted Micronesians in the 
islands. The disclosure, made without explanation, 
appears to mean Washington owes Hawaii $17 million 
for serving people under the Compact of Free 
Association. Japanese travel agency H.I.S. opens its 
remodeled LeaLea Lounge at Royal Hawaiian Center. 
The makeover took six months and cost $2 million. 
Arrivals can wait there until their hotel rooms are 
ready. H.I.S. also has lounges at Hilton Hawaiian 
Village, the Marriott, the Hyatt and DFS Galleria. 

0:01:16

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Hawaii's Congressional 
delegation is told the Census Bureau undercounted 
Micronesians in the islands. Howard Dicus has your 
biz. The disclosure, made without explanation, 
appears to mean Washington owes Hawaii $17 million 
more funding for serving people under the Compact 
of Free Association. The administration wants to do a 
gradual repayment. Pier 1 Imports now says it will 
close ALL its Hawaii stores - liquidation sales 
underway at all seven Hawaii locations. PBN notes 
this will leave large vacancies at some key shopping 
centers including Maui Marketplace, Prince Kuhio 
Plaza and Pearl Highlands. 

0:01:11

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Security firms in Hawaii 
need hundreds more people. Howard Dicus has your 
biz. Securitas, which works at all 11 airports here, 
needs 200 more people. It's offering a $1,500 signing 
bonuses doled out over time. Allied Universal is also 
hiring and is screening applicants today, 8-to-5, at its 
offices on Bishop Street. Maui's Grand Wailea resort 
bows to community opposition and scales back 
expansion plans. The recent plan was to add three 
towers and 224 rooms. Now the hotel says it will seek 
permits only for two towers and a third fewer new 
rooms. A Windward Oahu restaurant is closing. The 
Food Company, at Enchanted Lake Shopping Center, 
will close December 21.

0:00:59
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12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report. Security firms need 
hundreds more people in Hawaii. Securitas alone 
needs 200  it's offering a $1,500 signing bonus for 
new hires that already have their guard card. 
Securitas operates at 11 Hawaii airports. Allied 
Universal is offering signing bonuses up to $1,500 for 
new hires with computer and customer service skills. 
Allied is screening applicants today, 8-to-5, at its 
offices at 1003 Bishop. Incidentally, signing bonuses 
are typically not paid up front, but are doled out 
gradually over time. A Windward Oahu restaurant has 
notified its customers it's closing. The Food Company, 
at Enchanted Lake Shopping Center, will close 
December 31st.

0:01:43

12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report 

Howard's Business Report.Transition at Hawaiian 
Electric  after five years heading HECO, Alan Oshima 
steps back as senior executive advisor. Company 
Senior Vice President Scott Seu steps up as CEO. 
Oshima was known mainly as a lobbyist. Seu, a 
Kamehameha grad who went on to Stanford, has an 
engineering background and ran renewable energy 
development. The Hawaii Employers Council hires a 
labor relations consultant. Brent Toyama comes from 
the state Department of Health and was active in two 
state government unions. Castle Resorts & Hotels has 
been adding properties and restructuring its 
management, and now it unveils a new logo, so here 
it is.  

0:01:18

12/11/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

CHEAP EATS 
HAWAII'S 
FAVORITE 
KICTHENS 

CHEAP EATS HAWAII'S FAVORITE KITCHENS 3111 
CASTLE STREET Aloha and welcome to cheap eats 
that's Augie that's Hagi where you been? working a 
lot good you working a lot we got great food we're in 
Kapahulu right next door to Rainbows so we been 
here many times Hawaii's favorite kitchens so they 
added a new restaurant that's right one of our 
favorites ahi assassins let's go Augie how's the food 
aw c'mon you know rainbows they bring it rainbows is 
the anchor tenant for Hawaii's favorite kitchens look 
that mixed plate rainbowls as well as waffle hot dogs 
look at this mix plate over here they got teri beef they 
got chicken they got vegetables 

0:03:02
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12/12/2019 10pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Zoo Audit Zoo Audit.  A scathing audit of the troubled Honolulu 
zoo is getting mixed reviews from elected officials. 
The mayor says -- it's outdated. But a councilman in 
charge of the city's budget says -- the money isn't 
adding up. Our Chelsea Davis joins us now -- with both 
sides. Chels?

0:00:15

12/12/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  Local biz time. Morning 
Howard! The Bishop Museum has eliminated all 
single-use plastics. This includes the museum shop 
and the Bishop Museum Café, which is run by 
Highway Inn. Museum employees are supplying their 
own cups, plates and utensils for meetings. Queen's 
has a new chief medical officer for its Medicare 
Shared Savings Program. Natasha Parekh will also 
manage the Queen's physician network. She comes 
from the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. 
Queen's also named Byron Izuka medical director for 
pediatric orthopedics at Queen's West, and Michael 
Holmberg director of security and safety there. 
Opening today in the Salt center in Kakaako, Redfish 
Poke Bar by Foodland. It's between 9-Bar HNL and 
Kahala. Supermarkets have sold prepared foods for 
years but this is a rare example of breaking out the 
supermarket brand somewhere *other* than in the 
supermarket.

0:01:21

12/16/2019 530pm 
HNN News 
KHNL

Hawaiian Air 
Picketing 
Tomorrow

Hawaiian Air Picketing Tomorrow.  Hawaiian Airlines 
Flight Attendants will Picket at Honolulu's airport 
tomorrow -- following last month's strike vote -- in 
which 99-point-9-percent voted to authorize a strike. 
Both sides have been negotiating for over three years. 
Hawaiian is offering higher raises -- but the union says 
any pay bumps will be negated by increases in 
medical and retirement costs. Workers will picket at 
Terminal 1 tomorrow at 11:30 a.m.

0:00:22

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Zippys Daves 
Ice Cream Deal

Zippys Daves Ice Cream Deal. Zippy's has announced 
a *sweet deal to help keep local jobs. The company 
signed a contract to serve Dave's Ice Cream in all 24 of 
its restaurants. Dave's President and CEO says they 
significantly lost business when Meadow Gold Dairies' 
parent company decided to end their wholesale 
production of ice cream through Dave's. The 
partnership between Zippy's and Dave's means 
almost 40-thousand gallons of ice cream will continue 
to be produced here in Hawaii  every year.

0:00:30
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12/18/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Hawaii Federal 
Funding

Hawaii Federal Funding.  Meanwhile today the House 
passed a NEARLY 1-point 4 trillion dollar spending 
package that could help avoid a government 
shutdown. On Friday the government is set to run out 
of funding. The bill includes money for President 
Trump's Border wall and gun violence research - as 
well as raising the age to buy tobacco from 18 to 21 
The bill - which includes a nationwide 3 percent raise 
for all federal workers - also allocates millions for us 
here in Hawaii. 189 million for highways and 
transportation services. 44-and-a-half million for 
affordable housing. And nearly 37-million for Native 
Hawaiian Education. 

0:00:38

12/18/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

CHEAP EATS 
GOTZ GRINDZ 

Cheap Eats Gotz Grindz.  Hello and welcome to cheap 
eats. Augie's not here. Instead we have the musubi 
expert from Sunrise, Billy V. Arigato. We're in 
Kaneohe, I actually used to rent a house down here 
way back in the day. That's right. The police station is 
over there, the Toyota dealership is up here, we're 
right in between. This is a busy area, you can just grab 
and go for a lot of people. This is a grab and go place, 
it's called Gotz Grindz, but it's actually the Goto sisters 
that own this place. G-O-T-O, they took out the O and 
added the Z. Great musubi, let's check them out. 
Definitely not my grandma's musubi. All these 
speciality ones, you can buy a speciality pack like this 
so you can flavor all the specialty ones. The good 
thing is the price on the pack like this is less than nine 
dollars for the whole thing. And this will definitely fill 
you up. on a cold day, they have a couple of dishes 
that will warm your soul. Especially in Kaneohe, it 
rains, you get cold a lot, coming over to windward

0:02:49
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12/21/2019 9pm 
SATURDAY 
K5

CHEAP EATS 
GOTZ GRINDZ

CHEAP EATS GOTZ GRINDZ.  Hello and welcome to 
cheap eats. Augie's not here. Instead we have the 
musubi expert from Sunrise, Billy V. Arigato. We're in 
Kaneohe, I actually used to rent a house down here 
way back in the day. That's right. The police station is 
over there, the Toyota dealership is up here, we're 
right in between. This is a busy area, you can just grab 
and go for a lot of people. This is a grab and go place, 
it's called Gotz Grindz, but it's actually the Goto sisters 
that own this place. G-O-T-O, they took out the O and 
added the Z. Great musubi, let's check them out. 
Definitely not my grandma's musubi. All these 
speciality ones, you can buy a speciality pack like this 
so you can flavor all the specialty ones. The good 
thing is the price on the pack like this is less than nine 
dollars for the whole thing. And this will definitely fill 
you up. on a cold day, they have a couple of dishes 
that will warm your soul. Especially in Kaneohe, it 
rains, you get cold a lot, coming over to windward

0:02:56

12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  All those people in 
Waikiki! Where did they come from? Howard Dicus 
has your biz. We're getting more than 10% more 
visitors than usual this December, and a lot of them 
are coming from Northern California. Airlift is about 
the same as usual from SFO, 132,000 but we're 
getting 40,000 extra seats from Sacramento, San 
Diego and Oakland. Looking ahead to the New Year's 
bump, we can expect more California couples for 
sure, and there could more people flying here from 
Narita and Seoul, but air capacity is down 13% from 
Canada and down 10% from Australia. Stores will be 
busy today for "second season," when price discounts 
lead to impulse buying on the part of shoppers 
bringing in returns. In fact, returns don't play a big 
role in second season any more, and retailers buy 
commercials expressly urging you to buy stuff for 
yourself. Did you find a grocery store open Christmas 
morning? More su

0:00:59
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12/27/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Howard's 
Business Report

Howard's Business Report.  On any given day in 
November, Hawaii had a quarter million visitors. 
Howard Dicus has your biz. The visitor count blew 
past 800,000 and 4% more visitors spent 3% more 
money - over $1.3 billion. We welcomed fewer 
Canadians, more Japanese, and lots and lots of friends 
from the West Coast. Illegal vacation rentals on Maui 
face way bigger fines starting today - $20,000 initially, 
then another $10,000. Thatâ€™s 10 times the former 
daily penalty and 20 times the initial fine up to now. 
Now letâ€™s see how much actual enforcement there 
is. Matson takes delivery in San Diego of a new ship - 
combining elements of a conventional containership 
and a ro-ro, which means vehicles can roll on, roll off. 
The newest ship to bear the name Lurline will make 
her maiden voyage to Hawaii next month.

0:00:50

C. EDUCATION ISSUES, including education standards, school safety, budget 
matters, outside-of-the-classroom learning, etc.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
10/2/2019 New 

Sunrise 
7am K5

Student Core 
Subjects 
Remain Flat

Student Core Subjects Remain Flat.  New data shows 
no growth for Hawaii public school students' proficiency 
in language arts, math, and science. The Department of 
Education released the data on core subjects for the 
2018 to 2019 school year. 54 percent of students were 
proficient in language arts -- a slight drop from the 
previous year. Just 43-percent were proficient in math -
- the same as the year before. And 44-percent tested at 
grade level in science. That's down two percent. 

0:00:28

10/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Francis Haar 
Exhibit

Francis Haar Exhibit.  Also new tonight. A new art 
exhibit shows the changes to Honolulu's A'ala 
neighborhood during the 1960s. The "Francis Haar: 
Disappearing Honolulu" is now on display at the UH 
Manoa John Young Museum of Art...and runs through 
December 9th. The free exhibit features original black-
and-white pictures by photographer and filmmaker 
Francis Haar. We're told Haar taught photography at 
the university between 1965 and 1985.

0:00:25
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10/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LA PIETRA 
THERAPY DOG 

LA PIETRA THERAPY DOG .  At La Pietra -- Hawaii School 
for Girls the canine on campus is the center of 
attention. (Paula Wilton/ Hawaii Center for Children 
and Families) "He makes people smile. " The five-year-
old Havanese named Flynn is a certified therapy dog -- a 
four-legged form of stress relief. (Hunter Garcia/ La 
Pietra Student) "He came and ate lunch with me the 
other day. It was really fun because me and my friends 
were just playing with him. " Paula Wilton got Flynn 
when he was only eight-weeks old and trained him for 
school work. (Paula Wilton/ Hawaii Center for Children 
and Families) "He has a calming effect. A lot of people 
would think that he would make the school or the 
classroom crazy and have the kids all excited. It's 
actually the opposite." (Jim Mendoza/ Waikiki) "La 
Pietra tried this out late last year as a pilot project 
during final exams. And it was a different dog named 
Baylee." Flynn ca

0:01:25

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

UH Board of 
Regents 
Meeting 
Moved

UH Board of Regents Meeting Moved.  An upcoming 
meeting to decide on new rules for managing land on 
Mauna Kea -- is moving from Oahu to the Big Island. 
The U-H Board of Regents meeting was originally set for 
November 6th at the West Oahu campus. Now... it will 
happen at U-H Hilo. The university says the meeting is 
being relocated... so more people who will be directly 
impacted by the rules -- have a chance to participate.

0:00:36

10/8/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

DOE 
PURPOSITY 
APP 

DOE PURPOSITY APP .  The Purposity app enables 
donors to meet specific needs. The DOE is using it to aid 
homeless and disadvantaged youth in Hawaii's public 
schools. (Toby Portner/ State Coordinator for the 
Education of Children & Youth ) "Purposity comes in to 
provide some of the extra things that kids need on a 
day-to-day basis, hygiene supplies for instance, art 
supplies, things to participate in PE." The DOE estimates 
about 3,600 students are in unstable housing situations. 
(Sean Tajima/ Complex Area Superintendent for the 
Leeward District) "Some communities are more needy 
than others but this could impact all or our schools 
because every school has families who are in need." 
The Purposity app allows users to assist them directly. 
(Brianna Levy/ State Homeless Concerns Social Worker) 
"I think it's a great opportunity for those who want to 
give in our community to help those in our school 
system. This is how it works. A donor reads a student's

0:01:44
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10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kapolei 
Students Build 
Stage

Kapolei Students Build Stage.  With saws and drills in 
hand students from Kapolei High school are spending 
their Fall Break... giving back to their community. 
They're building a stage for keiki at Makakilo 
Elementary school. Aside from helping the elementary 
school, they're also learning hands-on skills and what it 
takes to work in the construction industry.  We're 
installing rebar, we're pouring concrete and we're doing 
a lot of wood work and a lot of drilling, so if I want to 
help my parents out or someone in the family, I already 
have experience. The hurricanes will also install 
additional sprinkler systems . The project is part of a 
partnership with the school and the General 
Contractors Association and the nonprofit -- "Hawaii 
3Rs."

0:00:17

10/9/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Kapolei 
Students Build 
Stage

Kapolei Students Build Stage.  With saws and drills in 
hand students from Kapolei High school are spending 
their Fall Break giving back to their community. They're 
building a stage for keiki at Makakilo Elementary school. 
Aside from helping the elementary school, they're also 
learning hands-on skills and what it takes to work in the 
construction industry.

0:00:20

10/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Parker School 
Mainland 
Debate

Parker School Mainland Debate. Congratulations to the 
Big Island's  Parker School debate team! They took first-
place at the University of Utah Beehive Classic 
Tournament in Salt Lake City  last weekend. This makes 
the group of 28 students  the first-ever Hawaii debate 
team  to place first at a major college-hosted mainland 
tournament.

0:00:18

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

UH Enrollment 
Dip

UH Enrollment Dip.  Enrollment across the University of 
Hawaii System this fall is down a bit. U-H today 
announced a 2-percent drop compared to fall of last 
year. Right now there are just *UNDER* 50-thousand 
students enrolled across the island chain. Nine of the 10 
U-H campuses saw lower enrollment. Windward 
Community College is the only campus to see an 
*increase* with more than 2-percent growth.  (David 
Lassner - UH President) "We have work to do with 
recruitment, with retention and with increasing the 
number of transfer students within our system. Our 
analytics are telling us where we need to focus in all of 
those areas." U-H says it is graduating more students 
than it is bringing in -- accounting for some of the drops 
in enrollment.

0:00:22
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10/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SOTVO UH 
ENROLLMENT 
DIP

SOTVO UH ENROLLMENT DIP. (David Lassner - UH 
President) "We have work to do with recruitment, with 
retention and with increasing the number of transfer 
students within our system. Our analytics are telling us 
where we need to focus in all of those areas." U-H says 
it is graduating more students than it is bringing in  
accounting for some of the drops in enrollment.

0:00:20

10/17/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

UH 
ANIMATION 
CONTEST 

UH Animation Contest.  (ART WORK) Brittany Biggs 
worked at Dreamworks as an animator. Now she's in 
charge of the University of Hawaii at Manoa's Academy 
for Creative Media. (Brittany Biggs/ ACM Assistant 
Professor) "Our students completed it, and that's huge, 
in and of itself." She's talking about a team of five 
students that entered the international 24 Hours 
Animation Contest. They created and completed this 
30-second film in just one day. (Kalilinoe Detwiler/ UH 
Creative Media Student) "The hardest part was 
including all of this information in an entertaining but 
also understandable format." From October 4th to 5th 
the students worked round-the-clock. Their short piece 
had to match the contest theme -- "What does family 
mean to you?" (Sophia Whalen/ Creative Media Major) 
"As a group working together a day, and also having a 
film at the end sounded really cool. And something I 
wanted to do. " After th

0:01:30

10/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

TRIATHLETE 
CRASH 
SENTENCE

TRIATHLETE CRASH SENTENCE.  The GoPro video was 
taken in January 2018 by Taylor Liang as he drifted on 
Tantalus at speeds estimated at 50 to 60 miles an hour. 
As he sped downhill, swerving from side to side, he just 
misses Michelle Goldstein ... who was riding her bicycle. 
" "Taylor came screeching around the corner directly at 
me. He was on the wrong side of the road. Then, 
seconds later this happened The crash flung 
professional triathlete Lectie Altman into the air, 
shattering bones in her arms and legs. The accident 
ruined her athletic career and emotionally scarred her 
and her friends and family. "I was okay until a point, 
and then I think it h

0:01:57
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10/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

UH 
Accelerated 
Masters 
Program

UH Accelerated Masters Program.  The University of 
Hawaii is giving undergrads the opportunity to fast-
track their masters degrees. The BAM program allows 
qualified students the chance to begin their graduate 
studies -- during their senior year. U-H says -- the 
accelerated program... reduces a students' overall time 
commitment. It also alows them to pay for graduate 
level courses... at undergraduate rates.

0:00:21

10/24/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Unity Day Anti 
Bullying

Unity Day Anti Bullying.  Wondering why students and 
teachers around the state dressed up in orange today? 
It was all for Unity Day... a nationwide movement to 
stop bullying in schools. This year's theme here in 
Hawaii was "Together with Aloha, United for Kindness, 
Acceptance and Inclusion." October is "National 
Bullying Prevention Month"... and Unity Day is the 
signature event.

0:00:31

10/24/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

UH 
Accelerated 
Masters 
Program

UH Accelerated Masters Program.  The University of 
Hawaii is giving undergrads the opportunity to fast-
track their masters degrees. The BAM program allows 
qualified students the chance to begin their graduate 
studies -- during their senior year. U-H says -- the 
accelerated program... reduces a students' overall time 
commitment. It also alows them to pay for graduate 
level courses... at undergraduate rates.  (Nori Tarui, UH 
MÄ�noa economics professor) "This program allows 
students to complete both bachelors and masters 
degrees in five years instead of six years or more which 
is typical for a master's program." "It opens up the door 
to many other job prospects that aren't available if you 
just have a baccalaureate degree. Right now U-H offers 
14 different BAM pathways... and it says there are plans 
to expand the program.

0:00:31

10/29/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

Waialua 
Inclusive 
Sports

Waialua Inclusive Sports.  Congratulations to Waialua 
Elementary. It's the first elementary school in Hawaii to 
be named a Unified Champion School. Special Olympics 
honored it for offering inclusive ports and activities for 
all its students. Kids with and without intellectual 
disabilities compete together. Waialua started the 
program in 2012 with only two students. This year 
about 75 are representing the school in Special 
Olympics events.

0:00:14
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10/29/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Waianae's 
Torii Field

Waianae's Torii Field.  New tonight. Waianae High 
School's Raymond Torii Field is still up for America's Best 
High School Football Stadiums. The facility, named after 
the schools first principal, is now going up against R.R. 
Jones Stadium in Texas in the third-round matchup. You 
have until Thursday to vote in the USA Today poll... to 
help get Waianae get into the final round. We posted the 
link on Hawaii News Now-dot-com.

0:00:26

11/10/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Hilo High 
Mural

Hilo High Mural. The Hilo High School principal is 
apologizing for this new mele mural created by 9th 
graders. The artwork is beautiful, but it's drawing 
complaints because it covered over the school's Logo 
and slogan  "Home of the Vikings". In a post on the 
school website Principal Robert Dircks said "Our 
intention was never to erase or destroy our school's 
legacy, but to inspire future generations of Vikings" He 
says the "Home of the Vikings" mural will be repainted 
on Building C.

0:00:28

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Campbell Gas 
Leak 
Evacuations

Campbell Gas Leak Evacuations. A gas leak prompted 
evacuations today at several schools in Ewa Beach. 
Students and faculty emptied out of Campbell High 
School Ilima Intermediate and Poha-kea Elementary  
around 1-30 this afternoon. The Department of 
Education says a contractor accidentally punctured a gas 
line working on a new classroom at Campbell. Hazmat 
teams gave the all clear about half an hour later. 
Students were released around 2-15.

0:00:25

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

KEONEPOKO 
PLEA FOR 
PLAYGROUND

KEONEPOKO PLEA FOR PLAYGROUND. "May I play on 
the playground? // Teacher says no way. Sorry, kids. Our 
playground just isn't safe." Caution tape covers the 
playground at Keonepoko Elementary School in Pahoa. 
The rusting structures have been off-limits to the 575 
students since 2017. Second grade teacher Judith Tang is 
spearheading the campaign for a new playground where 
students can exercise and socialize. She just created a 
non-profit group to help raise funds. 

0:01:59
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11/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 LUNCH DEBT 
FUNDRAISER 

LUNCH DEBT FUNDRAISER . This contribution from a 
Makakilo family's GoFundMe campaign "So it's $358" 
wiped out Kapolei Middle School's unpaid lunch debt, 
and cleared the tab for families who for whatever reason 
owed the school lunch money. (Jenae Sergio/ Unpaid 
Lunch Debt GoFundMe Campaign) "It could just take a 
little bit of a burden off their plate this Christmas and it's 
just one extra thing for them to not worry about as 
Christmas comes."  

0:00:20

12/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

UH 
Graduation 
Rates

UH Graduation Rates. New records reached for student 
retention and graduation rates at the University of 
Hawaii at Manoa. Its on-time graduation rate reached a 
record high  this year  with a near 20 percent increase  
over the last nine years. It also set a record for one-year 
retention rates for first time  full-time students  at 81-
point-1 percent.

0:00:19

12/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Teacher Pay 
Campaign

Teacher Pay Campaign. There's a student-led effort to 
help with the state's teacher shortage  and push for 
more pay. 14-year-old Campbell High freshman  Jah-
styce Ahu-lau  has had a long-term substitute in biology. 
The state has more than a thousand teacher vacancies 
and Campbell  the state's largest school  has 25 to 50 
substitutes. That means they don't have a certification  
and may be teaching subjects that they're unfamiliar 
with. Ahu-lau is working with her advisor to organize a

0:00:59

12/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Governor 
Teacher Pay

Governor Teacher Pay. Certain public school teachers 
could be getting a pay raise  in a effort to tackle Hawaii's 
teacher shortage. The Governor and public school 
leaders unveiled a new plan today to help fill the more 
than thousand vacancies. Special ed teachers would get 
a 10-thousand dollar raise teachers in hard-to-staff areas 
like Waianae, Molokai and Lanai would get 3 to 8 
thousand dollars more and Hawaiian immersion teachers 
would get 8-thousand more.

0:00:29

12/17/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Hawaiian 
Language Play

Hawaiian Language Play. A Hawaiian language 
production is heading to New York City. The stage play is 
called "AU  A  IA - HOLDING ON." SHORT DIALOGUE 
FROM PLAY. The play features the UH Hawaiian Theater 
Program. On January 7th it opens the inaugural 
Reflection of Native Voices festival. The story is about 
four students who through their research open a portal 
to the past. T'he play is English  Hawaiian and 
pidgin.English.

0:01:20
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Public Service Announcements:

KHNL

Ad Council STEM: The PSA inspires girls to stay in STEM by showcasing female role models 
across a variety of STEM fields.  During the quarter KHNL aired several versions of the public 
service announcement, :30 in length, 30 times.

Autism Speaks: The PSA encourages early screening and intervention for children with autism.  
During the quarter KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 26 times.
Hawaii P-20 Partnerships for Education:  The PSAs promote and inform the public of the 55 by 
25 initiative to have at least 55% of working aged adults earn a 2 or 4 college degree and 
encourage early childhood education and benefits of completing college.
During the quarter KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 77times.

Malama Mentors: The mission of Malama Mentors is to positively influence elementary school 
children through life-changing connections with high school mentors.  During the quarter KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 42 times.

Maryknoll School: The PSA promoted Maryknoll School’s Open House, the Future of Next and 
Attendance.  Maryknoll School is a private Catholic School in Honolulu. During the quarter KHNL 
aired public service announcements :30 seconds in length, 7 times

University of Hawaii "Be a Hero Be a Teacher": The PSA is encouraging high school, college 
students as well as working professional to consider teaching careers.  During the quarter KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 58 times.

STOMP Out Bullying: The PSA promotes the annual World Day of Bullying Prevention, October 
7th, 2019.  During the quarter KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 34 
times.

Hawaii State Department of Education "Back to School Attendance": The PSA promotes how 
attendance is one of the most powerful predictors of a student’s success.  During the 
quarter KHNL aired the public service announcement, :45 in length, 17 times.

K5

Ad Council STEM: The PSA inspires girls to stay in STEM by showcasing female role models 
across a variety of STEM fields.  During the quarter K5 aired several versions of the public 
service announcement, :30 in length, 43 times.

Autism Speaks: The PSA encourages early screening and intervention for children with autism.  
During the quarter K5 aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 51 times.
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Malama Mentors: The mission of Malama Mentors is to positively influence elementary school 
children through life-changing connections with high school mentors.  During the quarter K5 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 66 times.

Maryknoll School: The PSA promoted Maryknoll School’s Open House, the Future of Next and 
Attendance.  Maryknoll School is a private Catholic School in Honolulu. During the quarter K5 
aired public service announcements :30 seconds in length, 8 times

University of Hawaii "Be a Hero Be a Teacher": The PSA is encouraging high school, college 
students as well as working professional to consider teaching careers.  During the quarter K5 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 93 times.

STOMP Out Bullying: The PSA promotes the annual World Day of Bullying Prevention, October 
7th, 2019.  During the quarter K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 52 
times.

Hawaii State Department of Education "Back to School Attendance": The PSA promotes how 
attendance is one of the most powerful predictors of a student’s success.  During the quarter 
K5 aired the public service announcement, :45 in length, 8 times.

AD Council "Light": The PSA encourages kids prevent bullying by reflecting on the power of their 
words and actions.  During the quarter K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 
3 times.

D. ENVIRONMENTAL AND WEATHER ISSUES, including conservation, global 
warming, littering, environmental issues particular to Hawaii, environmental 
education, and political issues, as well as tsunamis, typhoons, volcanoes, 
earthquakes, and other severe and non-severe weather.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
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10/1/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Rare Bird 
Kiwikiu

Rare Bird Kiwikiu.  On Maui there's an ambitious plan 
to save one of Hawai'i's most endangered birds. 
Conservation groups will trans-locate the Kivi-kiu or 
Maui Parrot-bill to a restored forest in October. Both 
captive-bred and wild birds will be moved from the 
State's Hana-vi Natural Area Reserve to the Na-kula 
Natural Area Reserve. Each bird will be outfitted with 
a transmitter for researchers to track their progress. 
The Kiwikiu is only found in high-altitude native 
forests in East Maui. Fewer than 312 of the birds 
remain in the wild. Officials with the Maui Forest Bird 
Recovery Project say -- the species will be lost forever 
if action isn't taken.

0:00:40

10/1/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Fire Ants 
Treatment

Fire Ants Treatment.  Treatment for little fire ants 
begins today in Nahiku. The Maui Invasive Species 
Committee will administer treatment by helicopter 
over an area of 150 acres. There will be 8 treatments 
scheduled every six weeks into April of 2020. Dates 
may be adjusted depending on weather conditions. 
For more information, visit our website Hawaii News 
Now dot com.

0:00:15

10/9/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

 10K ELECTRIC 
VEHICLES

 10K ELECTRIC VEHICLES. 10,000 cars, though, is only 
10 percent of the cars on the road, so we do have a 
long way to go to reach our 100 percent clean 
transportation goals. To celebrate their clean energy 
efforts E-V drivers can get their cars cleaned for free 
at The Car Parlor all day tomorrow. There will also be 
discounted car washes available throughout the 
month. We'll post more details on our website, 
Hawaii News Now-dot-com.

0:00:20
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10/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL 

Ala Wai 
Dredging

Ala Wai Dredging. The 21-million dollar project to 
dredge the Ala Wai Canal begins this month. It's the 
first time the work will happen  in 17 years. Silt  debris  
and abandoned Hawaiian Electric Company cables will 
be removed  and repair work will be done on two 
sections of canal wall. Some 186,000 cubic yards of 
material is expected to be taken out of the canal and 
disposed of at an EPA approved ocean dump site. 
Dredging hours will be from Monday through 
Saturday from 7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. and from 9:00 
a.m.-10:00 p.m. on Sundays and holidays. Extensive 
public outreach was conducted by the DLNR 
Engineering Division to inform canal users, like canoe 
clubs, of the work.

0:00:52

10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

HALEMAUMAU 
POND

HALEMAUMAU POND.  Geologists are still studying 
that growing pond of water at the bottom of 
Halemaumau Crater. But they think they know why 
the water has that unique color. There are segments 
of the pond that are kind of bluer or more clear and 
others that are more yellow or green and opaque. The 
greenish yellowish color is presumably because of 
sulfur. High-resolution videos show the circulation 
and mixing. But what you can see in these circulation 
videos is what looks like clearer, fresher water that's 
coming in from the south margin, kind of up-welling 
and mixing into the pond. Geologists estimate that 
the pond is about 330 feet long and 160 feet wide. 
They also think that the water level is rising by about 
6 inches per day making it about 30 feet deep.

0:01:22

10/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

CLIMATE 
CHANGE 
MARINE 
HEATWAVES

CLIMATE CHANGE MARINE HEATWAVES.  "It could be 
that we're looking at just rare summer events. But the 
alternative is that due to climate change, global 
warming, there's been changes in the ocean and the 
atmosphere in the mid-latitudes that will result in 
more of these warm events, heat waves that are off 
the West Coast that will impact our trade winds. And 
the kind of summer we had this year, we'll see more 
frequently going forward. It could be the new 
normal." Our HNN digital team put together a special 
report on the effects of climate change. head to our 
website to find out more. And what can we expect in 
the forecast... as we head into the weekend... Jen?

0:00:46
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10/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

BI Snake Comes 
Back to Life

BI Snake Comes Back to Life.  Now to a slithering 
surprise for a woman and her grandson AFTER they 
found a snake on the Big Island. The Department of 
Agriculture say the woman drove over the 3 foot long 
-- ball python -- last night near Old Airport Road in 
Hilo. Thinking it was dead ...her grandson put it in a 
box to turn over to authorities. But when Department 
of ag officials arrived -- the snake was alive. The 2 
pound reptile has since recovered and is in good 
condition. A reminder from the department of ag - 
that snakes are illegal to transport and possess here in 
Hawaii.

0:00:31

10/22/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

Green Energy 
Debate

Green Energy Debate. Despite the blockades the 
trucks carrying those huge turbines HAVE reached 
their destination on Oahu's North Shore. Tonight 
supporters of renewable energy are standing up for 
the Pua Makani project. Hawaiian Electric company 
has a contract to buy power from the farm so reduce 
its dependence on fossil fuels, while reducing bills for 
Oahu families. The utility says it's working with 30 
green energy projects this year to meet the state's 
renewable energy goal of 100 percent by 2045.

0:00:29

10/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Nanakuli Shark 
Sighting

Nanakuli Shark Sighting.  Shark Warning Signs have 
been posted at Nanakuli Beach after a 8- to-10 foot 
shark was spotted about 300 yards offshore. Ocean 
Safety said the non-aggressive shark was spotted just 
after 10-30 this morning. At the time .. about 20 
people were in the water. Officials said ... all of them 
returned to shore safely.

0:00:17

10/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

KAHUKU 
WINDFARM 
LATEST

Kahuku Windfarm Latest.  We were invited by a 
Kahuku farmer to their leased property so we could 
get a good look at the controversial wind farm 
project. The company says the 8 turbines are being 
constructed as the parts are delivered. Even though 
there have been 107 arrests the project is still 
continuing on time. You can see one of the white 
turbines going up. Tonight on Hawaii News Now at 6. 
we'll hear more from the COO of the company and 
that Kahuku farmer. I'm Mahealani Richardso, Hawaii 
News Now.

0:00:36
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10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Plastics Council Plastics Council.  The bill is aimed at banning foam 
containers that are familiar when you get a takeout 
lunch. It is getting a lot of support during this hearing 
But opponents like The Hawaii Restaurant Association 
says it would affect a wide range of food products. 
Supporters say single use plastics add to pollution and 
litter, and that this measure is overdue. But the 
association says banning utensils and foam containers 
â€” as well as plastic lids and straws â€” will mean 
your plate lunch will cost more.  DENISE BOISVERT / 
SUPPORTS BILL 15.10.19 I won't even take the time to 
tell you how easy it is to carry around your own 
bamboo utensils. And don't get me started on all the 
plastic litter I pick up on my daily walks. 15.10.29 TOM 
JONES / HAWAII RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION .20 We'd 
have to be buying these new compliant packages 
which will probably raise the cost of what you buy by 
at least a dollar. So we would have to pay more 
money and Las that cost in to the consumer. .30 The 
association also says Oahu doesn't have the facilities 
to handle compostable utensils - and so they would 
end up being burned at H-Power, like the current 
plates and utensils.

0:00:33

10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Archaeologist 
Explains 
Sherwoods 
Delay

Archaeologist Explains Sherwoods Delay.  The City is 
still moving forward with phase 1 of its multi-purpose 
field and playground at the park. But construction 
came to a halt at the end of September -- after the 
discovery of a potential artifact. It's still being 
examined. Also -- an archaeologist contracted by the 
city says consultants are looking into a different water 
hook-up at the field location.

0:00:17

10/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Archaeologist 
Explains 
Sherwoods 
Delay

Archaeologist Explains Sherwoods Delay. The City is 
still moving forward with phase 1 of its multi-purpose 
field and playground at the park. But construction 
came to a halt at the end of September  after the 
discovery of a potential artifact. It's still being 
examined. Also  an archaeologist contracted by the 
city says consultants are looking into a different water 
hook-up at the field location.

0:00:17
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10/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

KAHUKU 
WINDFARM 
LATEST

KAHUKU WINDFARM LATEST. We were invited by a 
Kahuku farmer to their leased property so we could 
get a good look at the controversial wind farm 
project. The company says the 8 turbines are being 
constructed as the parts are delivered. Even though 
there have been 107 arrests the project is still 
continuing on time. You can see one of the white 
turbines going up. Tonight on Hawaii News Now at 6. 
we'll hear more from the COO of the company and 
that Kahuku farmer. I'm Mahealani Richardso, Hawaii 
News Now.

0:00:36

10/28/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Ghost Nets Ghost Nets.  Crews recently removed six tons of ghost 
nets from Kaneohe Bay. The non-profit group Ocean 
Voyages Institute and Hawaii Pacific University joined 
forces for the cleanup earlier this month. The 
abandoned nets will be analyzed to try to determine 
which fishery they came from. One of the largest nets 
had been damaging the reef in the bay for more than 
a year. These three nets definitely left a scar zone in 
the coral reef and killed what it was anchored above 
and so now it gives the chance for those reefs to 
regrow and rebuild. Even though they're discarded 
they very much continue they're function of catching 
things and so they destroy whales and dolphins and 
sea turtles. Next year -- Ocean Voyages Institute 
hopes to conduct three months of cleanup 
expeditions to collect more than 400 tons of debris.

0:00:20

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

EPA Hawaii 
Funding

EPA Hawaii Funding.  Hawaii, American Samoa, and 
Guam are getting federal funding to make 
government equipment and vehicles more 
environmentally friendly. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency says Hawaii is getting nearly 3-
million dollars. Some will go to replace a "road 
zipper." The Department of health is replacing old 
vehicles... So is the Honolulu board of water supply. 
American Samoa is replacing four diesel trucks.. and 
installing three electric vehicle charging stations. And 
Guam is replacing three diesel school buses. The 
money is coming from of the "Diesel Emission 
Reduction Act," with a goal of replacing or retrofitting 
trucks, buses, and construction equipment that 
generate a lot of pollution.

0:00:22
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10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Ghost Nets Ghost Nets.  Crews recently removed six tons of ghost 
nets from Kaneohe Bay. The non-profit group Ocean 
Voyages Institute and Hawaii Pacific University joined 
forces for the cleanup earlier this month. The 
abandoned nets will be analyzed to try to determine 
which fishery they came from. One of the largest nets 
had been damaging the reef in the bay for more than 
a year.  These three nets definitely left a scar zone in 
the coral reef and killed what it was anchored above 
and so now it gives the chance for those reefs to 
regrow and rebuild. Even though they're discarded 
they very much continue they're function of catching 
things and so they destroy whales and dolphins and 
sea turtles. Next year -- Ocean Voyages Institute 
hopes to conduct three months of cleanup 
expeditions to collect more than 400 tons of debris.

0:00:20

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

HAWAIIAN 
MEMORIAL 
CEMETERY 
FOLO

HAWAIIAN MEMORIAL CEMETERY FOLO.  Opponents 
of the expansion plan are gearing up for hearings 
before the Land Use Commission. They have a list of 
concerns while supporters say the project is needed. 
After selling most of its burial plots... Hawaiian 
Memorial Park wants to expand its 156 acre cemetery 
by about 30 acres. Betty Jo Harris lives with her son in 
the Pikoiloa Subdivision near the cemetery. They 
don't get it. They don't get the flooding that this 
neighborhood has been flooded out in the last three 
months. She and others say they're also worried 
about the development's impact on the Native 
damselfly and ancient heiau and even dangerous 
chemicals. If Hawaiian Memorial were to be good 
stewards of this area, the use of formaldehyde, the 
use of vaults that ar

0:01:57

10/30/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Koko Head Bees Koko Head Bees.  "so this one has got pollen, and so 
the fact the foraging bees are going into the hive right 
now and they're bringing pollen in, and you see 
they're already working the comb" New video tonight 
shows a bee-keeper working to relocate a hive on the 
Koko Crater Stairs in East Oahu today. The old rail 
tramway was closed to hikers since about noon. The 
expert said he was successful in getting the bees to 
move into his slabs of honeycomb.

0:00:27
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10/30/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Ala Wai 
Watershed 
Ruling

Ala Wai Watershed Ruling.  This just in... late this 
afternoon... a judge put a hold on state funding for 
the Ala Wai flood control project.. until all the 
required environmental studies are complete. That's 
125-million dollars the state was planning to disperse 
in about three weeks. This is a big win for the group 
Protect Our Ala Wai Watersheds.. which sued to make 
sure the proper steps would be followed. An attorney 
for the group tells us the ruling will delay the project -
- giving the public more time to get involved. The 
current plan calls for detention basins in Manoa, and 
a short wall along the canal.. to prevent a disastrous 
flood. Much more on this, with new reaction, tonight 
at 10.

0:00:27

11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Kealia Bird 
Walks

Kealia Bird Walks. New at 6 tonight. On Maui  the 
Kealia Pond National Wildlife Refuge is offering free 
guided bird walks every Tuesday at 9 a.m., through 
March. No need to RSVP. Just show up at the visitor 
center in Kihei with water, sunscreen and shoes  
they'll even loan you a pair of binoculars. The refuge 
covers more than 700 acres. It's home to about 30 
species of birds including the endangered Hawaiian 
stilt and Hawaiian coot. The refuge has walking trails 
and a coastal boardwalk in Maui's largest lowland 
wetland.

0:00:28

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Waikiki Groin 
Work

Waikiki Groin Work. Work is set to begin on a new 
sandbag groin in Waikiki today. A 95-foot-long barrier 
will extend about 40-feet into the water. It'll be about 
18-feet wide and 4 feet tall. Crews will take sand from 
the shoreline  farther down the beach. Construction is 
expected to take 2 to 3 weeks.

0:00:12
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11/6/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

HECO Wildfire 
Mitigation 
Surveys

HECO Wildfire Mitigation Surveys.  A news alert... 
Hawaiian Electric will be launching drones over the 
next two months to map areas prone to wildfires. 
HECO says the un-manned aircraft will help identify 
vulnerable areas. That includes places experiencing 
drought.... and where dry brush is near the utility's 
equipment. Surveys will begin East Oahu, West Maui 
and Maalaea. Crews will also install heavier insulated 
conductors.... to prevent lines from slapping and 
sparking.... in places where there are high winds. And 
they'll apply fire retardant to poles.... to mitigate the 
risk of wildfire. Future surveys are planned for Ka-u on 
the Big Island.

0:00:58

11/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Victorino 
Statement Maui 
Wastewater

Victorino Statement Maui Wastewater.  Following 
today's hearing - Maui county Mayor Mike Victorino 
released a statement. In part saying ..."The Lahaina 
Wastewater Reclamation Facility is a model in 
employing treatment technologies..." This case has 
never been about winning or losing. It's about clarity 
in the law so that we can move forward accordingly...

0:00:17

11/10/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

WAIKIKI SAND 
REPLENISHMENT

WAIKIKI SAND REPLENISHMENT. The contractor has 
been setting up and staging equipment since the 
beginning of this week. Construction of the new 
sandbag groin which will extend out into the ocean 
could start as early as Friday. Barricades are up near 
the Duke Kahanamoku statue. Crews will construct a 
sandbag groin  that's 95 feet long and 18 feet wide. 
The roughly 4 foot high structure will help to stabilize 
the corner of the beach where the foundation of the 
old Waikiki Tavern has been exposed. Workers will 
bring in 700 cubic yards of sand from the Diamond 
Head swim basin of Kuhio Beach. 

0:02:21

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MAUNA KEA 
PROTESTERS 
WINTER PREPS

MAUNA KEA PROTESTERS WINTER PREPS. After a 
short hike up Pu'u Huluhulu, you can really see how 
the camp has changed. In July there were hundreds of 
cars that lined Daniel K. Inouye Highway or Saddle 
Road. From this vantage point from the bird's eye 
view, you can see there are fewer cars and fewer tents 
and you don't see the masses of people, but the tents 
you do see are sturdier, they're hardier. Those are the 
event tents and they say they're prepared for those 
high winds and winter weather. 

0:00:21
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11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kalaeloa Protest 
Arrests

Kalaeloa Protest Arrests. Native Hawaiian activist and 
TMT opponent  Samuel Kaleikoa Kaeo  was arrested at 
Kalaeloa as part of the wind farm protests. 53-year-old 
Kaeo was arrested for not obeying a police officer and 
and resisting arrest late Thursday night and posted 1-
thousand dollars bail. 3 others were arrested as the  
AES Na Pua Makani  project transports wind turbine 
parts from Kalaeloa to Kahuku. At least 132 people 
have been arrested.  

0:00:34

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

PLASTIC BAN 
UPDATE

PLASTIC BAN UPDATE. "One of the number one 
complaints that we hear from industry is having a 
hodgepodge of different regulations that companies 
have to comply with on each and every different 
county is extremely burdensome and expensive." "I 
hope we can get can some alignment between the 
folks who are coming from different perspectives so 
we can find reasonable solutions to move forward 
with packaging that is healthier for the businesses, 
healthier for the public, healthier for the aina." 

0:00:20

11/14/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Plastic Ban 
Hearing

Plastic Ban Hearing. The Honolulu City Council's Public 
Satety and Welfare Committee is tackling the latest 
versions of the measure after some pushback from 
critics. The bill will still ban most polystyrene food 
containers, straws and utensils in 2021. Then expand 
that ban to plastic cups, lids and containers the 
following year. But the latest draft excludes 
prepackaged foods and beverages. A ban on those 
items could still be possible at the state level:

0:00:31

11/14/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Rapid Ohia 
Death

Rapid Ohia Death. New at 6 tonight. For the fourth 
time  Rapid Ohia Death has turned up on Oahu  this 
time in a State Forest Reserve. DLNR says the tree 
tested positive in the Honolulu Watershed Forest 
Reserve right above Tripler Army Medical Center. 
Officials have no idea how the less aggressive strain 
got there. Crews have removed the infected branch of 
the tree and will monitor it monthly for further signs 
of the disease.

0:00:25
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11/15/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Plastic Ban 
Update

Plastic Ban Update. Bill 40 up for a vote today at city 
councilis meant to decrease single-use plastics on 
Oahu. But the latest version of the bill excludes pre-
packaged foods and beverages  after pushback from 
big food businesses The measure would still ban most 
polystyrene food containers, along with plastic bags, 
straws and utensils in 2021  and then ban plastic cups, 
lids and containers in 2022. But a statewide ban on 
plastic packaging may also be coming from the state 
leveloverrriding county laws. That's a possibility 
before the new "State Plastic Reduction Working 
Group," which held its first meeting today:

0:01:25

11/16/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Climate Change 
Economic 
Impacts

Climate Change Economic Impacts. The San Francisco 
Fed put out papers on economic effects of climate 
change. Effects like plunging property values, lack of 
tax revenues to build seawalls, and banks not lending 
in communities prone to floods. The predictions are 
specific. One paper finds, coastal property that would 
be flooded by a one-foot sea rise sells for 15% less 
than coastal property not threatened. This is a 
measurable economic effect in force. It's so common 
there's a term for it  blue lining.

0:00:15

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Steam Vents 
Little Red Fire 
Ants

Steam Vents Little Red Fire Ants.  Now to a heads up 
on the Big Island. Efforts to eradicate little fire ants 
from Hawaii Volcanoes National Park will force a 
closure tomorrow. From 8 to noon -- pest control 
workers will be treating the Steam Vents parking lot 
area. During that time ...the lot and the trail to 
Wahine-kapu will be closed. Little fire ant detections 
have decreased by at least 99% at Steam Vents since 
the park began treating the area in February.

0:00:20

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Schatz Sea Wall Schatz Sea Wall. Senator Brian Schatz is asking the 
Marine Corps to reconsider its plan to build a sea wall 
in Ewa Beach. The military wants to protect the "Pu'u-
loa Range Training Facility"  with a steel wall along the 
beachfront  right in front of the berms where the 
marines fire their shots. The wall would be anchored 
deep in the sheet rock below. Critics are upset that 
there's been no environmental study  and they fear 
the wall could lead to MORE erosion at White Plains 
beach right next door. More than one-thousand 
people have signed a petition against it. Now, Senator 
Schatz is speaking out.

0:00:35
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11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Plastic Pollution 
in Fish

Plastic Pollution in Fish. Scientists with NOAA have 
found that larval fish are eating a large number of 
plastic particles in the ocean. Jamison Gove and 
Jonathan Whitney are here to tell us more about their 
findings.

0:03:18

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

GUY NWS Flood 
Alerts

GUY NWS Flood Alerts. Meantime  starting next 
month, the National Weather Service is changing the 
alerts it sends to mobile phones. After getting 
complaints it was issuing too many warnings  the new 
system will include bullet points that better describe 
the danger. There will be three categories, depending 
on the severity. Base  is the lowest. Considerable  
means weather impacts are imminent. And 
catastrophic  means lives are threatened. Overnight 
alerts will only include considerable and catastrophic 
events.

0:02:05

11/20/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Turbine Parts 
Transport 
Complete

Turbine Parts Transport Complete. All equipment for 
a controversial North Shore wind farm  arrived ahead 
of schedule despite overnight protests. Last night 21 
people were arrested for disobeying a police officer. 
That brings the total to 200 arrests since transports 
from Kalaeloa to Kahuku started one month ago. 
Critics of the Na Pua Makani project worry the 
turbines could harm their health and native wildlife. 
The company said  it expects the wind farm to be 
operational by next summer.

0:00:26

11/28/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Twin Falls LFA Twin Falls LFA.  New at 6. There's a new infestation of 
little fire ants at "Twin Falls" in East Maui. The Maui 
Invasive Species Committee says a resident and a 
former employee first discovered the ants a few 
weeks ago.. at the hiking hotspot off Hana Highway in 
Huelo. Officials collected samples and confirmed 
about 8 acres is infested. They are now developing a 
treatment plan.

0:00:51

11/30/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

PKG WAIKiKI 
BEACH EROSION

The barrier is supposed to help keep the shoreline 
from washing away. As our Allyson Blair reports -- it's 
one piece of a much larger project in Waikiki -- that's 
expected to start next year.

0:01:13
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12/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

RED HILL 
HEARING

RED HILL HEARING. Under the current agreement 
between the EPA  the state  and the Navy  the Red Hill 
Bulk Fuel Storage Facility tanks must be upgraded by 
2038. The Navy says based on public feedback  it's 
committed to provide secondary containment or 
defuel the tanks in 2045. Now the Hawaii Health 
Department is proposing changes to existing state 
regulations that would align with that deadline. 2045 
is too long to allow these tanks to continue. They 
need to be upgraded to double wall cont

0:02:58

12/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Plastics Ban 
Council 
Meeting 
Tomorrow

Plastics Ban Council Meeting Tomorrow. The 
Honolulu city council is expected to pass the strictest 
*single use plastic ban in the state The council is 
meeting for a final vote tomorrow. The bill was 
approved by the council's Public Safety and Welfare 
Committee two weeks ago. Honolulu Mayor Kirk 
Caldwell says he is likely to sign the bill. The 
committee version would prohibit food vendors from 
providing plastic forks, spoons, knives, straws, or 
other utensils and plastic foam plates, cups and other 
containers  beginning January 1st 20-21.

0:00:29

12/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

RED HILL 
HEARING

RED HILL HEARING. Under the current agreement 
between the EPA  the state  and the Navy  the Red Hill 
Bulk Fuel Storage Facility tanks must be upgraded by 
2038. The Navy says based on public feedback  it's 
committed to provide secondary containment or 
defuel the tanks in 2045. Now the Hawaii Health 
Department is proposing changes to existing state 
regulations that would align with that deadline. 2045 
is too long to allow these tanks to continue. They 
need to be upgraded to double wall containment - 
tank within a tank - much sooner or the fuel needs to 
get removed. State health officials say the 
amendments are designed to boost protection for 
public health and the environment.

0:02:58
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12/10/2019 NEW Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Diamond 
Head Rock Fall 
Mitigation

Diamond Head Rock Fall Mitigation. Starting Monday  
The Department of Facility Maintenance will begin the 
second phase of a rock fall mitigation project at 
Diamond Head. A staging area for workers and 
equipment will block traffic on Beach road. 
Construction will be on hold for the holidays  but will 
start up again  in the New Year. The more than 2 
million dollar project is expected to be completed in 
February.

0:00:37

12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

10k Trees 
Planted

10k Trees Planted. A massive reforestation project is 
underway on Oahu's north shore. Volunteers are 
beginning to plant 10-thousand trees at Gunstock 
Ranch for Oahu's Legacy Forest. The effort which 
started Saturday in Honor of National Pearl Harbor 
Remembrance Day is continuing this week. The first 
2,403 trees planted are dedicated to the Americans 
who lost their lives in the attack on Pearl Harbor. In 
addition to honoring lives lost the effort also aims to 
test the feasibility of restoring native ecosystems to 
offset all of the state's carbon emissions.

0:00:27

Public Service Announcements:

KHNL

Ad-2 Honolulu / Re-Use Hawaii:  The PSA promotes Re-Use Hawaii, a non-profit organization 
that works to reduce waste through building material reuse and recycling. During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 1 time.
 
Arbor Day Foundation:  The PSA encourages people to protect the forests and plant trees.  
During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 29 times
 
Board of Water Supply:  PSA’s stressed the importance of utilizing water saving techniquest to 
conserve the precious water resource and celebrating 90 years of helping Hawaii.  During the 
quarter KGMB aired the public service announcement, :30 in length.  During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 15 times.
 
National Park Foundation: The PSA encourages people everywhere to experience national parks 
across the country and demonstrates the importance of safeguarding America's most valuable 
natural, cultural and historic places for years to come.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the 
public service announcement, :60 in length, 2 times.
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Natural Resources Defense Council:  The PSA encourages people not to waste food.  During the 
quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 15 times.
 
Puma Punku Ocean Clean Up:  The PSA encourages people to visit their website to see how they 
can help the organization clean up the ocean.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 27 times.
 
San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy "Half the Battle":  The PSA demonstrates the 
importance of saving threatened and endangered species, and the habitats in which they live.  
During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 2 times.
 
U.S. Forest Service:  The PSA encourages people to go to DiscovertheForest.org to find the 
nearest park or forest.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 
and :60 in length, 20 times.

K5

Ad-2 Honolulu / Re-Use Hawaii:  The PSA promotes Re-Use Hawaii, a non-profit organization 
that works to reduce waste through building material reuse and recycling.  During the quarter, 
K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 11 times.
 
Arbor Day Foundation:  The PSA encourages people to protect the forests and plant trees.  
During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 33 times.
 
National Park Foundation:  The PSA encourages people everywhere to experience national 
parks across the country and demonstrates the importance of safeguarding America's most 
valuable natural, cultural and historic places for years to come.  During the quarter, K5 aired the 
public service announcement, :60 in length, 10 times.
 
Natural Resources Defense Council:  The PSA encourages people not to waste food.  During the 
quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 41 times.
 
Puma Punku Ocean Clean Up:  The PSA encourages people to visit their website to see how they 
can help the organization clean up the ocean.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 71 times.
 
San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy "Half the Battle":  The PSA demonstrates the 
importance of saving threatened and endangered species, and the habitats in which they live..  
During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 20 times.

 U.S. Forest Service:  The PSA encourages people to go to DiscovertheForest.org to find the 
nearest park or forest.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 and 
:60 in length, 45 times.
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E. HEALTH ISSUES, including health care, public health awareness and public 
health safety.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
10/2/2019 5pm HNN 

News 
KHNL

DOH 
Vaccination 
Campaign

DOH Vaccination Campaign.  The Department of Health is 
launching new radio and public education 
announcements -- to spread the word about new 
immunization requirements at all Hawaii schools. Starting 
next year -- students entering the seventh grade -- must 
provide documentation -- they've been vaccinated for T-
dap, H-P-V and M-C-V. Parents of current sixth grade 
students are encouraged to contact their healthcare 
provider now to schedule the vaccinations.

0:00:31

10/2/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

OCEAN SKIN 
INFECTIONS 

Ocean Skin Infections.  Davey Temple was playing with 
her grandkids in Waikiki... when she got cut by coral. I 
stepped on coral so that was it. I washed it. Everything 
was fine. Three days later my leg just blew up. She shows 
us where the cut on her foot became infected... and 
turned into necrotizing fasciitis... flesh eating bacteria. 
You can still see the scar left by surgery. All the way down 
to the bone so I don't have sense of feeling in that part of 
my foot anymore. Guy Steele says he got sepsis and 
cellultis after getting cut by rock while surfing at Waimea 
Bay. He went swimming in the brown water after a heavy 
rain - the waves were too inviting. There were three guys 
out at a spot that would normally have 20, 40 and as a 
surfer that's hard to resist. I don't have the discipline to 
resist that. My brain said no, my heart said yes. Steele 
says he's gotten other infections and illnesses after being 
in the ocean.

0:01:47

10/8/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

DOH VAPING 
WARNING 

DOH VAPING WARNING .  Their message? Stop Vaping. 
Our Mahealani Richardson has tonight's top story.

0:01:48
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10/8/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

HIV 
PREVENTION 
MEDICATION 

HIV PREVENTION MEDICATION .  New CDC data shows 
the majority of new HIV infections are transmitted by 
people who don't know they have the virus or by those 
diagnosed and not receiving care. (SOT Dr. Jonathan 
Mermin/Director of the National Center for HIV/AIDS, 
Viral Hepatitis, STD, and TB Prevention) // if you take HIV 
treatment and you suppress the level of virus in your 
blood that it's undetectable, you have effectively no risk 
of sexually transmitting HIV (TRACK) There are about 39-
thousand new HIV infections every year in the US.. About 
50 percent occur in the southern states where access to 
prevention and treatment can be limited. A new federal 
initiative aims to end the HIV Epidemic in the US. The goal 
is to reduce new infections by at least 90 percent over 10 
years. The CDC says progress in HIV prevention has stalled 
in recent years with the rate of new infections leveling off 
. (SOT Dr. Jonathan Mermin/Director for National Center 
for HIV, Viral Hepatitis, STD and TB P

0:01:58

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HAWAII'S 
VAPING 
EPIDEMIC

Hawaii's Vaping Epidemic.  Yesterdays warning from the 
state came after it began investigating a second vaping 
related illness. But Thomas Wills of the University of 
Hawaii Cancer Center says there is probably more bad 
news ahead. "The research we've done here at the 
Cancer Center shows that e-cigarette use is related to 
asthma, not just in high school students but also in 
middle school students." The symtoms of asthma is not 
usually as serious as the two reported cases...where lungs 
collapsed. "But respiratory collapse is basically your lungs 
are fighting off something so they basically stop working. 
So then people have to be brought into hospitals, they 
have to go into intensive care." Meanwhile, doctors say 
they've seen an increase in the concerns a bout da

0:01:27
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10/11/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

State 
Hospital 
Tour

State Hospital Tour.  Work is ahead of schedule on a new 
building at the Hawaii State Hospital in Kaneohe. But by 
the time it's done, it may not be enough to keep up with 
court-ordered patients who can't be turned away. Ben 
Gutierrez toured the construction area, and has the 
latest. The 160 million dollar building is set for completion 
in September of next year. It will help the hospital cope 
with the high number of so-called forensic patients -- 
those who are ordered into the hospital by the courts: 
The four-story facility is going up on the hospital's upper 
campus in Kaneohe. When complete, it will have 144 
beds for high-security patients. The health department 
says there will be a much lower risk for escapes, like the 
case of Randall Saito in 2017. That's because all the 
services needed -- including a courtroom -- will be under 
one roof:

0:00:38

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Pulse Point 
App Saves 
Life

Pulse Point App Saves Life.  For the first time since it's 
launch -- a cell phone app is credited with saving a life in 
Honolulu. Today 80-year-old Alf Schneider of Hawaii Kai 
got to thank the first responders who arrived quickly after 
he collapsed along Kalakaua Avenue in May. He just 
finished a bagpipe performance in a parade when he 
suffered a heart attack. A nearby nurse activated the 
Pulse Point App which immediately alerted first 
responders of Schneider's location. They continued CPR 
until EMS arrived.

0:00:21

10/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

Shaka Shaka 
Tea Yellow 
Card

Shaka Shaka Tea Yellow Card.  The state health 
department is fining a boba tea shop near UH Manoa for 
taking down a yellow health placard. Shaka Shaka Tea 
Express -- on South King Street received the conditional 
pass September 24th for 4 critical violations. Among them 
... the tea shop was cited for having soap in a dispenser 
that was so old it had turned black. Inspectors also noted 
employees cooking boba on a burner that was placed on 
the floor. During a follow up inspection two days later - 
an inspector found the placard removed. The shop has 
been fined 2-thousand dollars.

0:00:32
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10/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Disney 
Measles

Disney Measles.  A warning for anyone who recently 
visited California's Disneyland. Los Angeles Public Health 
officials say you may have been exposed to measles if you 
visited the park on October 16th. Symptoms -- including a 
rash -- can develop up to 21 days after being exposed. See 
your doctor if you think you may be affected.

0:00:18

10/28/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Monsanto 
Response to 
Birth Defects 
Lawsuit

Monsanto Response to Birth Defects Lawsuit.  Bayer 
crop science - which owns Monsanto - is denying any 
connection between its Mui farms and birth defects. 
Yesterday two families from Kihei sued the companies 
saying exposure to herbicides and other chemicals from 
Monsanto's seed farms caused birth defects. Today...the 
company said it takes safety seriously and follows strict 
EPA regulations and oversight by the state. Bayer said in a 
statement: "We have great sympathy for the plaintiffs, 
but we are confident that pesticide use on our Maui 
farms did not cause the health claims described in the 
lawsuit."

0:00:31

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Majoring in 
Marijuana

Majoring in Marijuana. BRANDON COLEMAN WORKS AT 
THIS DISPENSARY, BUT HIS INTEREST IN MEDICAL 
CANNABIS IS ALSO PERSONAL¦ HE USES IT TO TREAT HIS 
EPILEPSY. Brandon Coleman/Medical Cannabis Graduate 
Student "That's a unique perspective because I can take 
what I use on a daily basis and apply it to other people's 
conditions  .AND EDIBLES. "It tastes like lemonade and 
tea put together." HE OVERSEES THE INVENTORY BUT 
NOW WANTS TO TAKE HIS CAREER TO A NEW "HIGH" 
nats "Yeah, I'm legit!" HE'S AMONG 150 STUDENTS 
TAKING PART IN THE COUNTRY'S FIRST MASTER'S 
PROGRAM IN MEDICAL CANNABIS. Dr. Natalie 
Eddington/Dean, University of Maryland School of 
Pharmacy

0:01:52

11/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MENTAL 
HEALTH 
SUMMIT

MENTAL HEALTH SUMMIT.  "Statistics show people with 
mental illness are 10 times more likely to be put in jail 
than get treatment. Judges say the reason they're getting 
locked up is because resources that can actually help â€“ 
just aren't there." Arsisto: I never do nothing to nobody. 
Officer: Drop the weapon. "What's happened over the 
last decade is our criminal justice system has become the 
first responders to mental illness." "We have to find ways 
to get people better so they're not going to keep coming 
back to jail. 

0:01:46
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11/15/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

DOH VAPING 
PRESSER

DOH VAPING PRESSER. "This is a problem that's totally 
preventable. There's no reason why people need to 
vape." State health officials say Hawaii's 4 cases  involve 2 
adults and 2 adolescents. All  had something in common. 
(Bruce Anderson, Director, Department of Health) "All of 
these cases have a history of vaping THC marijuana. 
Which is consistent with what we're seeing nationally. 
"The individuals experienced shortness of breath, 
gastrointestinal symptoms, weakness, and 3 reported 
fever and at least 2 reported having chest pains." The 4 
patients were hospitalized but have since recovered. The 
D-O-H says it's also investigating a half-dozen *other* 
cases here that may be linked to e-cigarette use.  

0:01:50

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Hawaii Lung 
Cancer 
Survival 
Rates

Hawaii Lung Cancer Survival Rates. Hawaii patients 
diagnosed with lung cancer have lower survival rates than 
the national average. A new report from the American 
Lung Association says only 18-point-7 percent of patients 
are still alivefive years after diagnosis. That's three 
percent lower than the national average. Also in Hawaii, 
only 17-point-6 percent of cases are caught at an early 
stage  about four percent lower than the average. 
Doctors recommend annual screenings for current 
smokers and past smokers to catch lung cancer as early as 
possible.

0:00:34

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Measles 
Response

Measles Response. The state department of health says 
it's monitoring the measles outbreaks in the Pacific 
Region including Samoa. We're told they're keeping an 
eye on the highly contagious disease which has also been 
spreading in Tonga, New Zealand, Australia and the 
Philippines. They say they're using "disease surveillance 
systems," to track any cases in Hawaii.

0:02:07

11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Cheese Nips 
Recall

Cheese Nips Recall. There's a recall for Cheese Nips 
because some boxes could contain plastic pieces. Only 
the 11 ounce boxes are affected  and they have a "best 
by" date of May 18th, 19th or 20th of 2020. No other 
products were included in this recall and no injuries have 
been reported.

0:00:10
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11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Samoa 
Measles 
Outbreak 
Worsens

Samoa Measles Outbreak Worsens. In Samoa  the 
measles outbreak has worsened. The death toll has now 
hit 25  all but one of them - children under the age of five. 
A total of 22-hundred cases have been reported since the 
outbreak began last month. Samoa has declared a state 
of emergency, closing schools and banning children from 
public gatherings. The government has also mandated 
that everybody get vaccinated. Officials have also shut 
down a private clinic after hundreds of vaccines were 
taken and sold for a fee.  

0:00:49

11/28/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

QUEENS 
DNR VICTIM 

Queens DNR Victim ***STORY AIRED 11/27/19*** I'm 
not as strong and tough as you 79 year old Charlotte 
Azuma is spending her first full day in a foster care home. 
On Tuesday... she was discharged after being at the 
Queen's Medical Center for nearly 6 months. Her body 
and mind suffering from kidney disease and dementia. 
When we visited her moods ranged from sad to playful. 
I'm fine any time. You'll hit the ball hard? As hard as I can. 
Alright. I want to see your muscles. Can you make 
muscles. Oh wow. In the hospital Charlotte was caught in 
the middle of a dispute over her dying wishes -- 
expressed in an advanced health care directive written 
long before dementia set in. Her sister says the question 
was whether the document meant they should halt life-
saving dialysis...as Charlotte said she wanted to live. if the 
doctor s

0:01:43

12/2/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Kahala 
Queens 
Clinic

Kahala Queens Clinic. New at 6. The Queen's Health 
Systems is opening a new health center near Kahala Mall 
this Summer. The 10-thousand-square-foot building on 
Hunakai Street will include primary care, urgent care, 
imaging and physical therapy. Queen's Island Urgent Care 
will also be part of the two-story center  restoring services 
in the community after the closing of Island Urgent Care 
last year. The urgent care is slated to open next month.

0:00:26

12/2/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Kaiser 
Insolvent 
Letter

Kaiser Insolvent Letter. New tonight. Thousands of Kaiser 
Permanente employees got an uncomfortable message 
from their new boss. Kaiser President Ron Vance sent an 
email just before Thanksgiving saying Kaiser is falling 
behind other health plans on priceaccess and patient 
service. The company lost 88 million dollars last quarter. 
He wrote "â€¦our finances have been trending in the 
wrong direction for some time. What's more, we have no 
plan to achieve sustainable growthâ€¦" The nurses unio

0:00:31
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12/3/2019 10pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kahala 
Queens 
Clinic

Kahala Queens Clinic,. The Queen's Health Systems says 
it's opening a new health center near Kahala Mall next 
Summer AND a new urgent care center next month. The 
10-thousand-square-foot facility is being built on Hunakai 
Street and will include primary care, imaging and physical 
therapy.

0:00:18

12/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

No Measles 
in at Hawaii 
School

No Measles in at Hawaii School. Meanwhile - tonight the 
DOE is reassuring parents  after a measles scare at Daniel 
Inouye Elementary school in Wahiawa. Letters were sent 
home  Yesterday  after the family of a student informed 
school officials their child had measles. But today  Health 
officials confimed the student does *not have measles. 
The DOE says they sent the letter out of an abundance of 
caution.

0:00:15

12/4/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Samoa 
Medical 
Mission

Samoa Medical Mission. A medical team from Hawaii led 
by Lieutenant Governor Josh Green is in Samoa right now. 
The team of about 80 arrived in Apia around 5 this 
morning and started administering vaccinations as the 
death toll in the measles outbreak continues to rise 60 
people are dead. All but 8 victims  were children under 
four. The team is spread out  hoping to immunize as many 
people as possible.

0:00:25

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SAMOA 
MEASLES 
OUTREACH

SAMOA MEASLES OUTREACH. "Slippers" "Team 45" 
Friday at day break More than 100 medical teams 
gathered outside the hospital is Samoa's capital city. "Any 
vaccinator here?" Loading up vans with medical supplies. 
"Slippers" Everyone eager to get on the road- "Horn 
honking" And start work. "Van pulling into fale." Teams 
travel door to door. Red flags hang outside hundreds of 
homes across the country. A sign that people who live 
there need the measles vaccines. "They have their 
protocol and they'd like us gowned up for infection 
control."

0:02:13

12/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SAMOA 
MEASLES 
OUTREACH

Samoa Measles Outreach.  Friday at day break More than 
100 medical teams gathered outside the hospital is 
Samoa's capital city. "Any vaccinator here?" Loading up 
vans with medical supplies. "Slippers" Everyone eager to 
get on the road- "Horn honking" And start work. "Van 
pulling into fale." Teams travel door to door. Red flags 
hang outside hundreds of homes across the country. A 
sign that people who live there need the measles 
vaccines. "They have their protocol and they'd like us 
gowned up for infection control."

0:02:13
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12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Samoa 
Travel

Samoa Travel. If you haven't been vaccinated for the 
measles  then officials are saying you will NOT be allowed 
into American Samoa. In fact  all incoming travelers must 
show proof that they received a measles vaccination at 
least 14 days prior to their arrival date, otherwise they will 
be denied entry. While its service is unaffected, Hawaiian 
Airlines has issued a travel advisory and is waiving change 
fees for passengers with flights to and from American 
Samoa today through December 31.  

0:02:08

12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Samoa 
Travel

Samoa Travel. If you haven't been vaccinated for the 
measles  then officials are saying you will NOT be allowed 
into American Samoa. In fact  all incoming travelers must 
show proof that they received a measles vaccination at 
least 14 days prior to their arrival date, otherwise they will 
be denied entry. While its service is unaffected, Hawaiian 
Airlines has issued a travel advisory and is waiving change 
fees for passengers with flights to and from American 
Samoa today through December 31.  

0:02:08

12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Hawaii 
Students 
Measles

Hawaii Students Measles. State health officials say they 
are concerned with the measles immunization rate of 
students starting public school. The Department of Health 
conducted a survey for the 2018 to 2019 school year. Only 
91-point-5 percent of the kindergarten class received the 
measles vaccine. But experts say 93-to-95 percent of the 
population must be immune to prevent measles from 
spreading. Officials say they send notices to health care 
providers and parents to vaccinate children in a timely 
manner for school. The state Department of Education 
adds that students must meet immunization requirements 
before they're allowed to start school.  

0:01:00
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12/13/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

SAMOA 
MEASLES 
UPDATE

SAMOA MEASLES UPDATE.  "The vaccination campaign 
has been ongoing for several weeks now. And it takes up 
to two weeks for the vaccine to provide immunity. So I 
think what we're seeing now is the work that started 
several weeks ago and that's been growing, and really 
peaked last week." "We do have areas of Hawaii that are 
under immunized." I saw what a whole soceity being 
ravaged by measles looks like and it's not pretty. It would 
overwhelm our hospitals. It would overwhelm our 
pediatricians too. So we should immunize ourselves." A 
team of about 70 medical workers from Hawaii traveled 
to Samoa last week.. for a mass vaccination effort. Last 
night -- two Hawaii doctors were still there working in the 
pediatric intensive care unit.

0:00:43

12/18/2019 530pm 
HNN News 
KHNL

New Queens 
President

New Queens President.  Queen's Medical Center has a 
new president. Jason Chang is taking the role. He has 
been serving as Executive V-P and C-E-O of Queen's 
Health Systems and the medical center since 2015. Dr. Jill 
Hoggard Green was the former president- she'll remain in 
her role as the Health *systems president and CEO.

0:00:20

12/20/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

MILITARY 
SUICIDES 
STUDY 

MILITARY SUICIDES STUDY .It's been nearly two weeks 
since the Pearl Harbor shooting-- where a 22 year old 
sailor killed 2 civilian workers... shot another worker... and 
them turned his service weapon on himself. We're 
learning the Navy held a blessing last Friday at a dry dock 
number 2 where the shooting happened. According to 
Navy statistics... there were 58 suicides this year in the 
active duty Navy. In 2018 -- there were 68 suicides. Rates 
have been trending up since 2006 when there were 32 
suicides. 10:31:25-10:31:34 The rates do remain 
stubbornly high and they have been so for quite some 
time. A team of researchers at UH Hilo studied suicide 
rates in the Army. They say while suicide rates historically 
decreased during war... they've gone up during so called 
endless wars. It's kind of counterintuitive but it appears as 
though active combat decreases suicide

0:01:42

Public Service Announcements:

KHNL
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Ad Council-The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention:  The PSA encourages people to 
reach out to a friend who might be struggling with their mental health.  During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 9 times.
 
American Cancer Society Making Strides Against Breast Cancer (GTAH):  The PSA promotes a 
walk to raise awareness and funds to save lives from breast cancer.  During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 8 times.
 
American Heart Association:   The PSA encourages people with diabetes to visit the website 
KnowDiabetesbyHeart.org to learn how to manage the link between diabetes and heart 
disease.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 and:30 in length, 
35 times.
 
Department of Health Alcohol & Drug Abuse Div:  The PSAs inform public of the early warning 
signs and dangers with overdose of prescription drugs and ways to help prevent prescription 
drug misuse. During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 78 
times.
 
EPA:  The PSA takes quotes from real children describing how asthma makes them feel and 
urges parents to visit the website www.noattacks.org or call their doctor.  During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 8 times.
 
Feeding America:  The PSA encourages people to learn more and engage in the fight to end 
hunger in the U.S.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in 
length, 9 times.
 
Hawaii Executive Office on Aging:  The PSA encourages local seniors to visit the State Health 
Insurance Assistance Program (SHIP) for help with their Medicare.  During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 102 times.
 
KHNL-TV: Hospice Hawaii Loves Bakery and Hele Partnership:  The PSA shows how Hospice 
Hawaii helps patients and families face the end-of-life journey with hope and without fear.  
During the quarter KGMB aired a couple of versions of the public service announcement, :30 in 
length.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 79 
times.
 
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society:  The PSA features WWE superstar Roman Reigns who 
encourages people to support LLS and help the thousands of children and families dealing with 
a cancer diagnosis and treatment.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service 
announcement, :15 in length, 21 times.
 
Partnership for Drug-Free Kids:  The PSA raise awareness about the national crisis of medicine 
abuse and featured a variety of individuals who suffer with addiction.  During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 14 times.
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Stand Up 2 Cancer:  The PSA encourages patients and their loved ones to visit 
Standuptocancer.org/ClinicalTrials to learn more about clinical trials and begin the conversation 
with their doctor to find out which clinical trial may be right for them.  During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :15 and :60 in length, 31 times.
 
Stand Up to Cancer:  The PSA, in collaboration with MLB, encourages people to "Stand Up" in 
the fight against cancer and help show support for those affected by cancer.  During the 
quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 1 time.
 
State of Hawaii-Executive Office on Aging:  The PSA encourages local seniors to visit the State 
Health Insurance Assistance Program (SHIP) for help with their Medicare. During the quarter 
KGMB aired various public service announcements, :30 in length.  During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 27 times.
 
Susan G. Komen Hawaii Race for the Cure:  The PSA promotes the 25th Annual Race for the 
Cure event.  The event raises funds for breast cancer access, research, and cures.  During the 
quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 42 times.

K5

Ad Council-The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention:  The PSA encourages people to 
reach out to a friend who might be struggling with their mental health.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 3 times.
 
American Cancer Society Making Strides Against Breast Cancer (GTAH):  The PSA promotes a 
walk to raise awareness and funds to save lives from breast cancer.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 67 times.
 
American Heart Association:  The PSA encourages people with diabetes to visit the website 
KnowDiabetesbyHeart.org to learn how to manage the link between diabetes and heart 
disease.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 and:30 in length, 92 
times.
 
Autism Speaks:  The PSA encourages early screening and intervention for children with autism.  
During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 21 times.
 
Children's Miracle Network Hospitals:  The PSA encourages people to donate to the Children's 
Miracle Network Hospitals which cares for more than 10 million kids a year.  During the quarter, 
K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 AND :30 in length, 8 times.
 
EPA:  The PSA takes quotes from real children describing how asthma makes them feel and 
urges parents to visit the website www.noattacks.org or call their doctor.  During the quarter, 
K5 aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 32 times.
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Feeding America:  The PSA encourages people to learn more and engage in the fight to end 
hunger in the U.S.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 
33 times.
 
Hawaii Executive Office on Aging:  The PSA encourages local seniors to visit the State Health 
Insurance Assistance Program (SHIP) for help with their Medicare.  During the quarter, K5 aired 
the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 150 times.
 
Honolulu Liquor Commission:  The PSA promotes the prevention of underage drinking.  During 
the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 39 times.
 
KHNL-TV: Hospice Hawaii Loves Bakery and Hele Partnership:  The PSA shows how Hospice 
Hawaii helps patients and families face the end-of-life journey with hope and without fear.  
During the quarter KGMB aired a couple of versions of the public service announcement, :30 in 
length.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 44 times.
 
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society:  The PSA features WWE superstar Roman Reigns who 
encourages people to support LLS and help the thousands of children and families dealing with 
a cancer diagnosis and treatment.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service 
announcement, :15 in length, 46 times.
 
Partnership for Drug-Free Kids:  The PSA raise awareness about the national crisis of medicine 
abuse and featured a variety of individuals who suffer with addiction.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 72 times.
 
Stand Up 2 Cancer:  The PSA encourages patients and their loved ones to visit 
Standuptocancer.org/ClinicalTrials to learn more about clinical trials and begin the conversation 
with their doctor to find out which clinical trial may be right for them.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :15 and :60 in length, 36 times.
 
Stand Up to Cancer:  The PSA, in collaboration with MLB, encourages people to "Stand Up" in 
the fight against cancer and help show support for those affected by cancer.  During the 
quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 24 times.
 
Susan G. Komen Hawaii Race for the Cure:  The PSA promotes the 25th Annual Race for the 
Cure event.  The event raises funds for breast cancer access, research, and cures.  During the 
quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 71 times.
 
Crime Stoppers of Honolulu:  The PSA informs the public of a wanted criminal and provides and 
anonymous hotline to try to elicit tips from the general public.  CrimeStoppers Honolulu 
encourages members of the community to assist local law enforcement agencies in the fight 
against crime by overcoming the two key elements that inhibit community involvement: fear 
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and apathy.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 116 
times.

F. NEIGHBOR ISLAND ISSUES, including matters of particular concern to 
residents of and visitors to Hawaiian Islands other than Oahu, including events, 
park status, tourism, politics, and local culture.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
10/1/2019 NEW 

Sunrise 
5am KHNL

530 TMT 
Permit and 
Sublease

TMT Permit and Sublease.  The document details TMT's 
Conservation Use Permit. It says the telescope will be 
below the summit and away from cultural places ... like 
Lake Waiau. And no burials are at the construction site. 
No explosives will be used during the building process ... 
and waste from the observatory will be stored and 
removed, according to officials. TMT's sublease says it will 
pay 300-thousand dollars a year, which goes up to a 
million dollars ... after 10 years. We're told other 
observatories are only paying 1 dollar a year.

0:00:22

10/1/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Mauna Kea 
Visitors

Mauna Kea Visitors.  The University of Hawaii is also 
developing rules to address the amount of visitors. In 
2016 alone - more than 35-thousand, 500 vehicles drove 
up the mountain. Kim's plan was developed more than 2 
months after Governor Ige put him in charge of finding a 
solution on Mauna Kea. But TMT opponents say ... it's not 
good enough ... because the proposal still includes 
building what would be ... the world's largest telescope on 
a mountain long considered sacred by Native Hawaiians.

0:00:17
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MAUNA KEA 
BOOKLET

Mauna Kea Booklet.  we never had high expectations, we 
never had high hopes for this plan there solution is to tell 
us what we should be doing, rather than to listen and 
heed the calls the pleas of the people TMT opponents say 
despite their growing movement - they still aren't being 
heard. Mayor Kim tells us he believes his plan is a good 
compromise for everyone going forward. Governor Ige 
says he's committed to restructuring the management of 
the mountain. UH President David Lassner says he will 
work with Ige. In a statement - Lassner also says he wants 
more ideas for ways forward ... to help shift thinking to 
paths that will be wins for all the people of Hawaii - 
Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians alike.

0:00:46

10/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Bernard 
Brown 
Extradited

Bernard Brown Extradited.  Murder suspect Bernard 
Brown was extradited from Sacramento to Maui today. 
Authorities arrested him last month in connection to the 
death of his ex-girlfriend Moreira Monsalve . She vanished 
5 years ago and her body has never been found. Brown is 
scheduled to appear in court tomorrow.

0:00:16

10/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Maui fire Live 
Pics

Maui fire live pics.  We start tonight with breaking news... 
A wind-whipped brush fire is burning in the West Maui 
Mountains. This is a live look at the Valley Isle -- where 
you can see the thick smoke. The fire's already charred 
hundreds of acres.

0:00:10

10/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MAUI BRUSH 
FIRE

MAUI BRUSH FIRE.  It just got really smoky and as soon as 
we got out of the tunnel, we're like whoa, there's flames 
right there. We do have tanker trucks that are moving 
along the highway. honoapiilani highway has been closed 
in both directions because of heavy smoke and the fire 
moving down along the mountain, across the road and to 
the ocean itself. The flames are in a steep area that's 
difficult to access. Air 1, 2, 3 ... along with a helicopter 
from the state are also fighting the fire.

0:00:31
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Mauna Kea 
AG Costs

Mauna Kea AG Costs.  The total state and county costs for 
law enforcement at Mauna Kea... now adds up to at least 
7-point-8 million dollars. That includes more than 3-
million for the attorney general... public safety and 
national guard. And as we reported yesterday Hawaii 
County's price tag alone is 4-point-4 million. H-P-D and 
Maui P-D were also involved in the early stages of the now 
80-day protest. The attorney general's office says 
paperwork for reimbursement to the counties is not 
finished yet.

0:00:18

10/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Ainaola 
Restroom 
Vandalism

Ainaola Restroom Vandalism.  Hawaii County police are 
looking for the vandal who set fire to a park bathroom. A 
stall in -- Aina-ola Park -- suffered about a thousand 
dollars in damage from the blaze early this morning. 
Department of Park and Rec crews have closed the 
bathroom while they make repairs. Hawaii county says 
they plan to have the bathroom fixed and open by Friday.

0:00:19

10/2/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Set up Maui 
Brush Fire

Set up Maui Brush Fire.  We start with breaking news 
from the Valley Isle. Evacuations are in place as a huge 
brush fire continues to burn in Ma'alaea.

0:00:11

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Mahukona 
Beach Park 
Drowning

Mahukona Beach Park Drowning.  On the Big Island -- a 
woman was transported in extremely critical condition... 
after a near drowning along the Kohala coast. We're told 
she was found unresponsive in the water... while 
snorkeling at Mahukona Beach Park this afternoon. 
Rescuers brought her to shore -- and rushed her to North 
Kohala Hospital.

0:00:17

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Mahukona 
Beach Park 
Drowning

Mahukona Beach Park Drowning.  On the Big Island -- a 
woman was transported in extremely critical condition... 
after a near drowning along the Kohala coast. We're told 
she was found unresponsive in the water... while 
snorkeling at Mahukona Beach Park this afternoon. 
Rescuers brought her to shore -- and rushed her to North 
Kohala Hospital.

0:00:17
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BERNARD 
BROWN IN 
COURT

"The family of Moreria Monsalve had mixed emotions 
today seeing her accused killer for the first time in almost 
six years. Her daughter tells me she knew all along in her 
heart that this day would finally come." Bernard Brown 
entered the courtroom showing no emotion. His attorney 
said he was not guilty in his ex-girlfriend's murder. 
Moreira Monsalve was 45 years old when she 
disappeared. She was last seen alive at Brown's home in 
Wailuku in January of 2014. Her daughter says seeing 
Brown for the first time since then outraged her. "He 
knows what he did. And he did look over at me and nod at 
me and I was just like, immense anger. The fact that he 
felt he even had the right to even try to make like I should 
feel sorry for him.

0:03:16

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KGMB 
KHNL

Maui Fire 
Latest

Maui Fire Latest.  Firefighters are still working on 
hotspots... but the fire is 70-percent contained. Yesterday 
-- the flames triggered evacuations and road closures... 
and more than 450 people stayed overnight at emergency 
shelters. Right now, Honoapiilani Highway between King's 
Trail and the Ukumehame Firing Range is still off-limits 
because of heavy equipment on the roadway. And 
another portion of the highway- near Maalaea Harbor -- is 
being contraflowed while crews remove debris.

0:00:26

10/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BERNARD 
BROWN IN 
COURT

BERNARD BROWN IN COURT.  (Alexis Felicilda/victim's 
daughter:) "(Sigh) A lot of anger. Lots of anger because 
selfishly he took my mother's life and our futures, her 
future away from us. And it doesn't look like he even have 
a conscience about it all." The suspected killer of a missing 
mother of three faces a judge on Maui for the first time in 
five years.

0:00:30

10/3/2019 630pm 
HNN 
News 
KFVE

BERNARD 
BROWN 
HEARING

Bernard Brown Hearing.  "The family of Moreria 
Monsalve had mixed emotions today seeing her accused 
killer for the first time in almost six years. Her daughter 
tells me she knew all along in her heart that this day 
would finally come." Bernard Brown entered the 
courtroom showing no emotion. His attorney said he was 
not guilty in his ex-girlfriend's murder. Moreira Monsalve 
was 45 years old when she disappeared. She was last seen 
alive at Brown's home in Wailuku in January of 2014. Her 
daughter says seeing Brown for the first time since then 
outraged her. "He knows what he did. And he did look 
over at me and nod at me and I was just like, immense 
anger. The fact that he felt he even had the right to even 
try to make like I should feel sorry f

0:02:29
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Mahukona 
Beach Park 
Drowning

Mahukona Beach Park Drowning. Two people died in 
separate ocean incidents off the Big Island yesterday. . 
Officials say they found a woman unresponsive in the 
water in the afternoon while she was snorkeling at 
Mahukona Beach Park. Rescuers brought her to shore  
and rushed her to North Kohala Hospital where she later 
died.

0:00:26

10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am 
KGMB K5

Maui No 
Commercial 
Activities on 
Sundays

Maui No Commercial Activities on Sundays. A plan to ban 
commercial activity at Maui County beach parks on 
Sundays and holidays is moving forward. The Maui News 
reports that the ban is expected to take effect in about 30 
days following a hearing next week. Some of the 
commercial activities affected by the change are surfing 
and kiteboarding lessons, as well as snorkeling tours. Maui 
Mayor Mike Victorino has said that many residents are 
feeling "very pressured" when they go to the beach due to 
tourists.

0:00:01

10/4/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Front Street 
Land

Front Street Land. On Maui  The state has bought the land 
under the Front Street apartments in Lahaina  in hopes of 
keeping rents affordable. Governor Ige made the 
announcement yesterday. The state purchased the land 
for 15 million dollars to stop the rents of the 142-unit 
apartment building from surging to market prices. The 
rents will stay low unless a new lease is re-negotiated or 
issued by December 31st.

0:00:25

10/4/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Armed 
Robbery

BI Armed Robbery. Here at home  A man and woman 
from Hilo are behind bars tonight  accused of a violent 
armed robbery on the Big Island. Police say employees at 
a store on Maka-ala Street caught  Nicholas Cook and 
Michelle Hanagami  shoplifting on Monday. When fleeing 
in their vehicle Cook allegedly shot an employee with a BB 
gun. Police say Cook also pulled a knife on employees who 
confronted the pair outside the store. Preliminary 
hearings for both are set for next week.

0:00:25

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Puna 
Shooting 
Suspect

Puna Shooting Suspect.  Hawaii Island Police are looking 
for Kamana'o-ka-aina Nako'oka. The 31 year old Puna man 
who goes by the nickname "Mana" is wanted in 
connection to a shooting last night in Hawaiian Paradise 
Park. A 41 year old man was hurt after shots rang out 
around 5-30 on 15th Avenue. He is hospitalized in stable 
condition. If you have any information on Nako'oka's 
whereabouts call police.

0:00:27
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MCCC 
Missing Pre 
Trial Felon

MCCC Missing Pre Trial Felon.  Maui sheriffs are on the 
hunt for Richard Kealoha-Ka'auwai. The 27 year old was 
awaiting trial for domestic abuse and drug charges. Maui 
Community Correctional Center granted the pre-trial felon 
a 3-day release to tend to a personal matter. He was 
supposed to return yesterday at 5 p-m but never came 
back. If you see him call 911.

0:00:20

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Paauilo 
Tractor Pin

Paauilo Tractor Pin.  breaking news from the Big Island. 
At this hour -- Police and Fire crews on the Hamakua 
coast... are in Pa'auilo mauka... where a man is pinned 
under a tractor. We're told the the victim -- who is in his 
60s -- is not breathing. So far, the effort to remove him 
from under the tractor... has been difficult. We'll update 
you with any new information we receive -- during this 
newscast.

0:00:20

10/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Maui Coast 
Guard rescue

Maui Coast Guard rescue. The Coast Guard rescued three 
divers in waters off Maui  after the divers flagged down a 
helicopter with their flippers. The divers got separated 
from their boat about 20 miles off Hookipa Monday 
afternoon. The Coast Guard sent a helicopter, plane, and 
two boats. The chopper got there first and dropped a flare  
then one of the boats came and picked them up. No one 
was hurt. The Coast Guard says its a good reminder for 
divers to bring all their safety equipment including a 
locator beacon.

0:00:33

10/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

PGV 
Reopening

PGV Reopening. It's been 18 months since lava flows 
forced Puna Geothermal Venture's power plant  off line. 
In a notice to Big Island residents  the company said it 
plans to begin drilling on one its production wells starting 
next Wednesday  And complete the project by the middle 
of January. Big Island Mayor Harry Kim says Puna 
Geothermal could restart operations as early as January  
But experts say it might take a lot more time.

0:00:25

10/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

 PGV drilling 
controversy

 PGV drilling controversy. The Puna Geothermal Venture 
plans to start drilling a new well next week right where 
Madam Pele rolled through town last year. The company 
issued public notices that it will begin digging a hole 5-
thousand feet deep. Hawaii County's Mayor says PGV 
hopes to complete the project by mid-January. The 
district's state senator believes  it's too soon and too 
dangerous.

0:00:17
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Mauna Kea 
Costs

Mauna Kea Costs. The total cost of the conflict on Mauna 
Kea has now reached nearly 9 million dollars. New figures 
from the state Attorney Generals' office  show about 4-
point-4 million come from Hawaii county operations. 
Followed by 1-point-6 million for the national guard And 
another 1-point-3 million for the attorney generals' office. 
The Department of public safety has spent 862-thousand 
dollars followed by DOCARE at 601-thousand dollars. We'll 
continue to track these dollar figures as the standoff 
continues for the 12th week at the base of the mountain.

0:00:40

10/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am 
KGMB 
KHNL

Mitch Roth 
TMT Conflict

Mitch Roth TMT Conflict. The board of ethics is expected 
to make a decision next month on whether there's a 
conflict of interest between Hawaii county prosecuting 
attorney Mitch Roth and the TMT protesters who were 
arrested. Roth's son works at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. Roth's wife works at Subaru Telescope. Both 
of those places are operated by organizations that are 
partners in the TMT project. West Hawaii Today reports 
that Roth told the board that there would be no conflict of 
interest. But in the meantime, he has turned 30 cases 
over to the attorney general until the ethics board makes 
a decision.

0:00:30

10/10/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Deadly Maui 
Crash 
Lawsuit

Deadly Maui Crash Lawsuit. Two lawsuits are blaming 
Kaiser Permanente for a crash on Maui that killed two 
people. In October 2016, a vehicle going well over 100-
miles an hour ran a red light on Haleakala Highway and 
killed  Traci Winegarner and Debra Wylie  in their vehicle. 
The speeding driver  Ashley Wellman  was acquitted 
because of a mental condition. She and the victims are 
suing Kaiser  saying she repeatedly sought help at Kaisers 
Wailuku clinic for suicidal impulses. A nurse failed to 
arrange for her to be taken to Maui Memorial. The crash 
happened the next day. Kaiser said it cannot comment on 
the lawsuits.

0:00:38
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Mauna Kea 
Costs

Mauna Kea Costs. The total cost of the conflict on Mauna 
Kea has now reached nearly 9 million dollars. New figures 
from the state Attorney Generals' office  show about 4-
point-4 million come from Hawaii county operations. 
Followed by 1-point-6 million for the national guard And 
another 1-point-3 million for the attorney generals' office. 
The Department of public safety has spent 862-thousand 
dollars followed by DOCARE at 601-thousand dollars. We'll 
continue to track these dollar figures as the standoff 
continues for the 12th week at the base of the mountain.

0:00:33
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Sunrise 
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Mitch Roth 
TMT Conflict

Mitch Roth TMT Conflict. The board of ethics is expected 
to make a decision next month on whether there's a 
conflict of interest between Hawaii county prosecuting 
attorney Mitch Roth and the TMT protesters who were 
arrested. Roth's son works at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. Roth's wife works at Subaru Telescope. Both 
of those places are operated by organizations that are 
partners in the TMT project. West Hawaii Today reports 
that Roth told the board that there would be no conflict of 
interest. But in the meantime, he has turned 30 cases 
over to the attorney general until the ethics board makes 
a decision.

0:00:38

10/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kona 
Barricade

Kona Barricade. A suspect is in custody on the Big Island  
after a more than 6-hour standoff with police in Kona. 
Officers evacuated homes on Ahulani Street in Kala-oa 
this morning  when they say 57-year-old Richard Gorloff 
threatened to "blow up" his house. Police say he had a 
small propane tank a five-gallon gas can and officers saw 
him carrying what appeared to be a propane torch and a 
lighter. Officers negotiated with him for hours until he 
peacefully surrended. No one was hurt during the 
standoff.

0:00:30

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Missing 
Diver

BI Missing Diver.  Big Island police say there's evidence 
that a missing diver in Kona -- may have been attacked by 
sharks. Alan Delatorre was reported missing last week 
Friday when he didn't return from a night dive. Hawaii Fire 
Department divers found the 45-year-old's clothes and 
diving equipment in waters near a buoy. They say the 
clothes showed damage -- caused by sharks. The search 
for Delatorre -- was suspended on Sunday.

0:00:22
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News K5

MAUNA KEA 
COSTS

Mauna Kea Costs.  Certainly I'm committed to enforcing 
the law and finding a peaceful way forward. A lot of those 
preparings I think allowed us to be thoughtful in our 
approach of the difference of opinion and I will continue 
to authorize the expenditure of resources that I believe 
can help us arrive at a peaceful resolution in this incident. 
Ige says he's still working with the Thirty Meter Telescope 
get them legal access to the summit and would not 
comment about any potential law enforcement action. 
Protestors have said they're against any plan that includes 
TMT at Mauna Kea.

0:00:44

10/11/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Mountain 
Biker Rescue

Mountain Biker Rescue. On the Big Island -- HFD called in 
an Army Black Hawk helicopter to pickup a mountain biker 
on Mauna Kea -- at an elevation of 12-thousand feet. Early 
last night -- the helicopter crew airlifted the 53-year-old 
visitor from Europe after he rode his bike from Holualoa 
to Mauna Kea. HFD says the man took a trail off the main 
dirt road and was overcome by the cold. He was treated 
at the hospital for minor injuries. The Army chopper from 
Pohakuloa Training Area made the rescue because county 
helicopter couldn't reach the man due to the elevation.

0:00:39

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
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BI Missing 
Diver

BI Missing Diver.  Big Island police say there's evidence 
that a missing diver in Kona -- may have been attacked by 
sharks. Alan Delatorre was reported missing last week 
Friday when he didn't return from a night dive. Hawaii Fire 
Department divers found the 45-year-old's clothes and 
diving equipment in waters near a buoy. They say the 
clothes showed damage -- caused by sharks. The search 
for Delatorre -- was suspended on Sunday.

0:00:22

10/15/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Poipu Visitor 
Dies

Poipu Visitor Dies. A snorkeler from Washington is dead 
after his wife pulled him from waters off Kauai. She 
brought his body to shore at Waio-hai Beach around 11-
30 yesterday morning. He was identified as Karl Lechner. 
Lifeguards gave the 49 year old CPR but he could not be 
revived. Investigators ordered an autopsy to determine 
his exact cause of death.

0:00:39
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PGV PGV.  Eighteen months after lava flows destroyed the 
facility transmission lines -- forcing Puna Geothermal's 
power plant off-line... today marks the first step to 
restoring PGV's operations. According to a letter sent out 
earlier this month to neighbors and community members, 
drilling will begin on the Kapoho State 18, or KS-18, well 
today. The depth of the well is expected to be 5,000 feet... 
and if all runs as expected, officials say it should be 
completed by mid January of next year. Back in August, 
the state Department of Land and Natural Resources 
approved permits for two new wells. Spokesperson Mike 
Kaleikini says KS-18 was already in the works prior to the 
Kilauea eruption. Kaleikini said PGV will eventually also 
drill KS-17 -- a reinjection well -- but in the meantime 
several wells have already been recovered and 
refurbished. According to operational plans approved by 
the state back in 2006, PGV is allowed to build as man

0:01:40

10/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

MOLOKAI 
HEALTH 
CENTER

MOLOKAI HEALTH CENTER.  "They're volunteering their 
services. So we ask you volunteer to get off. Done. It's 
already done. Damage has been done. The trust has been 
broken by the board and CEO." "They dealing with lives. 
They not just doing this on their own and then think 
everything will be alright. But I think they should step 
down because we don't want this to happen again." The 
health center says a new meeting date will be shared 
later. In the meantime, the center says it will also meet 
with residents one on one.

0:01:00

10/16/2019 530pm 
HNN 
News 
KHNL

Overturned 
Tractor 
Deadly 
Accident ID

Overturned Tractor Deadly Accident ID.  Big Island police 
identified -- "Michael Shinsky"... as the victim of a deadly 
farm tractor accident up in Pa'auilo Mauka.    They say the 
69-year-old was pinned under the tractor when it 
overturned on his property last week Tuesday. An autopsy 
determined Shinsky died from the injuries he suffered in 
the accident.

0:00:48
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MAUI 
BEATING

Maui Beating.  The victim of a violent attack on Maui is 
outraged after his attackers receive their sentence. The 
two men who were caught on camera during that attack 
five years ago were only sentenced to probation. We want 
to warn you -- this footage may be disturbing. "I'm 
hurrying up yoiu already hit me over the head. brah stop 
being a little b---- and hurry the f---- up. you're talking too 
much. use your f---ing head you a haole, eh?" This is just 
part of the 25 minute attack. Levi Aki Junior and Kaulana 
Alo Kaonohi forced a man and his uncle -- who had just 
moved into Kahakuloa Village -- to remove their 
belongings and leave. The case was marred by delays from 
Maui prosecutors. They eventually cut plea deals with 
both men for assault and terroristic threatening. In the 
end, Aki served a total of 6 months in jail. Kaonohi was 
allowed work release. The victim, Chris Kunzelman, says 
he was never able to return to his

0:01:05

10/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

BI IronMan 
HFD 
Overtime

BI IronMan HFD Overtime.  On the Big Island.. The fire 
department is asking the company behind the Ironman 
triathlon to help pay for overtime costs from the race held 
earlier this month. West Hawaii Today reports that the 
fire department needs about 7-thousand dollars to cover 
overtime expenses after its funding request was rejected 
by the county. The fire chief says the company behind the 
race has not responded yet.

0:00:10

10/21/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

MAUI CLIFF 
CLOSURE 

MAUI CLIFF CLOSURE .  The Board of Land and Natural 
Resources voted on Friday to approve the DLNR's 
recommendation for a temporary closure. Climbers say 
there are about 5 separate rock walls that are affected -- 
including one that's popular with people who don't have 
expert-level skills. The DLNR says workers spotted 
climbing equipment in several spots .. during a visit to the 
West Maui Natural Area Reserve in May 2018. The closure 
... which could last up to two years ... covers the cliff areas 
in blue -- in the Lihau section of the reserve. The state 
wants to protect threatened and endangered species ... 
and prevent damage to geological features. it's one of the 
few places that have a habitat of extremely dry land plant 
species that only grows on cliffs. so

0:02:03
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Kauai 
Restaurant 
Fire

Kauai Restaurant Fire.  A Japanese restaurant suffered 
damage from an overnight fire. Firefighters rushed to the 
scene at Kintaro Japanese Restaurant in Wailua shortly 
before midnight. It took the department nearly 5 hours to 
extinguish the flames. A portion of Kuhio Highway was 
closed until 4 a-m. A damage estimate has not been 
released. Investigators are looking into the cause.

0:00:21

10/21/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Hanapepe 
Massacre 
New Clue

Hanapepe Massacre New Clue  On Kauai -- researchers 
looking for an unmarked grave in the Hanapepe Filipino 
Cemetery may have found it. Yesterday they used ground-
penetrating radar to try to locate a line of caskets or a 
mass grave. They found a 25-foot-long trench and sub-
surface objects about four feet undeground. The remains 
of sixteen striking Filipino surgarcane workers killed 
during a clash with county deputies in 1924 are said to be 
buried there. The researchers spotted an irregularity 
beneath the surface that could indicate a mass grave. 
They hope to locate the burial site and place a marker to 
honor the men.

0:00:32

10/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kapalua 
Airport Brush 
Fire

Kapalua Airport Brush Fire. We begin with breaking news 
out of Maui  where a fast-moving brush fire near Kahana 
Ridge  has forced the evacuation of Kapalua Airport and 
nearby homes.

0:00:08

10/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Maui 
Machete 
VERDICT

Maui Machete VERDICT.  A jury late this afternoon found 
the man accused of a deadly machete attack on Maui  
guilty of manslaughter. That ruling is based on the fact the 
jurors believe Kumu-lipo Sylva had an extreme mental or 
emotional disturbance at the time of the crime. Sylva 
faced a murder charge after nearly decapitating Eduardo 
"Alex" Cerezo at the Queen Kaahumanu Center last year. 
The defense argued that Sylva suffers from a 
schizophrenic and bipolar disorder which causes 
delusions. Sylva told police after his arrest he killed Cerezo 
because he thought the victim was a demon. Jurors 
deliberated today for just about 3 and half hours -- before 
reaching a verdict. The manlsaughter charge carries a 
maximum sentence of 20 years in prison. Sentencing is 
scheduled for January 24th.

0:00:38

10/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Spencer 
Beach Bees 
Update

Spencer Beach Bees Update.  A popular Big Island beach -
- is reopening after it was shut down by swarms of bees. 
Spencer Beach Park in Kawaihae closed last week 
Tuesday. The county of Hawaii Department of Parks and 
Rec will reopen the area this Saturday. No stings have 
been reported since the closure.

0:00:14
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Puna 
Manhunt 
Arrest

Puna Manhunt Arrest. Bail is set at 81 thousand dollars 
for a Puna man accused of ramming a vehicle into an 
officer's cruiser on the Big Island. Police say  Aaron 
Nobriga  fled after the crash on September 9th in 
Hawaiian Paradise Park. Officers were originally after the 
44-year-old for a parole violation. Last week officers took 
Nobria into custody after chasing him down on foot in 
Puna. Police also arrested 49-year-old  Danny Muller  and 
28-year-old Sandra Kahikina  for hindering Nobria's 
prosecution Their bail was set at $2,000.00 each.

0:00:47

10/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
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Waikoloa 
Village 
Deadly Crash

Waikoloa Village Deadly Crash. And on the Big Island 
Police are investigating what caused a deadly crash in 
Waikoloa Village. Officers say  Christina Linn Lewis  struck 
an aluminum light pole after her S-U-V crossed double 
solid yellow lines on Ka-Uhi-wai Street yesterday. 
Emergency crews took the 50 year old to North Hawaii 
Community Hospital, where she later died. An autopsy will 
determine her exact cause of death.

0:00:12

10/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 Kauai Ped Ax  Kauai Ped Ax. A pedestrian crash on Kauai left two 
women in critical condition. Police say a 27-year-old man 
from Texas  driving a Jeep  struck a 63-year-old woman 
also from Texas, and a 62-year-old from Kansas. This 
happened around 6 this morning at Keaka  and Hoi  roads 
in Kapaa. Police do not know if the women were in a 
crosswalk. They say speed, alcohol and drugs do *not 
appear to be factors.

0:00:32

10/26/2019 10pm 
HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kauai 
Pedestrian 
Accident

Kauai Pedestrian Accident.  On Kauai -- police say two 
visitors were critically hurt.... when the were hit by a jeep 
while crossing Kuhio Highway in Kapaa this morning. 
We're told the women are from Kansas and Texas. And 
the driver is a man from Texas. There's no word if they all 
know each other, and no word on possible charges. But 
police do not believe speed, alcohol and drugs were 
factors.

0:00:19
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10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Kauai 
Spectrum 
outage

Kauai Spectrum outage.  Internet and cable services are 
returning to Kauai after an island-wide Spectrum outage 
yesterday. The company has been working to restore 
service to customers overnight. Spectrum says the trouble 
began Sunday night, when a third-party carrier's network 
fiber was damaged. It's one of three underwater cables 
that carry data to Kauai. During the outage, many 
businesses couldn't process credit cards -- 911 calls 
weren't going through -- and both Hawaiian Tel and 
Verizon customers also reported poor service.  Of course, 
we cannot watch tv, or get on the wifi It kind of sucks. 
Because you cannot do nothing. Basically, you just sitting 
around, doing nothing, you talk story with the family but 
that's about it. Some customers said their service started 
coming back around 5:30 P-M yesterday. We've reached 
out to Spectrum for an update on their restoration efforts.

0:00:30

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Onos Kauai 
closing

Onos Kauai Closing.  A Kauai burger joint is closing at the 
end of the month. Duane's Ono-Char Burgers in Anahola 
has been feeding residents and tourists for more than 30 
years. But they'll serve their last meal on Thursday. An 
employee confirmed the closure, but could not say why 
the owners decided to close.

0:00:10

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kauai WIC 
Pilot Program

Kauai WIC Pilot Program.  Kauai is launching "E-WIC" (ee-
wick) today. It's an electronic benefits transfer card for 
the state "Women, Infants and Children" program. The 
card works like a debit card... and replaces paper checks. 
Families can use it to buy approved foods in grocery 
stores. There are about 1-thousand E-WIC participants on 
Kauai... which is serving as a pilot site for the new card. 
It'll eventually be rolled out statewide. Oahu is next. It's 
supposed to start in March. Then Maui, in April, and 
Hawaii Island in May. The goal is to make it easier for 
families to access healthy food for their kids.

0:00:22

10/29/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kauai Utility 
Update

Kauai Utility Update.  Spectrum says it has restored most 
internet, TV and voice services overnight. But at this point, 
internet speeds might be a little slower than usual.. and 
some channels might not be available. Crews are still 
working on repairs.

0:00:17
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10/29/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

KIM REAX 
TMT 
PROTESTORS

Kim Reax TMT Protestors.  "I don't think government has 
a choice on an issue like this in regards to people need to 
be told, the law needs to be enforced. It's just a matter of 
how you enforce it that's being debated, not debated, but 
we're trying to resolve now." There have been no arrests 
on Mauna Kea since July -- when 38 people were arrested.

0:01:03

10/29/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

TMT Decision 
Not 
Imminent

TMT Decision Not Imminent.  Despite a new report ... 
TMT officials say a decision on the project ... will not 
happen soon. A newspaper in the Canary Islands reported 
that project officials will decide where to put the 
telescope ... in 2 to 3 weeks. But TMT's Vice President for 
External Relations tells the Star Advertiser there's still no 
timeline for a decision. And ... Mauna Kea remains the 
preferred site. Project officials visited the backup site on 
La Palma island last week. They don't have the necessary 
permits there, like they do in Hawaii. TMT's Board of 
Governors meeting is happening this week in California.

0:00:48

10/29/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Japan Mauna 
Kea

Japan Mauna Kea.  Meanwhile - Some people in Japan ... 
want officials there to review the country's support of the 
Thirty Meter Telescope. According to NHK - a group 
delivered a petition with more than 85-hundred 
signatures to the Education, Science and Technology 
Ministry in Tokyo. We're told most of the signatures were 
from Japanese residents ... but some were also from 
Japanese nationals living in Hawaii. Japan is pledging 
about $340 million to support the project. And at least 
some of that money ... will come from taxpayers. Japan is 
one of 5 countries involved with building the telescope on 
Mauna Kea.

0:00:12

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kulueti 
Taulanga 
Kauai Murder 
Arrest

Kulueti Taulanga Kauai Murder Arrest.  On Kauai tonight -
- Kulu-eti Taulanga is under arrest for murder. Police say 
he assaulted "Leonard Guttman" -- Saturday morning at 
Puhi Park. Guttman was flown to the Queen's Medical 
Center on Oahu in critical condition -- and died from his 
injuries the next day. Taulanga faces a 2nd degree murder 
charge. His bail is set at 600-thousand dollars.

0:00:22
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11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Arthur Brun 
Mugshot

Arthur Brun Mugshot. Kauai police released the booking 
photo of Kauai County Councilman Arthur Brun. The 47-
year-old was released from police custody after posting 
10-thousand dollar bail. Brun allegedly hit a police officer 
with a car while trying to flee during a traffic stop near 
the Lihue Post Office Tuesday.

0:00:21

11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am 
KHNL

Too Many 
Short Term 
Rental Apps

Too Many Short Term Rental Apps. A new law has 
triggered an explosion in the number of applications for 
short term rentals on Hawaii island. West Hawaii today 
reports that the county planning department has 
received about 4-thousand filings. That's up from 800 last 
year. As of September 30th, a new county law is in effect, 
banning short term rentals outside resort zones. At last 
report, 300 applications had been processed with 66 
denied.

0:00:16

11/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Maui 
Humane 
Adoption Plea

Maui Humane Adoption Plea.  The Maui Humane society 
need your help clearing out the shelter. MHS says they 
are almost at capacity. Right now there are nearly 70 
dogs in need of a good home. The Maui Humane society 
is also waiving adoption fees for cats that are 6 months or 
older. In total there are over 200 cats looking for a loving 
family. If you think your the right fit or would like to 
check out some of their other animals. Head to Hawaii 
news now dot com for more information.

0:00:20

11/6/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am 
KHNL

UH MAUNA 
KEA MEETING

UH MAUNA KEA MEETING.  Hawaiians have attended so 
many meetings so many testimonies and a lot of it is 
around the two letters N-O. No means no but what 
happens is they create a rule or policy that excludes us 
from the process. That's why am asking all of us all of us 
to curb your anger a little bit and take a look at the whole 
picture. The board of regents is trying to make things 
better. Those who drafted the plan are trying to make 
things better. Opponents of the Thirty Meter Telescope 
say the rules also prevent civil disobedience, but UH has 
said the rules have nothing to do with TMT and that they 
do not restrict cultural and religious access. At that 
meeting, the regents will also consider a proposed 
resolution regarding the stewardship of Mauna Kea that 
lists 12 action items including the decommissioning of 
telescopes. TMT opponents say they plan to show up in 
large numbers at this mornings meeting. It's at 9:30 am, 
at UH Hilo's Performing Arts Cent

0:01:45
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11/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Big Island 
Lava Tube 
Death

Big Island Lava Tube Death.  New details into a deadly 
fall on the Big Island. Police say the shaft a 72 year old 
man plunged over 20 feet down was actually a lava tube. 
A hole to the tube opened in his yard on Poki Place 
Monday morning. Firefighters rappelled down to recover 
his body. His identity has not been released.

0:00:20

11/9/2019 10pm 
HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI kayaker 
rescued

BI kayaker rescued. Dramatic new video tonight shows 
the moment a woman was rescued from a cave near Hilo, 
after being stranded for five days. Hawaii County Police 
say the woman's kayak sank Sunday morning. She made 
it to the jagged shoreline below a 100-foot sheer cliff in 
Onomea. A passing boater heard her calls for help. She 
was airlifted out and taken to a hospital for evaluation.

0:00:13

11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 FATAL BI CAR 
CRASH 

 FATAL BI CAR CRASH. Cassandra Ellis of Kailua-Kona was 
heading to the beach on Sunday afternoon  with two of 
her four daughters and one of their friends. Investigators 
say a 25-year-old Kamuela man driving a Jeep SUV was 
overtaking a vehicle on Queen Kaahaumanu Highway  
when he slammed head-on into the Honda Pilot that Ellis 
was driving. People pulled over at the crash site near the 
Kona Airport and helped prevent flames from engulfing 
the Honda.  

0:02:44

11/13/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MAUNA KEA 
CAMP

MAUNA KEA CAMP. Just hope for the best and prepare 
for the worst what we are striving for over here. Winter is 
coming so prepping the kupunas for it. The attorney 
general has called it a dangerous narrative that law 
enforcement would intentionally hurt people At night we 
saw county hired crossing guards. They told us they work 
during the day but stayed overtime since a temporary 
stop light was malfunctioning.

0:00:15

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Volcano Fire Volcano Fire. On the Big Island Fire investigators are 
looking into what sparked an early morning blaze at the 
Volcano Golf and Country Club today. Around 4 a.m.  
authorities say a nearby resident heard the fire crackling 
and ran outside to find the building engulfed in flames. 
Fire crews from different districts responded and because 
there are no fire hydrants near the country club  fire 
officials say crews had to rely solely on their tanker 
vehicles for water.

0:00:21
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11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

Maui Arson 
Arrest

Maui Arson Arrest. Meanwhile, also on Maui  Robert 
Jordan is facing arson charges after a vehicle went up in 
flames earlier this week. Officers arrested the 41-year-old 
Kahului man on Tuesday. Investigators say Jordan fled 
after allegedly setting a vehicle on fire Monday night in 
Kahului. Damage is estimated at 4-thousand dollars.

0:00:12

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Maui 
Attempted 
Murder

Maui Attempted Murder. To Maui now where a Paia 
man is charged with attempted murder after an assault. 
MPD says 28-year-old  Troy Borge  struck another man in 
the head with a blunt object near the Paia Youth Center 
last week Tuesday. The victim suffered critical injuries. 
Police arrested Borge two days later.

0:00:37

11/14/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

HILO 
WHISTLEBLO
WER 
COMPLAINT 

HILO WHISTLEBLOWER COMPLAINT . Diane Kramer 
worked eight years as administrative assistant to the Bay 
Clinic's former CEO Harold Wallace. He was credited for 
turning around the community healthcare organization  
which serves more than 22-thousand patients in East 
Hawaii which has a severe shortage of health care 
providers. But Kramer and others says the former CEO 
was also abusive to staff and his board. "He called the 
women in the office hoes and a board member  hoes. The 
ones he thought were not 

0:02:10

11/15/2019 10pm 
HNN 
News 
KHNL

Unexploded 
ordinance

Unexploded ordinance. New at ten, the state is 
preparing to remove two unexploded munitions near 
Molokini Crater next Spring. DLNR says the munitions 
date back 70 years left behind in military training. Over 
the summer crews removed 185 unexploded munitions 
Oahu's north and windward shores. If you come across 
any munitions the experts say recognize the danger, 
retreat, and report it by calling 911.

0:00:28

11/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KHNL

Maui 
Property 
Taxes

Maui Property Taxes. The Maui County council is 
considering changing the way that property taxes are 
determined. The Maui News reports that the council 
passed a couple bills through the first reading. One would 
set a tiered tax rate, meaning properties with lower 
values might have different tax rates than a higher value 
property. Another bill changes property classifications so 
residential properties would be classified as "owner-
occupied." The council voted 6-to-1. Two more readings 
are required before they take effect.

0:00:33
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11/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KHNL

Hawaiian 
Beaches Park 
Vandalism

Hawaiian Beaches Park Vandalism. A series of vandalism 
cases on the Big island is under investigation. A 100 foot 
span of chain-link fence vanished from Hawaiian Beaches 
Park. But crews discovered it hidden in the bushes 
nearby. They also found a recently repainted scoring 
booth  covered with graffiti. If you have any information 
about who did it, call police.

0:00:20

11/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am 
KHNL

Kilauea 
Recovery 
Assistance 
Deadline

Kilauea Recovery Assistance Deadline. Today is the last 
day for those affected by last year's eruption to submit 
documents to apply for federal funding. According to the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency  the Individual 
Assistance Program helps those who suffered damage as 
a result of earthquakes or the eruption. So far, FEMA says 
it has awarded nearly 12-and a half million dollars to 
more than 1-thousand households.

0:00:22

11/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Kona Driver 
Identified

Kona Driver Identified. New details on the driver 
involved in Sunday's deadly head-on crash in Kona that 
killed a mother of four. Hawaii County Police have now 
identified the 25-year-old driver as Nicholas Abarcar of 
Kamuela. Records show Abarcar had a prior DUI 
conviction in August 2017. Police say Abarcar was 
overtaking a vehicle on Queen Kaahumanu Highway  
when he slammed head-on into a SUV. The crash killed 
Cassandra Lynn Ellis and injured two of her children and a 
friend. Abarcar was arrested for negligent homicide but 
released pending investigation.

0:00:46

11/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

MAUNA KEA 
CAMP 

MAUNA KEA CAMP . Across the highway from the 
blockade is the tent for the Mauna Medic Healer's Hui. 
We have been out here for more than 100 days. I came 
up here July 12 and we've been up here for a long time. 
Kahea Alapa'i says their job is to protect the protectors 
with their emotional and physical needs. Just hope for 
the best and prepare for the worst what we are striving 
for over here. Winter is coming so prepping the kupunas 
for it. Inside a make-shift store  stocked with sunscreen 
over-the-counter health aids traditional medicines and 
storage containers. This is our decontamination things if 
there is a front line action. We pray that there won't be 
so for pepper spray, we have the milk of magnesia. 

0:02:10
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11/18/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KHNL

Maui 
Attempted 
Murder Now 
Assault

Maui Attempted Murder Now Assault.  A Maui man 
charged with attempted murder ... is facing a lesser 
charge. Troy Burge is now charged with first-degree 
assault ... for an alleged attack that critically injured a 
man. Police say Borge hit the victim in the head with an 
object -- near the Paia Youth Center on November 5th. 
The 28-year-old's charge was reduced ... after a hearing 
last week.

0:00:17

11/18/2019 530pm 
HNN 
News 
KHNL

Women in 
America 
Survey

Women in America Survey.  Here at home -- women of 
the garden isle are being asked to make their voices 
heard. Mayor Derek Kawakami is asking all women 18 
and up to participate in the "National Voices of Women 
in America" survey. The results will be presented to the 
President and Congress  next year outlining women's 
concerns throughout the country. For a link to the survey 
.. go to our website hawaii news now dot com.

0:00:11

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Opihi Picker 
Search 
Suspended

Opihi Picker Search Suspended.  The Coast Guard has 
suspended its search for a missing opihi picker off the Big 
Island. The 40-year-old man was swept out to sea off 
Honoka`a on Thursday night. His friend was also hit by 
the wave and ended up in the water but he managed to 
swim to shore and was rescued by firefighters from a 60-
foot cliff. Officials covered more than 2-thousand square 
miles since Thursday but there was no sign of the missing 
man.

0:00:19

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Maui Smash 
and Grab

Maui Smash and Grab.  Now to startling video of a 
brazen smash and grab burglary on the Valley Isle. 
Security Camera show suspects use an SUV as a battering 
ram -- last night in Kahului. They reverse into central 
Maui Gold and Loan The padlocked gate doesnt break so 
one of the suspects tries to run through it That fails so 
the driver backs in a second time pushing the gate even 
further into the pawn shop. The first suspect then hops 
onto the roof of the SUV into the store smashing display 
cases and stuffing his bag with merchandise. Wedged in 
the gate the driver struggles to open the doors and pull 
out his bag. Eventually he wriggles free and joins his 
accomplice. 
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11/18/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Panaewa Zoo 
Alala

Panaewa Zoo Alala.   A new alala exhibit now in the 
works at a Hilo zoo. A new aviary is under construction at 
Panaewa Rainforest Zoo and Garden. It will house at least 
two Hawaiian crows. We're told the duo can't be released 
into the wild so the Panaewa Zoo is giving them a home. 
The $140-thousand dollar aviary is being paid for by the 
Friends of Panaewa Zoo. If you want to donate to the 
project -- head to hilo-zoo-dot-org.

 

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

KAUAI 
WOMAN 
SWEPT OUT 
TO SEA

KAUAI WOMAN SWEPT OUT TO SEA.  During stormy 
conditions with floodwaters rising Tamara Kondratief left 
her home along the Wainiha River with a backpack of 
important items. She got into a boat -- along with her 
boyfriend and his son -- but the vessel flipped in the rapid 
waters. The two others made it to safety -- but she was 
carried away. I was hitting gigantic pieces of wood, I was 
hitting some rocks, too. Some really, really big boulders. 
There were some points where I was temporarily - I could 
tell I was knocked unconscious and I was like coming

0:01:52

11/18/2019 530pm 
HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kula Ag Lot 
Fire

Kula Ag Lot Fire.  Fire investigators are trying to figure 
out what cause a massive blaze over night on Maui. 
Flames broke out around 8-40 last night at a Kula Ag Park 
storage building. The building housed farm materials and 
equipment. It took over 4 hours for firefighters to 
extinguish the flames. A damage estimate has not been 
released. No injuries were reported.

0:00:42

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Hwy 
Closure 
Fatality 
Investigation

BI Hwy Closure Fatality Investigation.  Also on the Big 
Island  police shut down Queen Kaahumanu Highway for 
2 hours to continue investigations into a deadly crash. 
The head-on collision two Sundays ago left a mother of 2 
dead. Police believe -- Nicholas Abar-car was speeding 
and under the influence when he overtook a vehicle 
before slamming into Cassandra Lynn Ellis's vehicle. Ellis's 
died of her injuries. Her two children and a friend also 
riding in the vehicle were hurt. Abar-car faces negligent 
homicide charges.

0:01:02
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11/18/2019 630pm 
HNN 
News 
KFVE

KAUAI 
PRISON TOUR 

Kauai Prison Tour.  (Lynn Kawano) "A lack of bed space 
and need for improvements is the common theme. the 
garden isle's Jail isn't as overcroded as the others and 
they have made significant upgrades in recent years. " Of 
all the jails, the Kauai Community Correctional Center is 
the most laid back... there's no guard tower, and it's right 
up against the busy Kuhio Highway. There are a lot of 
common areas and open spaces. Even converted fema 
trailers from hurricane iniki are permanent cabins for 
work furlough inmates. KCCC was designed to 
accommodate 110. Concerted space increased the # of 
beds to 128... but currently there are 172 inmates. That 
puts this facility at 134% of capacity... while that is 
overcrowded it's not nearly as bad as some of the other 
neighbor island jails. (Ken Lawson) "to see four men or 
five men in a two man cell to see men sleeping on the 
floor or women sleeping

0:02:47

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KHNL

Flags on Cars Flags on Cars. So far, no one on Hawaii Island has been 
cited for flying a flag from their vehicle. Police told West 
Hawaii today that they're allowing officers to decide 
whether or not to issue a citation. But so far, there have 
been none. Flags have been flying from cars and trucks in 
support of the TMT protesters on Mauna Kea. 
Meanwhile, the Honolulu police department is cracking 
down on the flag. They call them distracting and say they 
could potentially obstruct a driver's vision.

0:00:28

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KHNL

 HVNP Steam 
Vents LFA

 HVNP Steam Vents LFA. Happening today at Hawaii 
Volcanoes National Park  on Hawaii Island. Crews will 
work to eradicate Little Fire Ants from the Steam Vents 
parking lot  *and from the trail from the parking lot to 
Wahine-kapu. Both areas will be closed from 8 a-m to 
noon. The park has treating the area since February  and 
says they are 99-percent clear.

0:00:12

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KHNL

WAINIHA 
WOMAN 
RESCUED

WAINIHA WOMAN RESCUED. that's when I was really 
dying, was when I had all my clothes on, it was dragging 
me down to the bottom of the river. you've got to make 
yourself as buoyant and as light as possible. I grew up 
surfing and scuba diving and body surfing in Hawaii so 
that's literally what saved me. Rescue crews found her on 
the shoreline below a cliff  early Sunday morning. She's 
being treated at Wilcox Medical Center for cuts and 
bruises on her head.

0:00:28
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11/19/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Women in 
America 
Survey

Women in America Survey. Kauai County Mayor Derek 
Kawakami is asking all women ages 18 and up  to 
participate in the "National Voices of Women in America" 
survey. The results will be presented to the President and 
Congress  next year. It outlines women's concerns 
throughout the country. For a link to the survey  go to our 
website hawaii news now dot com.

0:00:11

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am 
KHNL

Fatal Crash 
Queen 
Kaahumanu

Fatal Crash Queen Kaahumanu. Authorities shut down 
Queen Kaahumanu Highway for 2 hours yesterday  to 
continue their investigation into a deadly, head-on 
collision that took place earlier this month. A mother of 
two  Cassandra Lynn Ellis  died from her injuries. Police 
believe Nicholas Abar-car  was speeding and under the 
influence  when he overtook a vehicle before slamming 
into Ellis' vehicle. Her two children and a friend  also 
riding in the vehicle  were hurt. Abar-car faces negligent 
homicide charges.

0:00:37

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Fatal 
Accident 
Kuakini 
Highway

BI Fatal Accident Kuakini Highway. Big Island police say a 
crash that killed a young mother in Kona  likely involved 
speed and drugs. Investigators say 28-year-old  Shelby 
Ho'okahi  crossed the double solid lines of Highway 11 
just before 6 A-M and struck a SUV head-on. She was 
*not* wearing a seatbelt and later died of her injuries. 
Police say Hookahi's 3-year-old daughter was also in the 
car and survived. The 65-year-old Kailua-Kona woman 
driving the S-U-V  was critically injured and flown to Oahu 
for treatment. Anyone who witnessed the crash  is asked 
to call police.

0:00:31

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kauai 
Marshals 
Manhunt 
Arrest

Kauai Marshals Manhunt Arrest. A federal fugitive is in 
custody after week-long manhunt through the woods and 
mountains of Kauai. And it wasn't the *first* time he's hid 
there. U-S marshals found Orlando Man-guchei yesterday 
above Wailua. He was wanted for violating the conditions 
of his supervised release. Five years ago  Manguchei also 
hid in the woods on Kauai for 23 days  when he violated 
his *state* parole. He will now be flown to Oahu to face a 
federal judge.

0:00:26
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11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MAUI WATER 
SETTLEMENT

MAUI WATER SETTLEMENT. The long battle was over 
control of Na Wai 'Eha the Four Great Waters  Waihe'e 
River, Wai-ehu Stream, Wailuku River and Iao Stream and 
WaikapU Stream in Central Maui. The settlement details 
were announced at a meeting of the state water 
commission. The parties Mahi Pono the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs and a community group of taro farmers  
Hui o Na Wai Eha agreed on Mahi Pono's surface water 
use permit application and presented it to the 
commission. It can only be used for agricultural purposes. 
This is a clear affirm

0:01:46

11/19/2019 630pm 
HNN 
News 
KFVE

MAUI WATER 
SETTLEMENT 

MAUI WATER SETTLEMENT . The long battle was over 
control of Na Wai 'Eha the Four Great Waters  Waihe'e 
River, Wai-ehu Stream, Wailuku River and Iao Stream and 
WaikapU Stream in Central Maui. The settlement details 
were announced at a meeting of the state water 
commission. The parties Mahi Pono the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs and a community group of taro farmers  
Hui o Na Wai Eha agreed on Mahi Pono's surface water 
use permit application and presented it to the 
commission. It can only be used for agricultural purposes. 
This is a clear affirm

0:01:35

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Glenwood 
officer 
discharges his 
weapon

Officer Discharges his weapon.   Hawaii County police 
are investigating an officer-involved shooting in 
Glenwood. Authorities say officers were looking for 
wanted suspects when a Honda sedan drove at one of 
the plain-clothed officers yesterday afternoon. Another 
opened fire at the vehicle as it got away. It was last seen 
on Route 11 going south toward Volcano. The officers 
were not hurt. Police are asking for help locating the 
Honda. We're told it has body panels with different colors 
and no license plates. Call CrimeStoppers if you can help.

0:00:29

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

 Kauai 
Manhunt 
Arrest

 Kauai Manhunt Arrest. On Kauai  U-S Marshals and local 
police arrested Orlando Man-guchei following a week-
long manhunt. The 48-year-old felon was captured 
Monday in the woods above Wailua  after violating his 
supervised release. He'll be brought back to Oahu to 
appear in federal court.

0:00:51
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11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

MAUI WATER 
SETTLEMENT

MAUI WATER SETTLEMENT. It can only be used for 
agricultural purposes. This is a clear affirmation of Mahi 
Pono's commitment to agriculture, which hopefully lays 
to rest the unsubstantiated fear that Mahi Pono was 
going to use water for future development. For decades  
HC&S as part of Alexander and Baldwin diverted millions 
of gallons of stream water for cane fields. Last year  Mahi 
Pono bought those fields. The State Water Commission 
still needs to make a final decision.

0:01:07

11/20/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

TMT Canary 
Islands Land 
Agreement

TMT Canary Islands Land Agreement. A town in the 
canary islands has approved a "work permit" to let the 
thirty meter telescope build on the island of La Palma. 
We just confirmed the information with a TMT 
spokesman. We're told the telescope reached a land 
concession deal but more permits would be needed 
before construction could start. And they say, Mauna kea 
is still their first choice.

0:00:12

11/20/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Hawaii 
County 
Mauna Kea 
Cost

Hawaii County Mauna Kea Cost. Hawaii County has now 
spent more than 5 million dollars to handle the Mauna 
Kea stalemate. That's according to the latest figures 
provided by the finance department. The bulk of the 
spending has been for police  4.7 million dollars. The 
county spent nearly 173-thousand for crossing guards at 
the intersection. The county council is expecting the state 
to reimburse its costs. It's planning to put a line in its 
budget that will allow for up to 10 million dollars  to 
come in  from the state.

0:00:28

11/21/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

HILO 
HOMELESS 
CAMP 
REMOVAL

HILO HOMELESS CAMP REMOVAL. i cant really speak for 
the owner but i know they are in process of amicably 
trying to work out situation unfortunately both parties 
are not coming together i do want to thank law 
enforcement for being cordial it was peaceful no 
confrontation everything handled nicely their personal 
belongings were not removed we pushed them relocated 
to back fo property people on property were given 30-45 
min notice prior to operations to remove themselves and 
belongings Crews are slated to wrap up operations today 
at 6 P-M and they'll return tomorrow *if* more work 
needs to be do

0:01:01
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11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am 
KGMB K5

Opihi Picker 
Saved

Opihi Picker Saved. An opihi picker stranded overnight by 
dangerous surf on the Valley Isle  is safe tonight. A friend 
reported the man in his 50's missing when he didn't 
return from Ma-liko Bay. The Maui fire department spent 
the night looking for the man  but suspended its search 
until first light this morning. Rescue crews eventually 
found the man on the shoreline. He refused medical 
treatment.

0:00:20

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am 
KGMB K5

Maui Power 
Outage

Maui Power Outage. Happening now  Several parts of 
Maui are still without power. Maui Electric says winds 
took down power lines and damaged electrical 
equipment. The lights are back on for parts of Makawao, 
Spreckelsville and Kahului. But power is still out for 
customers in Kula, Olinda, Haiku and some areas of 
Kahului and Wailuku. This video shows what the 
conditions were like overnight. Officials warn to drive 
with caution  because traffic lights may be out. And stay 
at least 30 feet away from downed power lines. You can 
report outages to Maui Electric at 871-7777.

0:00:33

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Big Island 
Soldier

Big Island Soldier. We are learning more this morning 
about the Hawaii Island soldier killed in Afghanistan. 
Chief Warrant Officer Kirk Fuchigami Jr. just got married 
in the Spring. His wife told "Stars and Stripes" the last 
message he sent her was a heart. Fuchigami, of Keaau, 
and another soldier  died on Wednesday in Afghanistan. 
The Apache helicopter pilots were providing security for 
troops on the ground. The 25-year-old entered active 
duty in May of 2017  and had just been deployed to 
Afghanistan last monh.

0:01:04

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Maui Wildfire Maui Wildfire. Firefighters on Maui  are monitoring 
another brush fire. This one was threatening the 
Kahikinui Homesteads on the Southern flank of Haleakala  
near Ulupalakua Ranch. But all evacuation orders have 
been called off and no roads are closed. About a dozen 
families were told to leave the area yesterday afternoon. 
Flames scorched approximately 300 acres. But we're told 
the fire is no longer actively moving or growing. No 
reports of any injuries or damage.

0:00:31
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11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Maui Power 
Outage

Maui Power Outage. Happening now  Several parts of 
Maui are still without power. Right now - we're told 
crews are repairing a downed pole at Kamehameha 
Avenue and Hana Highway in Kahului. This video shows 
what the conditions were like overnight. Maui Electric 
says winds took down power lines and damaged 
electrical equipment. The lights are back on for parts of 
Makawao and Spreckelsville. But power is still out for 
customers in Kula, Olinda, Haiku and some areas of 
Kahului and Wailuku. You can report outages to Maui 
Electric at 871-7777.

0:00:40

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Victorino on 
Injection 
Wells

Victorino on Injection Wells. Maui County Mayor Mike 
Victorino  is defending his decision to take his county's 
fight over injection wells  all the way to the Supreme 
Court. Victorino told community members earlier this 
week  that he's certain the Clean Water Act will NOT 
change  after the ruling from the nation's highest court. 
That's according to the Maui News. The County believes 
it's not violating the Clean Water Act  by pumping treated 
wastewater underground  from a facility in Lahaina 
WITHOUT a federal permit. Critics say that water ends up 
in the Pacific Ocean  and harms reefs. Victorin

0:01:00

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Maui Smash 
and Grab

Maui Smash and Grab. Now to startling video of a brazen 
smash and grab burglary on the Valley Isle. Security 
Camera show suspects use an SUV as a battering ram  last 
night in Kahului. They reverse into central Maui Gold and 
Loan The padlocked gate doesnt break so one of the 
suspects tries to run through it That fails so the driver 
backs in a second time pushing the gate even further into 
the pawn shop. The first suspect then hops onto the roof 
of the SUV into the store smashing display cases and 
stuffing his bag with merchandise. Wedged in the gate  
the driver struggles to open

0:00:25

11/22/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Jupiter's 
Moon Vapor

Jupiter's Moon Vapor. . NASA scientists say they've 
confirmed the presence of water vapor on the surface of 
"Europa"  one of Jupiter's 79 moons. Using the W.M. 
Keck Observatory on Mauna Kea they found Europe was 
releasing 5200 pounds of vapor - PER SECOND. enough to 
fill an Olympic-size swimming pool within minutes. The 
find adds to growing evidence that the moon may have 
the essential ingredients for life. The discovery was 
published in the journal "Nature Astronomy."

0:00:29
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11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kahikinui Fire 
Contained

Kahikinui Fire Contained. A brush fire that forced 
evacuations on the Valley isle is now 100 percent 
contained. Maui Fire crews are still monitoring the blaze 
that sparked yesterday on the east side of the island in 
Kahikinui. Flames burned about 300 acres. MFD has not 
reported any injuries or structure damage. The cause of 
the fire remains undetermined.

0:00:12

11/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

 Hawaii 
County 
Mauna Kea 
Cost

 Hawaii County Mauna Kea Cost. Hawaii County has now 
spent more than 5 million dollars to handle the Mauna 
Kea stalemate. That's according to the latest figures 
provided by the finance department. The bulk of the 
spending has been for police  4.7 million dollars. The 
county spent nearly 173-thousand for crossing guards at 
the intersection. The county council is expecting the state 
to reimburse its costs. It's planning to put a line in its 
budget that will allow for up to 10 million dollars  to 
come in  from the state.

0:00:28

11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KHNL

Lava Related 
Criminal 
Cases 
Resolved

Lava Related Criminal Cases Resolved. On Hawaii Island - 
Three separate investigations that happened during the 
Kilauea Eruption last year are now closed, as first 
reported by the Hawaii Tribune-Herald. A judge acquitted 
a man who allegedly robbed two photographers at 
gunpoint  and stole their equipment in Leilani Estates on 
May 30th. The ruling says Edward Wilson was not 
responsible for his actions  because he was mentally 
impaired at the time. A judge also found another man 
who police say broke into several homes during the 
eruption  not criminally responsible for the same reason.  

0:01:00

11/26/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Escaped 
Inmate 
Search

BI Escaped Inmate Search.  Big Island Police need your 
help finding this escaped inmate. Bryce Dustin Feary has 
been missing since October first. The 34 year old was 
being held at Hale Nani Correctional Facility. Feary was in 
custody for a probation violation and failed to return 
from a work furlough. The hilo man now faces an escape 
charge.

0:00:18
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11/26/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Hwy 132 
Reopening 
Tomorrow

Hwy 132 Reopening Tomorrow.  More than a year after 
lava consumed a portion of Highway 132 on Hawaii Island 
...county officials announced the roadway will reopen 
tomorrow -- at noon. The 2018 Kilauea eruption covered 
about three miles of the highway in Pahoa... Crews have 
been working to restore access from near Puna 
Geothermal Venture... to the area known as Four 
Corners. Work was supposed to be finished last month .. 
but pockets of hardened lava were discovered... with 
elevated temperatures anywhere between 400 and 700 
degrees Fahrenheit. The federal government is providing 
6-point-5 million dollars to cover the entire cost of the 
project.

0:00:35

11/26/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Mauna Kea 
Costs Update

Mauna Kea Costs Update.  Meanwhile ... the latest costs 
of law enforcement on Mauna Kea are in -- and they're 
still on the rise. The 5 month stalemate over the Thirty 
Meter Telescope has so far cost the state and county 
about 11-POINT-6 million dollars. The state has racked up 
nearly 6.4 million. The county has spent about 5 million. 
Coming up at 6 on KGMB and K5 -- a closer look at the 
crossing guards hired by the county -- and why the Mayor 
is now removing them.

0:00:25

11/26/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Grenwell 
Garden 
Purchase

Greenwell Garden Purchase.  Also new tonight. A land 
purchase in South Kona will preserve the Greenwell 
Garden. Bishop Museum says it sold it to the "Friends of 
Amy B.H. Greenwell Garden"... for $1-point-4 million 
dollars. The non-profit plans to reopen the historic 
property.. which has been closed since to the public since 
2016. The area overlooks Kealakekua Bay... and features 
an agriculture system from before western contact.

0:00:25

11/28/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Hilo Shots 
Fired

Hilo Shots Fired.  ***ORIGINAL STORY AIRED 
11/27/19*** Police are still searching for the 24-year-
old.. who sped away from the parking lot of the Puainako 
KTA store. Police say they'd been looking for her... when 
an off-duty officer spotted her at about noon.. in a stolen 
Toyota Tacoma. When more officers arrived at the 
scene... witnesses say Pacheco-Fernandez started 
crashing into vehicles... and nearly struck two police 
officers as she tried to get away. It's unclear how many 
gunshots police fired. But the noise sent people ducking 
for cover.. and hiding in stores.

0:00:30
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11/28/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Police 
Shooting 
Suspect 
Search

BI Police Shooting Suspect Search.  Big Island police are 
still searching for Tearon Pacheco-Fernandez the woman 
who rammed several vehicles and drove at officers in Hilo 
yesterday. Police say the 24 year old has used her vehicle 
as a weapon before. The say she intentionally rammed 
into an officers' car several times earlier this month at the 
Hele gas station in Kaumana. Yesterday officers were 
pursuing Pacheco-Fernandez for outstanding warrants. 
Police say when they approached her Toyota Tacoma in 
the Pu-aina-ko KTA Parking lot - she drove at them 
forcing multiple officers to open fire. Police say they 
decided not to drive after her -- because of heavy traffic 
and wet roads at the time.

0:00:40

12/3/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Missing Big 
Island 
Woman

Missing Big Island Woman. Big Island police are looking 
for Lucille Arboleda. Her father says the 34 year old 
WOMAN left for a walk on Monday around 10 a-m near 
Kealakehe Middle School and never returned. She's 
described as about 5 feet tall with black hair and brown 
eyes. If you have any information call police at 935-3311.

0:00:21

12/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Kihei Shark 
Bite

Kihei Shark Bite. In Kihei, Maui  two paddleboarders 
raced to shore this morning after a large tiger shark 
chomped one of their boards. Larry Oberto and AJ 
Gaston say the shark pursued them all the way to shore 
after it bit into Oberto's inflatable board about 200 yards 
off Kalama State Park. There were actually two sharks. 
Oberto tells us it all started when a 10-12 footer swam 
right under him.

0:00:25

12/4/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

KIHEI SHARK 
SCARE 

KIHEI SHARK SCARE . First tonight: We're hearing from 
the man whose paddleboard was bitten by a shark this 
morning off Kihei, prompting warning signs from Cove 
Park to Waipuilani Park. He says he was knocked off the 
board and chased all the way back to shore.

0:00:14
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12/4/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KIHEI TIGER 
SHARK

KIHEI TIGER SHARK. And as I'm going down, the only 
thing I could think was, 'get on that board laying flat as 
quickly as possible and don't let your feet go under as I'm 
falling.' So I got out of the water and I'm on the board. I 
holler over at the guy in the yellow swim shirt - 'hey I got 
knocked off my board. My board got bit and it's going 
flat.' "And first I didn't know that he'd been hit by the 
shark so I saw him fall in the water and I thought, "man 
that's dumb - there's a shark right here." (LAUGHS) And 
he scrambled back up and said 'hey that shark just hit my 
board!' And so I looked and I could see the shark right 
behind the board."  

0:01:00

12/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Missing Big 
Island 
Woman

Missing Big Island Woman. New this morning. Big Island 
police believe they've found the body of a woman  
missing for 3 days. Lucille Arboleda's father says she left 
for a walk at 10 a-m Sunday morning. We're told the 34-
year-old usually went on 3-4 hour walks. But this time 
she did not come home. Investigators found the body on 
Hua`ala Street in Kailua-Kona. Police are not saying if foul 
play is suspected.

0:00:15

12/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Florida Arrest 
Maui Rape 
Murder

Florida Arrest Maui Rape Murder. Also in Florida - a man 
accused of a rape and murder on Maui  19 years ago  is 
now under arrest. The Palm Beach Sheriffs Marine Unit 
took Anthony Moreno into custody yesterday for the 
violent death of Kimberly Belluomini. Maui Police 
interviewed Moreno during the intial investigation in 
2000, but police were not able to bring charges against 
him. Belluomini was found dead in her apartment the 
morning after she and Moreno went home together from 
a bar. M-P-D indicted Moreno in November. His bail has 
been set at one million dollars. He's awaiting extradition.

0:00:26

12/8/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

MAUI SOLAR 
CONTROVER
SY 

MAUI SOLAR CONTROVERSY.The Public Utilities 
Commission's contested case hearing started 
Wednesday. A Canada-based company wants to develop 
the Paeahu Solar Project on about 200 acres of 
Ulupalakua Ranch land in South Maui. Pono Power 
Coalition is urging the PUC *not to approve the deal 
between Maui Electric and Innergex Renewable Energy. 
By using about 50,000 photovoltaic panels along with a 
battery energy storage system  the project could power 
nearly 7,000 homes according to the developer. 

0:02:07
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12/9/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am 
KGMB 
KHNL

 Kauai Navy 
Sonar Study

 Kauai Navy Sonar Study. Another study commissioned 
by the Navy has been released  on the impact of sonar 
technology on marine mammals off Kauai. But the 
Garden Island reports that the military won't change its 
practices. Researchers looked at the behavior of whales 
and dolphins  and discovered that some moved away 
from the sonar frequency  and some actually moved 
closer. Scientists have linked sonar to mass beachings, 
animal injuries and deaths.

0:00:24

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Waimea 
Christmas 
Parade

Waimea Christmas Parade. Thousands kicked off the 
holiday season with the annual Waimea Christmas 
Twilight Parade. 10 seconds of NATS of parade. Big rigs 
and trucks blared their horns  all while adorned with 
lights and decorations to help get parade goers get into 
the holiday spirit. This year's theme  "Our Community - 
Our Kuleana at Christmas and Always." The parade's 
grand marshall was dedicated volunteer Leningrad 
Elarionoff.

0:00:30

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

 Towing Cars  Towing Cars. There's a new effort on Maui to crack 
down on drunk drivers. Councilmember Yuki Lei 
Sugimura says a bill has advanced that would let police 
immediately tow a vehicle if a driver is found to be 
intoxicated. She says the threat of losing their car should 
provide another deterrent for people thinking about 
driving while impaired. The full council is set to vote on 
the measure Thursday.

0:00:37

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

 BI House 
Fire

 BI House Fire. On Hawaii Island  still no word on what 
caused a fire at a Kea-au home. The flames sparked just 
before 12:30 yesterday morning on 35th Avenue. 
Authorities say one person escaped unharmed. The 
damage estimate is $118,000.

0:00:11

12/9/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Kauai Navy 
Sonar Study

Kauai Navy Sonar Study. Another study commissioned 
by the Navy has been released  on the impact of sonar 
technology on marine mammals off Kauai. But the 
Garden Island reports that the military won't change its 
practices. Researchers looked at the behavior of whales 
and dolphins  and discovered that some moved away 
from the sonar frequency  and some actually moved 
closer. Scientists have linked sonar to mass beachings, 
animal injuries and deaths.

0:00:25
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12/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI Drowning BI Drowning. On the Big Island  an elderly man has died 
after an apparent drowning at a spot known as "End of 
the World" Calls for a swimmer in distress off Leke-leke 
Bay came in just after 9-30 this morning. Canoe paddlers 
brought the 75 year old to shore. He was taken to Kona 
Community Hospital where he was pronounced dead.

0:00:19

12/11/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Maui Home 
Project 
Moving 
Forward

Maui Home Project Moving Forward. On Maui  A long-
stalled housing project has finally been approved by the 
state. The Star Advertiser reports  the Pulelehua project 
in West Maui was first pitched in 2004. After a change in 
developers and going through different plans, the state 
approved the project after a revision to provide more 
affordable homes. The project now plans to buid up to 
12-hundred homes  with 400 as affordable rentals. Under 
the plan revision, the project will also support 
community non-profits  prohibit transient vacation 
rentals in the community  and waive community 
association fees for affordable rentals.  

0:00:39

12/12/2019 10pm 
HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI FATAL 
CRASH

BI FATAL CRASH.  Her car just literally exploded. It was in 
a million pieces. You couldn't even distinguish a part of 
the car and it just both of them went airborne and it 
landed on the middle of the highway and the truck 
turned airborne and turned over on its side. A man was 
also injured in the crash, but he refused treatment at the 
scene.

0:00:24

12/13/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Kauai Police 
Finances 
Under 
Investigation

Kauai Police Finances Under Investigation.  The Kauai 
Police Department is coming under investigation by the 
state attorney general. Police chief Todd Raybuck told 
the Garden Island that his department has quote, 
"identified inconsistencies involving the accounting and 
deposit of certain funds received by KPD." Raybuck 
added that his department asked the attorney general to 
open a criminal investigation. The newspaper says there 
have been unsubstantiated allegations that an employee 
in the KPD's records division embezzled tens of 
thousands of dollars. The attorney general's office has 
not commented.

0:00:37
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12/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Makena 
Parking Fees

Makena Parking Fees.  New at 6. Starting NEXT MONTH -
- there will be new parking fees for Makena State Park. 
The DLNR says out-of-state visitors and commercial tour 
buses will begin paying parking fees. Parking will be FREE 
for Hawaii residents. It'll cost $5 dollars per vehicle for 
visitors and $10 to $40 dollars for various sizes of 
commercial vehicles. Visitors can only pay by credit card 
either at the electronic pay stations or by phone.

0:00:12

12/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News  K5

Whale Ivory 
Fine

Whale Ivory Fine.  Kauai County's prosecutor says 72-
year-old Vivian Satow is the first person convicted of 
selling whale ivory under a new state law banning 
wildlife trafficking. The Anahola artist pleaded no contest 
to Wildlife Trafficking Prohibited.. for selling jewelry with 
illegal whale bone and teeth. Satow was fined $250 
dollars...and must surrender the items she tried to sell 
when she was cited at a farmer's market in May. Satow's 
work is reportedly in the private collections of Lawrence 
Rockefeller and Jason Momoa.

0:00:34

12/16/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

KAUAI 
SUICIDE

Kauai Suicide.  "her airway is blocked if they had been 
there earlier i have no doubt they could have saved her. 
she never would have got to the point of eating the 
corners and shoving it down her mouth once she starts 
twisting the metal blanket it's really obvious somethings 
wrong." Lutao's autopsy report shows asphyxia due to 
foreign body obstruction as the cause of death. The 59-
year-old was a mother of four. In a statement, the Kauai 
police department said they are unable to comment on 
pending litigation. But we were told told there are 
officers dedicated to cellblock --- around the clock --- a 
minimum of two at each shift. There are a total of 6 cells 
at KPD.

0:00:44

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI 4 Year Old 
Girl Knife 
Death

BI 4 Year Old Girl Knife Death. The medical examiner 
says the November 27th death of a Big Island girl  who 
suffered a stab wound to the neck  was accidental. The 
M-E identified the 4-year-old as Kayla-Marie Kehau-lani 
Maina-aupo. the girl's parents were at work when she 
was injured in her Hawaiian beaches home. Several 
children were also there at the time -. Police questioned 
a 14 year old boy but later released him to Child 
protective services A neighbor performed CPR but the 
girl died at a hospital.

0:00:31
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News 
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Kawaihae 
Overturned 
Tanker

Kawaihae Overturned Tanker. On the Big Island gusty 
winds may be to blame for an overturned semi-truck 
near Waimea. It happened this morning on Kawaihae 
Road, near Kanehoa Street. no word of any serious 
injuries. Witnesses say the tanker tipped over during 
windy conditions. A wind advisory was up for the area  at 
the time.

0:00:16

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BI 4 Year Old 
Girl Knife 
Death

BI 4 Year Old Girl Knife Death. The medical examiner 
says the November 27th death of a Big Island girl  who 
suffered a stab wound to the neck  was accidental. The 
M-E identified the 4-year-old as Kayla-Marie Kehau-lani 
Maina-aupo. the girl's parents were at work when she 
was injured in her Hawaiian beaches home. Several 
children were also there at the time -. Police questioned 
a 14 year old boy but later released him to Child 
protective services A neighbor performed CPR but the 
girl died at a hospital.

0:00:31

12/18/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Mauna Kea 
Reimbursem
ent

Mauna Kea Reimbursement.  New at 6. The Hawaii 
County council today unanimously voted against a 
reimbursement deal for law enforcement costs on 
Mauna Kea. The state has agreed to reimburse the 
county up to 10-million dollars over 5 years... to support 
the TMT project. But first the county council has to sign 
off. And today council members complained that they 
weren't involved in negotiating the deal... they don't like 
the 5 year timeline.. and they don't like the way police 
have ticketed thousands of drivers on Daniel K Inouye 
highway.

0:00:30

12/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

PUNA XMAS 
LIGHTS

PUNA XMAS LIGHTS.  Finally tonight -- The Oshiro home 
in Puna is all decked out for the holidays -- once again! 
..."5 sec music nats..." It's the 12th annual Puna Lights 
put on by Stanward Oshiro! More than 20-thousand LED 
lights are all synced to holiday music. The show runs 
nightly from 7 to 9 p-m all the way until December 31st. 
Puna Lights is located on 18th Avenue... in the Hawaiian 
Paradise Park Subdivision... in Lower Puna.

0:00:12

12/23/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

BENNY 
RAPOZA 
SEARCH

BENNY RAPOZA SEARCH. Multiple agencies and 
volunteers are still searching  for Benny Rapoza, a young 
boy who has been missing for four days now.  It is a 
multi-agency effort including police, the Coast Guard, 
National Park rangers and dozens of community 
volunteers.

0:00:10
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12/24/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

HVNP Little 
Fire Ants

HVNP Little Fire Ants. On the Big Island, the steam vents 
area at Hawaii Volcanoes National Park will close for the 
eighth time to fight little fire ants. Pest control workers 
have been treating the popular lookout every four to six 
weeks since February.

0:00:22

12/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KAUAI 
FLOODING

KAUAI FLOODING. On the Garden Isle,  torrents of 
muddy water flowed through streets and homes while a 
Flash Flood Warning was up earlier this morning.

0:00:12

12/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

BENNY 
RAPOZA 
SEARCH

BENNY RAPOZA SEARCH. Divers searched about 100 
yards offshore but there was still no sign of the 6-year-
old on the Big Island. We're told the search hub will 
remain open as long as volunteers are willing to look for 
Benny.

0:00:33

12/25/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

KAUAI 
FLOODING

KAUAI FLOODING. Heavy rain caused the nearby Lawai 
stream to overflow onto this property, flooding a yard 
and a garage. The brown water climbed up the stairs at 
this home higher than the historic rainstorm in April last 
year.

0:01:49

12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Benny 
Rapoza 
Search

Benny Rapoza Search.  Divers say they'll attempt to 
resume their search for 6-year-old Benny Rapoza  today. 
About 40 volunteers spent Christmas Day -- searching for 
him  with divers, hunters, dogs - and a line search on 
land. Benny, who was diagnosed with non-verbal autism 
-- has been missing since last week Friday. Despite bad 
weather and rough conditions the past few days  search 
organizers say yesterday's weather in Keaukaha allowed 
them to thoroughly search up to a few hundred yards 
offshore.  what they're concentrating on is if he was 
pulled down into the pukas, into the areas, like craters or 
areas that were there, or into a channel, cuz there's 
channels under there. it just warms my heart knowing 
that this is what people want to do to help this family out 
to bring Benny boy home. So far - there have been no 
clues or sign of Benny. Call police if you know anything 
about his whereabouts.

0:00:30

G. PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES, including health education and awareness, 
homeland security, crime prevention, police conduct, and fire safety.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
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10/1/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

MAUI 
BOOKKEEPER 
SENTENCED 

MAUI BOOKKEEPER SENTENCED .  Under a deal with 
prosecutors, Thelma Pascua-Suyat pleaded guilty to wire 
fraud in May. She was released on a $50,000 bond and 
this afternoon she returned to a federal courtroom. For 
about 12 years -- she was Ki-Hana Nursery's trusted 
bookkeeper. When the business started to struggle 
financially the owner thought the problem was due to 
the 2008 recession. Pascua-Suyat used company funds 
to make mortgage payments on her then-husband's 
home ... as well as credit card payments for both of 
them. she took the money to do her own stuff. Go on 
trips. travel places everywhere. Going out to $1,000 
dinners. Buying $800 Louis Vuitton bags. The 64-year-old 
falsified electronic records to cover up more than 400 
illegal transactions

0:01:04

10/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Fentanyl Bust Fentanyl Bust.  Only on Hawaii News Now -- Hazmat 
crews assisted federal agents, state narco officers and 
HPD during a raid this morning. Crews hit an apartment 
in the Marco Polo to execute a search warrant relating 
to fentynal. Fentynal is a powerful opioid -- it can be 
deadly for someone who accidentally inhales it or 
touches it. 

0:00:23

10/2/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Rail Pillar Crash Rail Pillar Crash.  First responders say the truck was fully 
engulfed in flames when they arrived on scene... around 
2:45 this morning. Officials say the two bodies found 
inside were burned beyond recognition. Police are 
investigating whether drugs or alcohol were also factors. 
Back in 2017 -- three people were killed when their car 
also collided into a rail pillar -- on the same stretch of 
road. Speeding was involved, but the incident prompted 
lawsuits by the crash victims' families -- who accused 
HART and the city of not doing enough -- to keep drivers 
safe.

0:00:36
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10/3/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Rail Pillar Crash Rail Pillar Crash We've learned more about yesterday's 
fiery crash in Ewa. Police say the pickup driver was 
speeding and slammed into a rail guideway pillar along 
Farrington Highway. The vehicle was then engulfed in 
flames. Officials say the two bodies found inside were 
burned beyond recognition. Police are investigating 
whether drugs or alcohol were also factors. Back in 2017 
-- three people were killed when their car also collided 
into a rail pillar -- on the same stretch of road. Speeding 
was reportedly involved. But the incident prompted 
lawsuits by the crash victims' families -- who accused 
HART and the city of not doing enough -- to keep drivers 
safe.

0:00:34

10/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

SAND ISLAND 
SHOOTER 

SAND ISLAND SHOOTER .  Just before two Sunday 
afternoonn security cameras from a nearby business 
captured the encounter. You can see a man in a yellow 
shirt... allegedly Theodore Kim -- walking along the fence 
towards a bus stop on Nimitz Highway. In his left hand 
he's carrying a long object what appears to be a sawed 
off shotgun. From behind. The man approaches a 
woman sitting on the bench. When she realizes 
someone's there -- she quickly stands up and backs 
away. After sitting for a moment the man can be seen 
charging the woman ... Witnesses told police the suspect 
fired three blasts from a 12-guage shotgun. You can see 
the woman drop her dog...as she runs into traffic. taking 
cover behind a car. She escaped unharmed meanwhile 
two vehicles were hit by gunfire. The man jogs away still 
holding what appears to be a gun. "All rise" Kim made 
his first appearance in court Thursday morning. He's 
charged with attempted murder.

0:01:03

10/8/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

CAB 
ATTEMPTED 
ROBBERY 

CAB ATTEMPTED ROBBERY .  "It's something the owner 
of 'The Cab' says is happening more often. Taxi drivers 
targeted by criminals looking to get their hands on some 
quick cash." "Cab driving by" "This is probably one of the 
most dangerous businesses around." I know that a lot of 
our drivers have experienced robberies. Also there are 
assualts just for money." The president of "The Cab" is 
speaking out after another one of his drivers was preyed 
on Sunday by a pair of would-be robbers. It happened in 
the middle of the afternoon, at the taxi stand on the 
Kona Street side of Ala Moana Center.

0:01:40
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10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Kealia Shark 
Sighting

Kealia Shark Sighting.  A shark sighting is keeping a 
Kauai beach closed until tomorrow. Ocean safety 
officials put up warning signs at Ke-alia Beach after 
beachgoers reported seeing two sharks near the 
northern part of the shoreline. This was around 12:15. 
When responding... lifeguards spotted an eight-foot grey 
reef shark in the water. Lifeguards will reassess the 
waters in the morning.

0:00:21

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

FACEBOOK 
MESSENGER 
SCAM

FACEBOOK MESSENGER SCAM.  Investment scams are 
on the rise. That's according to the Better Business 
Bureau. "We see it all the time. Everyday." In 2018 ... 
internet scammers stole more than six million dollars 
from Hawaii residents. That's double the losses from the 
previous year.

0:00:31

10/8/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

FACEBOOK 
MESSENGER 
SCAM

FACEBOOK MESSENGER SCAM.  That local politician is 
Representative Gregg Takayama. He says this is the 
second time scammers hacked into his Facebook 
account... and tried to exploit his followers via Facebook 
messenger. Rep: By the way the blue is really you right? 
AJ: Yea the blue is really me. I was trying to lead them 
on. Rep.: Lead them on. We found out about this hustle 
first hand... after a Hawaii News Now photographer 
recieved a Facebook message from a person who 
appears to be Representative Takayama. "Hey Alan, how 
cool are you doing today and your family. That's literally 
what it says." After exchanging pleasantries... the 
messaging quickly turns to money... An incredible 
investment opportunity. Using Takayama's persona -- 
the scammer then tries to convince our photographer to 
send money.

0:03:47
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10/14/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

ISAIAH MCCOY 
HEARING

ISAIAH MCCOY HEARING. Always animated and happy 
to see a camera, Isaiah McCoy smiled when he walked 
into the courtroom. Still shackled, McCoy was 
representing himself. "state of hawaii's motion to 
increase mccoy's bail" He was arrested earlier this week 
at Honolulu's airport trying to board a United flight to 
los angeles. He's out on bail awaiting trial for second 
degree robbery. "you indicated to TSA that it was up to 
them to let me pass correct." McCoy got several rounds 
of scoldings from Circuit Court Judge Todd Eddins, first, 
during cross exmaination of the deputy sheriff from the 
arrest. "do you have any learning disabilities or anything 
like that? objection argumentative  to the best of my 
knowledge, no. if he doesnt' understand the question  
the question is

0:00:20

10/15/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Taco Bell Recall Taco Bell Recall. Taco Bell has removed about 2 million 
pounds of beef from its locations across the country. The 
recall was triggered over concerns that the products 
may have been contaminated with metal shavings. Taco 
Bell says all of the affected products have been 
removed. There have been no reports of anyone getting 
sick in connection to the recall.

0:01:05

10/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

KPD Online 
Scam Warning

KPD Online Scam Warning.  There's a scam on Kauai -- 
asking shoppers on Craisglist to pay for items... using gift 
cards instead of cash. Police say -- it's all an attempt to 
steal your money. They've received reports of scammers 
asking people to pay with multiple gift cards from 
companies such as eBay and iTunes. Be wary -- police 
say once those gift cards are paid for and handed over -- 
they become virtually untrace-able.

0:00:24
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10/25/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
VAPING

LOCAL CONNECTION VAPING. A strategy is taking shape 
for taking on the youth vaping epidemic in Hawaii. The 
proposals were discussed last week with lawmakers at a 
summit hosted by the Hawaii Public Health Institute and 
Coalition for a Tobacco Free Hawaii. The concept is 
actually pretty simple - just treat vaping like we treat 
smoking. Raise taxes to price the products out of kid's 
reach. Ban flavors that lure children into vaping and 
reduce access via internet sales and at retail stores. 
Because lawmakers have already done this for tobacco 
products there is virtually no excuse for not quickly 
applying them to vaping. E-ciggs are rapidly emerging as 
a major health emergency and a direct threat to our 
youth.  

0:01:00

10/28/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

ROYNES DURAL 
CASE 

ROYNES DURAL CASE .  Roynes (Ron-ess) Dural -- 
surrounded by family, friends and his attorneys, waited 
anxiously at circuit court ahead of his case being called. 
Dural hoped this would be the day...that prosecutors 
finally dismiss his 2002 sex assault case. instead... in the 
judge's chambers, out of view from the public, another 
trial date was set. (Roynes Durall) "i was hoping that this 
would be it. it's been a long battle, over 16 years, they 
have the evidence that proves my innocence but yet 
again i'm getting dragged down." Dural, was a navy 
sailor in 2002, when he was accused by a teen of sex 
assault... after years in prison, his case was overturned 
on appeal, after two other men came forward ... and a 
witness -- the girl's mother -- said her daughter lied...to 
protect another man. "they are still pursuing this 
matter..." William Harrison -- attorney for the Hawawii 
Innocence Project -- was floored by the decision to go to 
trial.... again (

0:01:09

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Nuuanu Home 
Invasion

Nuuanu Home Invasion.  Honolulu Police are 
investigating a violent home invasion that occured in 
Nuuanu. Todd Ikenaga -- said the suspect in the Los 
Angeles Dodgers baseball cap entered his home on Polo-
hinano Place around noon yesterday. The man hit 
Ikenaga's 22-year-old son four times in the face  before 
trying to make off with cash, checks and computers. 
Coming up at 6 -- you'll hear from Ikenaga... about how 
he tried to *stop the burglary. That's new on KGMB and 
K5.

0:00:28
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10/29/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

NUUANU 
BURGLARY 
ASSAULT 

NUUANU BURGLARY ASSAULT .  Todd Ikenaga's security 
camera videotaped the suspect in the Los Angeles 
Dodgers baseball cap yesterday ... as he tried to carry 
away a suitcase full of computers and electronics. The 
thief was making a second trip -- with a bag full of 
checks, cash and passports -- when Ikenaga drove up on 
the crime scene. "I pulled in the driveway and he was 
hiding behind the bins here and he jumped over and ran 
out. Instinctually, I got out of the car and chased him." 
Inside the home on Polo-hinano Place, Ikenaga found his 
22-year-old son locked in his room shocked from being 
beaten. "I think the guy hit him four times in the face." 
The stolen goods were recovered but the suspect 
described at five-foot ten with a medium build -- got 
away.  HPD classifies this case as a robbery. No arrests 
have been made.

0:01:21

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am KGMB 
K5

Jeffrey Owens Jeffrey Owens. Jeffrey Owens is a workplace violence 
expert based in Hawaii. What have we learned from the 
xerox shooting and where do we need to improve?

0:05:35

11/1/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am KGMB 
K5

HNL Planes 
Collide

HNL Planes Collide. The F-A-A is investigating a runway 
collision at the Honolulu airport. Around 1 p-m 
yesterday  a FedEx cargo plane rear-ended a Cessna 
waiting to take off. No injuries were reported. Officials 
say the crash did not impact airport operations.

0:00:15

11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 HPD 
Workplace 
Violence

 HPD Workplace Violence. Byran Uyesugi was a Xerox 
copying machine repairman who believed that his co-
workers had sabotaged his work for years  and that they 
planned to give him more work that he did not want to 
do. On the morning of November 2nd, 1999, he knew 
that most of those workers would be in the building 
together. Armed with a nine-millimeter handgun, he 
opened fire, killing five men in a conference room, and 
two more in an adjoining office. He sat in his company 
van near Tantalus for several hours before surrendering.  

0:00:39
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11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

AUTO 
RECYCLING 
FIRE 

AUTO RECYCLING FIRE . Green Auto Recycling is closed 
today as fire and OSHA investigators continue to 
investigate what went wrong. Coworkers who came 
back to work today describe the man who died as always 
willing to help. They say the other man who is still in 
critical condition got burned trying to save him." 
Florence Tabion/coworker: "I just heard him yell, 
screaming Ahhhh! And when I looked up, I saw a lot of 
black smoke so I knew already it was a fire "he came 
walking out all burnt." Friends and coworkers knew the 
man who died as Chris. 

0:02:12

11/1/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

XEROX 20 
YEARS LATER 

XEROX 20 YEARS LATER . There's a tile and granite 
retailer in this building now. But 20 years ago, Xerox 
Corporation employees were starting their day here as 
their co-worker Byran Uyesugi, walked in  and opened 
fire with a nine millimeter handgun." Police, medical 
personnel and others swarmed to the Xerox building 
after getting 9-1-1 calls of a deadly shooting: One of the 
guys came into our Xerox building with one gun and shot 
six people. 1200 North Nimitz Highway. Xerox Corp. You 
gotta get there right away." Dispatcher: Anybody hurt? 
Caller: Yeah. Some of the guys say some of the guys are 
down. They're dead." There was disbelief as the scale of 
the tragedy unfolded through the day.  

0:02:53

11/5/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

MACY'S SMASH 
& GRAB 

Macy's Smash & Grab.  Police are looking for three 
burglars caught on camera... stealing from Macy's at Ala 
Moana. They got in through the front door.. But not like 
most people. Ashley Nagaoka has our top story

0:00:06

11/6/2019 530pm 
HNN News 
KHNL

Council 
Lifeguard 
Hours

Council Lifeguard Hours.  More protection on Oahu's 
beaches... but not right away. Late this afternoon -- the 
Honolulu City Council voted to start the process of 
extending lifeguard hours. The bill gives the Department 
of Emergency Services a year to come up with a long-
term plan to establish lifeguard schedules.... that cover 
sunrise to sunset. Longer hours wouldn't have to begin 
until July of 20-21. Ocean Safety Officials say about 20-
percent of ocean emergencies happen outside their 
current hours. The mayor is expected to sign the bill.

0:00:30
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11/13/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 5a 
KHNL

Armored Truck 
Robbery

Armored Truck Robbery. We now know the name of the 
man who allegedly robbed an armored truck guard. 
Police say it was Jacob Mariano. Sources tell us the 25-
year-old was arrested after he went looking for the 
money he'd stashed while running from the McDonalds 
off Nimitz Highway and Koapaka Street. The initial 
robbery happened just before nine yesterday morning. 
Witnesses say the thief grabbed a money bag right out 
of the guard's hands.

0:00:28

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

SOTVO SETUP 
MADD 
KAKAAKO 
CRASH

SOTVO SETUP MADD KAKAAKO CRASH. "I never 
thought something like this would happen to us. No 
amount of apologies will ever make this feel less worse. 
I'm not asking you to feel sorry for me. I'm asking you to 
think and to care." First at 5 tonight  raw emotions on 
full display.

0:00:10

11/14/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

MADD 
CAMPAIGN 
KAKAAKO 
CRASH

MADD CAMPAIGN KAKAAKO CRASH. We need to stop 
depending on others to make change. Change starts 
with us. And the decisions we choose. I refuse to call this 
an accident. Melissa Lau's husband Travis was one of 
three people killed when a speeding truck driven by an 
alleged drunk driver plowed into pedestrians in ja nuary  
ten months later she remains angry. I want each and 
every one of you to take a moment to look at the person 
standing next to you.  

0:01:52

11/15/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

HECO Utility 
Scam

HECO Utility Scam. November is Utility Scam Awareness 
Month. Shannon Tangonan and Stephen Levins are here 
to tell us what to look out for.

0:03:11

11/15/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Salt Lake 
Barricade

Salt Lake Barricade. HPD arrested a man after an hours-
long barricade in Salt Lake. Police say the incident began 
around 5 this morning  at a home on Likini Street. They 
shut down the area while officers negotiated with the 
man who was inside  with his girlfriend. She later exited 
safely. Salt Lake resident  Ronald Domingo  told us his 
family owns the home and the suspect is a tenant in the 
downstairs unit.  "I was headed to work and then I was 
barricaded in, I wasn't able to get out of this area thenI 
heard this was going on. This situation." The 47-year-old 
suspect gave up shortly before noon and officers 
arrested him for first-degree terroristic threatening and 
auto theft. He was taken to a hospital for evaluation.

0:00:31
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11/15/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

JAPANESE 
National 
SCAMMED 

JAPANESE NATIONAL SCAMMED . For "Daniel" of Mo-ili-
ili, the deal was too good to be true. Back in February, 
he received a phone call from someone saying he was 
Publisher's Clearinghouse  and that he had won $20 
million. The caller said all that the 80-year-old retiree 
had to do  was to pay the federal taxes and other 
expenses. "I was so excited. I was not sure  am I a winner 
or not?" Daniel says the man called him every day for 
several weeks, convincing him to send payments by 
buying Amazon gift cards. When Daniel maxed out his 
American Express card buying the gift cars, the caller 
convinced him to get a new Capital One Card. He even 
gave cash and personal checks. 

0:01:56

11/15/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

SHERIFFS 
PURSUIT CASE 

SHERIFFS PURSUIT CASE . The driver with the dash 
camera was heading east on the H-1 last thursday about 
10-45 at night, as he neared the airport, you can see 
headlights approaching. A high speed chase, a car with a 
deputy sheriff in pursuit, going westbound in the 
eastbound lanes ( Tommy Aiu) "there are many factors 
to consider before engaging in a high speed pursuit : 
nature of offense, time of day, public safety is of utmost 
consideration, level of speed, whether misdemeanor or 
felony" Sources say it started with a traffic stop near the 
Daniel K Inouye airport, where state sheriffs have 
jurisdiction. 

0:01:09

11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Safeway 
Kapahulu 
Groping

Safeway Kapahulu Groping.  HPD is investigating a sex 
assault case in Kapahulu. Sources say a man groped a 
woman in the Safeway Parking lot around 1-30 
yesterday afternoon. The man allegedly dropped a metal 
object by the woman's feet... then grabbed her in 
between her legs as he went to pick it up. The man then 
took off on foot. If you have any information call police.

0:00:07
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11/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

OPERATION 
KEIKI SHIELD

OPERATION KEIKI SHIELD.  "Of the 25 arrests law 
enforcement's made since March. We're told only one of 
those suspected child sex predators had a criminal 
record." "Nats of typing." Officials say with further 
investigation -- they discovered many of those suspects 
had done or tried to do this before...and gone 
undetected. They're out there. They do live in our 
communities and they do target our children." 
Operation Keiki Shield is designed to expose child 
predators. "We sort of reverse engineer their tactics 
against them" Law enforcement officers pose as children 
online... using chatrooms and common social media 
apps.

0:02:00

11/18/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

KAUAI PRISON 
TOUR

KAUAI PRISON TOUR.  (Lynn Kawano) "A lack of bed 
space and need for improvements is the common 
theme. the garden isle's Jail isn't as overcroded as the 
others and they have made significant upgrades in 
recent years. " Of all the jails, the Kauai Community 
Correctional Center is the most laid back... there's no 
guard tower, and it's right up against the busy Kuhio 
Highway. There are a lot of common areas and open 
spaces. Even converted fema trailers from hurricane iniki 
are permanent cabins for work furlough inmates. KCCC 
was designed to accommodate 110. Concerted space 
increased the # of beds to 128... but currently there are 
172 inmates. That puts this facility at 134% of capacity... 
while that is overcrowded it's not nearly as bad as some 
of the other neighbor island jails. (Ken Lawson) "to see 
four men or five men in a two man cell to see men 
sleeping on the floor or women sleeping on

0:02:07

11/19/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

KCCC JAIL 
TOUR 

KCCC JAIL TOUR . All this week we'll be taking a closer 
look at the overcrowding, and crumbling facilities as well 
as the progress and hope for inmates. Lynn Kawano 
begins our coverage from Kauai.

0:00:06
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11/19/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

MAUI JAIL 
TOUR 

MAUI JAIL TOUR . Chelsea Davis/Maui Community 
Correctional Center: (pre-taped LL intro - BROOKS @ 
10:42.39) "It's been eight months since riots broke out 
here at M-triple-C. The head of the Public Safety 
Department said severe overcrowding was to blame. 
Since then, the jail is STILL 40-percent over capacity." 
DEBORAH TAYLOR/Maui Community Correctional Center 
Warden: (BROOKS @ 10:21.30) "We're gonna go 
through this area and we're gonna go down to the 
modules." (NATS of inmates banging on cell doors) Eight 
months after inmates rioted on Maui damage in the 
modules is still visible. While investigations are still 
ongoing it's no secret the facility is dangerously 
overcrowded. 

0:01:55

11/20/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

OCCC PRISON 
TOUR 

OCCC PRISON TOUR . "O-triple-C is the state's largest jail 
facility, with more than one thousand detainees. And 
like the other jails around the state, it is overcrowded." 
The jail  with its peaked roof modules surrounded by 
barbed wire  is the latest version of facilities that have 
been at this site in Kalihi since 1914. The detainees here 
are awaiting trial, serving short sentences, or are 
inmates on work furlough programs. O-Triple-C was 
originally designed to hold 628 detainees. It has a 
current capacity of 954. But there are now 1,071 held 
here: SEN. CLARENCE NISHIHARA "They're short of staff. 
on top of that, the numbers are over capacity for all of 
them." The Department of Public Safety says there are 
413 security staff  with 68 vacancies. 45 are out on 
worker's

0:02:17

11/21/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

HALAWA 
PRISON TOUR 

"HALAWA PRISON TOUR . Halawa Correctional Facility is 
the only prison in the state that houses maximum 
security inmates." Unlike several other correctional 
facilities around the state Halawa is NOT over-crowded. 
The prison can hold more than 11-hundred inmates. 
Current capacity is less than 900. Two to a cell every 
inmate has a bed. "If they're not here, they go to school, 
they go to work, they go eat." Inmates who qualify have 
jobs serving the facility. "We have everything, we have 
automotive, we have laundry, commissary, maintenance 
mechanics." The money they earn c

0:02:13
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11/22/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Makaha Critical 
Stabbing

Makaha Critical Stabbing An attempted murder 
investigation is open after a stabbing in Makaha 
Wednesday night. This was near Lahi-lahi Beach Park. A 
witness says  she heard the victim scream then tried to 
help him  until paramedics arrived. We're told the 28-
year-old man is hospitalized in critical condition. So far, 
there are no arrests in the case.

0:02:07

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Makaha Critical 
Stabbing

Makaha Critical Stabbing. An attempted murder 
investigation is open after a stabbing in Makaha 
Wednesday night. This was near Lahi-lahi Beach Park. A 
witness says  she heard the victim scream then tried to 
help him  until paramedics arrived. We're told the 28-
year-old man is hospitalized in critical condition. So far, 
there are no arrests in the case.

0:00:24

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am  K5

Halawa Prison 
Tour

Halawa Prison Tour. NATS of door opening Unlike 
Hawaii's other correctional facilities  Halawa is *not 
overcrowded. It has room for more than 1100 inmates  
but currently has fewer than 900. The facility is 
undergoing major security upgrades  including replacing 
faulty locks in the medium security housing wing. That 
10-million dollar project has faced delays. The 
surveillance system is also being upgraded.

0:00:21

11/22/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

MCCC Inmates 
More Details

MCCC Inmates More Details. New details on the 
inmates suspected of causing the prison riot and fire on 
Maui. A state department of public safety spokesperson 
says 33 inmates who were sent to Halawa after the riot  
have been moved back to Maui. 18 were found guilty of 
causing the disturbance in March. Those who were tied 
to both the riot and fire  were fined 2700 $. The inmates 
who were connected to the fire only  were penalized 
1300 $. The State says it will collect the money through 
the department's administrative fiscal process.

0:00:35
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11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

WAIKIKI 
ROBBERIES

WAIKIKI ROBBERIES. On November 15th  A woman was 
dragged to the ground in a violent purse snatching on 
the corner of Liliuokalani and the Ala Wai. From this 
angle it seems like a spur-of-the moment crime of 
opportunity  But a couple more cameras show a well-
orchestrated robbery. Watch as this vehicle passes the 
women After making the turn  the driver pulls off to the 
side of the road. A man then gets out and crosses the 
street. After he walks by the group of ladies  He can be 
seen waiting in the doorway of a nearby building. Once 
traffic clears  the robber makes his move. Snatching the

0:02:17

11/22/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

OPERATION 
KEIKI SHIELD

OPERATION KEIKI SHIELD. Of the 25 arrests law 
enforcement's made since March. We're told only one of 
those suspected child sex predators had a criminal 
record." "Nats of typing." Officials say with further 
investigation  they discovered many of those suspects 
had done or tried to do this beforeand gone undetected. 
They're out there. They do live in our communities and 
they do target our children." Operation Keiki Shield is 
designed to expose child predators. "We sort of reverse 
engineer their tactics against them" Law enforcement 
officers pose as children online using chatroom

0:02:00

11/22/2019 530pm 
HNN News 
KHNL

HILO PRISON 
TOUR PREVIEW

HILO PRISON TOUR PREVIEW. "A look inside Hawaii's 
most overcrowded jail plus Hilo's prison." (SOT) Peter 
Cabreros/Hawaii Community Correctional Center 
Warden: (JOEL @ 08:56.27) "We normally have about 
three per cell. Maybe the larger cells, we may have up to 
four." (TRACK) Coming up on K-G-M-B and KFVE at 6 
o'clock â€” hear from Kulani prison officials. In Hilo, 
Chelsea Davis, Hawaii News Now."

0:00:19

11/22/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
UH BIG WEST

LOCAL CONNECTION UH BIG WEST. 'The last two head 
football coaches at the University of Hawaii were each 
fired unceremoniously after producing seven long 
miserable years of losing football seasons If someone 
could have predicted the next head coach would 
immediately turn the program around and lead his 
teams to three bowl games in his first four seasons, and 
in the fourth year have his team in position to play for 
the Conference Championship, even the most optimistic 
fan would not have wagered a bet but that is exactly 
what has happened!! 

0:00:36
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11/26/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

WAIKIKI 
VIOLENT 
ROBBERY

WAIKIKI VIOLENT ROBBERY.  Officers are investigating 
at least four cases in Waikiki and Kakaako-- where a 
vehicle drove up to the victim.... One or more suspects 
got out -- and snatched the persons bag... before fleeing 
in that waiting car. Blood still stains the sidewalk at the 
scene of the Monday night's robbery. The victims: a 
mother and sonâ€” visiting from Japan. Sources say the 
two had almost made it to their hotel on KÄ�nekapÅ�lei 
Street â€” when a white sedan with four men pulled up. 
Two suspects armed with handguns snatched the 63-
year-old's bag -- dragging her to the ground. When her 
son stepped in to help -- they cracked him in the face 
with a handgun. Medics rushed them both to Queens ER 
for treatment. "Having people attacked and people 
robbed by a very organized group of people is very 
disheartening." The recent rash of rob

0:03:00

11/28/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

DURAL TRIAL 
LATEST 

Dural Trial Latest.  Roynes Dural has been fighting the 
accusations for 17 years. The Navy veteran spent those 
years in prison and on parole until appeals courts 
declared he was wrongly convicted. The Honolulu 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office was scheduled to take him 
to trial again next week... but this morning we learned 
that won't be happening. (Bill Harrison) "we had a large 
panel coming in, of over 100 jurors so the court has now 
cancelled that panel. so there won't be a trial." Hawaii 
News Now profiled Dural's controversial case last night 
in a special report, Innocence Lost... years after Dural 
was imprisoned for sexually assaulting a teen, his 
conviction was overthrown. The witnesses had 
recanted... and switched sides... (Bill Harrison) "the state 
has indicated they can't find the witness so they don't 
have any witness." and new evidence surfaced ... 
meaning the jury didn't hear the whole story.

0:02:04

12/2/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KGMB 
KHNL

Shark Sighting Shark Sighting. Meanwhile on the Garden Isle Shark 
warning signs are up and a beach is closed down. A 9 
foot grey reef shark was seen swimming off Waiohai 
beach in Poipu this afternoon. The beach will remain 
closed until tomorrow when life guards reassess the 
waters.

0:01:16
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12/2/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

YOKOHAMA 
BAY BODY M

YOKOHAMA BAY BODY M. Officials say the body was 
discovered just before 8 this morning at the sea cave 
known as Moi Hole near Kaena Point. At around 5:15pm 
yesterday, ocean safety and fire crews responded to two 
people who were swept off the rocks and were in 
trouble in the water. Lifeguards were able to rescue a 
21-year-old woman and brought her to shore where 
they performed CPR. She was taken to the hospital in 
critical condition. Search efforts for the man were put on 
hold yesterday when it got

0:00:44

12/2/2019 6pm HNN 
News 
KGMB K5

 GUN CRIMES 
INCREASE 

 GUN CRIMES INCREASE  "The bullet was right here." 
Cora Echalas showed us the spot officers found the 9 
millimeter shell casing. The 57-year-old still shaken 
hours after she and five of her friends were robbed 
while playing a game of mahjong  in her own garage. 
"My brother-in-law had just left." "He forgot to close the 
gate." A few minutes later a masked woman  wearing all 
black walked out of the shadows  "Don't move! And at 
the same time she shot the gun." 

0:01:31

12/3/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

GUN CRIMES 
INCREASE

GUN CRIMES INCREASE. First tonight: A fun night of 
majong  turned into a night of terror for a group in Aiea. 
At around 1:30 this morning  a woman barged into their 
garage on Puakala Street. The victims say she was armed 
with a handgun - and wearing a mask. "She said don't 
move. I'll shoot you." Then  the victims say  she fired a 
shot. Tonight, that woman is on the run As our Allyson 
Blair reports  this is the latest in a string of crimes 
involving *guns on Oahu.

0:00:31

12/4/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

BREAKER 
Shipyard 
Shooting 
Latest

BREAKER Shipyard Shooting Latest. Back to that 
breaking news on the shipyard shooting. The shots rang 
out at about 2:30 this afternoon. The base went on 
lockdown for about 90 minutes Here's what we know 
now A sailor, believed to be from the USS Columbia, 
shot 3 civilian workers with the Department of Defense. 
Two of them died. The gunman also took his own life. 
The base used loudspeakers and text messages to alert 
people that a lockdown was in place. That caused some 
confusion among the thousands of servicemembers and 
visitors who were on the base.

0:00:29
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12/4/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

630SHIPYARD 
SHOOTING 

SHIPYARD SHOOTING . We're here at the Makalapa 
gate. (up cut) We heard it over the intercom. There was 
an incident that's all we heard. Our uber driver got some 
more information for us. We were on our way out in an 
Uber and he just kind of  everthing was on lockdown. 
We heard the intercom. So the gates were closed and 
we just kind of went around out there. Ashley Nagaoka, 
HNN.

0:01:23

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am KGMB 
K5

Ashley 
Shipyard 
Shooting

Ashley Shipyard Shooting. Many people on base heard 
and saw the lock down alerts. Ashley Nagaoka continues 
our team coverage with more.

0:00:52

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am KGMB 
K5

Chelsea Hit Chelsea Hit. We have team coverage tonight We begin 
first with our Chelsea Davislive tonight at Joint Base 
Pearl Harbor-Hickam with the latest. Chelsea adlib

0:00:51

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Trump Trump. In a statement, the White House this morning 
said quote: "The President has been briefed on the 
shooting at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam in Hawaii 
and continues to monitor the situation."

0:00:28

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

 Shipyard 
Employees and 
Parks

 Shipyard Employees and Parks. Non-essential 
personnel at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard are being told 
to stay home today. They will resume work with the first 
shift tomorrow morning. But essential shipyard 
personnel need to report to work as directed. 
Meanwhile, parks and popular visitor attractions near 
and around Pearl Harbor - including the USS Arizona 
Memorial - will remain open as usual

0:00:12

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Nuts and Bolts 
and 
Investigation

Nuts and Bolts and Investigation. U-S Navy Rear Admiral 
Robert Chadwick confirmed yesterday that officials have 
launched a full investigation and at least 100 witnesses 
were being interviewed. The Naval Criminal Investigative 
Service  or NCIS  has taken the lead however, Honolulu 
police detectives and the city Medical Examiner's Office 
have also responded. Gov. David Ige says the White 
House offered its assistance as well. At this time, officials 
have not determined a motive for the shooting. It is still 
unclear whether the three Department of Defense 
civilian shipyard employees were targeted or random 
victims. The Navy sailor who opened fire at the Pearl 
Harbor Naval Shipyard has been identified as Gabriel 
Romero. That's according to our sources.  

0:02:08
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12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Reaction Reaction. The base went into lockdown, minutes after 
the shooting was reported, accrording to officials. The 
alert was sent out over the intercom or loadspeaker  and 
via text message.

0:00:15

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

SOT SAILOR SOT SAILOR. We live next to the sirens and whenever 
one of them goes off, the entire base is pretty loud and 
they were just saying that there's an active shooter. It 
was a like, is it real? Is it fake? type of thing. But you 
know we have a friend that's right next to DD2 or Dry 
Dock 2, so that's where multiple ships are. The lockdown 
lasted for an hour and a half.

0:00:17

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Burton 
Statement

Burton Statement. The Naval Shipyard Commander, 
Captain Greg Burton, issued a statement to his crew that 
reads in part: "Looking ahead, we will honor the life and 
legacy of those lost. Even now, as we mourn the loss of 
members of our 'Ohana, please take the opportunity to 
reconnect with each other and to reinforce and 
strengthen the bonds with each other. We value each 
one of you deeply and we are here for you."

0:00:25

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Tammy 
Duckworth 
Comment

Tammy Duckworth Comment. Illinois Senator and 
McKinley High graduate Tammy Duckworth also had this 
to say: "My heart goes out to the victims, families and 
the entire Pearl Harbor community after this senseless 
shooting."

0:00:14

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Victims of 
Shooting

Victims of Shooting. We're still waiting to get official 
confirmation on the names of the victims. Here's what 
we do know: Officials say three male civilian workers 
were shot yesterday afternoon. Two died at the hospital. 
Hospital executives say the third victim, a 36-year-old 
man, is in guarded condition at the Queen's Medical 
Center. Their names are being withheld until their 
families are contacted.

0:00:04

12/5/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Shooter ID Shooter ID. The Navy sailor who opened fire at the Pearl 
Harbor Naval Shipyard has been identified as Gabriel 
Romero. That's according to our sources. The Associated 
Press reports that he was 22 years old. Military officials 
say Romero shot 3 people before turning the gun on 
himself yesterday afternoon. He was assigned to the USS 
Columbia a submarine getting maintenance in drydock.

0:00:54
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12/5/2019 6pm HNN 
News 
KGMB K5

Purse 
Snatching 
Teenager

Purse Snatching Teenager. In other news tonight. State 
sheriffs have booked a 17-year-old boy charged with 
manslaughter in the purse-snatching death of an 85-
year-old Kalihi woman. They took "Saikit Denny Sain-go" 
back to the youth detention center today  where he'll 
remain until he turns 18. The victim, Dolores Corpus, 
was walking in Kalihi, in July, when her purse was 
snatched  she fell, and later died.

0:00:26

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

 Shipyard 
Names 
Confirmed

 Shipyard Names Confirmed. Today  workers at the 
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard returned to work  two days 
after the deadly shooting. Only to hear about another 
on-base shooting in Pensacola, Florida this morning. 
We'll have more on that  but first  New information 
about one of the two men killed at Joint Base Pearl 
Harbor Hickam. Today  we learned 40 Year old Roldan 
Agustin was a retired Staff Sergeant with the National 
Guard. He deployed twice  to Afghanistan and Kuwait  as 
an aviation maintenance specialist.

 

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Latest on 
Gabriel 
Romero

Latest on Gabriel Romero. Today we learned  from 
military officials  the gunman - Gabriel Romero  gunned 
down the three men and shot himself  in a span of 23 
seconds. The FBI says  the 22 year old  from San Antonio, 
Texas  appears to have acted alone and was not 
motivated by any particular ideology. Hawaii News 
Now's chief investigative reporter Lynn Kawano broke 
the story about Romero's disciplinary problems and 
anger management issues yesterday. And Lynn  in a 
press conference today  the military refused to address 
that?

0:00:29

12/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Shipyard 
Shooting 
Mental Health

Shipyard Shooting Mental Health. Shawn, A woman I 
spoke with is a former civilian employee at the Pearl 
Harbor Naval Shipyard. She asked to remain anonymous 
out of fear of retaliation because of pending litigation. 
She struggles with depression and anxiety and is the 
spouse of a former military officer so she says she it 
from both sides that it's difficult to speak up and ask for 
help. She says there is a stigma surrounding mental 
illness *especially in the military. She says many people 
fear they may lose their security clearance and 
subsequently their job.

0:00:39
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12/8/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Shipyard 
Shooting 
Latest

Shipyard Shooting Latest Back to that breaking news on 
the shipyard shooting. The shots rang out at about 2:30 
this afternoon. The base went on lockdown for about 90 
minutes Here's what we know now A sailor, believed to 
be from the USS Columbia, shot 3 civilian workers with 
the Department of Defense. Two of them died. The 
gunman also took his own life. The base used 
loudspeakers and text messages to alert people that a 
lockdown was in place. That caused some confusion 
among the thousands of servicemembers and visitors 
who were on the base.

0:00:29

12/8/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

KANESHIRO 
IMPEACHMEN
T DEADLINE 

KANESHIRO IMPEACHMENT DEADLINE .  The 
controversial effort to oust Honolulu's Prosecuting 
Attorney is approaching a criticial deadline for 
organizers of the effort. Two attempts to impeach Keith 
Kaneshiro are held up in the court because of the use of 
electronic signatures on the impeachment petition. If 
neither steps in before the new year the city charter 
says there can be no special election to replace 
Kaneshiro. HIs lawyer says he has no plans 
resignbecause he hasn't been charged or convicted. 

0:01:44

12/8/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 GUN CRIMES 
INCREASE 

 GUN CRIMES INCREASE . "The bullet was right here." 
Cora Echalas showed us the spot officers found the 9 
millimeter shell casing. The 57-year-old still shaken 
hours after she and five of her friends were robbed 
while playing a game of mahjong  in her own garage. 
"My brother-in-law had just left." "He forgot to close the 
gate." A few minutes later a masked woman  wearing all 
black walked out of the shadows  "Don't move! And at 
the same time she shot the gun."  

0:01:31

12/10/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

Security 
Increased at 
Bases

Security Increased at Bases. The military confirms that 
security is being ramped up at bases nationwide  
following the shootings at Pearl Harbor and Pensacola, 
Florida. U-S Northern Command says "random security 
measures" are being implemented. There have been at 
least seven shootings at military bases so far this year, 
according to the New York Times. 22-year-old Gabriel 
Romero shot and killed two civilian workers and 
wounded another  at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard last 
week. The military says Romero was pre-screened for 
depression, anxiety and suicidal tendencies. But it's 
unclear why he was allowed to be on armed watch.

0:00:34
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12/10/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

KAUAI INMATE 
SUICIDE 

KAUAI INMATE SUICIDE . July 30th, 2017 just before 
noon. 59 year old, Leslie Lutao was arrested for a traffic 
warrant and put in a Kauai police department cell. the 
woman, already in cell number 5, takes the top bunk. 
Lutao was given a thin mattress and a mylar blanket to 
keep warm. Within 10 minutes, the cell mate settles in a 
for nap. Lutao  lies on the bottom bunk. about half an 
hour later, she is seen on the surveillance video, 
wrapping the mylar blanket over her head, and twisting 
the excess. six minutes later at 12-45, Lutao appears 
again to be twisting the blanket, then taking bites out of 
it. For a good five minutes it's obvious she is eating 
chunks of it. 

0:03:53

12/12/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Pearlridge 
Shooting 
Latest

Pearlridge Shooting Latest.  New at 9 -- Honolulu police 
make an arrest following a day-long manhunt for the 
suspect who tried to run down a Honolulu police officer 
during a traffic stop this morning in Aiea.

0:00:11

12/12/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

MAKIKI FIRE MAKIKI FIRE.  That fire got bigger and bigger and bigger, 
oh my god, and I started crying, because it was 
outrageous, and people are screaming "get out, get out 
get out get out!" HFD rushed to the scene of this 
building fire in Makiki. Flames shot out from the 15th 
floor of this condo on Wilder Street -- around 7 tonight. 
Firefighters say no one was in the unit -- the family was 
in the process of moving in. The cause is under 
investigation.

0:00:26

12/12/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

ACO Beating 
Case

ACO Beating Case.  Now to a story you'll only see on 
Hawaii News Now. This new video of a violent prison 
takedown on the Big Island is at the center of a wrongful 
termination case. The case has also put the woman in 
charge of guard training under fire -- for allegedly lying 
under oath. And we warn you -- video of the violence 
may be disturbing to some viewers. The takedown and 
beating -- which lasted more than three minutes -- 
happened four years ago at the Hawaii Community 
Correctional Center. The department says the inmate 
was struck 45 TIMES BY THREE GUARDS ... who were 
eventually fired along with their supervisor. That 
supervisor Jonathan Taum (Tom) is trying to get his job 
back -- claiming he and the other guards were not 
properly trained.

0:00:05
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Campbell 
Teacher 
Indicted

Campbell Teacher Indicted.  The band director at 
Campbell High School has been indicted for allegedly 
touching a female student on the buttocks several times 
over three years. Court documents say ARMANDO 
LANGAMAN he's the man in the front with the grey-
collared shirt -- befriended the girl when she was just 13-
years-old at Ilima Middle School. Campbell High sent a 
letter to parents saying Langaman is currently on leave. 
He faces two counts of sex assault in the third degree 
and one count of sex assault in the fourth degree. He's 
expected to be in court on Monday.

0:00:22

12/12/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Maili 7 Eleven 
Robbery

Maili 7 Eleven Robbery.  New video tonight -- of an 
armed robbery in Maili. Security cameras caught the 
gunman robbing a 7 Eleven off Farrington Highway late 
last month. He used a full-face motorcycle helmet to 
hide his face... as he threatened the clerk with a 
handgun. Investigators say the man has a tattoo on the 
left side of neck and on his right wrist. Call 
Crimestoppers if you have any information.

0:00:21

12/12/2019 New 
Sunrise 
8am K5

Maili 7 Eleven 
Robbery

Maili 7 Eleven Robbery.  New video tonight -- of an 
armed robbery in Maili. Security cameras caught the 
gunman robbing a 7 Eleven off Farrington Highway late 
last month. He used a full-face motorcycle helmet to 
hide his face... as he threatened the clerk with a 
handgun. Investigators say the man has a tattoo on the 
left side of neck and on his right wrist. Call 
Crimestoppers if you have any information.

0:00:21

12/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

PSD CAMERA 
FUNDING 

PSD CAMERA FUNDING .  Monitors at the Hawaii 
Paroling Authority office show views from cameras 
pointed at the common areas, and the front reception 
desk... where parolees have contact with workers. But 
there are also cameras aimed directly at workers desks 
and cubicles. (Clarence Nishihara) "17 cameras to 
surveil... looks like.. basically to surveil their employees... 
in this one building where the administration is, which 
isn't a prison it isn't a jail so who are they looking at and 
why are they doing it." State Senator Clarence Nishihara 
-- chair of the public safety committee -- expects the 
Department of Public Safety to ask lawmakers to fu

0:00:23
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12/13/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
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GASCON 
CRIMINAL 
HISTORY 

Gascon Criminal History.  Police say 25-year-old Victor 
Gascon III and 25-year-old James Fejeran robbed a 
Waialua man outside his home with a semi-automatic 
pistol yesterday morning. The two men fled in a stolen 
vehicle.. and a police helicopter followed them to 
Waipahu. 39-year-old Shona Mae Cobb and 18-year-old 
Leilani Lokar... were arrested after being found inside 
the stolen car. After an hours-long extensive search of 
the surrounding area... police found the two men hiding. 
All four are facing a long list of felony charges. 
"Yesterday afternoon about 11, I got a call from the 
investigating officer saying you know where so and so 
street is. I said yeah. I said I'll be there in five

0:01:53

12/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Robbery 
School 
Lockdowns

Robbery School Lockdowns.  It started on the North 
Shore in Mokuleia... on Au street. HPD plain clothes 
officers were already in the area when that armed 
robbery happened. police followed the stolen Nissan 
Altima to Waipahu... Two females were arrested. but the 
manhunt for the two males sources identified one of 
them as Victor Gascon. This is surveillance video from a 
neighbor's home of him creeping through yards to hide 
from police. Waipahu High School and August Ahrens 
Elementary were on lockdown during the search.

0:00:57

12/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Lualualei Park 
Closure

Lualualei Park Closure. New at 6. The city is extending 
the closure of Lualualei Beach Park in Waianae. The park 
has been off-limits the past three weeks... as crews 
enforced the Stored Property Ordinance... which allows 
them to kick out homeless campers. The city says based 
on requests from the community... the park will stay 
closed until January 2nd.

0:00:15

12/13/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

UH vs 
Nebraska 
Volleyball

UH vs Nebraska Volleyball.  The UH Wahine's best 
season yet under Coach Robyn Ah Mow... has come to a 
bittersweet end... at the Sweet 16. The team lost in 
straight sets to 5th ranked Nebraska today at the NCAA 
Regional Semifinal in Wisconsin. All three sets were 
close... but the Cornhuskers got the wins. UH outside 
hitter Brooke Van Sickle matched her career-high of 14 
kills. Senior Norene Iosia finished her final college game 
with her 20th double-double of the season - 19 assists, 
13 digs, six kills. The Wahine won a total of 24 matches 
this season... making it the best season since Coach Ah 
Mow took over 3 years ago.

0:00:37
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FIREWORKS 
HPD 
ENFORCEMEN
T

FIREWORKS HPD ENFORCEMENT.  people are starting to 
get the hint. starting to get the idea that these fireworks, 
these aerial fireworks and these loud explosions, they do 
cause an incovenience to homeowners, especially pets 
and younger children so people are just learning that 
this is not the way to go and not the aloha we show for 
our neighbors Police are encouraging residents to call 
911 if they observe illegal fireworks violations -- they say 
they will also accept videos or photos to build their 
cases.

0:00:33

12/16/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Kalihi Purse 
Snatching

Kalihi Purse Snatching.  A warning: this next story shows 
an attack in Kalihi caught on surveillance camera. The 
victim is a 75-year-old woman. A man stole her purse, 
pulled her to the ground... and dragged her as she was 
tangled in her strap. This happened as she was walking 
to church just before 6 yesterday morning on Naio 
Street. Another look here: The white SUV rolls up.. with 
its headlights off. Two people get out from the 
backseat.. and you can see how violent it was.. Sources 
say she managed to let go -- just as the attacker was 
about to kick her. We're told the woman suffered a 
broken hip and face injuries... but she still managed to 
get up and go get help.

0:00:38

12/16/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

MOANALUA 
GARDENS 
PURSE 
SNATCHING 

Moanalua Gardens Purse Snatching.  Police say the thief 
was dark skinned ... 28 to 35 years old ... and was 
wearing a white, long sleeve shirt and dark pants. 
Security camera video recorded Thursday... shows the 
suspect getting out of the dark grey Toyota Tacoma ... 
and approaching a taxi driver named Jun ... "He asked 
me to give him a ride. I said I can't do it now ... because 
I'm waiting for a customer." Moments later, the thief 
opened the taxi door and grabbed money from the seat 
... and heads toward the waiting truck. on the way he 
snatches the purse from the woman in the middle.

0:01:09
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12/16/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

NEW CITY 
NISSAN 
EMPLOYEE 
VIDEO

New City Nissan Employee Video.  "Siren" Karen Fisk 
captured the final moments of a police chase that ended 
outside New City Nissan Monday morning. "(Gunshots) 
Oh my God! This is like at my work." Crouched behind a 
pillar... She warned cowokers -- trying to keep them out 
of harm's way. "Chris get down! Chris get down! Across 
the street-- some construction workers -- had a different 
view. "They came around the corner and then we seen a 
guy hobbling. Look like maybe he took one to the leg or 
something." "The guy was limping through the cars. And 
then we seen everyone scatter." Video shows someone 
running across the lot. 

0:01:35

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Pearl City Siren 
Malfunction

Pearl City Siren Malfunction. Emergency sirens startled 
residents in Pearl City this morning. The alarms which 
went off around 9-30 turned out to be a malfunction 
according to Emergency Management officials. The 
cause of the malfunction is under investigation.

0:00:15

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Missile Alert 
Bill to Senate

Missile Alert Bill to Senate. A defense bill approved by 
Congress today includes a provision aimed at making 
sure Hawaii's false missile alert  doesn't happen again. It 
takes away local governments' authority to issue missile 
alerts  giving that job to the feds instead. Hawaii Senator 
Brian Schatz wrote the measure  after the accidental 
button push  nearly 2 years ago. President Trump is 
expected to sign the bill.

0:01:11

12/17/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Crime Uptick 
Law 
Enforcement 
Reax

Crime Uptick Law Enforcement Reax. A separate press 
conference today from federal law enforcement 
agencies to discuss the recent uptick in gun crimes. up 
20%. (:06) US attorney  Kenji Price  said they are working 
with HPD offering assistance with prosecution.(:15)

0:00:11

12/18/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

POLICE 
COMMISSION 
ON CRIME

POLICE COMMISSION ON CRIME.  Susan Ballard--
"arrested over and over again and now they're 
escalating violence, escalating from property thefts type 
of things or robberies where there might have been 
just... physical force to using knives or guns." Ballard 
says some crimes are being committed using fake guns 
that look real, or airsoft guns. They're also starting to see 
more ghost guns -- which are assembled and difficult to 
track.

0:00:31
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12/24/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

CAMPBELL 
SUSPECT'S 
MOM

CAMPBELL SUSPECT'S MOM PKG. For Mary Brown, the 
reality of her son's death is just sinking in. Dana was her 
middle child and only boy. Today she's still trying to 
wrap her head around the events that led up to her son 
being shot by police during a traffic stop early Tuesday 
morning.

0:01:50

12/25/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

CHILD 
MOLESTER

CHILD MOLESTER. 76-year-old George Theros admitted 
to adopting a 9-year-old girl from her parents in Thailand 
back in 2014. In a plea deal, he confessed to sexually 
assaulting her when she was 14 while sailing with her to 
Hawaii from Panama this year.

0:01:38

12/26/2019 New 
Sunrise 
7am K5

Military Base 
Security 
Review

Military Base Security Review.  The Navy is reviewing its 
security measures.... after deadly incidents on three 
military bases across the country... That includes the one 
at the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, in which two civilan 
workers were killed by an active duty sailor. The star-
advertiser reports that the acting navy secretary also 
wants a review of insider threats.... for the Navy and the 
Marines.... and an update to their active shooter 
responses. A January 10th deadline has been set.

0:00:29

Public Service Announcements:

KHNL

Crime Stoppers of Honolulu:  The PSA informs the public of a wanted criminal and provides and 
anonymous hotline to try to elicit tips from the general public.  CrimeStoppers Honolulu 
encourages members of the community to assist local law enforcement agencies in the fight 
against crime by overcoming the two key elements that inhibit community involvement: fear 
and apathy.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 
139 times.
 
DTRIC Insurance:  The PSA promotes awareness to keeping the roads safe and driving with 
Aloha  During the quarter KGMB aired public service announcements :30 seconds in length.  
During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 27 times.
 
Farmers Insurance Road Safety:  The PSA promotes pedestrian safety. During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 101 times.
 
First Alert:  The PSA talks about the importance of properly working fire alarms in the home.  
During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 12 times.
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Hawaii Police Department:  The PSA reminds people for the Move Over Law.  Which requires 
drivers to move over when the Police are on the side of the road. During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 30 times.
 
Honolulu Fire Department:  The PSA promotes the importance of having a sprinkler system.  
During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 16 times.

K5

Air Force Reserve:  The PSA shows the important roll the Air Force Reserve Hurricane Hunters 
play and encourages people to join.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 13 times.

Farmers Insurance Group-Honolulu:  The PSA promotes pedestrian safety.  During the quarter, 
K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 4 times.
 
Farmers Insurance Road Safety:  The PSA promotes pedestrian safety.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 171 times.
 
First Alert:  The PSA talks about the importance of properly working fire alarms in the home.  
During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 32 times.
 
Hawaii Police Department:  The PSA reminds people for the Move Over Law.  Which requires 
drivers to move over when the Police are on the side of the road.  During the quarter, K5 aired 
the public service announcement, :30 in length, 106 times.
 
Honolulu Fire Department:  The PSA promotes the importance of having a sprinkler system.  
During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 37 times.
 
Ad Council "Love has NO":  The PSA encourages people to actively come together and live 
inclusively.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :10 and :15 in 
length, 154 times
 
Best Friends Animal Society:  The PSA encourages people to adopt shelter pets.  During the 
quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 and :60 in length, 33 times.
 
Caring for Hawaii Neonates:  The PSA encourages people to attend a benefit dinner to raise 
money for Caring for Hawaii Neonates an organization that enhances care for Hawaii neonates 
through direct services and education.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 23 times.
 
Domestic Violence Action Center:  The PSA encourages people to speak up against domestic 
violence and to visit the DVAC website for support and more information on how they can help.  
During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 96 times.
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Girl Scouts:  The PSA highlights Gold Award Girl Scouts—the dreamers and doer who take 
“make the world a better place” to the next level.  High school girls who earn the Gold Award 
can unlock unique scholarships, preferred admission tracks for college, and amazing career 
opportunities.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in 
length, 40 times.
 
Goodwill:  The PSA encourages people to shop at Goodwill to help create local jobs.  During the 
quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 12 times.
 
Hawaii Community Foundation Giving Tuesday:  The PSA encourages people to participate in 
this year's Giving Tuesday which is a global effort to inspire people to give, collaborate, and 
celebrate generosity.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 in 
length, 68 times.
 
Hawaii Fi-Do Service Dogs:  The PSA promotes Hawaii Fi-Do Service Dogs and features dogs 
talking and explaining what a service dog can do, versus the skills of a pet dog. The non-profit 
provides service dogs to people with disabilities other than blindness.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 42 times.
 
National Responsible Fatherhood Clearinghouse:  The PSA encourages fathers to spend time 
with their daughters.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :60 in 
length, 32 times.
 
Pass it On:  The goal of The Foundation for a Better Life is to offer inspirational messages to 
people everywhere as a contribution toward promoting good values, good role models and a 
better life.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :05, :10, :20:, :30, & 
:60) in length, 154 times.
 
PETA:  The PSA urges people to keep animals safe during fireworks displays.  During the quarter, 
K5 aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 40 times.
 
Protectpressfreedom.org:  The PSA encourages people to visit their website to learn more about 
the threats to our free press.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, 
:15, :30 & :60 in length, 16 times.
 
Rotary of Hawaii:  The PSA encourages people to join Rotary of Hawaii.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 73 times.
 
Special Olympics Over the Edge:  The PSA promotes the Over the Edge event where people who 
raise donations for Special Olympics can rappel down the Hyatt Regency Waikiki Beach Resort 
and Spa.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 61 times.
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H. PUBLIC SERVICE, including services provided by non-profit organizations, 
services which benefit the public, and civil service.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
10/9/2019 630pm 

HNN News 
KFVE

 LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE

 LOCAL CONNECTION DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. Last weeks 
news was full of stories about terrifying cases of 
domestic violence. Particularly chilling was the security 
video of a man with a shotgun sneaking up on his 
estranged girlfriend who fled into the busy road to 
escape the shots. This kind of broad-daylight brutality has 
no place in our community. That was the message of last 
week's annual Men's March against violence which drew 
hundreds of participants. But we need to point out that 
this was the 25th annual march. To think things were bad 
enough 25 years ago to inspire the first of the 
marchesâ€¦and domestic violence is still so 
pervasiveâ€¦the marches must go on 

0:01:05

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News  
KHNL

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
RURAL 
SCHOOL 
STRUGGLE

LOCAL CONNECTION RURAL SCHOOL STRUGGLE.  Last 
week...the department of education released results 
from the annual uniform statewide test that measures 
both student learning and the performance of individual 
schools. Overall the system did not improveâ€¦but what 
was really alarming was the downward movement of 
rural high schools â€“ especially when it comes to math. 
At Waianae...Nanakuli and Ka'u high schools not even 
one in ten juniors measured proficient in math. The 
statewide proficiency rate was just over 40 percent. This 
state has got to find a way to close that gap. In an 
increasingly high-tech worldâ€¦young people who can't 
do math face a limited future. You can't blame the 
schools entirely for thisâ€¦but it's no coincidence that 
these schools have the hardest time recruiting and 
keeping enough good teachers. That is something that 
DOE can change. Like in businessâ€¦resources, 
innovation and personnel must flow to

0:01:21
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10/11/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE

LOCAL CONNECTION DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.  Last weeks 
news was full of stories about terrifying cases of 
domestic violence. Particularly chilling was the security 
video of a man with a shotgun sneaking up on his 
estranged girlfriend who fled into the busy road to 
escape the shots. This kind of broad-daylight brutality has 
no place in our community. That was the message of last 
week's annual Men's March against violence which drew 
hundreds of participants. But we need to point out that 
this was the 25th annual march. To think things were bad 
enough 25 years ago to inspire the first of the 
marchesâ€¦and domestic violence is still so 
pervasiveâ€¦the marches must go on. Obviously we all 
need to do more than what we've been doing. Its clear 
victims still live in fear of their abusers â€“ while fearing 
even more the risk of seeking help or try to get away 
They need to be able to trust law enforcementâ€¦the 
courts a

0:01:05

10/21/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
PROTESTS

LOCAL CONNECTION PROTESTS.  Now that three legally 
permitted projects have been struck by Kapu Aloha 
protest --- the business community is raising the alarm 
about potential impacts on the overall economy. All 
three of the projects “ a telescope, a park and a 
windfarm “ promised community benefit and have been 
approved by all the political and legal authorities that 
oversee development in Hawaii. While the thirty meter 
telescope developers expected resistance from the 
beginning â€“ the protests against the Kahuku windfarm 
and the park in Waimanalo were much bigger than 
expected. They were invigorated by the success of the 
TMT protests. So now the question is what will be the 
next targets? In a state where land use and 
environmental regulations are already among the most 
onerous in the nation, the prospect of protests AFTER 
approval adds risk to almost any kind kind of project. 

0:01:32
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10/22/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
PROTESTS

LOCAL CONNECTION PROTESTS. Now that three legally 
permitted projects have been struck by Kapu Aloha 
protest - the business community is raising the alarm 
about potential impacts on the overall economy. All 
three of the projects,000“ a telescope, a park and a 
windfarm,000“ promised community benefit and have 
been approved by all the political and legal authorities 
that oversee development in Hawaii. While the thirty 
meter telescope developers expected resistance from the 
beginning,000“ the protests against the Kahuku 
windfarm and the park in Waimanalo were much bigger 
than expected. They were invigorated by the success of 
the TMT protests.  

0:01:32

10/23/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
PROTESTS

Local Connection Protests.  Now that three legally 
permitted projects have been struck by Kapu Aloha 
protest --- the business community is raising the alarm 
about potential impacts on the overall economy. All 
three of the projects “ a telescope, a park and a 
windfarm “ promised community benefit and have been 
approved by all the political and legal authorities that 
oversee development in Hawaii. While the thirty meter 
telescope developers expected resistance from the 
beginning “ the protests against the Kahuku windfarm 
and the park in Waimanalo were much bigger than 
expected. They were invigorated by the success of the 
TMT protests. So now the question is what will be the 
next targets? In a state where land use and 
environmental regulations are already among the most 
onerous in the nation, the prospect of protests AFTER 
approval adds risk to almost any kind kind of project.

0:01:28
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10/24/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
VAPING

LOCAL CONNECTION VAPING.  A strategy is taking shape 
for taking on the youth vaping epidemic in Hawaii. The 
proposals were discussed last week with lawmakers at a 
summit hosted by the Hawaii Public Health Institute and 
Coalition for a Tobacco Free Hawaii. The concept is 
actually pretty simple - just treat vaping like we treat 
smoking. Raise taxes to price the products out of kid's 
reach. Ban flavors that lure children into vaping and 
reduce access via internet sales and at retail stores. 
Because lawmakers have already done this for tobacco 
products there is virtually no excuse for not quickly 
applying them to vaping. E-ciggs are rapidly emerging as 
a major health emergency and a direct threat to our 
youth. Some companies have already done their part by 
refusing to sell the products at all.

0:01:00

11/1/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
KEALOHAS

LOCAL CONNECTION KEALOHAS. Editorial Kealoha Guilty 
plea Its tempting to breathe a sigh of relief over the guilty 
pleas of former Chief Louis Kealoha and his wife 
Katherine. The chief even gave a long-delayed apology for 
the damage done to his department and the community 
by their illegal and corrupt behavior. Katherine, however, 
showed no sign of either shame or contrition even as she 
made it clear that pretty much everything prosecutors 
have said about her over the years was true. Her betrayal 
and abuse of family friends and her powerful position as 
a supervising prosecutor was a shock to so many who 
trusted and protected her. The feds are expected to focus 
on the boss who publicly defended herKeith Kaneshiro. 

0:01:13

11/1/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

 LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
TULSI

 LOCAL CONNECTION TULSI. There were few if any 
complaints heard last week when Tulsi Gabbard 
announced that she would not run for re-election to her 
seat in the U.S. House. It's been clear for some months 
that she is hyper focused on her campaign for 
Presidentâ€¦making no attempt to show face back home 
and missing votes in the capitol. But her announcement 
does raise the question again of what Gabbard has in 
mind for the future. Her presidential campaign certainly 
isn't gaining traction enough to be realistic. Her frequent 
and vigorous criticism of other democrats and the party 
has likely burned a lot of other bridges as well. She has 
successfully branded herself as outspoken and 
opinionated.

0:01:03
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11/4/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Congrats 
Boss!

Congrats Boss!. Congratulations to our General Manager, 
Rick Blangiardi. On Saturday night, he was honored at the 
March of Dimes Annual Gala at the Sheraton Waikiki 
Resort. He was presented with the "Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt Award for Disguished Community Service." He 
has served the community for more than four decades 
And the organization described him as the "epitome of 
someone who has made meaningful, lasting change and 
touched the lives of thousands."

0:00:36

11/15/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
ALOHA 
UNITED WAY

LOCAL CONNECTION ALOHA UNITED WAY.  Tonight 
Hawaii News Now is privileged to honor the 100th 
anniversary of Aloha United Way in Hawaii. So here is A-
U-Ws President and CEO Cindy Adams. (Cindy) Thanks 
Rick â€“ we appreciate the opportunity to talk to your 
viewers about our 100th annual Giving Campaign â€“ 
with a 10 million dollar goal. Our theme this year is 
"Celebrating 100 Years of Creating Change Together." 
(Rick) And AUW has created a lot of positive change 
through the years for Hawaii's peopleâ€”especially those 
who struggle with the challenges of life in paradise. 
(Cindy) In our time we have invested about 677 million 
dollars; with everything we raise staying in Hawaiiâ€¦and 
in partnership with more than 300 non-profit partners 
serving the greatest needs in our community.  

0:01:18

11/20/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

 LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
PLASTIC BAN

 LOCAL CONNECTION PLASTIC BAN. The debate over how 
to move away from plastic and foam containers in the 
food industry is exposing chronic flaws in how the council 
does its business and how business pays the price. The 
council started with a simple bill dealing with foam 
containers and plastic utensilsthe goal was to reduce 
plastic litter. Then suddenly the goal became to also fight 
climate change  and the bill became a sweeping ban on 
all kinds of plastic ware that would have drastically 
harmed many local food businesses and beloved products 
like poi and taro chips. Adding insult to injury  mainland 
food imports that compete with local products were not 
covered.  

0:01:00
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11/21/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 
5am KHNL

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
UH BIG WEST 
CONTENDER

LOCAL CONNECTION UH BIG WEST CONTENDER 'The last 
two head football coaches at the University of Hawaii 
were each fired unceremoniously after producing seven 
long miserable years of losing football seasons If 
someone could have predicted the next head coach 
would immediately turn the program around and lead his 
teams to three bowl games in his first four seasons, and 
in the fourth year have his team in position to play for the 
Conference Championship, even the most optimistic fan 
would not have wagered a bet but that is exactly what 
has happened!!  

0:01:22

11/22/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
PLASTIC BAN

 LOCAL CONNECTION PLASTIC BAN. The debate over how 
to move away from plastic and foam containers in the 
food industry is exposing chronic flaws in how the council 
does its businessand how business pays the price. The 
council started with a simple bill dealing with foam 
containers and plastic utensilsthe goal was to reduce 
plastic litter. Then suddenly the goal became to also fight 
climate change and the bill became a sweeping ban on all 
kinds of plastic ware that would have drastically harmed 
many local food businesses and beloved products like poi 
and taro chips. Adding insult to injury mainland food 
imports th

0:01:00

11/22/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
UH BIG WEST

LOCAL CONNECTION UH BIG WEST. 'The last two head 
football coaches at the University of Hawaii were each 
fired unceremoniously after producing seven long 
miserable years of losing football seasons If someone 
could have predicted the next head coach would 
immediately turn the program around and lead his teams 
to three bowl games in his first four seasons, and in the 
fourth year have his team in position to play for the 
Conference Championship, even the most optimistic fan 
would not have wagered a bet but that is exactly what 
has happened!! 

0:00:36

12/2/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
WAIKIKI 
GROIN

LOCAL CONNECTION WAIKIKI GROIN. If you consider the 
huge threat to our state from rising sea levelsand the 
threat to our economy if we lose Waikiki beachâ€¦the 
state's first effort to challenge the forces of nature in 
Waikiki is pretty modest. Construction was finished last 
week on a 95-foot groin made basically of big sand bags, 
designed to last 10-20 years. The state and an association 
of Waikiki businesses shared the 700-thousand dollar cost 
- and will share the costs of futu

0:01:20
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12/3/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
WAIKIKI 
GROIN

LOCAL CONNECTION WAIKIKI GROIN. If you consider the 
huge threat to our state from rising sea levelsand the 
threat to our economy if we lose Waikiki beachâ€¦the 
state's first effort to challenge the forces of nature in 
Waikiki is pretty modest. Construction was finished last 
week on a 95-foot groin made basically of big sand bags, 
designed to last 10-20 years. The state and an association 
of Waikiki businesses shared the 700-thousand dollar cost 
- and will share the costs of future efforts as well - which 
will be considerable. State officials say Waikiki will need 
continuous sand replenishment as well as additional 
larger structures to keep the sand from disappearing. 

0:01:20

12/9/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
DURAL 
EXONERATION

LOCAL CONNECTION DURAL EXONERATION. Sex Assault 
Charges against Roynes Dural were finally thrown out of 
court by a state judge last week. The decorated sailor had 
spent 16 years in prison and on parole after a conviction 
that should never have happened. Unfortunately¦the 
Honolulu prosecutors office was still trying to convince 
the victimized young woman who apparently falsely 
accused Dural to testify against him again. As the Hawaii 
Innocence project and reporter Lynn Kawano revealed  
this was a case with severe problems that were known 
back in 2003  but still went forward to its unjust 
conclusion. In their zeal to prosecute Dural police and 
prosecutors ignored substantial evidence that other men 
were the perpetrators

0:01:15

12/11/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
SAMOA 
MISSION

 LOCAL CONNECTION SAMOA MISSION. As the death toll 
from measles rose  and the threat of more infections led 
Western Samoa to literally shut down the island 
nation¦Hawaii came to the rescue. The vaccination 
mission was quickly mobilized by multiple organizations 
and businesses and led by Lieutenant Governor Josh 
Green. We hope it can help Samoa turn the corner on an 
epidemic that threatens so many who have only slight 
protection from their undeveloped health care system. 
While Hawaii has often sent volunteers and donations to 
pacific nations after natural disasters  to respond to a 
public health emergency with the best technology and 
expertise available in the Pacific is extraordinary. 

0:01:30
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12/17/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING

LOCAL CONNECTION AFFORDABLE HOUSING. Its sad to 
say that many of us are looking ahead to the year 2020 
with some real concern. Statistics about the state of 
Hawaii's economy  especially for the middle and working 
class are chilling. Hawaii is becoming less affordable while 
salaries are barely improving  and businesses are not 
generating jobs that pay enough to keep up with the cost 
of living. Experts tell us over and again that the biggest 
factor in our cost of living is the lack of affordable housing 
which can be fixed. 

0:01:23

12/19/2019 630pm 
HNN News 
KFVE

ADOPT A 
FAMILY CAR 
DONATION 

ADOPT A FAMILY CAR DONATION .  Jessica Feliciano & 
her daughter lives in waianae and had to catch the bus to 
work & school.  It was so far and hard for us.    But today 
her dream came true.  "No more bussing it!"  She was 
handed the keys to a 2013 Nissan Altima.  The gift was 
made through Helping Hands Hawaii's Adopt a Family 
Program. Feliciano's 13-year-old daughter submitted a 
letter describing how they would have to take the bus to 
and from work and school... and how much a car of their 
own would mean to their family. it tells the story of a 
young woman with a young daughter trying to be 
independent, trying to be self sustainable, trying to be 
self sufficient, and is working very hard at what they're 
doing and we want to make their dream come true and 
make sure they get a little boost.

0:01:20

12/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

LOCAL 
CONNECTION 
AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING

LOCAL CONNECTION AFFORDABLE HOUSING.  Its sad to 
say that many of us are looking ahead to the year 2020 
with some real concern. Statistics about the state of 
Hawaii's economy â€“ especially for the middle and 
working classâ€”are chilling. Hawaii is becoming less 
affordable while salaries are barely improving â€“ and 
businesses are not generating jobs that pay enough to 
keep up with the cost of living. Experts tell us over and 
again that the biggest factor in our cost of living is the 
lack of affordable housingâ€¦which can be fixed. And the 
benefits of doing so would impact literally every 
challenge we have in this state. It will help us keep our 
teachers teaching and keep our first responders and 
young professionals from leaving the state for better 
lifestyles on the Mainland. It will enable lower income 
folks to work fewer hours so they can attend to their 
families

0:01:23
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12/24/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

ADOPT A 
FAMILY CAR 
DONATION

ADOPT A FAMILY CAR DONATION. Jessica Feliciano was 
handed the keys to her new car -- a 2013 Nissan Altima. 
The gift was made through Helping Hands Hawaii's Adopt 
a Family Program. Feliciano's 13-year-old daughter 
submitted a letter describing how they would have to 
take the bus to and from work and school and how much 
a car of their own would mean to their family.

0:01:56

12/24/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

MAUI SANTA 
SLEIGH

MAUI SANTA SLEIGH PKG. A Maui man is making kids 
wishes come true -- this and every Christmas. From free 
sleigh rides to passing out presents, his goal is to create 
lasting memories during the holidays.

0:00:08

12/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News 
KHNL

Meals on 
Wheels

Meals on Wheels. Today more than 700 kupuna across 
the island received Christmas day food deliveries. About 
250 volunteers with Meals on Wheels packed and 
delivered plates.

0:00:11

Public Service Announcements:

KHNL
Ad Council "Love has NO":  The PSA encourages people to actively come together and live 
inclusively.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :10 and :15 in 
length, 89 times.
 
Best Friends Animal Society:  The PSA encourages people to adopt shelter pets.  During the 
quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 and :60 in length, 19 times.
 
Caring for Hawaii Neonates:  The PSA encourages people to attend a benefit dinner to raise 
money for Caring for Hawaii Neonates an organization that enhances care for Hawaii neonates 
through direct services and education.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service 
announcement, :30 in length, 13 times.
 
Domestic Violence Action Center:  The PSA encourages people to speak up against domestic 
violence and to visit the DVAC website for support and more information on how they can help.  
During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 62 times.
 
Girl Scouts:  The PSA highlights Gold Award Girl Scouts—the dreamers and doer who take 
“make the world a better place” to the next level.  High school girls who earn the Gold Award 
can unlock unique scholarships, preferred admission tracks for college, and amazing career 
opportunities. During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 and :30 in 
length, 33 times.
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Goodwill:  The PSA encourages people to shop at Goodwill to help create local jobs.  During the 
quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 3 times.
 
Hawaii Community Foundation Giving Tuesday:  The PSA encourages people to participate in 
this year's Giving Tuesday which is a global effort to inspire people to give, collaborate, and 
celebrate generosity.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 in 
length, 72 times.
 
Hawaii Fi-Do Service Dogs:  The PSA promotes Hawaii Fi-Do Service Dogs and features dogs 
talking and explaining what a service dog can do, versus the skills of a pet dog. The non-profit 
provides service dogs to people with disabilities other than blindness. During the quarter, KHNL 
aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 4 times.
 
National Responsible Fatherhood Clearinghouse:  The PSA encourages fathers to spend time 
with their daughters.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in 
length, 13 times.
 
Pass it On:  The goal of The Foundation for a Better Life is to offer inspirational messages to 
people everywhere as a contribution toward promoting good values, good role models and a 
better life.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :05, :10, :20:, :30, 
& :60) in length, 114 times.
 
PETA:  The PSA urges people to keep animals safe during fireworks displays.  During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 39 times.
 
Protectpressfreedom.org:  The PSA encourages people to visit their website to learn more about 
the threats to our free press.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, 
:15, :30 & :60 in length, 25 times.
 
Rotary of Hawaii:  The PSA encourages people to join Rotary of Hawaii. During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :30 in length, 19 times.
 
Special Olympics Over the Edge:  The PSA promotes the Over the Edge event where people who 
raise donations for Special Olympics can rappel down the Hyatt Regency Waikiki Beach Resort 
and Spa. During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :15 in length, 68 
times.

I. WEATHER & TRANSPORTATION ISSUES, including traffic, air travel news, 
travel construction, and relevant political issues.

Date Program Segment Summary Duration
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10/1/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! And this one comes to us from Kahana in 
West Maui, where we have the crescent moon in the 
pink sky over the trees. Email your cool weather 
snapshot to weather at Hawaii News Now dot com.

0:00:53

10/3/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! And even when it's a bit cloudy and rainy, 
there's still enough sunshine in the afternoon to head 
to the beach to relax, like here at White Plains Beach. If 
you've got a cool weather snapshot, email it to weather 
at Hawaii News Now dot com.

0:00:53

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

HECO 
Conservation 
Notice

HECO Conservation Notice.  Right now Hawaiian 
electric is asking customers to conserve electricity until 
9 p-m. HECO says lighning damaged damaged 
transmission lines that carry power from two wind 
generating units. The transmission lines weren't the 
only things hit by lightning - This mornring a tree in 
Kapolei was split by a strike - In Kaneohe - HFD crews 
blocked off a side walk where another tree came down 
during the storm Accompanying the dangerous 
lightning and deafening thunder was a flash flood 
warning with pounding downpours.

0:00:45

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Thunder And 
Lightning

Thunder and Lightning.  No need for wake up alarms 
today --- Blinding Lightning strikes -- and booming claps 
of thunder -- rattled residents awake across Oahu. 
Although things have cleared up ...we're still feeling the 
effects of this mornring's severe weather.

0:00:08

10/11/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

MANHOLE 
FLOODING

Manhole Flooding.  this goes to show how hards it 
raining right now This was the scene at Ala Moana 
Center near Sears. A manhole cover becoming 
dislodged and ended up bouncing around as storm 
water rushed up from below. The incredible overnight 
storm jolted people out of bed this morning.

0:00:06

10/12/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Summit Snow Summit Snow. And this same weather system brought 
the season's first snowfall to Mauna Kea yesterday 
morning. It was still so cold last night a mountain biker 
from Europe had to be rescued at the 12,000 foot level. 
He'd biked over from Holualoa and was airlifted out by 
an Army Blackhawk helicopter.

0:00:17
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10/12/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Typhoon 
Hagibis 
Impact

Typhoon Hagibis Impact. 4,000 miles to our west 
storm surf from Typhoon Hagibus is slamming the coast 
of Japan with torrential rains just getting started. It's 
expected to be one of the worst storms to hit Japan in 
decades. Much of the nation is already hunkered down. 
Japan's railways are closed. International rugby games, 
and Formula One races have been called off. 16-
hundred flights are reportedly cancelled. Including 
more than a dozen today between Hawaii and Japan. 
We spoke to a former Hawaii woman now living in 
Shibuya.

0:00:31

10/22/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot. Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! adlib weather MANTA RAYS WELL BEING 
MANTA RAYS AS CHUCK BABBITT CAPTIONED amazing 
footage of these gentle giants!

0:00:53

10/23/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! From cute little guys.... that are just babies.... 
to GENTLE Giants! MANTA RAYS.... WELL BEING 
MANTA RAYS... AS CHUCK BABBITT CAPTIONED.... 
amazing footage! It looks like they are dancing. Have 
you seen them during an ocean adventure before???

0:00:53

10/23/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Kaneohe 
HECO 
Transformer 
Traffic 
Disruption

Kaneohe HECO Transformer Traffic Disruption.  Now 
to a heads up for drivers this weekend. Expect brief 
delays for about 2 hours from Honolulu Harbor to 
Kaneohe Saturday morning. Hawaiian Electric will be 
transporting an 80-ton transformer from Pasha Pier -- 
to HECO's Ko'olau substation. Due to the over-sized 
load .. the transport vehicle can only travel at a speed 
of 10 to 15 miles an hour on roadways. And only 5 
miles an hour on bridges. The transport begins at 7 AM 
... and is expected to arrive at 9 A-M. For a detailed 
description of the transport route ... go to hawaii news 
now dot com.

0:00:33

10/29/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! Maui Aloha Classic.... World's best.... wind 
surfers are facing off....

0:00:11
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10/29/2019 NEW Sunrise 
6am KHNL

Dillingham 
Utility Work

Dillingham Utility Work.  Crews were supposed to 
begin relocating utilities to make way for the rail line 
here along Dillingham Boulevard starting November 12 
-- but now HART officials are saying they need to delay 
construction til early next year in hopes to actually 
accelerate their schedule... but in order to do that they 
need new lane closure and right-of-way permits. Rail 
officials are now hoping the major project will start in 
January. If their traffic plan is approved by the city, 
HART says it can cut their utility relocations and 
guideway construction timeline nearly in half -- from 
almost four years to just about two years -- by 
restricting traffic on Dillingham to one lane in each 
direction. Rail officials are proposing crews will work in 
the Dillingham corridor on 12-hour shifts each day, five 
days a week, and on weekends if needed. They say the 
least noisy work will be scheduled overnight. Crews will 
be burying overhead utility lines and reloc

0:01:38

10/29/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Mauna Kea 
Snow

Mauna Kea Snow.  And with rain on Hilo side.... we are 
seeing snow at higher elevations.... flurries on Mauka 
Kea.... Grant caputured this video early this afternoon.

0:00:10

10/30/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! A vibrant glow over the Valley Isle.... what a 
shot... Asa snapped this one from Puka-lani And 
thunderheads could be seen off shore.... Thanks Jimmie 
On the radar tonight.... lots of lightning.... flashes off of 
the Garden Isle.

0:00:53

11/1/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot. Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! And some Spooky looking weather shots a 
dust devil on Maui today! And here's simply a piece of 
natural coral or is it??? Happy Halloween everyone!

0:00:53

11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

 Likelike 
Highway 
Closure

 Likelike Highway Closure. New at 6 tonight. A traffic 
alert for Windward Oahu drivers next week. The 
Likelike Highway will be SHUTDOWN in BOTH directions 
through much of Wednesday. That's because Hawaiian 
Electric crews will be installing two new poles on the 
highway. The closure stretches from 6 in the morning 
to 6 at night. Drivers should use the alternate routeslike 
the Pali or H-3.

0:00:20
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11/1/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Pali Highway 
Hours

Pali Highway Hours. Meanwhile  the state is extending 
the Pali Highway hours. Starting Monday  you can now 
use it SEVEN days a week from 5 a-m to 8 p-m. While 
drivers will get more time to use the highway  the state 
says overnight closures are still required to complete 
needed repairs. The remaining work is expected to be 
finished by December. The Pali Lookout will also reopen 
on Monday.

0:00:20

11/6/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

CLIMATE 
CHANGE 
LAWSUIT 

CLIMATE CHANGE LAWSUIT .  Coastal erosion, 
crumbling roads, more wildfires and stronger storms. 
Honolulu's mayor says oil companies share the blame 
for costly damage on Oahu... and they should have to 
pay. As Ashley Nagaoka reports... it's Hawaii's second 
county.. planning a lawsuit.

0:00:14

11/6/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Tonight's cool weather 
snapshot.... a bird's eye view! Of Wailea! What an 
incredible view .... a trail of footprints in the sand seen 
in this shot.... so pretty!

0:00:53

11/6/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Maui Humane 
Adoption Plea

Maui Humane Adoption Plea.  The Maui Humane 
society need your help clearing out the shelter. MHS 
says they are almost at capacity. Right now there are 
nearly 70 dogs in need of a good home. The Maui 
Humane society is also waiving adoption fees for cats 
that are 6 months or older. In total there are over 200 
cats looking for a loving family. If you think your the 
right fit or would like to check out some of their other 
animals. Head to Hawaii news now dot com for more 
information.

0:00:20
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11/6/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 6am 
KHNL

Likelike 
Closure

Likelike Closure.  With one less windward route for 
drivers to use.... this 12-hour closure will have a big 
impact on both your morning and pau hana commute... 
From 6 am... until 6 pm... Hawaiian Electric will be 
installing two new steel poles... and attaching high 
voltage transmission equipment to them... prompting 
Likelike Highway to be closed in both directions. If 
you're heading town-bound.. the closure starts in 
Kaneohe near the intersection of Kahekili Highway.... 
and continues to Valley View Drive on the Kalihi side of 
the Wilson Tunnel. For those heading *out to the 
windward side.... Likelike is blocked off from 
Nalanaieha Street... to the Wilson Tunnel. Local traffic 
*only will be allowed access to Valley View Drive. 
Special duty police officers and FLAG-men will be onsite 
to help with traffic control... but it's still expected to 
have a major impact on your windward commute..

0:01:12

11/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

HAGIBIS 
RELIEF 
FUNDRAISER

HAGIBIS RELIEF FUNDRAISER. theres still manny people 
evacutated around 2900 evacuated more than 500 
people isolated becaue of loss of bridge or access roads 
appreciation to people of hawaii for kin donations and 
compassion for people of japan Other donation sites 
include the Japanese Cultural Center of Hawaii The 
Hawaii Japanese Chamber of Commerce and the Hawaii 
Okinawa Center For more information on how you can 
help visit Hawaii News Now dot com.

0:00:39

11/10/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Diamond 
Head Road 
Work

Diamond Head Road Work. A headsup for drivers on 
Oahu's south shore. Starting Tuesday the Department 
of Facility Maintenance is shutting down westbound 
lanes of Diamond Head Road for pavement repairs. The 
closure will run through December 6th from 8:30 a.m. 
to 2:30 p.m. every day, except Thanksgiving. Eastbound 
traffic will not be affected.

0:00:15

11/12/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot. Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! A VETERANS DAY BEAUTY  and OLD GLORY! 
In the heart of Pearl Harbor Many took a moment to 
enjoy the sunset - from the Battleship Missouri 
Memorial deck simply amazing!

0:00:53

11/12/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 6am 
KHNL

Diamond 
Head Road 
Work

Diamond Head Road Work. A traffic alert for drivers on 
Oahu's south shore  Pavement repairs begin today on 
Diamond Head Road. Westbound lanes will be closed 
from 8:30 A-M to 2:30 P-M daily through December 
6th, except Thanksgiving. Eastbound traffic will not be 
affected.

0:00:15
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11/12/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Hawaii Driving 
Reports

Hawaii Driving Reports. Thousands of vehicle owners 
across Hawaii will soon be receiving THESE driving 
reports in their mailboxes it's all part of a study to help 
generate more funding to improve the state's 
roadways. Right now, drivers pay a 16-cent tax on every 
gallon of gas they buy. But with vehicles becoming 
more fuel efficient  the transportation department is 
considering switching to a road usage charge where 
drivers would pay based on the miles driven instead.

0:00:15

11/18/2019 630pm HNN 
News KFVE

RESCUED 
WAINIHA 
WOMAN

RESCUED WAINIHA WOMAN.  Tamara Kondratief says 
she left her house to rescue her dogs at a different 
location in Wainiha. She says the roads were flooded so 
she borrowed a neighbor's rowboat. During stormy 
conditions with floodwaters rising -- Tamara Kondratief 
left her home along the Wainiha River with a backpack 
of important items. She got into a boat -- along with her 
boyfriend and his son -- but the vessel flipped in the 
rapid waters. The two others made it to safety -- but 
she was carried away.

0:01:51

11/19/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 5am 
KHNL

Aaron Katagiri 
Lightning Pics

Aaron Katagiri Lightning Pics. Take a look at these 
incredible photos. They were taken by Aaron Katagiri, 
from our marketing department.

0:00:26

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Mapunapuna 
Flooding

Mapunapuna Flooding. and  with the heavy rains last 
night  a familiar scene in Mapunapuna. Flooded streets, 
stranded drivers  and road closures. Tow trucks were 
called  to help pull one car out. While another driver 
waited for the flood waters to subside.

0:00:11

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

North Shore 
Showers

North Shore Showers. We're tracking severe weather 
for parts of the state. This is Oahu's North Shore where 
another round of heavy showers fell this afternoon. 
Portions of the Big Island also got drenched. And rain 
wasn't the only danger falling from the sky

0:00:10

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

HAIL WAIKELE 
ELEMENTARY

HAIL WAIKELE ELEMENTARY. Storm conditions were 
just right  to create hail over parts of Central Oahu. 
Here's what it looked like earlier this afternoon as the 
little balls of ice pelted the ground near Waikele 
Elementary School. This is the latest bout of severe 
weather  after overnight storms battered the islands.

0:00:10
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11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

STORM 
DAMAGE 
WEST LOCH

STORM DAMAGE WEST LOCH. Just about every tree on 
this block of Apuu Street was uprooted from the 
ground. Neighbors say the worst of the storm only 
lasted for about a minute. But the sound is something 
they'll never forget." "Rain and wind chimes" 11:30 
Monday night  "Get in the house Gary. Get in the 
house. Scream." Gary Yoshinaga captured video of a 
violent thunderstorm ripping through his West Loch 
neighborhood. "Screams and crunching noises." 
"Crunching sound, "The branches just broke." "It was, it 
was pretty wild." Today he showed us the aftermath. 
"The fire depart

0:01:48

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
New KHNL

Timelapse 
Mauna Kea 
Lightning

Timelapse Mauna Kea Lightning. Finally tonight  Did 
you lose sleep over last night's rumbling in the night 
sky? If it wasn't the booming thunder that kept you up  
it may have been the impressive light show! Check it 
out  as seen from high atop Mauna Kea! This is 
timelapse video. The national weather service doesn't 
have the exact number of lightning flashes produced by 
last night's storm  but our HNN system counted 11-
hundred before 10 last night so  there's a good chance  
it was probably double that.

0:00:20

11/19/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

SEVERE 
STORM 
DAMAGE

SEVERE STORM DAMAGE. Neighbors say the worst of 
the storm was over in about a minute. It wasn't until 
they walked outside that they realized the extent of the 
damage." "Rain and wind chimes" 11:30 Monday night  
"Get in the house Gary. Get in the house. Scream." A 
neighbor captured video of a violent thunderstorm 
ripping through West Loch. Kobe Ebalaroza told us he 
thought for sure something was going to fly through 
the glass of his bedroom window. 

0:01:21

11/19/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

 Mauna Kea 
Snow

 Mauna Kea Snow. And  from lightning to snow! A 
dramatically different scene today atop Mauna Kea! It's 
looking pretty wintry - as you can see from this image  a 
white coating of snow  blanketing the grounds there! At 
that high elevation  it is about a chilly 32 degrees right 
now.

0:00:15
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11/19/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Hawaii Five0 
Hail

Hawaii Five0 Hail. "Oh what?! Hail." Check out the pea-
sized hail on the set of Hawaii Five-0. We're told 
production crews called it a day due to the quote  
"crazy weather." The hail also came pounding down in 
Waikele and Kunia from a storm cell that passed over 
Oahu about 2-30 this afternoon. There were no reports 
of any injuries.

0:00:27

11/19/2019 6pm HNN 
News K5

Best Lightning 
Thunder

Best Lightning Thunder. After a stormy night with 
thousands of lightning flashes the National Weather 
Service has extended the Flash Flood Watch statewide 
through tomorrow morning. This comes after a rare 
hail-storm this afternoon.

0:00:09

11/21/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! I didn't get a chance to share this the other 
day an electrifying shot of the lightning show. It still 
amazes me! Incredible to see the power of Mother 
Nature and those Cloud to GROUND strikes!

0:00:53

11/25/2019 NEW 
Sunrise 5am 
KHNL

GUY 
WEATHER

GUY WEATHER. Weather Trade winds will shift towards 
a more east to southeast direction and decrease in 
strength from Monday through Wednesday as the cold 
front stalls near Kauai. Another high pressure system 
will move into the region from the west on Friday 
allowing a return to breezy trade winds lasting through 
the weekend. On Wednesday and Thursday the global 
models show a cold front moving into Kauai. Expect 
scattered to numerous showers to develop along the 
stalling cold frontal band over Kauai County. 

0:01:03

11/26/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Hawaiian Air 
First Fukuoka 
Flight 
Tomorrow

Hawaiian Air First Fukuoka Flight Tomorrow.  Hawaiian 
Airlines is bringing back a route it discontinued about 5 
years ago. Tomorrow ...the airline will hold a gate side 
ceremony celebrating the revival of their Honolulu to 
Fukuoka service. The non-stop flight from H-N-L to 
Japan's 4th largest city will run four times a week. 
Hawaiian previously operated this route for two years... 
but suspended service in 2014 -- due to declining 
passenger counts.

0:00:26
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11/26/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Hurricane 
Season 
Summary 
2019

Hurricane Season Summary 2019.  This Saturday marks 
the end of what has been a "near-normal" Hurricane 
Season -- for the Central Pacific. Today NOAA released 
its summary of the 2019 season. Since June 1st -- 5 
tropical storms directly impacted the state. Hurricane 
Erick Tropical Storms Flossie, Akoni and Ema And 
Tropical Depression Kiko. None of the cyclones resulted 
in major damage -- but we did see elevated surf and 
rain from Erick and Flossie.

0:00:12

11/30/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

10N Cool 
Weather 
Snapshot

Here's tonight's cool weather snapshot! adlib weather 0:00:50

12/6/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot. Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! A BEAUTIFUL START TO THE DAY! ADLIB 
SUNRISE

0:00:53

12/10/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot. Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! Here's a shot taken from the the Makapuu 
area  and the skies have been so clear that this morning 
you could the House of the Sun, Haleakala, all the way 
from Oahu. Got a cool weather snapshot? Email it to 
weather at Hawaii News Now dot com.

0:00:53

12/11/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot. Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! And this one was taken over the weekend, 
right near sunset  and it's of Makaha Valley on Oahu. 
Email your cool weather snapshot to weather at Hawaii 
News Now dot com.

0:00:53

12/12/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! And it's a picture of that moon -- as it was 
setting early this morning off Kaena Point in this photo 
from Waialua. Email your cool weather snapshot to 
weather at Hawaii News Now dot com.

0:00:53

12/13/2019 10pm HNN 
News KHNL

Cool Weather 
Snapshot

Cool Weather Snapshot.  Here's tonight's cool weather 
snapshot! And this one should give a bit of perspective 
-- it's an overhead view of the action this morning at 
Waimea Bay. Email your cool weather snapshot to 
weather at Hawaii News Now dot com.

0:00:45
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12/21/2019 9pm HNN 
News K5

Windy WX Windy WX.  A High Wind Warning.. is in effect 
statewide. And several public events have been called 
off. On Oahu.. the city cancelled tonight's city lights 
celebrations in Honolulu and Kapolei... and both city 
halls were closed. An ILH regatta scheduled for 
tomorrow at Magic Island... has been postponed until 
January 4th. And tomorrow's OIA Regatta at Keehi 
Lagoon has been cancelled. On the Big Island.. the 
county has cancelled tonight's Hele-On bus routes 
between Hilo and South Kohala. And on Kauai.. the DOE 
sent kids home early from Hanalei Elementary.. and the 
Kalalau Trail has also been closed. Our Meterologist 
Jennifer Robbins is tracking the conditions.

0:00:40

12/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Christmas 
Storm 
Damage

Christmas Storm Damage. It wasn't just Santa that 
came to town, but a Christmas Day storm. Powerful 
winds ripped off the roof of the Makai Research Center 
by Sea Life Park in Waimanalo. That was one of 7 
reported blown roofs and 27 downed trees, according 
to HFD.

0:00:20

12/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

Pali Highway Pali Highway. Rocks rained down onto the Pali 
Highway, closing Kailua-bound lanes for much of the 
day. Crews are there now working to clear the debris 
and re-open the highway.

0:00:10

12/25/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

SEVERE 
CHRISTMAS 
WEATHER 
OUTAGES

SEVERE CHRISTMAS WEATHER OUTAGES. This 
Christmas Day storm came in as advertised, with lots of 
heavy rain, and strong winds that brought down trees 
all over the island. The winds were strong enough to 
peel part of the roof off this home in Palolo. No injuries 
were reported here. The winds were stronger on the 
normally windward side of the island, where sheets of 
rain accompanied the gusts.

0:02:02
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12/26/2019 New Sunrise 
7am K5

GUY 
WEATHER

Guy Weather.  A juicy frontal boundary is expected to 
eventually stall and gradually dissipate near east Maui 
and the Big Island Thursday and Friday. Lingering 
moisture from the front will likely provide for passing 
showers over northeast facing slopes of Maui and the 
Big Island. High pressure will build in behind the front, 
with a trade wind weather pattern returning through 
this weekend. Our winds are expected to become 
lighter early next week as another front approaches the 
area from the west, and a surface ridge moves closer to 
the state. A series of small northwest swells will 
support small surf along exposed shores through 
Friday. An upward trend is possible this weekend that 
could support moderate surf by Sunday. Looking ahead 
into next week, guidance is advertising a hurricane-
force low developing east of Japan this weekend which 
could translate to a large northwest swell arriving 
locally early next week. This swell could result in 
warning level surf for north and
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12/26/2019 New Sunrise 
7am K5

Ahuimanu Wx Ahuimanu Wx.  Many residents will continue cleaning 
up today after a wet and windy Christmas. nats wind 
That's video from Ahuimanu. You can see just how 
strong those winds were on the windward side. Those 
high winds left behind damage and debris across Oahu.
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Palolo Blown 
Roof

Palolo Blown Roof.  One of those blown roofs was at 
this home on 15th Avenue in Palolo. A large section 
blew off around 9 A-M. Firefighters helped patch the 
holes. H-F-D says it responded to 7 blown roofs 
yesterday.
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Damaged 
Boats

Damaged Boats.  Boats took a beating on Christmas 
too. At Keehi Boat Harbor -- vessels slammed into each 
other, and in some cases were grinding together. At 
least one appeared to be taking on water. These looked 
they were all tied up, but had some slack on their lines. 
In other parts of the island, there were reports of loose 
boats -- like this one in Hawaii Kai. But the Coast guard 
says there were no reports of lost vessels.
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7am K5

Pali Highway 
Closure

Pali Highway Closure.  A landslide closed the Kailua-
bound lanes of Pali Highway in the afternoon. Crews 
stabilized the slope and cleared the road. It reopened 
around 8:30 last night.
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12/26/2019 New Sunrise 
7am K5

KAUAI SEVERE 
WEATHER

Kauai Severe Weather.  My husband thought it was 
loud thunder. but the noise he was actually hearing 
without us knowing was our 16 foot container. it was a 
big trailer gone girl, gone. down lawai stream. That 
womoan says the heavy rain caused the nearby Lawai 
stream to overflow onto her property...and that the 
water levels were higher than the historic rainstorm in 
April last year. Parts of Hanalei town were 
underwater... and the historic Waimea Theater suffered 
significant flooding damage. Downed trees and debris 
were reported islandwide... the strong gusts brought 
down trees at Costco in Lihue. The power company says 
around 10,000 customers experienced power outages 
between Christmas Eve and Christmas. Crews have 
been working around the clock to get everyone back on 
the grid.
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Oahu damage Oahu damage.  Strong down-slope gusts tore off the 
roof of a structure at the Makai Pier near Makapuu, 
where choppy waters showed the power of the winds. 
At the Toyota dealership in Kaneohe, the gusts brought 
a utility pole down on a brand new SUV for sale. There 
were downed tree branches just about everywhere. 
One fallen tree in Kaimuki was said to be at least 60 
years old. Residents were startled when the wind 
ripped part of it down.
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12/27/2019 5pm HNN 
News KHNL

SEVERE 
CHRISTMAS 
WEATHER 
OUTAGES

SEVERE CHRISTMAS WEATHER OUTAGES.  OPEN "This 
Christmas Day storm came in as advertised, with lots of 
heavy rain, and strong winds that brought down trees 
all over the island." This tree in Kaimuki was said to be 
at least 60 years old. The winds snapped it, startling 
residents who were just getting their Christmas holiday 
underway: ZAK BARRY / KAIMUKI RESIDENT "We were 
just enjoying our favorite Christmas tradition, morning 
bagels with lox, and we heard this huge crack outside 
the tree. We looked out and sure enough, this tree that 
I grew up climbing in had cracked. The winds were 
strong enough to peel part of the roof off this home in 
Palolo. No injuries were reported here. The winds were 
stronger on the normally windward side of the island, 
where sheets of rain accompanied the gusts. The wind 
brought a utility pole down onto a new SUV for sale at 
the Servco Toyota in Kaneohe. I
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Public Service Announcements:

KHNL
NHTSA "Good Habit":  The PSA encourages people not to text and drive.  During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 22 times.
 
NHTSA "Neon Signs":  The PSA encourages people not to text and drive.  During the quarter, 
KHNL aired the public service announcement, :10 in length, 14 times.
 
NHTSA "Play  Place":  The PSA encourages parents to check if they are using the correct car seat 
for their child. During the quarter, KHNL aired the public service announcement, :10 in length, 
50 times.
 
NHTSA "Project Roadblock":  The PSA is part of the Project Roadblock campaign. Project 
Roadblock inspires dialogue about the dangers of drinking and driving and subsequently 
motivates men 21-34 years-old to stop driving ‘buzzed.’.  During the quarter, KHNL aired the 
public service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 52 times.

K5
NHTSA "Good Habit":  The PSA encourages people not to text and drive.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :60 in length, 33 times.
 
NHTSA "Neon Signs":  The PSA encourages people not to text and drive.  During the quarter, K5 
aired the public service announcement, :10 in length, 46 times.
 
NHTSA "Play  Place":  The PSA encourages parents to check if they are using the correct car seat 
for their child.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public service announcement, :10 in length, 80 
times.
 
NHTSA "Project Roadblock":  The PSA is part of the Project Roadblock campaign. Project 
Roadblock inspires dialogue about the dangers of drinking and driving and subsequently 
motivates men 21-34 years-old to stop driving ‘buzzed.’.  During the quarter, K5 aired the public 
service announcement, :15 and :30 in length, 52 times.

NHTSA "Play Place": The PSA encourages parents to check if they are using the correct car seat 
for their child.  During the quarter K5 aired the public service announcement, :10 in length, 166 
times.

NHTSA "Neon Signs": The PSA encourages people not to drive buzzed.  During the quarter K5 
aired the public service announcement, :10 in length, 19 times.


